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Abstract

This study investigates one methodology for extracting useful information about
variability and change in human behaviour from low density surface archaeological
remains scattered across a large, complex and eroding Pleistocene landform. Lake
Mungo, part of the Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area in south-west New
South Wales, provides the setting for this case study. Stone artefacts in eroding surface
contexts form a large proportion of the Willandra Lakes archaeological record, yet have
contributed little to our understanding of past behaviour in this area. This study is
among the first to apply the combination of a landscape approach to data collection, GIS
modelling and theories of technological organisation to the interpretation of this unique
and important record.

Two study areas at Lake Mungo contain sediments representing a change from
consistently high lakes to fluctuating and drying lakes, between approximately 25 ka and
15 ka. Detailed mapping and analysis of geomorphology and artefact distribution
indicate that, although geomorphic processes have redistributed some of the surface
material, there are areas that have retained some stratigraphic integrity. This study
defines three assemblages of chipped stone artefacts that can be reliably associated with
particular stratigraphic layers and thus with particular environments and landscapes.
These assemblages are interpreted using the framework of technological organisation.
Differential use of raw materials from different sources, the intensity of stone use, and
the relative frequency of particular artefact types are investigated. This enables
inferences about raw material conservation, strategies of provisioning and the movement
of people around the landscape. Differences between the assemblages do not correspond
in a straightforward way to differences in palaeolandscape or palaeoenvironmental
context, and this provides a springboard for discussions about the structure of the
archaeological record and the way in which we derive information from assemblages
that have accumulated over different time spans.
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1. Landscape archaeology at Lake Mungo

Introduction
A large proportion of the pre-European archaeological record in Australia consists of
chipped stone artefacts in surface or eroding contexts. This thesis explores the potential
of this record for elaborating upon the behaviour of Australia’s early human occupants.
Through detailed contextual analysis, artefact description and distributional mapping, it
provides a case study for extracting useful information about human behavioural
variability from surface material in a complex, eroding Pleistocene landform. Lake
Mungo, part of the Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area in south-west New
South Wales, provides the setting for this case study.

Background and significance
When the first edition of The Prehistory of Australia was published in 1969, D. J.
Mulvaney suggested that a conservative estimate for the human colonisation of the
Australian continent was 25,000 years ago (Mulvaney 1969: 66). Only a few
archaeological sites had thus far yielded age estimates of around 20,000 years (Koonalda
Cave in South Australia, Lake Menindee in south-west New South Wales, Keilor in
Victoria and Malangangerr and Nawamoyn in the Northern Territory; see Figure 1.1),
corresponding in time with the last glacial period. Given that only five years previously
the earliest known sites were just 8000 years old, the possibility of occupation as long
ago as 30,000 years was not considered unreasonable (Jones 1968: 189, Mulvaney 1969:
154).

At this time, the nature of environmental responses to climate change associated with the
last glacial period in Australia’s arid region was not well understood (Bowler 1976a).
While extensive dune formation in the centre of Australia provided evidence of cold,
windy and dry conditions, traces of large river systems contributed to uncertainty about
the nature of fluctuations in precipitation (e.g. Kemp and Spooner 2007). The
geomorphologist Jim Bowler had recently begun work in south-west New South Wales
investigating the ancient lake systems preserved there; the lake sediments and related
aeolian sediments were thought to be able to contribute to knowledge of glacial
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environments and related geomorphological processes (Johnston and Clark 1998: 105).
From within those sediments, Bowler was to encounter an exceptional record of human
life that included human burials, shell middens, hearths and chipped stone artefacts.
Bowler suspected that these archaeological remains were older than any others yet found
in Australia, and the first age estimates, published in 1970, confirmed an age of about
26,000 BP, greater than that of any of the sites discussed by Mulvaney (Bowler et al.
1970). The human fossil remains that were discovered by Bowler at Lake Mungo are
now dated to around 42,000 years ago (42 ka; Bowler et al. 2003) and are considered to
be the world’s oldest known cremation and ritual ochre burials. Few archaeological sites
subsequently discovered in Australia (Figure 1.1) have been reliably established as older
(e.g. O’Connell and Allen 2004).

The Willandra Lakes region represents the remains of an ancient system of rivers and
lakes that provided fresh water to what is now the semi-arid margin of central Australia
during the cold, dry and windy conditions of the last glacial period (Figure 1.2). The
large volumes of water that filled this system in the lead up to the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) are now known to have resulted primarily from low evaporation rates
and an abundance of seasonal melt-waters from the eastern highlands, rather than an
increase in precipitation in the interior (Bowler et al. 2012: 293). Lake levels fluctuated
substantially in the lead up to the final drying of the system, with drying occurring
between 19 and 17 ka depending upon location within the lake system (Bowler et al.
2012). The dune sediments that accumulated over the 40,000 years or so of human
occupation of the region thus provide a record of environmental changes both leading up
to and succeeding the LGM, and contain a tangible record of the responses of people to
those changes.

The uniqueness and global significance of this record was recognised formally in 1981,
when the Willandra Lakes Region was inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List
for its outstanding environmental and cultural properties – one of only 27 properties
world-wide to be listed for both. The listing established the Willandra Lakes as “an
outstanding example representing a major stage in the earth’s evolutionary history”,
preserving a record of major glacial-interglacial fluctuations (incidentally, dating to well
before the arrival of humans); and preserving a cultural record that is unique, extremely
rare or of great antiquity, demonstrating “an exceptional sequence of aboriginal cultural
occupation extending over tens of thousands of years, including an outstanding record of
2

Figure 1.1. Map of Australia showing the distribution of a selection of archaeological sites that have
yielded ages of more than 20 ka. Those known in 1969 are shown with open stars, while those with
reliable ages near or greater than 40 ka (including the Willandra Lakes, see Figure 1.2) are shown with
black stars (for site details and discussion see Balme et al. 2009, Habgood and Franklin 2008, Langley et
al. 2011, Mulvaney 1969; sea-level data adapted from Geographica 1999: 58).

Figure 1.2. Map of Australia showing the location of the Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area
(black rectangle) within the present-day semi-arid (winter rain) climate zone. Major continental drainage
systems are also shown (sea-level, drainage and climate zones adapted from Geographica 1999: 58, 60).
3

human responses to major changes over time in climate and environments” (UNESCO
2002: 6-7, 2011). Despite geological, environmental and archaeological research in this
area, more than 40 years after the initial discoveries our knowledge of the strategies used
by people to exploit the resources of the region, and how those strategies varied across
the landscape and changed with substantial environmental shifts, is surprisingly limited.
An exploration of the role of technology in these strategies has been particularly
underdeveloped.

Problem
The Willandra Lakes are a vast system; the World Heritage Area encompasses 240,000
ha (2400 km2), with over 110,000 ha within that area currently managed by National
Parks. Even if it is assumed that human activity was concentrated at the lake margins
(and this is a big assumption), at their maximum capacity the shorelines of the five main
lakes, Mulurulu, Garnpung, Leaghur, Mungo, and Arumpo, totalled about 200 km in
length (Allen and Holdaway 2009: 99). The connecting creeks and the inter-lake areas
containing many smaller lake basins add significantly to this resource area. In addition,
the water level in the lakes fluctuated substantially over time, resulting in significant
changes in the area of land and water that could be exploited. The lake beds themselves
also contain archaeological remains dating to the period after the lakes dried up
completely. Thus, the entire area has the potential to yield archaeological material. The
most serious problem, however, is not the vast spatial area that is encompassed by the
Willandra Lakes and the quantity of material it potentially contains – archaeologists
have long been developing strategies for investigating large areas. What makes the
archaeological record of the Willandra Lakes difficult to come to grips with is its
complex nature, created by the combined effects of sediment and artefact deposition,
erosion and exposure over long time periods within the dune systems that border the
lakes. It is here that the bulk of material has been accumulated and preserved, and it is
here that the material traces of past behaviour are actively being exposed and often
destroyed by ongoing geomorphological processes.

The result of these processes is a predominantly low density, surface record scattered
across a large, complex and eroding Pleistocene landform. Material is occasionally
encountered while still partially embedded in sediment (in situ). Human and faunal
remains, shell middens and collections of clay or stone heat retainers marking ancient
4

hearths are the most common material to be found in this context (personal observation).
While individual finds such as these can and do add important information to our
knowledge of, for example, anatomy, burial practices and subsistence, this database is
inevitably limited and investigation of this material is effectively reliant on chance
unless substantial resources are expended on monitoring this extensive landscape.
Furthermore, although bones, shell and even hearthstones can be dated directly, and their
encasing sediments interrogated for environmental information, only a broad picture of
human behavioural responses to environmental change can be derived from this record.

In particular, inferences about technological strategies are absent from a focus on in situ
material, as stone tools are rarely encountered while still partially buried. By contrast,
the majority of the surface archaeological record is made up of chipped stone artefacts.
If not the most common material to have been discarded by people in the past, stone
artefacts are certainly among the most likely to have been preserved. Determining an
appropriate methodology for extracting information about behaviour from this surface
record is the main aim of this dissertation.

Neither the surface record nor the issues associated with its interpretation have been
ignored by past researchers in this area (e.g. Shawcross and Kaye 1980). For example,
based on its similarities to other “old Australian industries”, a sample of this surface
material formed the basis for the definition of the ‘Australian Core Tool and Scraper
Tradition’ (Bowler et al. 1970), one half of the two-part division that is commonly used
to characterise the Australian stone tool record (e.g. Holdaway and Stern 2004: 223-225,
Mulvaney and Kamminga 1999: 44).

The issue most commonly raised as a concern in relation to the use of surface material is
the determination of its age (Holdaway et al. 1998). In an environment in which erosion
has removed artefact-bearing sediment that may have been laid down over tens of
thousands of years, this is particularly a problem. One possible approach to this problem
is to confirm hypotheses derived from the distribution and composition of surface
material with a carefully placed excavation. In an area in which archaeological remains
are likely to be spatially restricted (e.g. in a cave or rockshelter, or on a river terrace), or
in shallow deposits, this may be an effective strategy. Deciding where to place an
excavation trench on a dune up to 30 km long, 2 km wide and 10 m high is a positively
daunting prospect (e.g. Shawcross and Kaye 1980: 121). Given the typically sparse
5

surface distribution of material and evidence for sometimes rapid sediment deposition,
an excavation is not guaranteed to encounter any archaeological material, let alone
obtain a significant sample. A proper understanding of the surface record is necessary
before excavation is likely to be of maximum benefit.

In the last half century, significant advances have been made by archaeologists
throughout the world in deriving useful information from surface remains (e.g. Foley
1981c, Isaac and Harris 1980, Thomas 1973). Improvements in electronic data
collection and spatial and cross-relational database technology have made the collection
and management of large quantities of data possible (Wandsnider 1992: 287), and
frameworks for dealing with large areas, long or variable time periods, complex
geomorphology, and stone artefact technology have been developed (see later
discussion). Collaborations between researchers and traditional Aboriginal owners have
also developed in various parts of Australia, including the Willandra Lakes region. This
project details one of the first attempts to apply these methodological and interpretive
frameworks to the surface archaeological traces preserved at Lake Mungo.

Aims
This project was conducted under the auspices of the ARC-funded Linkage Project
(LP0775058), Environmental Evolution of the Willandra Lakes World Heritage Area
(2007-2009), which was established to facilitate a coherent and ongoing research agenda
in the Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area. In collaboration with the
Traditional Custodians of the Willandra Lakes region, the Linkage Project aimed to
provide an extension of the detailed stratigraphic record of the Mungo lunette, undertake
synthesis and increased publication of archaeological data from Lake Mungo, and
provide training and employment opportunities for members of the Traditional Tribal
Groups. This work is currently being continued as part of an ARC Discovery Project
(DP1092966), Human Responses to Long-Term Landscape and Climate Change in the
Willandra Lakes World Heritage Area (2010-2012).

The main aim of this dissertation is to test one methodology for obtaining information
about variability and change in human behaviour from the low density surface
archaeological remains scattered across a large, complex and eroding Pleistocene
landform. This variability is investigated in the context of environmental change during
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the last glacial period. The size and complexity of the landscape means that it is likely
that more than one potential research strategy could be usefully employed – the
methodology described herein represents one option, tested in a particular geomorphic
setting.

This case study incorporates palaeolandscape reconstruction, a systematic investigation
of stone artefact distribution and detailed stone artefact description. Several specific
questions are addressed:
1. What is the palaeolandscape and palaeoenvironmental context of each study
area?
2. What is the temporal structure of each artefact assemblage? In other words, how
does surface material in each study area relate to in situ material and the
stratigraphy, what is the time-span over which artefact assemblages have
accumulated, and how do the rate and tempo of sediment deposition combine
with patterns of artefact deposition and exposure to define the extent of timeaveraging for each assemblage?
3. What are the characteristics of the archaeological material in general, and the
stone artefacts in particular? What inferences can be drawn about raw material
selection, distribution and use, flaking strategies, tool manufacture, and tool use
and reuse?
4. Do the stone artefact assemblages provide any evidence that can be interpreted as
changes or differences in patterns of mobility within or between the
assemblages?
5. How can the archaeological material in the study area elucidate general models
of landscape use and descriptions of stone typology that have arisen from past
work in the region?

Interpretive framework
This brief introduction has so far touched on a few of the problems that have been
encountered by archaeologists working in the Willandra Lakes region in general and
Lake Mungo in particular. Many of these problems have been faced by researchers in
other parts of Australia and the world, but the unique combination of the long time-depth
of human occupation and complex and deep stratigraphy in a large open area has rarely
been addressed (some investigations of the record of early human ancestors in east
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Africa are probably the main exception, e.g. Isaac and Harris 1980, Stern 1991, 1993,
along with examples from Europe such as Roebroeks 1988). Nevertheless, the
methodological and interpretive frameworks that have been derived to tackle these
issues individually may be applicable, with certain modifications, to research in this
region. These frameworks are outlined below, and are described in more detail in
subsequent chapters.

Landscape archaeology
There are almost as many definitions of ‘landscape archaeology’ as there are
practitioners or commentators (e.g. Anschuetz et al. 2001, Branton 2009, and see
contributions to David and Thomas 2008, Rossignol and Wandsnider 1992, Wagstaff
1987). Common to many of these is the notion that ‘landscape’ implies more than
simply the physical environment; underlying the concept is the notion of human
interaction with the environment, either through modification, delineation or simply
perception. As a simple example, the environment viewed by an artist is just scenery
until it has been represented in some way by the artist and interpreted by other people as
a ‘landscape’. In other words, there is no ‘landscape’ if there is no-one present to view,
inhabit or in some other way interact with the environment it encompasses.

Relationships between different places, and between places and people, vary in meaning
and significance between people and through time. A definition of ‘landscape’ and
‘landscape archaeology’ therefore needs to be a general one, and can perhaps be viewed
at two levels. At one level, landscapes can be defined as “the assemblages of real world
features, natural, semi-natural and wholly cultural” (Powlesland in Roberts 1987: 79)
that form the “physical framework within which human societies exist” (Roberts 1987:
88). Essentially, the landscape is the place or collection of places in which people live
and act. In this sense, landscape could be considered synonymous with ‘environment’,
with both natural and cultural components.

But landscapes may also have aspects that are not real; there may be social or ritual
components, for example, that give significance and meaning to the landscape that is not
inherent in the physical environment. Landscape can therefore be defined more
generally as “the spatial manifestation of the relations between humans and their
environment” (Crumley and Marquardt 1990: 73). The most obvious manifestation of
this relationship is the physical modification of the land or objects upon it (over the long
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term, this is part of the focus of studies of human ecodynamics; e.g. Kirch 2005), but it
may also include the movement of objects and the organisation and distribution of
people and activities upon the land. Importantly, this organisation of space may be
conceptual, as well as physical. There may be places that people predominantly think
about, rather than live and act in. At the most extreme, the concept of ‘landscape’ may
be dominated by active cultural constructs. For example, ritual landscapes, gendered
landscapes and even fictional landscapes have all formed a basis for study (e.g. David et
al. 2008, Kearney 2008, Russell 2008), with ritual, gender or narrative being used as a
means to ascribe significance to places/spaces.

‘Landscape archaeology’ has been practiced in each of these spheres of investigation
(see David and Thomas 2008 for a recent synthesis). For the purposes of this
dissertation, the most useful definition of landscape archaeology is one that distinguishes
between the methodological and the interpretive aspects. Firstly, landscape archaeology
refers to a scale of analysis that transcends the traditional notion of ‘site’ to address past
behaviour across multiple localities (Branton 2009: 52-53). Often referred to as
distributional, off-site or non-site archaeology (e.g. Ebert 1992, Foley 1981a, Thomas
1975), these types of studies provide a methodological framework for tackling large
areas and the continuous scatters of material found within them.

Secondly and concurrently, landscape archaeology can also be defined as an interpretive
framework that “specifically addresses the relationship between past human behaviours
and the physical (or social) space in which they occurred” (Branton 2009: 52-53,
emphasis added). It can be used to model the way people in the past conceptualised,
organised and manipulated their environments, as well as the ways that those places
have shaped their occupants’ behaviours (Branton 2009: 51).

Investigations into recent ethnographic or historical contexts are more likely than
investigations of the distant past to be able to encompass the social, ritual or aesthetic
aspects, for example, that have influenced the use and manipulation of space and the
definition of specific types of landscapes. These are perhaps the types of studies that
Rossignol (1992: 4) refers to when stating the rather narrow view that landscape
archaeologists “have an historical and contextual focus … and do not incorporate
ecological and geologic system variables”. Investigations into the more distant past are
less likely to be able to draw on information about social ways of defining and
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prescribing meaning and significance to landscape, and tend to focus on the relationships
between people and the physical landscape and environment, drawing on studies of
regional geomorphology, palaeoenvironment, actualistic studies and studies of site
formation (Rossignol’s ‘landscape approach’; Rossignol 1992). This study is an
example of the latter approach, focusing on the organisation of people and their activities
upon a physical landscape and investigating potential relationships between variation in
the organisation of behaviour and shifts in the environment that resulted in a changing
landscape.

Technological organisation
As mentioned previously, the bulk of the archaeological record in the Willandra Lakes
consists of chipped stone tools, and it is this evidence for technology that has so far
contributed the least to our understanding of the behaviour of people here during the
Pleistocene. Technology is one realm of behaviour that requires the scheduling and
organisation of activities at different times and in different places within a landscape.

Studies of technological organisation investigate variability in strategies for “making,
using, transporting, and discarding tools and the materials needed for their manufacture
and maintenance”, with a focus on how these strategies vary in relation to environmental
conditions and social and economic concerns (Nelson 1991: 57). Studies into strategies
of technological organisation largely developed during the 1980s, but have their
theoretical underpinnings in the functionalism and behavioural ecology studies of the
1960s and 1970s (Bird and Codding 2008 provide a concise overview of the
fundamental principles of human behavioural ecology and its application to landscape
archaeology, see also Bird and O’Connell 2006).

The fundamental concepts underlying these studies, derived directly from the principles
of evolutionary ecology, are that animal (in this case, human) reproductive strategies and
decision-making capacities have been shaped by evolution, and that behaviour is subject
to constraints imposed by evolutionary history, time, energy and resource availability
(Bird and Codding 2008, Bird and O’Connell 2006: 143). Behavioural ecology studies
the trade-offs that are faced in particular socioecological settings, by evaluating the
costs, benefits and risks associated with different behavioural strategies. Optimality
models are the most common tool for investigating these strategies. Optimality models
identify a particular reproductive or survival ‘problem’ and propose a theoretical
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optimal solution that would solve that problem under specific, controlled conditions. By
investigating how this theoretical optimum varies under different conditions, and then
comparing these results to observed behaviour, optimality models can provide
information about the actual constraints that may be operating (Foley 1985, 1987: 6368).

Models of human behavioural ecology have most commonly been applied in studies of
subsistence behaviour in an anthropological context (e.g. Ingold 1996, Smith 1983,
Smith and Winterhalder 1992, Winterhalder and Smith 1981). By the 1980s, models
based on behavioural ecology were being applied to questions raised by the
archaeological record relating to foraging behaviour and subsistence, although not
without difficulty (Bird and O’Connell 2006 provide a comprehensive review of the use
of behavioural ecology in archaeology). Quantifying the variables involved (i.e. the
goals, costs and benefits, constraints and currency of measurement) initially proved
difficult, but was made easier from the early 1990s as a result of the increasing use of
ethnographic and experimental data (Bird and O’Connell 2006: 148). Further
difficulties arise, however, when predictions based on optimality models are treated as
rules for interpreting archaeological patterns, rather than propositions requiring testing
(Bamforth and Bleed 1997: 118). In short, applying these types of studies to
archaeological assemblages requires the additional step of establishing how the patterns
of behaviour predicted by the models will be manifest in the archaeological record.

Studies of technological organisation extend the principles of behavioural ecology to the
tools involved in subsistence activities and the raw materials used to manufacture those
tools. Results of this type of analysis have been mixed. Quantification of variables has
continued to be a problem, and studies have varied in how explicitly these have been
defined and modelled (Bird and O’Connell 2006: 152). Those studies that are of most
relevance to this study are described in Chapter 6.

There are two main ways in which technology can be incorporated into models derived
from the principles of behavioural ecology. Firstly, there are those studies that attempt
to evaluate the way in which particular technologies or tool types contribute directly to
subsistence activities, thus making technology one of the variables in commonly utilised
‘optimal foraging models’. The design of tools used to acquire food or the composition
of a tool kit can be linked to the type of subsistence resources that are likely to have been
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exploited and the patterns of movement necessary to obtain them, with trade-offs
between, for example, tool efficiency, reliability, flexibility, maintainability and
transportability the subject of investigation (e.g. Nelson 1991). Ethnographic studies
and experimental work into use-wear and retouch have assisted these types of studies, by
determining the efficiency of certain tools and the actual uses to which they have been
put (e.g. Binford and O’Connell 1984, Hayden 1977b, Kamminga 1982, Keeley and
Toth 1981, Toth 1987). The necessity for detailed studies in a range of specific contexts
can be a considerable limitation on investigations into tool use, although the number and
range of these types of studies is increasing. Investigations into sequences of tool
resharpening and rejuvenation have also contributed to understandings of artefact use
(e.g. Dibble 1987).

Alternatively, optimal foraging models can be applied directly to behaviour relating to
the acquisition and use of the raw materials used for stone artefact manufacture. In these
models stone, rather than food, is the resource being acquired, and raw material quality
and availability are the key constraints (e.g. Andrefsky 1994, Bamforth 1986). The
underlying assumption is that the acquisition and use of stone contributes in some way to
adaptive fitness; as time and energy spent obtaining stone detracts from time spent
obtaining food, there must be an adaptive advantage to being able to efficiently acquire
stone and manufacture tools. The availability of stone can be affected by factors such as
abundance, distribution, distance to source and social controls, while raw material
quality will have an impact on its effectiveness at certain tasks (or its symbolic or social
value) and hence its desirability (e.g. Andrefsky 1994, Bamforth 1986). All things being
equal, for example, high quality material is expected to be utilised in preference to low
quality materials. Things are rarely equal, however; if the higher quality material is less
abundant and requires greater effort to obtain, the lower quality material may be used
more often. Raw material conservation and the provisioning of particular places with
raw material are examples of specific strategies for responding to shortages of desired
raw material (e.g. Bamforth 1986, Kuhn 1992).

Technological organisation and relative mobility
One of the most common aims of studies of technological organisation is to investigate
change or variation in settlement strategies. How far and how often people, either as
groups or individuals, move around the landscape has often come under investigation.
Studies of tool design or tool-kit composition and studies of raw material use can both
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provide information about this theme. Studies that focus on raw materials can be framed
in terms of the likelihood of encountering a distant raw material, which depends on how
often and how reliably the distance to the source is covered by members of a group (e.g.
Shiner 2008: 33). The more regularly a group moves around and the further they go (or,
at least, those members of the group likely to collect and transport stone) the more likely
they will be to cover the distance required to encounter a particular raw material.
Following the logic of optimal ‘diet breadth’ models, whether they then collect material
depends on its quality, and the likelihood of encountering higher quality stone (Bird and
O’Connell 2006: 147). Variability in the quantity of high quality, distant raw material in
an assemblage, and the intensity with which that material has been worked, can therefore
signal differences in the way people were moving around the landscape, i.e. their relative
mobility.

Variation in the presence or abundance of particular tools or artefacts in an assemblage
can also be related to differences in mobility, this time specifically to the mobility of
those members of the groups who use tools to obtain food. Artefacts that are not
excessively heavy and have high potential for producing a cutting edge (perhaps via
reworking), for example, are thought to be the best option for the personal tool-kit of
mobile foragers (Kuhn 1994). In contrast, large heavy implements are unlikely to be
readily transported, and a large number of these in a particular location may indicate that
people were more sedentary (e.g. Binford 1979: 263, Kuhn 1992: 189). Again, changes
in the abundance of these different tools and artefacts may indicate changes in the
relative mobility of a group.

Technological organisation and probability of discard
The preceding example raises an additional difficulty involved with the application of
behavioural ecology to the archaeological record. The point has already been made that
applying these types of studies to archaeological assemblages requires an understanding
of how the behaviour being modelled will manifest in the archaeological record.
Behavioural ecology evaluates hypotheses about the behaviour of individuals under a set
of particular conditions (Bird and O’Connell 2006: 146). In an ethnographic context, it
is often possible to observe the range of technologies and particular tools that are
employed under different circumstances. The archaeological record, on the other hand,
contains only those parts of the living system that were lost or discarded, and
subsequently preserved, at a particular location (Binford 1980). It may contain material
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from many behavioural events over an extended period of time, and this additional
dimension of time, as well as the changes in conditions that may have occurred over
time, needs to be considered in the application and interpretation of hypotheses derived
from behavioural ecology.

One approach to this problem that incorporates the temporal aspect is to consider the
probability of discard of certain tool and artefact types (Shott 1989, 2008: 48). Just as
rarer artefacts are relatively more likely to be present in a large assemblage than a small
one (e.g. Hiscock 2001), similarly artefacts that have a lower probability of discard are
more likely to be present in an assemblage that is the result of more ‘intense’ occupation,
where occupation intensity is the sum of the length of time spent by people (i.e. a
product of the number of people, the length of each visit and the frequency of visitation)
at that location (Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006, Holdaway et al. 2000: 46, Shiner
2008: 34). Investigations into artefact production, function and use-life (e.g. Shott 1989)
can contribute to the identification of the probability of discard of certain artefacts.

This study investigates the composition of several stone artefact assemblages to
determine the way in which technology was organised in and around the Willandra
Lakes. Evidence for differential use of nearby compared to more distant raw materials,
the form in which raw material was transported, the intensity of reduction and retouch
and the types and proportions of particular artefact types provide information for
exploring the potential for detecting variability in patterns of landscape use in this
region.

The ‘problem of time’: perspectives, averaging and structure
The complex nature of the deposition, erosion and exposure of artefacts and their
encompassing sediments was identified earlier as the key difficulty faced by
archaeologists working in the Willandra Lakes. What has been missing in past work in
the region is a thorough appreciation of the structure of the archaeological record that
has resulted from the combination of these processes, and the types of questions that can
be reasonably put to that record. The composition of an artefact assemblage is, in part,
determined by the differential probability of discard of certain artefacts over time.
Similarly, the structure of an artefact assemblage is a product of processes occurring
across space and through time. The combination of the rate and tempo of sediment
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deposition and removal and the rate and tempo of artefact deposition, exposure and
removal determines the overall time span represented by the assemblage and the
temporal resolution of different components of the assemblage.

Time perspectivism
The issue of identifying appropriate research questions for archaeological records of
different temporal resolution has been discussed by Bailey (e.g. 1981, 1983, 1987, 2007)
under the label ‘time perspectivism’. In his original formulation, Bailey (1981: 103)
defines time perspectivism as the belief that “differing time-scales bring into focus
different features of behaviour, requiring different sorts of explanatory principles”.
Recently, Bailey identified four specific meanings implied by time perspectivism:
1. different phenomena operate over different time spans and at different
resolutions (the substantive definition; Bailey 2007: 201);
2. different sorts of phenomena are best studied using different time spans and
different temporal resolutions (methodological definition; Bailey 2007: 201);
3. differential time perspectives have a distorting effect on our perception and
understanding of the world (strict definition; Bailey 2007: 202); and
4. our observation of time is conditioned by the particular cognitive and symbolic
representations of time that are specific to particular cultures, states of brain
evolution, forms of social organisation, or world view (subjective definition;
Bailey 2007: 202).

The latter definition will not be discussed further here. The first definition is the most
common understanding of the term (Bailey 2007: 201), often exemplified by the
contrasting of social processes, which may structure an individual’s behaviour at a scale
ranging from hours to years, demographic processes, which may operate on populations
over generations, and evolutionary processes, which may operate on species over
thousands or even millions of years. The methodological definition logically follows
from the first; as Bailey (1987: 8) describes, “the small-scale processes that dominate
our lives and surroundings as living individuals … are not necessarily the most
appropriate variables to study when we view behaviour on a larger scale and over longer
time spans, nor the most easily accessible”. This is not to deny that the same processes
were taking place; but whether or not these types of behaviours can be effectively
studied in the distant past, or over longer time frames, is dependant on the quality and
resolution of the available data (Bailey 2007: 201-202). The use of ethnoarchaeology
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and ethnographic analogues as a source of functional or socioeconomic models for
interpreting archaeological remains from the distant past has therefore been deemed
inappropriate by a number of commentators (e.g. Allen et al. 2008, Hiscock 2008: 5-8,
Holdaway and Wandsnider 2006, Holdaway et al. 1998: 2, Stern 1993).

Bailey argues that the strict definition of time perspectivism has both negative and
positive implications. Coming to an understanding of the distorting effects of greater
‘distance’ (i.e. longer time depth and/or larger spatial scale), Bailey claims, will provide
archaeologists with the potential for greater understanding of the processes that can be
observed at different scales. Archaeology is the discipline in the best position to obtain
data from a range of different time perspectives, and thus come to an understanding of
the relationships between different phenomena that cannot be observed directly. The
key to this, according to Bailey, is an appreciation and understanding of what it means
for the archaeological record to be a palimpsest.

Palimpsests
The term ‘palimpsest’ has generated much angst in discussions of time-scale issues. It
originally referred to a manuscript page that has been erased or scraped off and then
reused (Bailey 2007: 203). In archaeology, a palimpsest usually refers to a
“superimposition of successive activities, the material traces of which are partially
destroyed or reworked because of the process of superimposition” (Bailey 2007: 203).
The extent of the removal or modification of prior traces can vary from total removal, a
situation that Bailey identifies as a ‘true palimpsest’, to partial or minimal modification,
which results in the type of accumulation that is undoubtedly more common in the
archaeological record, a ‘cumulative palimpsest’. In a cumulative palimpsest,
successive episodes of deposition cannot be separated out and, in most cases, the age of
any individual item can only be resolved to within the span of time represented by the
total accumulation. The successful interpretation of the information contained within a
palimpsest, according to the implications of time perspectivism, depends on asking
questions that are appropriate for that time span.

Surface assemblages, such as the majority of the material on the Lake Mungo lunette,
are readily recognised by archaeologists as palimpsests. Excavated assemblages have
also been recognised as palimpsests, albeit of varied resolution, particularly by those
who have pointed out that the temporal resolution of some surface assemblages is no less
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than that of some excavated assemblages (e.g. Holdaway et al. 1998: 2). It has been
argued that all archaeological assemblages are palimpsests of some sort and that what
varies is their scale and resolution (in fact, Bailey goes so far as to argue that the whole
material world is comprised of palimpsests at all scales). The implication of this is that
palimpsests are not some “distorted or degraded version of a message that needs to be
restored to its original state before it can be interpreted … [T]hey are the message”
(Bailey 2007: 209, emphasis in original, see also Binford 1981). The challenge is for
archaeologists to interpret them appropriately.

Herein lies the problem that has so far plagued archaeologists working at Lake Mungo.
Faced with an archaeological assemblage that is recognised as a cumulative palimpsest,
a common and understandable response by archaeologists (both at Mungo and
elsewhere) is to either ignore the assemblage because it is ‘mixed’, or to seek out the
parts of the assemblage, or an alternative assemblage, that can be resolved in time (i.e.
‘dated’) more precisely or identified as representing specific behavioural events that
took place over a much finer time span (e.g. an individual knapping or carcass
processing event). While this may be a reasonable strategy for addressing particular
research questions (i.e. those addressing short-term processes), there are several
problems with adopting this approach as the only method of data collection. The most
obvious problem is that it effectively ignores or excludes the remainder of the
archaeological record as an object of inquiry, and in certain circumstances this may
include the majority of material. It fails to recognise the potential of the palimpsest as
‘the message’, and does not delve into the possibility of obtaining new and unique
information, or rare information, that only this type of material can reveal (Bailey 2007,
2008: 23, Stern 2008a: 368).

A more immediate problem is the inappropriate application of the interpretation of this
type of data to larger-scale problems. As soon as a number of these types of individual
events are grouped together, or compared, whether to understand the distribution of
material or activities across a landscape, or to investigate changes through time, the fine
time scale of individual occurrences is lost (Stern 1993: 221). The result is a particular
type of cumulative palimpsest that Bailey (2007: 205-207) refers to as a ‘spatial
palimpsest’, with a temporal structure that differs from that of any of the individual
components. Interpretations using models relevant to short-term processes perhaps fail
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to recognise that this type of assemblage is also a palimpsest, just as the ‘mixed’ surface
assemblage is a palimpsest (e.g. see comments on Stern 1993).

Time-averaging
If all assemblages are palimpsests of some sort, the concept of ‘time-averaging’ is useful
for articulating the measurement of the degree of mixing that has resulted in a
palimpsest. The concept of time-averaging has been adopted from invertebrate
palaeontology (Stern 1993: 209, Walker and Bambach 1971), where it has become
crucial to studies of palaeoecology. It refers to the mixing of palaeoecological records in
such a way that “events that happened at different times appear to be synchronous in the
geological record” (Kowalewski 1996: 318), or “the remains of organisms that did not
live together end up in the same deposit” (Olszewski 1999: 226). In an archaeological
context, an assemblage can be considered time-averaged if it contains material from
different time intervals (a lag deposit, for example), or, by virtue of the second part of
the definition, from unrelated events. All palimpsests can be considered to be timeaveraged; by extension, all archaeological assemblages are time-averaged to some
extent. Although palimpsests and time-averaged assemblages are conceptually the same
thing, the usefulness of the latter lies in the fact that palaeontologists have devoted some
effort to exploring the implications of time-averaging for analysis and interpretation, and
have developed frameworks for assessing the extent of time-averaging and its
significance (e.g. Flessa et al. 1993, Kidwell and Flessa 1995). While the absolute
extent of time-averaging is related to the minimum time span of the accumulation that
can be resolved, whether or not the time-averaging is significant depends on the process
under investigation; that is, it depends on the research questions being asked (e.g. de
Lange 2008, Kowalewski 1996, Olszewski 1999). If the resolution of the assemblage is
1000 years, for example, and the object of investigation is seasonal migration, the record
is significantly time-averaged, precluding investigation of that particular problem.

The relevance of time-averaging for this study
There is no doubt that the surface assemblages at Lake Mungo are time-averaged. The
extent of time-averaging differs significantly depending on the geomorphic setting of the
material, and this is the result of two main factors. The first is varied rates and tempos
of sediment deposition. For example, the accumulation of archaeological material on a
geomorphically stable surface, i.e. a soil, results in an accumulation that is timeaveraged over the span of the depositional hiatus. It is worth pointing out that artefacts
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associated with a soil surface are time-averaged to this extent regardless of whether they
are a surface assemblage or obtained from an in situ excavated deposit (e.g. Holliday et
al. 1993, see also Stern 1993: 220). The soils preserved in the lunette sediments vary in
their level of development; some are expressions of very local stable conditions and may
represent relatively short periods of time, while others represent more regional
phenomena and probably longer depositional hiatuses (Bowler 1998: 122, 124).

The second factor contributing to the variable time-averaging of the surface assemblages
is differential erosion. Artefact assemblages that are retained as a surface lag typically
have a time span that extends from the age of the sediments on which they lie to the age
of the last period of deposition (which may be the present day). The extent of timeaveraging will therefore be much greater in settings where significant erosion through
multiple sediment layers has occurred, and will depend on the total time span that was
represented by those layers. In more extreme cases, where significant artefact transport
has occurred, artefacts may even be older than the sediment on which they lie, making
the extent of time-averaging difficult to ascertain.

Additionally, an artefact assemblage may be inherently time-averaged, if it is made up of
artefact types with variable use-lives. With a focus on the chipped stone artefacts, this
study will establish the extent of time-averaging resulting from the geomorphic setting in
each study area and investigate the characteristics of the stone assemblages accumulated
during that time span. The problem of the type of questions appropriate for different
scales of analysis is one that archaeologists continue to grapple with (Stern 2008a: 368),
and it is only by going through the process of trying different analyses in different
situations that it will be possible to tell which are appropriate and which yield little or no
useful information (Bailey 2007: 220, see also Allen and Holdaway 2009: 103-104).

Thesis logic
As already mentioned, there are multiple ways that a record the scale of that of the
Willandra Lakes region could be approached. The field methodology used for this study
(described in Chapter 3) was developed following preliminary field reconnaissance and
a review of the key advances in distributional or non-site archaeology, including the
most comprehensive example of this type of approach in arid Australia, the Western
New South Wales Archaeological Program (e.g. Fanning et al. 2009, Holdaway et al.
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1998, 2000, 2004, 2008). Aspects of a landscape approach have been incorporated into
past work in the Willandra Lakes, and it is important to appreciate why such attempts
were not altogether successful.

The two areas selected for detailed study form only a very small percentage of the total
Mungo lunette and, of course, of the Willandra Lakes region itself. Current
understanding of the record of landscape development and environmental change has
been based on a large-scale perspective developed from key geomorphological locations
throughout the lake system, supplemented by more detailed sedimentological work at a
few important archaeological sites (see Chapter 2). To properly understand the way in
which archaeological remains have been accumulated and exposed as well as the
environmental and landscape context in which people’s activities were taking place, it is
essential to develop a detailed understanding of the geomorphology and stratigraphy of
each study area at greater detail than has previously been done for most of the Mungo
lunette (see Chapter 4). This is not primarily a geological study, however. The
palaeolandscape reconstructions presented in Chapter 4 therefore draw upon additional
descriptions and interpretations provided by Dr Tim Barrows (School of Geography,
University of Exeter). To determine a basic chronology and enable estimates of the
extent of time-averaging, sediment samples for OSL dating were collected by Dr Tim
Barrows and processed at the Australian National University by Dr Kathryn
Fitzsimmons (Department of Human Evolution, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology).

Establishing the palaeolandscape and palaeoenvironmental context of each study area,
provides the initial basis for determining the overall extent of time-averaging for this
study. The extent of geomorphic time-averaging for each assemblage, however, depends
on two things:


the degree of resolution possible from dating the sediments; and



how precisely and reliably the stratigraphic origin of the surface material can be
pinpointed.

Whether or not the stratigraphic origin of surface material can be pinpointed, or at least
narrowed down, depends on developing an understanding of the processes acting to
expose and potentially move archaeological material, and the likely patterns of artefact
distribution arising from them (Chapter 5). Together with the temporal resolution
established by the palaeolandscape reconstruction and the age of the sediments, this
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understanding contributes to an appreciation of the temporal structure of the surface
assemblage, and facilitates the delineation of assemblages for the detailed technological
analyses in Chapters 6, 7 and 8.

The framework of technological organisation has been outlined earlier in this chapter,
and specific examples of its use are investigated in more detail in Chapter 6. The
interpretation of the artefact assemblages draws on inferences about technological
organisation based on these studies, rather than through direct application of analyses of
behavioural ecology. Care is taken, however, to ensure that interpretations are
consistent with the underlying principles of behavioural ecology. Of particular interest
are occasions where observations differ from expectations.

Whether or not the methodology utilised by this study has been an effective way of
generating information about human behaviour requires a demonstration that new
information has been produced. The results of this study are therefore compared and
contrasted with past work in the area (Chapter 9). The interpretation of variation
between and within the assemblages is discussed in relation to the extent and
significance of time-averaging, and the contribution of this study to discussions
regarding Australian Pleistocene stone technology, landscape archaeology and time
perspectivism are also considered.

To set the scene for this study, the following chapter describes current understandings of
the landscape history derived from past geological and geomorphological work in the
region, and outlines the history of archaeological work in the Willandra Lakes region.
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2. Environmental and archaeological context

Geographic setting
The Willandra Lakes are located in southwest New South Wales, on the margins of the
Mallee country to the west (Figure 2.1). Five large, interconnected lakes and 14 smaller
basins make up the lake system, which developed during the Pleistocene. The lakes
were fed by the Willandra Creek (also called the Willandra Billabong Creek), an
overflow channel of the Lachlan River, which originates in the Eastern Highlands
(Bowler et al. 1970: 39). The system was a series of flow-through lakes, with each of
the main lakes filling only when the lakes upstream reached overflow levels. At
maximum capacity, the Willandra Creek continued south to the Murrumbidgee River.
During the last glacial period, significant quantities of water were carried by the Lachlan
River (Bowler 1971: 59, see also Kemp and Spooner 2007); following the last glacial
maximum (LGM), overflow into the Willandra Creek all but ceased, and the lakes
gradually dried out.

The role of Lake Mungo in this system was slightly different to that of the other main
lakes. Rather than a flow-through lake, Lake Mungo was actually a terminal lake, with
no outflow. It is likely that this basin responded more sensitively to changes in the
hydrological system (Bowler 1998: 148); in particular it was probably subject to higher
salinities, as there was no opportunity for salts to be removed.

The Willandra Lakes disrupt the east-west trending longitudinal dunes of the Mallee.
Each lake basin is clearly defined, with an abrupt cliff on the western margin and a
transverse crescent-shaped dune, or lunette, bordering the eastern margin. Lunettes,
made up of aeolian sediments derived from beach sands and lake-floor silts and clays
containing a high proportion of pelletal clay, are a sedimentary marker of unique
environmental and hydrological conditions (e.g. Bowler 1971, 1973, 1976a). They were
deposited by the seasonal westerly to south-westerly winds that prevailed during the
Pleistocene, and a large proportion of the archaeological record of the Willandra Lakes
region is preserved within these sediments.
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WILLANDRA LAKES REGION
WORLD HERITAGE AREA

a.

b.

Figure
3.1a

c.
Figure 2.1. The Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area (without the southernmost lakes).
a. Location of the Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area within the Murray-Darling basin in
southeast Australia. b. Approximate boundaries of the Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area
and Mungo National Park. c. The major basins of the Willandra Lakes on the margin of the Mallee dune
fields, showing basin and lunette morphology and the course of the former Willandra Creek.
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The lake beds now form flat plains, vegetated by salt-tolerant low bushes and grasses,
while the dunes support small, scrubby mallee eucalypts with an understorey of herbs
and grasses. Mallee woodlands vegetate the sand plains to the east. The region is
located on the margins of the semi-arid zone, and receives average annual rainfall of
around 250 mm. Average February temperatures range from 16°C to 32°C, while in
July the range is 5°C to 15°C, although temperatures below zero or above 35oC are not
unusual (Department of Environment and Conservation (NSW) 2006: 4-5).

Brief history of the Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area
European settlement of the Willandra Lakes region commenced in the 1850s
(Department of Environment and Conservation (NSW) 2006: 16). Huge pastoral
holdings were established, the largest of which was Gol Gol Station, and most ran sheep
for wool. In the 1920s, the large properties were subdivided into allotments of 16,000 ha
for the soldier settlement scheme. Mungo Station was allotted to the Cameron brothers
in 1921, and was sold to Albert Barnes in 1934 (Department of Environment and
Conservation (NSW) 2006: 16). Barnes retained the property until it was purchased by
the New South Wales government in 1979 and reserved as a National Park. This
followed an increase in tourist numbers to the region, after a number of scientific
discoveries were publicised (although tourism to the ‘Walls’ goes back to at least the
1950s; Ashley et al. 2003: 40, 41).

The geomorphologist, Jim Bowler, began work in the region in 1967, investigating
ancient lake systems and the formation of aeolian deposits during the last ice age
(Johnston and Clark 1998: 105). The presence of abundant cultural material on the
Mungo lunette and the discovery of human remains in sediments recognised by Bowler
as being of significant antiquity eventually sparked the interest of a team of
archaeologists and palaeoanthropologists from the Australian National University
(ANU) (Bowler et al. 1970). These early finds, including Mungo I or Mungo Lady in
1969 (Bowler et al. 1970) and Mungo III or Mungo Man in 1974 (Bowler and Thorne
1976), have now been dated to around 42,000 years ago (Bowler et al. 2003).

The subsequent decade of research highlighted the significance of this area, and concern
arising from an unmanaged increase in visitors prompted the establishment of Mungo
National Park in 1979 (Ashley et al. 2003: 43). The declaration of the Willandra Lakes
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Region World Heritage Area in 1981 confirmed the international significance of both the
cultural and natural features of the region. The Willandra Lakes Region was inscribed
on the World Heritage List in 1981 for cultural and natural values of outstanding
universal significance: as an example of a major stage in the earth’s evolutionary history,
as an example of ongoing geological processes and for bearing an exceptional testimony
to a past civilisation (UNESCO 2002: 6-7). Pleistocene occupation of the region,
extending from over 40 ka to approximately 15 ka (Bowler 1998, Bowler et al. 2003),
has implications for patterns of the initial colonisation of Australia, adaptation to semiarid environments, and response to environmental fluctuations associated with the LGM.

The area listed in 1981 encompassed 370,000 ha, with its boundaries defined largely by
the cadastral boundaries of the 32 pastoral leases affected by the listing (UNESCO 2002:
88). Neither the pastoral lease-holders nor the local indigenous community were
consulted before or during the process of World Heritage listing. These groups were not
officially represented in the management of the area until 1993, when a number of
advisory committees were established. Three management committees with crossrepresentation currently support the management of the World Heritage Area: the
Elders’ Council of the Two Traditional Tribal Groups from the Willandra Lakes Region
World Heritage Area, comprising Elders and councillors from the Paakantji (Barkindji),
and Ngiyampaa groups (a third group, the Mutthi Mutthi, also has traditional
associations with the Willandra Lakes, and are involved in caring for the area in other
ways); the Community Management Committee (CMC), comprising local stakeholders;
and the Technical and Scientific Advisory Committee (TSAC). Similarly, a Joint
Management Advisory Committee was established for the management of Mungo
National Park in 2001, and members of the Elders Council form a majority on that
committee.

Zanci Station, adjacent to Mungo Station, was acquired by the NSW government and
added to Mungo National Park in 1984 (Department of Environment and Conservation
(NSW) 2006: 4). Leaghur, Garnpang and Balmoral Stations, to the north, were added in
2002, bringing the total area encompassed by the National Park to just over 90,000 ha
(Department of Environment and Conservation (NSW) 2006: 4), and more recent
additions increased the area of the National Park to over 100,000 ha. The boundary of
the World Heritage Area was revised in 1995 to more accurately reflect the World
Heritage values for which it was listed (UNESCO 2002: 8). The area was reduced to
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240,000 ha, of which Mungo National Park forms a significant proportion (Figure 2.1b).
The balance of the World Heritage Area is used predominantly for sheep farming.

Environmental history
The Willandra Lakes Region is considered to be an outstanding example of significant
ongoing geological processes in the development of landforms, representing a major
stage of the earth’s evolutionary history (the last glacial-interglacial period). Table 2.1
lists some examples of the values for which the Willandra Lakes Region was inscribed
on the World Heritage List, and provides an outline of the environmental and
geomorphological features of the area.

Lunette formation
Many shallow lake basins in southeast and southwest Australia are characterised by the
presence of lunettes on one margin. Lunettes represent a unique environment without
analogue in the continent today, providing within their structure and sediments a detailed
record of the water-level, salinity and wind conditions that once affected the adjacent
lake.
The formation and significance of lunettes has been discussed extensively by Bowler
(e.g. Bowler 1971, 1973, 1976b). The name ‘lunette’ was initially coined by Hills
(1940), who was the first to describe these crescent-shaped features in Australia.
Stephens and Crocker (1946) were the first to argue that lunettes were a feature of arid
environments.

Lunettes differ from most longitudinal or strand-line dunes in that they contain a
relatively high proportion (more than about 20%) of sediment in the silt and clay size
range (Bowler 1973). This clay fraction is sufficient to control dune structure and
morphology, usually resulting in parallel, low-angle planar bedding and a windward
(lakeward) slope that is steeper than the lee slope (Bowler 1973: 318). The presence of
well-sorted quartz sands, occasional gravels, soil horizons and wave-trimmed shorelines
within many lunettes and on adjacent lake shores attest to the periodic presence of water
and often multiple episodes of lunette formation (Bowler 1971).
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World Heritage values for the Willandra Lakes Region, representing a major stage of the earth’s
geological history in association with responses to major glacial-interglacial fluctuations.
Non-glaciated, low-latitude lacustrine landscape lake basins that include lunettes, inter-lake areas between
major lake basins, connecting channels, connecting dunefields, unusually large clay dunes and complex
downstream variability in the character of the lacustrine system;
Fossil dunes and lake sediments, including those which show evidence of Pleistocene climatic changes
and landscape history for the geomorphological record spanning well over 100,000 years, detailed
stratigraphic, geochemical and pedological evidence for climatic and related environmental changes, the
effects of major climatic fluctuation associated with oscillations in ice sheets on non-glaciated inland
regions, the influence of the westerly winds that prevailed throughout the period of dune formation, a
period extending from at least 100,000 years to about 15,000 years ago, and evidence of giant extinct
marsupial species;
Extensive flat plains of lake floors and sedimentary carbonates which show evidence of past salinity
fluctuations and the stability of the landscape in this region and evidence of the area’s response to major
climate change; and
Stunted blue bush (Maireana sedifolia and M. pyramidata) and saltbush (Atriplex stipulata) on the lake
floor showing evidence of final saline phases of lakes.
Table 2.1. Natural World Heritage values of the Willandra Lakes Region (UNESCO 2002: 6).

Seasonal drying is essential to the formation of lunettes, exposing the silts and clays of
the lake floor to deflation and aeolian transport. Efflorescence of salts on the lake floor
produces sand-sized aggregrates of clay, which would otherwise be too fine for aeolian
transport and local deposition. These pellets are then picked up by high-velocity,
unidirectional winds and deposited in dunes on the lee side of the lake, where they are
quickly stabilised by hygroscopic absorption. The key conditions that enable this
process are as follows (Bowler 1973):


high salinity, which produces the clay pellets and inhibits vegetation colonisation
on the lake floor which would otherwise trap aeolian sediments;



seasonally high evaporation rates, which lower the water-table to expose lakefloor sediments and concentrate salt levels;



strong, unidirectional winds during the low-water period, which aid evaporation
and transport the sediments; and



a return to more humid conditions to stabilise the dune, replenish the sediment
source and prevent the watertable from becoming too low to maintain salinity
levels.
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By contrast, quartz-rich sand dunes form during prolonged high-water conditions, by
deposition of wind-blown, wave-nourished beach sands (Bowler 1973: 327). In the
simplest sense, a transition from quartz sand dunes to clay dunes provides evidence of a
change from wet to more variable and arid conditions, or from a low evaporation to a
high evaporation regime.

Lunettes of Lake Mungo and the other Willandra Lakes
Within the Mungo lunette, alternating sand and clay units, local and regional soil
development, and the presence of aeolian dust from central Australia add to the
interpretation of the environment of the lakes. Lake-shore gravels and sandy lunette
layers indicate periods of high water, while clay-rich dunes indicate a complex
combination of low but fluctuating water-levels and high salt content in the adjacent
lake. Soil horizons indicate periods of stable environment, involving the establishment
of vegetation in association with either regional drying or a temporary cut-off of
sediment supply (i.e. the return of water; Bowler 1998: 122).

The sediment history of the southern end of the Mungo lunette has been most thoroughly
studied. Five main stratigraphic units have been identified by Bowler (and named for
the surrounding pastoral stations): from oldest to youngest these are the Golgol, Lower
Mungo, Upper Mungo, Arumpo and Zanci units. Detailed descriptions of the sequence
at three locations on the lunette are found in Bowler (1998); Table 2.2 provides a
summary description (recent work on the northern part of the Mungo lunette as part of
the Discovery Project (DP1092966) may lead to some revision of this scheme).

Broadly, the Golgol Unit, dating to over 140 ka, represents an older lunette complex,
with a deep red soil indicative of a long period of stability before the return of water at
perhaps 60 ka. The following major freshwater phase is represented by the sandy Lower
Mungo Unit. The end of this phase around 40 ka is marked by a period of ‘topographic
equilibrium’: dune stabilisation by vegetation resulting in strong soil development.

Between approximately 40 ka and 20 ka, a period of sustained aridity with low but
oscillating lake levels is reflected in the clay-rich Upper Mungo and Arumpo Units. Soil
formation separates these units, marking a temporary return of water to the system. This
was followed once more by oscillating water-levels, with dry periods increasing in
severity and length in approach to the final stage of drying, represented by the Zanci
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Unit. This unit dates to between 22 ka and 19 ka and can be correlated with dune
mobilisation in other locations in association with the peak of the LGM (e.g. Bowler
1976b, Croke et al. 1996, Wasson 1984). Soil on top of the Zanci Unit has developed in

Age (ka)
<19

Modern soil
development

21-19

Pelletal clay content
dominant

22-20

Soil development

30-22

High pelletal clay
proportion
Initial low-clay
component

c. 30

Soil development

40-30

Composition

c. 55-40
>100?

Golgol

>60

c. 55

Lower Mungo

c. 40

Upper Mungo

Arumpo

Zanci

Unit

the period since deposition ceased.

Silt/ pelletal clay
proportion increasing;
increasing dust
component
Strong soil
development;
increasing dust
component

Typical appearance

Environment

Thick, strong brown soil with small
carbonate concretions penetrating
underlying deposit

Lakes dry

Grey, laminar, relatively unconsolidated;
horizontal weathering planes

Deflation, major
drying

Weak brown soil with secondary
carbonates penetrating underlying deposit

Brief return of water

Vertical rilling and smooth erosion
surfaces
Algal carbonate formation, deposition of
well-sorted sands in some locations
Thin brown, sandy soil developed on grey
sandy clays; diffuse ‘fine-earth’
carbonates and small secondary carbonate
concretions; fish and mussel becoming
rare
Laminar olive to greenish-grey pelletal
clays and clayey sands; fish and mussel
common; vertical rilling and smooth
erosion surfaces
Dark brown to dark ashen grey colour
with organics and secondary ‘fine-earth’
carbonates; chalky white rhizomorphs
penetrate underlying deposit

Predominantly sandy;
phases of beach
gravel alternating with
clay components and
soil development

Well sorted, clean quartz sands; abundant
tiny bivalves

Deep soil
development

Strong red calcareous soil, with massive
crystalline calcrete boulders, often hard,
pinkish, tubular

Intermediate soil
development
Laminated sands and
clays
Quartz sands

Fluctuating lakelevels, dry periods
increasing in severity
and length
Brief return to high
water
End of high lakelevel period;
increased continental
aridity
Dense vegetation;
stability; beginning
of drying
High lake levels;
minor and short-lived
arid episodes
Initial lake filling

Grey calcareous pelletal clays with
prismatic jointing

Long period of
stability
Fluctuating lakelevels
Early high water
phase

Table 2.2. Simplified summary and description of the stratigraphic units present within the Lake Mungo
lunette (after Bowler 1998, Bowler et al. 2003; the ages presented in this table are currently under
revision).
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These units are not represented equally at all locations, varying in thickness,
composition and expression along the length of the Mungo lunette (Bowler 1998). This
may indicate that many of the factors contributing to lunette morphology are controlled
by local, rather than regional or continental conditions. Broadly equivalent sedimentary
units can be recognised in the lake and lunette sediments of the other lakes in the system,
however.

To the south, progressive drying resulted in the contraction of the Arumpo lake basin,
and the sediments associated with the final drying phase (Zanci) form a secondary
lunette sequence within the larger Outer Arumpo basin, bordering the groundwatercontrolled Chibnalwood Lakes (Bowler et al. 2012). In contrast, the northernmost lake,
Mulurulu, remained wet while the lower lakes were drying (Bowler et al. 2012),
providing evidence that the drying of the lakes took place in sequence from south to
north, as the input of water from the north reduced (Bowler 1998: 141).

Other environmental evidence
The palaeoenvironmental information obtained from the sediments is supported by floral
and faunal evidence. The presence of freshwater fish and shellfish species in the lake
and lunette sediments indicates the presence of water in the lake basins, while variations
in the numbers and proportions of certain species provide clues to relative salinity levels.

Tiny ‘fingernail clams’, a small, thin-shelled bivalve (Sphaerium sp.) are abundant in
Lower Mungo sands, and Velesunio ambiguus, a large unionid bivalve, and limnaeids
(small gastropods or ‘pond snails’) are also present (Bowler 1998: 138). These are all
freshwater species, although unionids can tolerate salinity up to 15,000 ppm. Limnaeids
are present in the lower portion of Arumpo sediments at Mungo, in association with the
precipitation of carbonates during the high-water stand at around 30 ka, consistent with
the presence of moderately high salinities (Bowler 1998: 139). Fish bones, including
otoliths, are common in the Lower Mungo soil at the southern end of the Mungo lunette.
Fish and Velesunio fragments are then rare until the LGM (Bowler et al. 2012). A recent
study looking at shell and fish otolith dates shows a pattern of fresh water receding
upstream at this time, disappearing from Lake Mungo at around 19 ka, but retained at
Mulurulu until around 18 ka (Bowler et al. 2012). This evidence supports the suggestion
that the lakes dried in sequence from south to north, with Lake Mungo probably
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experiencing higher levels of salinity due to the lack of water flow-through, placing
additional stress on freshwater species (Bowler 1998: 148).

The erosional regime
At the time the Willandra Lakes were nominated for World Heritage listing,
approximately 8% of the lake system was identified as significantly eroded, 20% had
undergone some erosion, and 72% was stable (UNESCO 2002: 8). Satellite and aerial
photos show that this erosion is concentrated on the lunettes, with significant exposure
on the Lake Mungo lunette, and much less further north (Figure 2.2). The Lake Leaghur
lunette is almost entirely uneroded.

The reason for this difference is not well understood; nor is the timing of the onset of
erosion. It is clear that major degradation has taken place since the late 1800s, with the
introduction of sheep and rabbits (Department of Environment and Conservation (NSW)
2006: 18). Overstocking of properties and a drought in the closing years of the century
culminated in a major dust storm that swept across the Mallee, which may have had a
significant impact on the Mungo lunette.

Dare-Edwards (1979: 36) identifies a ‘post-Zanci’ aeolian unit, which has resulted from
the erosion and redeposition of Zanci sediments (on the Mungo lunette) or older
sediments (on the Outer Arumpo lunette), forming extensive mobile dunes up to 15 m
thick. In other locations (e.g. Leaghur and Chibnalwood), the equivalent deposit,
comprised of clay-rich material, forms two discrete units of thin (5-30 cm) planar
bedding, conformable with the underlying soil surface (Dare-Edwards 1979: 37). Soil is
weakly developed on both of these sub-units (Dare-Edwards 1979: 50), suggesting some
time-depth to their presence. However, truncated soil profiles can also be identified
within the lunette stratigraphy, providing evidence of ancient periods of erosion.

Since the establishment of Mungo National Park, degradation due to erosion has slowed
(Department of Environment and Conservation (NSW) 2006: 23). Ironically, however,
it is the process of erosion that is responsible for the spectacular landscape for which
Mungo is so well known today (Figure 2.3). It has allowed scientists a glimpse of the
internal structure of the lunette, and revealed abundant traces of human activity.
Management therefore focuses on minimising the impact of non-natural causes of
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Figure 2.2. Negative Google Earth image of the Willandra Lakes. Unvegetated exposed sediments are
black or very dark. The lunettes associated with Lake Mungo and the Chibnalwood lakes (see inset) have
been subject to significant erosion, as have smaller lunettes associated with the interlake region between
Lakes Leaghur and Garnpung. The Leaghur, Garnpung and Mulurulu lunettes have minimal sediment
exposure.

Figure 2.3. Typical images of the erosion occurring at and around the Walls of China Tourist Site at Lake
Mungo. Sediment residual in left image is approximately 4 m in height. Those in the right image are
between 1 and 2 m.
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erosion, and determining the impact of erosion on cultural remains (Department of
Environment and Conservation (NSW) 2006: 12, 23). The question of how best to
manage that impact is a matter for continuing experimentation and debate.

Archaeological background
Exploration and discovery
In 1968 while researching the stratigraphy and sedimentology of the lake system, Jim
Bowler recognised and recorded the presence of stone artefacts, transported mussel
shells and a deposit of burnt, fragmented bone. A radiocarbon date on surface shells
gave an age of over 30,000 BP, and Bowler realised the potential for this to represent
evidence of human occupation older than any other in Australia (Bowler et al. 1970; see
Chapter 1). A subsequent visit to the bone deposit by a team of earth scientists and
archaeologists from the Australian National University (ANU) revealed not the remains
of an ancient meal, as supposed by Bowler, but human remains. Yielding a date of
approximately 26,000 BP, the skeleton of Mungo I, or ‘Mungo Lady’ as it later became
known (or Willandra Lakes Hominid, WLH, 1), represented the oldest dated skeletal
material in Australia (Bowler et al. 1970) and, to date, remains the oldest known
cremation burial in the world, redated to about 42 ka (Bowler et al. 2003).

Following removal of the burial, a detailed survey of the immediate area was conducted,
yielding 27 in situ artefacts, 200 surface artefacts, ochre and 15 well-defined black
patches, identified as hearth deposits, containing charcoal, burnt and broken animal and
fish bones, shell and stone artefacts (Bowler et al. 1970: 48). The archaeologists on the
team, Rhys Jones and Harry Allen, interpreted the site as a “transient lake-shore
settlement” (Bowler et al. 1970: 48) and proposed the ‘Australian Core Tool and Scraper
Tradition’ to describe the characteristics of these stone artefacts and others from “old
Australian industries” (Bowler et al. 1970: 52).

The faunal remains from the hearths included burnt and broken macropod, wombat and
small mammal bones, fish bones and otoliths identified as golden perch (Macquaria
ambiguus), bird bones, emu eggshell and freshwater mussel (Velesunio ambiguus) shell
(Bowler et al. 1970: 52-53). Apart from a thylacine mandible recovered from the lunette
surface, extinct fauna were absent. The subsistence evidence from the hearths prompted
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comparisons with 19th century ethnographic accounts for the region (Bowler et al. 1970:
55), and this was later followed up by Allen (1972) in his doctoral research.

Twelve sites were studied by Allen (1972). Six of these were predominantly midden
sites, some containing multiple middens, while stone artefacts were collected from the
surface at seven sites and from excavations at two (including stone from three of the
midden sites, see Chapter 3, Table 3.1, for more detail; Allen 1990, 1998). Five of the
sites were assumed to be less than 5000 years old and were compared to the older
Pleistocene deposits. Similarities in faunal assemblages and stone artefact industries led
Allen to hypothesise that the dune environment away from the lake did not change
significantly over time, and that there was continuity in both subsistence behaviour and
material culture over a period of 30,000 years (Allen 1974: 315, 1990: 315).
Ethnographic studies of inhabitants of the Darling River Basin were therefore considered
to provide a reliable analogy for the lifeways of the people of the Willandra. The only
exception to this continuity was the introduction of seed-grinding technologies to the
Willandra between 13,000 and 15,000 BP, followed by a shift to the Darling River as the
lakes totally dried up (Allen 1974: 315, although this age was later revised).

Although Allen has since significantly revised his interpretation of the stone artefact and
faunal remains (e.g. Allen 1990, 1998, Allen et al. 2008, Hiscock and Allen 2000), his
initial survey work remains one of the few attempts to systematically investigate the
archaeology of the Willandra Lakes, and to look at a wide range of site types at a
regional scale. The surveys were the first in Australia to attempt the study of open sites,
rather than rockshelters, in an archaeological landscape (Johnston and Clark 1998).

While Allen was investigating occupation of the lake margins, an archaeometric study of
baked sediments and fireplaces on the Mungo lunette was being undertaken (Barbetti
and Allen 1972, Barbetti and McElhinny 1972, 1976). A large number of radiocarbon
dates were obtained from a series of fireplaces, and variations in the earth’s magnetic
field, including a significant excursion around 30,000 years ago, were detected in the
baked clays, although this excursion has not been verified (Merrill and McFadden 2005:
235, 237, Roperch et al. 1988: 217). The large number of dates subsequently lead to the
use of the Barbetti Hearth Site (also called the Palaeomagnetic Site) to test and refine the
process of thermoluminescence (TL) dating of baked clay (Adams and Mortlock 1974,
Mortlock 1974).
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A second phase of archaeological research, involving staff and students from the ANU,
commenced in 1974, with several aims (Shawcross and Kaye 1980, Shawcross 1998):
1. to test the integrity of the association of surface artefacts with the Mungo Unit
and record the density and distribution of the surface material;
2. to substantiate the definition of the ‘Australian Core Tool and Scraper Tradition’
by obtaining an in situ sample, and establish a detailed sedimentological history
through a controlled excavation of the Mungo Unit; and
3. to establish some identifiable pattern of occupation or activities in the form of a
‘living floor’ through a large ‘area excavation’.

The difficulties of establishing an excavation and survey at a scale that would provide
useful information and where to locate these on the 540 ha of Mungo lunette were
recognised during the planning stage (Shawcross and Kaye 1980: 120-121, Shawcross
1998: 187-188). Two large trenches were eventually excavated, and an area of 36,000
m2 was systematically gridded and the surface material collected. One of the excavation
trenches was placed within this grid. No detailed description or analysis from these
excavations has ever been published, however, a number of student research projects
have examined small portions of this record, and other locations in the Willandra Lakes,
in relative detail.

Student research
Student projects by Robinson (1980), Muhlen-Schulte (1985) and Walshe (1987, 1998)
investigated material from the 1974 excavations. Robinson analysed the spatial
patterning of the surface material adjacent to the Mungo excavations, conducting
controlled experiments over two years to determine the influence of erosion and
landform type on artefact movement. He found that erosion processes acting on sloping
surfaces, trampling effects of animals and people, and deliberate movement and
collection of material by visitors had a significant effect on the visibility and distribution
of artefacts. Site formation studies have also been conducted elsewhere in the lake
system. Fuller (1986) studied the material collected over several years from the surface
of a site in the Garnpung-Leaghur interlake region and, focussing on the taphonomic
history of the faunal assemblages, found that open sites are subject to considerable
mixing of material originating from deposits of different age. Midgley (1996, Midgley
et al. 1998) specifically investigated the impact of visitors on surface archaeological
material, monitoring 14 mock sites in a range of locations over a five month period.
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Overall, the artefacts moved an average of 50 cm each (with 154 cm the maximum
distance recorded). Artefacts in the more regularly visited locations moved the greatest
distances, and approximately 20% of the experimental artefacts disappeared from the
monitored sites – up to 94% at one monitoring area!

Muhlen-Schulte (1985) used the technological differences between the stone
assemblages from the Mungo excavations, the adjacent surface collection and a site near
a utilised silcrete outcrop to test an optimisation model relating the distribution of
products of stone reduction to the transport distance. The surface collection diverged
most from the optimisation model. Additionally, this silcrete was found to be a poor
material for flaking. Other studies of the raw materials include those of Williams (1991)
and Wicks (2000). Williams compared stone artefacts from three potential quarry sites,
finding different reduction techniques were used for different forms of silcrete, while
Wicks investigated the potential for identifying silcrete sources using geochemical
techniques.

The range and diversity of fauna from the Mungo ‘B’ excavation was investigated by
Walshe (1987), who found little evidence for seasonality of occupation. Seasonality was
also explored by Feary (1981), who included Velesunio shell from Lake Mulurulu in an
investigation of mussel exploitation. Fish otoliths from sites on both the Mungo and
Mulurulu lunettes provided evidence of both natural fish deaths and the possible use of
gill nets (Kefous 1977).

Debate, controversy and a stand-still
In 1974, some 500 m east of the location of Mungo I and in a similar stratigraphic
location, Bowler discovered another burial, this one a fully articulated male covered with
powdered red ochre (Bowler and Thorne 1976, Johnston and Clark 1998: 107). Initial
dates suggested an age of around 30,000 BP, and Mungo III or ‘Mungo Man’ (WLH 3)
is now recognised as the world’s oldest ritual ochre burial, approximately the same age
as Mungo I (Bowler et al. 2003).

While clearly the most well known, and arguably the most significant, Mungo Lady and
Mungo Man are only two of over 150 individuals that have now been identified from the
Willandra Lakes region (Webb 1989, Westaway and Groves 2009). Mungo I was
initially reported as “a young adult female of gracile build and small stature” (Bowler et
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al. 1970: 56), and Mungo III as an adult, probably a gracile male (Bowler and Thorne
1976: 131). While both were said to be morphologically within the range of variation of
modern populations, Thorne contrasted the Mungo remains with remains from Kow
Swamp, on the Murray River south-west of the Willandra Lakes. The Kow Swamp
population was described as ‘robust’ and dated to between 9000 and 14,000 BP (Thorne
1976: 96).

Thorne’s interpretation of the Australian Pleistocene skeletal material was closely
related to his support of a theory of multiregional evolution to explain human origins.
He interprets the different morphologies as the product of two distinct colonising groups,
ultimately derived from Indonesian (robust) and possibly Chinese (more gracile) Homo
erectus (Thorne 1971: 89). Notwithstanding the difference in age, Thorne initially
assumed that the Kow Swamp group was the earlier colonising group, followed by the
more morphologically modern, Mungo-like group. Thorne later conceded that the
gracile group were more likely to be the initial colonisers, followed by the robust group
after 30 ka (Thorne and Curnoe 2000: 598). The multiregional model of human
evolution is no longer the consensus view, with a version of the single-origin model now
widely believed to more closely fit the fossil and genetic evidence (although see
Gibbons 2011).

Other researchers have suggested that the separation of Australian Pleistocene
population into ‘robusts’ and ‘graciles’ is misleading, and that the morphological
differences within these populations, predominantly evident in the crania, can
alternatively be explained by cranial modification (e.g. Brown 1981), palaeopathology
(e.g. Webb 1990) and sexual dimorphism. Brown, for example, has argued strongly that
the sex of Mungo III is indeterminate, and may be female, rather than a gracile male
(e.g. Brown and Gillespie 2000, cf. Curnoe and Thorne 2000, Thorne and Curnoe 2000).
The most comprehensive study of the Willandra skeletal material (Webb 1989; see also
Webb 2006) appears to support the presence of two extreme morphologies, with males
and females of both extremes identified (but see also Durband et al. 2009). More recent
interpretations of variability in late Pleistocene populations indicate a worldwide
decrease in robusticity during the postglacial period, following an increase associated
with the LGM (Westaway and Groves 2009: 92). It is possible that microevolutionary
processes related to local environmental, diet and social conditions are sufficient to
explain the observed morphological variation (e.g. Pardoe 1988, 1995).
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The archaeological record from the Willandra Lakes region, as one of the earliest
occupied regions of Australia and situated on the semi-arid margins of the inland region
of the continent, has also played a role in other debates that have taken place in
Australian archaeology. The most well known are the debates over megafauna
extinction and the introduction of seed-grinding technologies. The possibility of overlap
between people and megafauna has not been supported by evidence from the Willandra
Lakes, despite the long history of occupation (e.g. Hope 1978, Hope et al. 1983).
Neither has unequivocal evidence for the introduction of seed-grinding technology been
forthcoming. While evidence for the early occupation of the arid interior of Australia
(e.g. Smith 1987, 1988, 2006) has perhaps lessened the significance of the Willandra
Lakes record for tackling this issue, the area nevertheless has a role to play in
discussions about the adaptations of people to arid environments.

The majority of archaeological sites documented in the Willandra Lakes were located
and recorded during a series of systematic surveys conducted from 1976 by Mike
McIntyre for his doctoral research (Johnston and Clark 1998: 109). Although followed
up by work to provide baseline information for the World Heritage Area plan of
management (i.e. Clark 1987), McIntyre’s work was, unfortunately, never completed or
published (Johnston and Clark 1998: 109), a pattern that became typical for research in
the Willandra Lakes.

In 1989, a workshop entitled ‘Lake Mungo and the Willandra: 20 years of research’
aimed to bring together researchers and unpublished data. Nine years later, a volume of
the Journal Archaeology in Oceania, ‘Willandra Lakes: People and Environments’, was
dedicated to a selection of papers resulting from the workshop. A comprehensive review
of work, both published and unpublished, summarised the history of research and
highlighted gaps in knowledge (Johnston and Clark 1998). As a breakdown of their
references highlights (see Table 2.3), the academic output decreased significantly
following the initial reporting. As has already been noted, apart from a continuation of
the geomorphic and human burial work that has been discussed above, much of the
detailed results from this early work remain unpublished (Johnston and Clark 1998:
110).

By 1998 over 350 archaeological sites in the region had been recorded, however, only
about 20 of these had been subject to more than just a basic description. The final
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Publication type
Journal article
Book chapter
Honours
Masters
PhD
Report for National Parks
Total

1970s
16
6
1
0
6
0
29

1980s
4
7
4
2
1
8
26

1990s
8
4
2
0
1
1
16

Total
28
17
7
2
8
9
72

Table 2.3. Summary of the number of different publication types between 1968 and 1998, as cited in
Johnston and Clark (1998).

statement of Johnston and Clark summed up the situation: “In 1982 White and
O’Connell commented that the potential of the Willandra Lakes ‘is only just beginning
to be realised’ after 10 years of research. As the 30th anniversary of the Mungo I
discovery approaches the comment remains as relevant now as then” (Johnston and
Clark 1998: 117). Having now passed the 40th anniversary of this discovery, and the
30th anniversary of the establishment of the World Heritage Area, much the same could
still be said.

New dates, new discoveries
Mungo Lady was returned to her people in 1992, in a ceremony on the Mungo lunette
near where she was found. During the same year, a plan of management for the
Willandra Lakes Region World Heritage Area was drafted. A final plan was completed
in 1996, and gave the Traditional Tribal Groups an active role in the management of the
World Heritage Area. Mungo National Park was nominated for joint management in
1996. In lieu of full handback, a joint management agreement establishing the
Traditional Tribal Groups as majority members of a Joint Management Advisory
Committee was signed in 2001, and updated in 2004 (Department of Environment and
Conservation (NSW) 2006: 1-2).

During this period, further scientific work brought Lake Mungo and the Willandra Lakes
back into the academic and popular spotlight. In 1999, Thorne et al. announced a new
age for the Mungo III burial of approximately 62 ka. This first attempt at direct dating
of the burial prompted criticism and debate, and reignited the question of the biological
significance of the Mungo material (e.g. Bowler and Magee 2000, Brown and Gillespie
2000, Curnoe and Thorne 2000, Thorne and Curnoe 2000). The strongest criticism
concerned the lack of consideration given to the overall sedimentary context of the
burial (Bowler and Magee 2000, Bowler et al. 2003). The analysis of DNA from Mungo
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III (Adcock et al. 2001) fuelled further controversy, with both the method and the
conclusions being questioned (e.g. Colgan 2001, Cooper et al. 2001, Groves 2001,
Trueman 2001).

Further dates obtained from the Mungo I and Mungo III burial sites were reported in
2003 (Bowler et al. 2003). The series of optical dates provided good evidence that both
burials date to about 40 ka, and that the earliest artefacts (which remain undescribed) are
between 46 and 50 thousand years old.

A fascinating discovery in 2003 offers a unique glimpse of the anatomy and behaviour
of the Pleistocene inhabitants of the Willandra Lakes. Over 700 human footprints have
been identified from a site in the Garnpung-Leaghur interlake region, including 12
trackways, thought to be the product of a single group crossing the damp clay pan
(Webb 2007, Webb et al. 2006). Height estimates from footprint length indicate the
presence of children, adolescents and adults, with the tallest individual around 2 m tall.
Six of the trackways are heading in the same direction, with stride length suggesting
they were running at between 11 and 37 km/hr. The bulk of the remaining trackways are
roughly perpendicular to the running tracks, including a group of five trackways
consisting of prints from an adult and four children. Animal tracks and possible
implement markings are also present on the clay pan, which has been bracketed by
optical dates of 19 ka and 23 ka, contemporary with the final stages of the Arumpo
period and deposition during the Zanci period.

This site once again brought the area to the attention of the international public, its
discovery corresponding with a year-long ‘Mungo Festival’ celebrating the 25th
anniversary of the establishment of the World Heritage Area. The questions of how to
preserve and manage this site, and how to best take advantage of the tourism potential,
highlighted a problem that had long been recognised in the region: the rapid and
unpredictable exposure and destruction of archaeological remains by the elements.

Research direction
It is now over 40 years since Jim Bowler began work at the Willandra Lakes. In that
time, a long and complex environmental history of wetting and drying, sediment
deposition and deflation and soil formation has been recognised and investigated. While
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a general picture has been developed, a detailed stratigraphic record exists only for three
or four significant locations on the southern half of the Mungo lunette, and a small
number of localities in the surrounding lake system.

Similarly, a detailed understanding of the archaeological research is still lacking. As
noted above, there is little more knowledge of the region now than there was 10 or even
20 years ago. There are a number of reasons for this, not the least of which has been
reluctance on the part of the Traditional Owners, given their struggle for recognition, to
allow researchers access to their land, their history and their ancestors. The ceremonious
return of Mungo Lady to her people in 1992 heralded a new period of cooperation
between the Traditional Owners and the National Park and World Heritage Area
management and, gradually, with scientists (Bowler 2009: 75). The ARC Linkage
project (LP0775058), Environmental Evolution of the Willandra Lakes World Heritage
Area was established in 2007 as a collaborative project between the Traditional Tribal
Groups, the NSW Department of Environment and Climate Change (DECC, now the
Office of Environment and Heritage) and researchers from a number of universities.
This project sought to lay the foundations for long-term, ongoing research into the
evolution of the Willandra Lakes system, the impact of climate change on the local
palaeoenvironment and the history of human settlement; this work is currently being
continued by the ARC Discovery Project (DP1092966), Human Responses to LongTerm Landscape and Climate Change, 2010-2012, and several student projects have
since been completed (Boljkovac 2009, Foley 2011, Kibble 2008, Kurpiel 2010,
MacManus 2008).

It is not simply access that has limited archaeological outcomes, however. As the
introductory chapter indicated, a more significant problem has been the lack of an
established practical and interpretive methodology for dealing with the type, scale and
temporal structure of the archaeological record present in the Willandra Lakes. This
record primarily consists of small, scattered archaeological occurrences exposed through
variable patterns of erosion. Effective interpretation of this data first requires thorough
consideration of the way the sediments, and the archaeological material they contain,
have been accumulated, buried, exposed and redistributed. The following chapter
investigates these issues of structure and scale, and presents one potential methodology
for attempting to overcome some of the problems faced by the previous generation of
archaeologists who have worked in the Willandra Lakes.
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3. Landscape archaeology: a field methodology

Introduction
Landscape archaeology was defined in Chapter 1 as both a scale of analysis that
transcends the traditional notion of site, and an interpretive framework addressing the
relationship between human behaviours and the space in which those behaviours take
place (Branton 2009: 52-53). This study makes use of a landscape approach to the
archaeological material of the Lake Mungo lunette in both of these senses:
methodologically, it ignores the concept of ‘site’; and, in an interpretive sense, it is an
attempt to investigate aspects of the way people organised themselves (in particular,
their technology) in relation to the landscape.

This chapter focuses on the development of the methodological aspect of landscape
archaeology, and provides the detailed justification for the field methodology chosen for
this study. Scatters of stone artefacts on the current landscape surface are ubiquitous in
the Australian archaeological record, potentially reflecting any part of over 40,000 years
of human occupation. The majority of our knowledge of Australian archaeology,
particularly of the Pleistocene record, has so far come from controlled excavations,
primarily from caves or rockshelters (Smith and Sharp 1993: 46), while surface material
has proven difficult to interpret. A number of issues contribute to this. Perhaps the most
commonly cited is the lack of stratigraphy with which to obtain dates and chronological
control over surface material. While this is an issue for any material that forms a lag on
a deflated surface, it is particularly so for Australian stone material, which cannot be
dated directly or typologically. Holdaway et al. (1998: 3) thus attribute the difficulties
associated with making use of surface stone artefacts to a combination of four issues:
1. the absence of clear boundaries (or associations) by which to define a ‘site’;
2. the difficulty of controlling chronology in the absence of stratigraphy;
3. the problems involved with extracting information from stone artefacts; and
4. the lack of methods for grouping artefacts into assemblages for analysis.

Significant discussion has been generated about issues of ‘site’ and chronology over the
past 30 years, prompting the development of methods of ‘nonsite’ or ‘distributional’
archaeology. These approaches eschew the concept of ‘site’ and treat individual
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artefacts or features as the focus of data collection. The following section details some
of the most significant examples in the development of this approach. The subsequent
section describes a significant Australian example, which has also attempted to tackle
the last two issues.

Methodological framework
‘Nonsite’ archaeology
The analysis of the location and distribution of archaeological sites in terms of
geographical and environmental factors has taken place since at least the beginning of
the 20th century (Goudie 1987: 14). During the 1960s an increase in the use of survey
and sampling methods to discover sites and investigate site distribution corresponded
with the recognition that surface material could be of value, especially for regional scale
data collection where excavation would be prohibitively expensive and time-consuming.
The concept of ‘site’ in regional scale data collection subsequently came to be seen as
limiting (e.g. Dunnell 1992: 34, Dunnell and Dancey 1983: 271), particularly when nonsettlement based activities such as hunting, foraging or quarrying were the subject of
investigation. Different ways of obtaining and interpreting data from surface material
began to eventuate.

In 1938 the anthropologist Julian Steward published his theory of cultural ecology and
settlement patterns in the North American Great Basin. Steward proposed that the
Shoshoneans, who had inhabited the Reese River Valley, lived in nuclear family groups,
the aggregation of which was determined by ecological relationships. A semi-permanent
winter village encampment of 15 to 20 families dispersed during summer to access
particular herbaceous plants. The location of activities such as butchery, plant
procurement, food preparation, tool manufacture and repair and clothing manufacture
therefore varied depending on the microenvironment, i.e. the distribution of plant
resources and water, and the time of the year (Thomas 1975: 64). David Hurst Thomas
(1973) sought to test Steward’s settlement pattern model by using the distribution and
dispersal of archaeological material, particularly those tools believed to be associated
with particular types of activity. Using Steward’s model, Thomas ran a number of
computer simulations to determine the artefact assemblages that would be expected in
each of the different microenvironments.
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To determine how the archaeological data matched up with these predictions, the field
research needed to (a) incorporate low density surface scatters to test all sites of
occupation, not just permanent habitation sites, and (b) apply random sampling to obtain
valid negative evidence, i.e. to detect the absence of material, as well as its presence
(Thomas 1973: 167). A simple random sample from each microenvironment was
selected, and all cultural material encountered within that sample area was collected.
The density and dispersal of different artefact or feature types was then compared to the
predictions generated by the computer model.

Previous archaeological work in the Great Basin was focused on caves and rock
overhangs (Thomas 1973: 166). Thomas recognised that it was essential to look beyond
these types of traditional archaeological sites, and that surface scatters provided vital
evidence for some activities not otherwise represented in the archaeological record
(Thomas 1973: 167). Thomas referred to this methodology as ‘nonsite sampling’ to
distinguish it from site survey (Thomas 1975: 81), and this work is commonly
recognised as one of the early examples of a theoretically-based method that strongly
critiques the notion of site.

Thomas’s methodology was designed to answer a specific question: whether the
subsistence-settlement system proposed by Steward for the Great Basin, and
documented historically, could be extended into the recent past (Thomas 1975: 63). The
archaeological data verified 86% of the quantitative predictions produced by the
computer modelling (Thomas 1973: 171), suggesting that it is probable that the
Shoshonean subsistence system proposed by Steward was operating in the prehistoric
Reese River Valley (Thomas 1973: 172). Thomas is careful to state that the verification
holds only for the region and the time period investigated, and cannot be extended
further (Thomas 1973: 174).

‘Scatters and Patches’ analysis
Like Thomas, Glynn Isaac, working on sites in east Africa, was concerned with the
density and distribution of different artefact types and how they might relate to
geographical and topographic features (Isaac 1981: 148, Isaac and Harris 1980: 19).
However, whereas Thomas was concerned with the extension of historical observations
into recent prehistory, Isaac was investigating the activity traces of early human
ancestors from between 1.6 and 1.2 million years ago (Isaac and Harris 1980: 19).
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Investigating land-use patterns from the archaeological traces left behind at this time
depth introduces a number of significant issues (Kroll and Isaac 1984: 6), and Isaac was
prompted to question the assumption that high density patterns of stone and bone are the
fossilised remains of ‘home bases’ or ‘living floors’ (Isaac 1981: 151). Isaac argued that
this assumption needs to be tested, rather than assumed, and derived a methodology to
test whether the high density patches differed in either location or composition from the
low density scatter of surface material between these patches. This method was called
‘scatters and patches analysis’ (Isaac 1981: 142).

In Isaac’s study area, the low density scatters were estimated to contain a much greater
number of artefacts in total than the high density patches that would traditionally be
identified as ‘sites’ (Isaac 1981: 151). Isaac thus became concerned that the traditional
focus on the latter areas was excluding what may have been a distinctive additional
source of information. This concern was primarily prompted by a consideration of the
way the archaeological record was formed, and studies of site formation processes have
since proliferated (e.g. Heilen et al. 2008, Nash and Petraglia 1987, Schiffer 1987).

Isaac describes the structure of the archaeological record as hierarchical (Isaac 1981:
137-140). At the fundamental level in this hierarchy is the individual artefact or feature.
A single behavioural event produces the second level of distribution – a cluster of
unquestionably related points, for example, conjoinable fragments of stone or bone. At
the third level is the complex or compound cluster, representing a number of different
episodes or a number of different actions. Most ‘sites’ are compound clusters. The
fourth level in the hierarchy is the patterned set of all archaeological material in the
region (Isaac 1981: 137). This set could be made up entirely of unclustered, Level 1
datum points; more commonly, it is represented as the distribution of ‘sites’ with low
density scatters of material in between.

The temptation (and tradition) is to identify the Level 3 ‘compound clusters’ as nodes of
related activity (home-bases, quarries, butchery sites etc), and it was this type of cluster
that early investigators at Mungo sought to locate, influenced by the early work of Isaac,
who also visited the site (Shawcross 1998: 184). However, such clusters are often the
most difficult level of the hierarchy to interpret, particularly when a significant time
depth is involved. Isaac argued that it may not always be possible to distinguish the
Level 2 clusters representing the individual behavioural events that make up a compound
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cluster, and that they may not be contemporaneous. In other words, the archaeological
record is a palimpsest (Bailey 2007). Thus, occupation and discard over long time
periods and the effects of site formation processes can act to distort and blur the patterns
produced by the distribution of activities (Isaac 1981: 134).

Isaac first set out to determine if and how the density and composition of archaeological
assemblages varies between different parts of the palaeolandscape (Isaac 1981: 148).
Isaac and Harris (1980) outline the sampling procedure used for their first pilot study,
which utilised a stratified random procedure. A number of transects were placed at right
angles to a base line which followed the crest of an eroding escarpment, so that each
transect extended across the range of stratigraphy. Each transect was then divided into
‘outcrop units’ based on slope and lithology, and the number of each category of artefact
present in each ‘outcrop unit’ recorded. The number, density or type of artefacts could
then be assessed in relation to a series of factors: geographic location, palaeotopography,
raw material sources, and stratigraphy (Isaac and Harris 1980: 19). This pilot study
confirmed that more than 90% of artefacts occur in the low density scatter of artefacts
outside the areas that could traditionally be identified as ‘sites’ (Isaac and Harris 1980:
21).

Having established some general pattern in the distribution of artefacts, the second phase
of the study aimed to target a particular stratigraphic level, to investigate spatial
variability across an identified palaeolandscape (that is, to compare the ‘scatters’ and the
‘patches’), with chronological control obtained from the dating of the targeted level
(Isaac 1981: 148). A number of researchers followed on from this aspect of Isaac’s
work in Africa, including Blumenschine and Masao (1991), Potts et al. (1999), Rogers et
al. (1994), and Stern (1991, 1993).

There are two significant points to be taken from Isaac’s work. Firstly, Isaac
emphasised that the archaeological record is not a simple map of the pattern of past
human movement, although it can provide information about landscape use if interpreted
carefully (Isaac 1981: 134). Secondly, it is worth noting that although dealing with
surface material, Isaac argued that the majority of material under investigation in the
second phase of the study was derived from a particular sedimentary bed and was not a
long-term lag (Isaac and Harris 1980: 21). Thus, the artefacts under investigation were
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believed to have derived from a specified time period, which had implications for the
way the distribution of material could be interpreted.

‘Off-site’ archaeology
Work by Robert Foley emphasises that it is not just records with significant time depth
that need to be considered carefully. Foley studied Holocene assemblages in east Africa,
recognising that complex pre- and post-depositional factors are responsible for a
spatially continuous distribution of archaeological material (both surface and subsurface; e.g. Foley 1980, 1981a, 1981b, 1981c). Regional patterning is therefore the
product of human behaviour and discard patterns as well as the depositional processes
that determine the nature of the accumulation and discovery of material; processes that
contribute to artefact burial, movement, exposure, reburial and destruction. Foley
sought a method to deal with such “patterns of non-discrete artefact distribution” (Foley
1980: 39), which he termed ‘off-site archaeology.’

Much like Thomas and Isaac, Foley developed a methodology that records data about
individual artefacts, plus the detail of environmental variables such as soil type and
compaction, erosion rates and vegetation (Foley 1980). Whereas Thomas, dealing with
recent prehistory, looked at artefact distribution and density in relation to modern
ecological zones, and Isaac, dealing with a much greater time depth, was concerned with
palaeolandscapes, Foley put much greater emphasis on the surface processes that
influence the accumulation and distribution of artefacts (Foley 1981c).

Foley attempted to control for the impact of variable visibility and post-depositional
processes, although he points out that the processes that act to accumulate and modify
archaeological material are poorly understood (Foley 1981b: 197). Only under certain
conditions, argues Foley (1981b: 175-176), is the impact of surface processes likely to
be minimised, enabling the analysis of spatial variation in artefact densities to be
interpreted in terms of behaviour. Those conditions include an open, degrading
landscape, good archaeological visibility, minimal artefact movement, a laterally
extensive sedimentary exposure and a sedimentary context that suggests a brief
formation period. Foley thus based his analysis on the archaeological material
associated with the geomorphic unit which most closely matched these conditions,
allowing interpretation of the distribution of artefacts using models based on
ethnography and ecological theory that relate subsistence behaviour to ecology.
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In contexts where the surface processes cannot be assumed to be minimal, it is much
more difficult to distinguish the patterns that are the result of post-depositional processes
from those that are the result of human behaviour. Additionally, the way in which
artefacts are discarded and accumulated over time also has an impact on the behavioural
signal (Foley 1981c: 8). For example, if ecological factors that constrain the probable
location of certain activities are varied (over a long time period or during a period of
changing climate, for example), the patterns arising directly from discard behaviour will
be ‘blurred’ as the location of activities shifts with the ecological zones (Foley 1981b:
23, 1981c: 8). In contrast, if settlement location is restricted by ecological constraints
that are fixed, certain activities will occur repeatedly in the same location and less
‘blurring’ will occur; steep gradients between high and low artefact densities are likely,
in such a case, to be the product of behavioural factors (Foley 1981b: 183).

Foley thus discusses the notion that spatial redundancy of behaviour over time – whether
the same activities continue to take place in the same location – is an important factor
contributing to the formation and resulting structure of the archaeological record (Foley
1981c: 8-9, an observation also made previously by Yellen 1977, based on ethnographic
studies of the !Kung). The concepts of palimpsest formation and time-averaging are
mentioned almost in passing (Foley 1981a: 172-173, 1981b: 23). However, Foley does
highlight several issues that relate to these concepts, which are summed up as the
“problem of time” (Foley 1981b: 197).

Firstly, Foley suggests that, although low temporal resolution can be tolerated for certain
research questions, it is necessary to seek ways to improve the understanding of the
chronology of surface assemblages (Foley 1981b: 198). This does not equate to
improving the chronological resolution, however; on the contrary, looking at large areas
over long periods may provide evidence of long-term trends in behaviour that are not
evident from the analysis of points in space with highly resolved chronologies (Foley
1981c: 9).

Following from this is the question of how to interpret the patterns of artefact
distribution that derive from repeated behaviour over a long period of time (Foley
1981b: 197). Most information about the structure of the archaeological record has
come from experiments and ethnographic observations (e.g. Binford 1980, Yellen 1977).
While it may be possible to view and experiment with the effects of multiple activities
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over several days, years or even decades, the same cannot be done with the structure that
results after millennia. The challenge for archaeologists, recognised by Foley (and
posed also by Binford 1981, 1982), is to develop models that show how patterned
distributions of artefacts can form over these longer time period (Foley 1981c: 16).

Distributional archaeology
Ebert introduced the term ‘distributional archaeology’ to describe a methodology that is
avowedly ‘antisite’ (Ebert 1992: 70). Ebert’s method built on the work of Thomas, Isaac
and Foley, and involved the mapping and description of all artefacts within randomly
sampled survey squares, and the mapping of geomorphological zones using satellite and
aerial images. The dominant surface processes occurring in each zone were then
characterised in order to understand the way in which they may have impacted on the
distribution of archaeological material (Ebert 1992: 160-170). However, Ebert
attempted to avoid “simplistic … correlations” between artefact distribution (whether
based on density or function) and static ecological or environmental variables (Ebert
1992: 72-73). His approach therefore incorporated a more detailed technological
perspective.

Ebert recorded technological details that facilitate the analysis of the ‘life-stages’ of an
artefact. Certain artefact classes could then be linked to lithic production trajectories and
associated with aspects of behaviour such as mobility, scheduling and time constraints,
and the use and reuse of places (Ebert 1992: 73, 127-128). He then sought evidence for
clustering and repetition of patterning in the distribution of those artefact classes at a
range of spatial scales, from 5 m through to 500 m (Ebert 1992: 127). Interpretation was
based upon a comparison of the scale at which different aspects of technology were
clustered, as well as expectations regarding reduction stages and assemblage
composition based on studies of technological organisation (Ebert 1992: 223).

Ebert made no assumption that artefacts within these different spatial assemblages were
contemporaneous, instead seeing this work as viewing a “window” into an adaptive
system (Ebert 1992: 71). However, this system was presumed to have been constant
over the time period under study, approximately 2000 years. Although not using
interpretations of the ethnographic record as a direct analogue for the interpretation of
the archaeological record (Ebert 1992: 103), Ebert’s interpretation nevertheless comes
down to identifying areas of certain activities or occupation types, for example, foraging
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locations, multi-family bases, logistic locations, and travelling camps. While
recognising that these may not be appropriate analytical categories, Ebert struggled to
identify an alternative (Ebert 1992: 234). The scale at which surface geomorphic
processes can affect artefact visibility and distribution was also recognised as an area
requiring further study (Ebert 1992: 222).

In spite of these shortcomings, Ebert’s work provides a novel approach to investigating
the spatial scale at which patterning and variability can be identified in the surface
archaeological record. By considering stages of stone artefact production, use and
discard, Ebert is also able to derive more realistic expectations about when and how
artefacts enter the archaeological record than those garnered directly from assumptions
about artefact function.

Summary
The four studies outlined in this section by no means represent the only examples of a
nonsite or distributional approach. Nor is the approach limited to research focused on
surface remains. Interpretation of the material obtained from survey and large-scale
excavation at the Palaeolithic site of Maastricht-Belvedere, for example, considered
high- and low-density scatters, areas with an absence of material, palimpsest formation
and temporal resolution (e.g. Roebroeks 1988). The studies detailed above, however,
provide the basic framework for an effective landscape archaeology methodology that
can be applied in the Willandra Lakes context. They have several aspects in common.
Firstly, each investigator recognised that the archaeological record is continuous and
focused on recording individual artefacts rather than the dense clusters of artefacts
commonly identified as ‘sites’. Furthermore, each provided contextual information to
take into account site formation and post-depositional processes. As Ebert states, the
archaeological record “is the product of material items exiting and reentering
organizational systems during the repetitive repositioning of these systems across the
landscape over long periods. Before and after the discard of materials, their nature and
placement is affected by a complex interplay of cultural and natural processes” (Ebert
1992: 245). The field methodologies devised by each of these researchers provide the
means to obtain the data necessary to start to unravel the effects of these processes, and
form the basis for the method of data acquisition used in this study.
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The study described in the next section provides an example of how an off-site
methodology has been applied in Australia’s arid region. Significantly, this study has
also explored a number of ways in which the data can then be interpreted. While the
following description is necessarily brief, it highlights how some of the interpretive
problems faced by Foley, Ebert, and others are now being tackled.

The Western New South Wales Archaeological Program
Although a large part of Australia’s archaeological record consists of surface scatters of
stone artefacts, a site-based approach has largely remained dominant in Australian
archaeology. The few exceptions chiefly deal with artefact or site distribution in relation
to ecological factors, particularly water sources (e.g. McNiven 1992, 1998, Thorley
1998, 1999, 2001), geomorphology (e.g. Robins 1997, Tunn 1998), and some
incorporate raw material sources (e.g. Robins 1997, Tunn 1998). Regional syntheses
have certainly become more comprehensive and considered (e.g. Clarkson 2007, Veth
2006, 1993), but remain site-based, with minimal attention paid to surface material
between the sites.

The most comprehensive example of a landscape approach in Australia has been the
work of the Western New South Wales Archaeological Program (WNSWAP), which
commenced in 1995. This long-term project has been investigating surface archaeology
by using detailed geomorphological studies of the surface in combination with the
technological and distributional analysis of the individual artefacts making up the
surface archaeological record (e.g. Douglass et al. 2008, Fanning and Holdaway 2002,
Fanning et al. 2009, Holdaway and Fanning 2008, Holdaway et al. 1998, 2000, 2002,
2004, 2010, Shiner et al. 2005). The dating of hearths and detailed analysis of the
geomorphological context of a number of study areas provides some chronological
control for the material, and a number of ways of recognising and interpreting patterns in
the distribution and composition of stone artefact assemblages have been investigated.

Initial investigations considered the distribution of material in relation to landform,
surface geomorphology, and post-exposure movement of material, enabling
identification of those parts of the surface record with the least reworking and best
visibility (Holdaway et al. 1998, 2000, Pigdon 1996). In this respect, this aspect of the
project bears similarities to that of Foley (described above).
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The first assemblages for technological analysis were defined based on the association
and relative clustering of certain artefact types (Holdaway et al. 1998). The probability
of discard of different artefact types, particularly those with long use-lives, provided the
starting point for an interpretation of the record in terms of the nature of repeated or
extended use of a location (Holdaway et al. 2000, 2002).

The concept of a “time dependent model for artefact discard” (Holdaway et al. 2000:
54), and the occupation chronology established from the dating of hearths (Holdaway et
al. 2002), formed the basis for a range of more detailed and complex comparisons of the
stone artefact assemblages within the different study areas (e.g. Douglass et al. 2008,
Holdaway et al. 2004, Shiner 2008, Shiner et al. 2005). With a nod to Binford (1982),
Holdaway and others have worked towards establishing and comparing the history of
‘place use’ for each study area (e.g. Shiner 2008). This contrasts significantly with the
type of approach in which places (whether identified as ‘sites’ or ‘off-site’ distributions)
are inappropriately identified as the location of particular activities or occupation types
and positioned within a larger, theoretical settlement system. The WNSWAP has thus
made a significant contribution to the way in which patterns in the distribution of
artefacts can be recognised and interpreted.

Towards a landscape approach in the Willandra Lakes
In the previous chapter, it was noted that the initial period of archaeological research in
the Willandra Lakes (dating from the late 1960s to the early 1980s) had been hampered
by the lack of an appropriate methodology for dealing with the type, structure and scale
of the archaeological record of this region. At least part of this derives from the problem
of site definition, and working with surface material.

The systematic survey work by Allen (1972; introduced in Chapter 2) provided initial
evidence for the presence of a large range of site types with variable content (Table 3.1).
The range of material present in many of these locations highlights one of the issues
involved with defining a ‘site’ – identifying boundaries. For example, is Mulurulu I a
single site, or do each of the 10 middens comprise a site? Later, a system of ‘Site
Designation Areas’ or SDAs was established in order to group sites by the landform in
which they occurred (e.g. lunette, lakebed, interlake region; Clark 1987). While useful
for management purposes, and for determining the way known sites and site types vary
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across the landscape and hence enabling a basic landscape approach, this system does
not overcome the site-definition problem. Additionally, the background scatter of low
density material remains undocumented in this system, and the true distribution and
nature of the archaeological material, particularly stone artefacts, is unknown.

In fact, the earliest researchers at Mungo did make some attempt to utilise and
understand the surface material. As already stated, the ‘Australian Core Tool and
Scraper Tradition’ had been defined based largely on surface material. The hazards of
working with surface material were also well known. Thus, the 1974 excavation aimed
to substantiate this definition by obtaining an in situ sample and providing chronological
control (Shawcross and Kaye 1980, Shawcross 1998). Concurrent work by Robinson
(1980) aimed to assess the potential effects of artefact displacement, in order to
determine the relationship between surface material and the dated stratigraphic units.
Other studies have similarly assessed the degree of movement and mixing of a range of
surface material (e.g. Fuller 1986, Midgley 1996).

While such evidence is often presented as a cautionary tale, i.e. as a reason for
disregarding or having less confidence in a particular part of the record or interpretations
thereof (Bailey 2008: 27, Rossignol 1992: 8), it could alternatively be viewed as
providing the means to understand and derive novel information from the types of
patterns that result from such effects (e.g. Bailey 2008: 23, Holdaway et al. 1998: 8,
2008: 111). More often than not, however, evidence of mixing, movement and general
lack of integrity of surface material has led to a focus on in situ remains such as hearths
and middens, for which some integrity remains, and which can often be dated directly.
Hence, one of the aims of the 1974 excavation was to unearth an in situ ‘living floor’
(Shawcross and Kaye 1980: 120).

While the prospect of post-depositional processes impacting on the visibility and
distribution of the surface archaeological record were certainly appreciated, less
attention was given to the cumulative effects of discard behaviour and burial over
variable time periods, processes that also leave their mark on the spatial patterning of in
situ material. Although later recognised by Shawcross (Shawcross and Kaye 1980: 124),
the question of how to deal with this problem was not easily answered. Thus a way to
relate these often isolated in situ features (even if they could be considered to be the
result of individual “behavioural events”, cf. Isaac 1981), continued to elude researchers
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Site type

No. stone
collected/
present

quarry, stone
scatter
burial, stone
scatter

45
excavated
872
surface

Mungo I

26 (ch)
33 (sh)

burial, hearths,
stone scatter

470?
surface

0.03

Mungo
Backshore I

0.94 (ch)

stone scatter,
hearth

1495
surface

3.4

Leaghur I / north
Mungo lunette

24 (ch)
27 (sh)

midden

Some
excavated

Mussel, minor
mammal, bird

>15 (inf)

quarry / stone
source

Large
number
surface

Mussel,
mammal,
otoliths,
eggshell

16 (inf)

midden x8, stone
scatter

Some
surface

Mussel only

16 (sh)

midden

Site

Age
kaBP

Chibnalwood 3-5

>15 (ch)

Walls of China I

<17 (inf)

Leaghur
Peninsula I
Leaghur
Backshore I
Leaghur
Backshore II
Leaghur
Backshore III

Density
art/m2

Fauna

Other
rolled artefacts
‘small tools’
present

0.9
Mussel,
mammal, bird,
otoliths, emu
eggshell

‘small tools’ &
grindstone frags
present

some bone
carbonate
encrusted,
‘small tools’
present

Mussel only

midden, stone
scatter

Few
surface

Mussel only

Garnpung IA&B

14 (ch)
15 (sh)

midden, stone
scatter, hearth

2473
surface

20

Mussel,
crayfish,
otoliths,
eggshell

Garnpung IC

3.56 (ch)

hearth

818
surface

15

Mulurulu I

15 (sh)

midden x10

Mulurulu IIIA

13 (ch)
16 (sh)

midden x12, stone
scatter, hearths

100
surface

0.4

Mulurulu IIIB

c.20 (inf)

hearth x4, stone
scatter

32
surface

NA

Mulurulu IIIC

c.20 (inf)

midden fragments

‘small tools’
present
‘small tools’
present

Mussel,
mammal,
otoliths, emu
eggshell

grindstone frags
present

Mussel

bone point;
grindstone frags
present

Mammal?, fish
bones
Bones, mussel,
crayfish

Table 3.1. Sites described or discussed by Allen (1972, 1990, 1998), listed from southernmost to
northernmost. Age estimates are based on inferred (inf) ages based on stratigraphic position, or
radiocarbon dating of either charcoal (ch) or shell (sh), with the latter typically considered to be more
reliable (Gillespie 1998, Gillespie et al. 2009).

working in the area. Allen’s (1972) initial interpretation of the survey data, which
conflated the traces of numerous behavioural events occurring over thousands of years
into a single seasonal settlement pattern, is a classic example of the failure to recognise
that this record forms a spatial palimpsest (Bailey 2007: 205-207, Stern 1993: 221), and
that novel methods of interpretation are required to understand it. Instead, the result of
Allen’s interpretation, as well as an initial justification for the use of ethnographic
analogy, was the perceived continuity of both technology and subsistence behaviour
over the entire span of occupation at the Willandra Lakes.
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Given the difficulties involved in dealing with the archaeological record described
above, the advantage of a landscape approach in the Willandra Lake region is two-fold.
Firstly, a landscape approach overcomes the problem of site definition and ensures that
the full gamut of archaeological material (or, at least, that material that is currently
exposed) is documented. Secondly, the range and quantity of data that can be obtained
is maximised, including details of individual artefacts and features, their spatial
distribution and their geomorphic, stratigraphic and palaeolandscape context. Thus,
sufficient data can be obtained to explore both spatial and temporal patterning in
assemblage variability, resulting in maximum opportunity for behavioural
interpretations.

Field methods
Reconnaissance
The questions surrounding the onset of the present erosional regime at Lake Mungo
were introduced in the previous chapter. This current deflationary regime, combined
with the complex history of deposition also outlined in Chapter 2, provide a unique
opportunity and challenge for sampling the lunette and interpreting the behavioural
information reflected in the archaeological remains. Wind erosion, gullying and sheet
wash have exposed much of the internal structure of the lunette, providing key
stratigraphic information and exposing archaeological material. This erosion also
removes the sedimentary context of much of the archaeological material, leaving the
majority of material as a lag on the surface that may have originated from any level in
the metres of overlying sediment that have been removed. Some material has also been
transported down slope or down erosion runnels (particularly evident with the more
rounded heat retainers), while faunal remains in particular are likely to become
fragmented and eventually destroyed (personal observation).

Preliminary field reconnaissance in April, 2007, revealed that the nature of erosion
varies significantly along the length of the lunette (see Figure 3.1). In some locations,
extensive gullying dissects the lunette, revealing large cross-sections through certain
portions of the stratigraphy. This is particular evident near the Barbetti Hearth Site
(Palaeomagnetic Site). In other locations, sections of the stratigraphy are exposed in
almost horizontal view. The Walls of China Tourist Area preserves examples of a range
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of different types of exposure. Stratigraphic exposures provide evidence of the variable
patterns of accumulation, with units varying in thickness and expression along the
lunette. This suggests that the sediments exposed in different areas of the lunette may
provide glimpses of different palaeolandscapes, in terms of the age and time span
represented by the sediments, the palaeotopographic location (e.g. beach, foredune, dune
crest) and the environmental conditions that prevailed.

Archaeological material is present in a range of preservation states. During preliminary
reconnaissance, some shell, bone, and heat retainers were encountered in situ, in the
process of being eroded. In situ stone artefacts were rare. Dating of the encompassing
or bracketing sediments for this type of exposure could provide an estimate for the
age of deposition of this material. In some locations, the relative spacing and integrity
of heat retainers or bone material suggests recent exposure, and therefore a nearby
stratigraphic origin (e.g. Allen 1998: 211). At most locations, however, the majority of
material forms a surface lag.

b.

a.

c.

Figure 3.1. Lake Mungo basin and lunette. a. Locations discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 (small stars) and
the location of the erosional basins selected as potential study areas (large stars). See Figure 2.1 for scale.
Internal lunette stratigraphy is exposed by (b) deep gullying (up to approximately 6 m deep in this image)
and (c) almost horizontal exposure (relief approximately 1 m). Upper photo courtesy of Nicola Stern,
Mungo Archaeological Project.
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Both Foley (e.g. Foley 1981b) and Holdaway et al. (e.g. Fanning et al. 2009, Holdaway
et al. 1998) identify the geomorphic settings within their study areas that are likely to
exhibit the least horizontal alteration. They therefore consider the distribution of the
studied surface material to be a reliable approximation of the original horizontal
distribution of discarded material, albeit conflated vertically, and the lag material is
interpreted as a single chronostratigraphic ‘unit’ (Holdaway et al. 1998: 16). The age of
the surface then provides a degree of chronological control over the surface lag and, in
both examples, the time span represented by the lag is thought to be no more than a few
thousand years (Foley 1981b: 180, Holdaway et al. 2002). Constraining the age of lag
material on the Mungo lunette is made more complicated by the complexity and nature
of sediment deposition and erosion.

Where the Willandra context differs from the examples provided by Thomas, Foley,
Ebert and Holdaway et al. is in the potential for archaeological material within the
surface lag to have derived from sedimentary layers deposited at any time during the last
40,000 years. During this period, significant environmental and ecological change has
taken place. The scale at which past investigations have been conducted means that
corresponding behavioural variability has not been detected in the archaeological record,
despite the likelihood that changes in the social and technological organisation of people
have taken place. Even access to raw material, often assumed to be constant over time
(e.g. Muhlen-Schulte 1985), should be considered variable over this time period, as
fluctuating lake levels would have resulted in the inundation of at least one known stone
source at certain periods, and affected the travel distance required to reach this and other
sources when exposed. This is, in fact, hinted at by Muhlen-Schulte’s results. While the
age of each particular stone artefact assemblage was considered irrelevant to the
questions being addressed by the study, one of the surface collections (compared to the
excavated collections and a surface collection adjacent to the stone source) diverged
most from the patterns expected due to transport distance. This indicates evidence of
behavioural variability through time that is not directly related to the distance to the raw
material source.

Because of the long time spans and variable depositional environments, automatically
treating the surface lag as a single analytical unit seemed unlikely to be a promising
approach in most locations. At the very least, this would limit the types of questions
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about behaviour that could be posed. Instead, a method of identifying that surface
material for which chronology could be more tightly constrained seemed necessary.

Strategy
The combination of different depositional environments, erosional settings, and
archaeological preservation indicates that there will be no single strategy appropriate for
tackling the archaeology of the region. Considering the size of the Willandra Lakes
region, two overall strategies present themselves: a stratified sampling strategy covering
the entire region; or a more spatially limited strategy targeting a particular location. At
the broadest level, this decision had already been made; this project was undertaken
under the rubric of the Linkage Project (LP0775058), which was targeting the Lake
Mungo lunette, the most well-documented of the Willandra Lakes landforms.

At the scale of the Mungo lunette, some 30 km long and up to 2 km wide, the same
strategy options arise: a sampling strategy, to understand the distribution of all
archaeological material along the length and width of the entire lunette; or a targeted
strategy. Two factors contributed to the final decision.

Firstly, based on the ability to trace out particular stratigraphic units at the southern end
of the Mungo lunette (Bowler 1998: 128), the initial aim of the archaeological
component of the Linkage Project (LP0775058) was to target the archaeological material
associated with a particular stratigraphic unit (à la Isaac). In the absence of previous
detailed mapping, and given the difficulties of recognising and tracing out such a unit
elsewhere on the lunette, this strategy was abandoned (N. Stern pers. comm.). The
alternative strategy was to conduct a foot survey of the entire lunette, and to record and
map the location of all in situ occurrences. These occurrences could later be tied into the
detailed mapping and dating work being undertaken by the geomorphology team on the
project. This strategy, while largely ignoring lag material, would result in a
comprehensive record of the types of archaeological occurrences that occur on different
parts of the lunette and in association with different depositional units. The rate of
erosion ensures that this survey would provide a snapshot of the archaeological material
visible at a particular moment, providing a baseline to which to compare future studies.
This survey is currently being continued by the Discovery Project (DP1092966).
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The second set of factors contributing to the field strategy described below were the
constraints of time, money and personnel. As a long period of fieldwork was
anticipated, the use of student volunteers was severely limited, while weather conditions
limited the period during which fieldwork could be conducted. Only a field crew of
three (myself and two Cultural Officers employed by the Linkage Project) could be
guaranteed for the duration of the fieldwork, and would be required to undertake all
aspects of artefact recording, surface mapping and surveying. Consequently, only a
relatively small area could be targeted.

Following the initial reconnaissance, three relatively small, shallow erosional ‘blowouts’ along the lakeward side of the lunette were selected, two of which were
subsequently documented (Figure 3.1). The study areas therefore reflect a sample of the
Mungo lunette determined by the current erosional regime, and the resulting database
was expected to provide evidence from a range of times and landscapes.

There were two immediate advantages to choosing these basins. Firstly, less sediment
has been eroded from these basins compared to other locations on the lunette. Secondly,
it appeared that each basin contained a restricted portion of the overall lunette
stratigraphy. These factors increased the probability of being able to reconstruct the
palaeolandscape and determine the original stratigraphic context of surface material
within each basin, as described below. Additionally, the overall time-span represented
by the sediments in each basin would be limited. In the event that the original
stratigraphic context of surface material could not be constrained, the analysis of surface
material as a single unit could proceed.

Following selection of the study area, the mapping and recording methodology largely
followed Stern (1991) and Holdaway et al. (1998: 4-7), consisting of three parts:
1. the mapping of topographic and geomorphological features;
2. the identification, description and mapping of stratigraphic units; and
3. recording the location and characteristics of all archaeological material
distributed on the surface.

In order to achieve the aims of this study as documented in Chapter 1, the aim of the
fieldwork was to obtain the data necessary to determine the palaeolandscape and
palaeoenvironmental context of each study area, and document the characteristics and
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distribution of the archaeological material to determine whether any patterning could be
detected in the distribution, and thus to define artefact assemblages for detailed analysis.
To this end, detailed records were made of the technological attributes of the stone
artefacts and detailed maps were prepared of topography, geomorphology, stratigraphy
and artefact distribution.

The majority of mapping was done using an electronic Total Station (Sokkia Set 5A/6F)
connected to a hand held computer (SDR 33 Datalogger), although some details were
recorded by hand onto working maps and into a field notebook. Survey stations were
tied into permanent survey benchmarks established by the ARC-Linkage Project in
April, 2007. When fieldwork commenced, only preliminary data for these benchmarks
were available. All coordinates were therefore corrected following the completion of
fieldwork to match the actual benchmark data.

During fieldwork, all electronic mapping data gathered in the field were downloaded
regularly and plotted using an Excel spreadsheet to check for obvious errors and gaps.

Topographic and geomorphological mapping
The first level of mapping aimed to construct a detailed topographic map of each study
area, while also detailing the nature of the land surface on which artefacts are resting.
Mapping focused on features that are likely to affect both the visibility and distribution
of surface archaeological material, including rills and channels, loose wind-blown sand,
vegetation, ridgelines and actively eroding margins. Due to time constraints, in areas
where artefacts were absent or sparse, these features were mapped at a lower resolution,
i.e. the fine detail of small-scale variation within these features was not recorded. While
the absence of artefacts is just as significant as their presence, this loss of detail was
considered acceptable for achieving the aims of the project.

All survey data, including that described below, contributed to the construction of a 3dimensional topographic map (digital elevation model) of each locality. GIS software
ArcView 9.3 was used to create this and other maps from the survey data, the details of
which are described more fully in Appendix I.
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Stratigraphic mapping
Stratigraphic mapping enables reconstruction of the past landscape. Sediment colour,
texture and compaction, patterns of erosion, the presence or absence of bedding or
laminations, and evidence of soil development were used to interpret the location of
stratigraphic contacts, which were then mapped using the Total Station as a series of
connecting points. Sediment samples from a range of locations were then described in
the field and recorded, along with any additional observations, in a field notebook.
Initial descriptions and interpretations of sediment and stratigraphy were basic, and were
later supplemented by more detailed dating and geomorphic work conducted by
geomorphologist, Dr Tim Barrows (then associated with the Australian National
University Research School of Earth Sciences, but currently at the School of Geography,
University of Exeter).

To better reconstruct the palaeolandscape, the stratigraphic mapping at each site covered
a wider area than just that surveyed for artefacts.

Archaeological material
The following process was used to record the archaeological material:
1. Each study area was arbitrarily divided into sections of manageable size. To
more efficiently manage checks and corrections, an attempt was made to
complete recording in one section before the process began again in the next
section;

Material type

Code

Animal bone

BO

Chipped stone
Ground stone

CS
GS

Hearthstones

HS

Lacustrine
resources
Terrestrial
shell

Description
Skeletons, complete or identifiable elements, and all fragments >1 cm,
unless immediately identifiable as modern
All chipped, fractured and unmodified stone
All ground stone
Clusters of burnt stone, baked sediment and/or other burnt material likely to
represent a hearth or oven, and fragments or clumps of burnt stone or baked
sediment >2 cm

LR

Fragments of mussel shell >1 cm, and fish otoliths, whole or broken

SH

Eggshell fragments >1 cm, and terrestrial gastropods, fragments >1cm or
whole

Table 3.2. Type and description of the surface material recorded. No lower size limit was imposed on
chipped stone artefacts, as these provide the focus for detailed analysis.
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2. Each section was surveyed, and all visible material marked with coloured tags on
nails. Different colours were used for each type of material. Table 3.2 details
the material that was recorded;
3. Tags of each colour were systematically marked with a two letter code (see Table
3.2) and an identification number;
4. Artefacts were analysed and measured in the field, with details entered directly
into palmtop computers (HP200LX) running the data-entry software Entrer Trois
v.2.2 (McPherron and Holdaway 1996). Artefacts were then replaced on the
ground. An additional two letter identification code was added to the tag when
recording was complete. Any artefact found to have been mislabelled in the first
stage of flagging and numbering was given a new identification number, and the
unused number noted. A complete list of the artefact attributes that were
recorded and the additional identification codes is attached in Appendix II;
5. The location of each artefact was plotted with the Total Station, with the entire
identification code (consisting of two pairs of letters and a number) entered into
the datalogger to allow cross-checking with palmtop data;
6. All coordinate data and artefact descriptions were downloaded daily and stored
in a spreadsheet to check for missed or repeated artefacts and obvious errors that
could be checked and corrected the next day in the field.

Conclusion
Prior to answering questions about the behaviour of people in the past, and how that
behaviour might be reflected in patterns of distribution of archaeological material, there
are two critical questions that need to be considered:
1. How does the distribution of material relate to present day geographic and
environmental processes?
2. How does the distribution of material relate to ancient geographical features or
environmental regimes that may have impacted on people’s behaviour?

Critical to answering these questions are issues of the age of the archaeological material,
how the material came to be in its current location, the age of, and processes acting
upon, the existing landscape, and the nature of past landscape and environmental
change. Advances in dating and the reconstruction of past climates, along with
interdisciplinary research involving archaeologists, geomorphologists and physical
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geographers have been critical components in establishing methods for understanding
ancient landscapes and environments, as well as the present day contexts in which
archaeological material is encountered. Experimental studies into site formation
processes, both pre- and post-depositional and post-exposure, have shed further light on
the ways the distribution of artefacts can be modified.

A landscape archaeological approach to the acquisition of field data, such as the one
described in this chapter, provides the means to document and understand the ways in
which these processes can contribute to the patterned distribution of archaeological
material. The following two chapters use the descriptive and distributional data obtained
during fieldwork to document the palaeolandscape and palaeoenvironmental context of
each study area (Chapter 4) and to understand the way in which the surface
archaeological record may have formed and been modified (Chapter 5). This then forms
the basis for interpreting the archaeological record in terms of human behaviour.
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4. Landscape reconstruction

Introduction
Chapter 3 described the strategy used to approach the archaeological record exposed on
the surface of the Lake Mungo lunette, and justified the choice of the two erosional
basins that were selected for detailed study. The basins are identified by an abbreviated
coordinate (easting and northing) for the location at which the Total Station was placed
during surveying. This naming system was used by the archaeological team of the
Linkage Project (LP0775058) to enable the systematic identification of locations studied
during current and future work.
The two erosional basins described in this study are identified by the designations
940691 and 966617 (Figure 4.1). Basin 940691 is located north of the main Tourist Site,
approximately half way along the length of the lunette. Basin 966617 is south of the
Tourist Site; between the Tourist Site and Red Top, the location where the tourist road
crosses the lunette to traverse the hinterland. Both basins are located on the lakeward
side of the main lunette, and thus cannot be directly tied into the previous lunette
mapping work done by Bowler, even that which was done nearby.
This chapter details the results of the topographic and stratigraphic mapping of both
study areas, and attempts to reconstruct the palaeolandscape and palaeoenvironment
associated with each study area.

Representing the present-day surface
Topography
The method used to transform the survey data into a representation of the present-day
topography of each study area is described in Appendix I. The results are shown in
Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Note that not all parts of the study areas are represented accurately
by these diagrams. In particular, survey points were not taken to sufficiently delineate
the top of some sediment residuals (un-eroded columns of sediment) or the margins of
the erosional basins, either because it was not practical or because the areas comprised
vegetated or recent wind-blown sediment (see below) with no visibility.
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Leaghur
basin

Arumpo
basin

Figure 4.1. Map of Lake Mungo showing the locations of the two erosional basins that were selected for
this study. See Figure 2.1 for scale. Aerial photographs of the Mungo lunette were commissioned by the
ARC Linkage Project, and a section overlies the lunette to show the location of each study area relative to
the main exposures of lunette sediments.
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Figure 4.2. Vector representation of study area 940691with shading to highlight the topography.
Contours have been derived from the elevation raster. The red boundary in this and the following maps of
940691 delineates the area that was surveyed and mapped in detail, also shown (inset) superimposed on an
aerial photograph of the study area.
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Figure 4.3. Vector representation of study area 966617 with shading to highlight the topography.
Contours have been derived from the elevation raster. The red boundary in this and the following maps of
966617 delineates the area that was surveyed and mapped in detail, also shown (inset) superimposed on an
aerial photograph of the study area.
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Figure 4.4. Surface plan of study area 940691 showing the types of land surface exposure.
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Figure 4.5. Surface plan of study area 966617 showing the types of land surface exposure.
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Land surface units
The two study areas fall in between two major land-system units: the lunette and the
lake-bed. As described in Chapter 3, both are erosional ‘blow-outs’, and are thus
locations of net sediment loss. Within each erosional basin, however, processes of both
erosion and deposition are active. Because the visibility of archaeological material on
the ground surface, and the potential for it to move, can be significantly affected by
these processes, the type of land surface within each erosional basin was mapped at high
resolution. Three basic land surface types have been distinguished and are represented
in the maps illustrated in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

‘Vegetation’ represents either surfaces with current vegetation coverage or surfaces that
have previously been vegetated and that still retain root structures which have caused
significant disturbance to the sediments. Mapping of these areas extends to the loose
sediment that has been trapped by the vegetation (coppice). In each case, therefore, this
surface represents an area with poor to zero visibility of both archaeological material and
the underlying sediments.

The second type of land surface, ‘run-off’, actually incorporates a number of different
surfaces. Firstly, sediment that has been carried and deposited by the flow of water in
well-defined gullies, channels and outwash fans (the latter often visible on aerial
photographs spreading from the large gullies that dissect the main lunette) represents the
true run-off. Artefacts associated with these sediments may have been transported some
distance, especially those that appear to be partly buried.

In more minor rills and runnels there is often evidence of saturation of sediment and its
subsequent recementation. Although the sediment in these areas is not clearly
transported and redeposited, the result is poor visibility of the underlying in situ
sediment. Additionally, artefacts that appear to be in situ in these sediments have a high
probability of being surface (lagged) artefacts that have been recemented into their
current position.

Loose, recently wind-blown sand has also been included in the mapping of ‘run-off’.
Although such deposits were rare at 966617, at 940691 a significant portion of the ‘runoff’ area actually reflects such cover. Due to the potentially rapid movement of this
sand, attempts to map it separately were abandoned as being too time consuming. The
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true ‘run-off’ and this wind blown sediment can largely be distinguished by their
topographic location – the wind-blown sand dominates in the northern half of the
mapped area. Furthermore, in the northeast portion of 940691, the layer of loose sand is
quite thin, however, the central portion is either thick, or represents extremely
unconsolidated in situ sediment, or possibly a fine lag – this sediment is easily disturbed
and no assurance regarding in situ sediment or artefacts can be made. The approximate
boundary of this sub-unit is shown on Figure 4.4.

Ideally, these three ground surface types should have been mapped separately. As
already mentioned, however, this would have been extremely time-consuming, and in
the case of the mobile sands, impossible as they moved from day to day. The decision to
map them as one land surface type was based on the fact that they all are areas of current
sediment accumulation. Artefact visibility is reduced on these surfaces, and the integrity
of artefacts that are either on the surface of, or partially buried in, these sediments needs
to be carefully considered. Artefacts associated with these surfaces are unlikely to be in
primary depositional context, and there is a high likelihood of them having undergone
some movement. The potential for movement is discussed in Chapter 5.

‘In situ sediment’ refers to sediment that is not obviously disturbed or redeposited (in the
recent sedimentary context; this does not preclude ancient disturbance). Soils and
stratigraphy are evident in these sediments (although not always clear) and artefacts
which appear to be in situ in these sediments have a high probability of being so.

Palaeolandscape reconstruction
The reconstructions presented in this chapter are based on observation of in situ
sediments, although in some cases it is necessary to make inferences about the
stratigraphy underlying run-off and vegetation. Sediment type provides the primary
basis for making inferences about lake level and palaeoenvironment (as described in
Chapter 2). Evidence from faunal remains (fish, shellfish, eggshell etc) preserved in
each study area provides additional palaeoenvironmental information, and the general
Mungo sequence described by Bowler (see Chapter 2, Table 2.2) is used as an initial
framework for understanding the stratigraphy. The observations made in this study are
thus correlated with Bowler’s framework, but may require revision in future in light of
more detailed and comprehensive geological mapping of the Mungo lunette that is
currently underway as part of the Discovery Project (DP1092966).
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Palaeolandscape context of basin 940691
Stratigraphic description
Three stratigraphic units have been identified in the erosional basin designated as
940691. Sediment residuals (un-eroded columns of sediment) assisted with identifying
the relative stratigraphic position and thickness of these units, although those units
identified in section could not always be distinguished in plan in the flat, low-lying
exposures within the study area. Figure 4.6 shows a surface plan of the sediments, while
Figure 4.7 shows the section profiles measured from the residuals. The location of these
residuals is also shown on Figure 4.6. The measured profiles include details, including
topographic points, that were not measured electronically and therefore do not appear as
part of the topography measured electronically (Figure 4.2).

Unit 1: The lowermost unit exposed in this erosional basin is, to the eye, an orange-pink
sand (Munsell colour 10 YR 6/6, brownish yellow). The average texture is silty sand,
indicative of high-water levels relative to the site, although discrete clay lenses were also
observed at the base of residual M (see Figure 4.6), approximately 40 cm below the top
of the sand. These clay lenses indicate localised drying. Clean sands within Unit 1
indicate that a beach shoreline was located nearby (Barrows, pers. comm.), although a
search in the immediate vicinity of the basin failed to identify evidence for the location
of a shoreline. The base of Unit 1 was not reached, and five sediment samples were
collected from two separate profiles within this unit for OSL dating. Details of all dated
samples are included in Appendix III, and those for this erosional basin are summarised
in Table 4.1. The samples from Unit 1 suggest that this sandy component was deposited
between >24 ka and approximately 20 ka. This unit is referred to informally as the
‘Orange Sand’ in the detailed analyses presented in subsequent chapters.

In the south-western corner of the mapped area of 940691, there is no evidence of a time
break between the deposition of Unit 1 and Unit 2. In the north-east, however, in
residual B (see Figure 4.6), a horizon of diffuse, white carbonate patches and an
accumulation of clay near the top of the unit provide evidence for soil development, the
oldest soil identified in the exposure. Further evidence of a soil developed on this unit is
found to the south-east and north-west of the mapped section, where an extensive
carbonate lag tops the surface exposure of Unit 1. In some locations, in situ carbonate
nodules are preserved. The A-horizon of this soil is not preserved.
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X

X
Figure 4.6. Stratigraphic units at study area 940691, based on electronically mapped data only.
More detailed sections were measured from the labelled residuals. The locations of the trenches from
which sediment samples for OSL dating were obtained are shown by the red crosses (see Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7. Section profiles measured in study area 940691, showing location of sediment samples
collected for OSL dating. Horizontal distances between the sections are representative but not to scale;
the locations of residuals A to M are shown in Figure 4.6, while the gully section is to the south, and the
coppice dune section to the south-east. With the exception of sections Bnorth, M and coppice, the base is
equivalent to the modern-day ground surface.
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Sedimentary context

Sample ID

Lab ID

Age estimate (ka)

Unit 3 (coppice dune)
Unit 3 (outwash fan)

BLW2-04
BLW2-11
BLW2-02
BLW2-03
BLW2-12
BLW2-13
BLW2-05
BLW2-06
BLW2-07
BLW2-14
BLW2-15
BLW2-16
BLW2-17
BLW2-08
BLW2-09
BLW2-10

K2177
K2184
K2175
K2176
K2185
K2186
K2178
K2179
K2180
K2187
K2188
K2189
K2190
K2181
K2182
K2183

0.07 ± 0.00
0.10 ± 0.01
0.14 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.01
20.5 ± 0.9
19.9 ± 1.1
21.8 ± 1.0
21.1 ± 0.9
23.3 ± 1.0
17.7 ± 1.3
18.7 ± 1.2
19.9 ± 1.1
22.1 ± 2.4
20.3 ± 0.9
21.0 ± 1.5
23.7 ± 1.1

Unit 2b (green clays)

Unit 2a (green clays)
Unit 1 (orange sand)

Table 4.1. Summary of OSL results for sediments samples obtained from within erosional basin 940691.
See Figures 4.6 and 4.7 for location of samples. Samples were collected by Dr Tim Barrows and
processed by Dr Kathryn Fitzsimmons as described in Chapter 1.

Thus, variable conditions of deposition, stability and erosion can be observed within the
exposure. In the south-west, deposition was continuous, while in the north-east,
conditions were stable enough to allow soil formation. This soil has subsequently been
eroded, removing the A-horizon in the vicinity of residual B, and eroding as far as the
Bca-horizon for much of the broader area. In the centre of the mapped area, alternating
layers of sand and clay at the interface of Units 1 and 2 contain what appear to be
reworked carbonate nodules, suggesting that erosion of Unit 1 occurred just prior to, or
coincident with, the initial deposition of Unit 2, and extended to the Bca-horizon.
The soil carbonate visible in residual B is at a higher elevation than the conformable
contact in the south-west, indicating a significant palaeoslope consistent with the
lakeward face of a sloping foredune. Further evidence of topographic variation on the
palaeolandscape can be inferred from an adjacent residual (residual C in Figure 4.6),
which appears to consist entirely of Unit 1 sediments, to an elevation of more than 1 m
above the adjacent soil. This residual is topped by a strong brown soil that probably
reflects the most recent period of soil formation (developed mostly on Unit 2; see
below). This location, therefore, appears to be a palaeotopographic high within Unit 1;
Unit 3 directly overlies Unit 1 in this location, suggesting either a hiatus in deposition,
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and perhaps soil overprinting, or the deposition and subsequent removal of Unit 2 prior
to the major period of soil formation.

Unit 2A: The bulk of the sediments exposed on the surface of erosional basin 940691
consist of alternating clays and sands of various thickness and extent, designated as Unit
2B (described subsequently). Underlying the alternating layers in some locations is Unit
2A, a relatively thick unit of pale olive (5Y 6/3 to 6/4) clay (Figure 4.7). On the
relatively flat surface of much of the exposure, it is difficult to distinguish the fine
alternating layers of the upper part of Unit 2, and to determine the boundary between
these and the lower clay unit; Units 2A and 2B are therefore mapped together in Figure
4.6 (and are subsequently referred to as the ‘Green Clays’).

The thickness of Unit 2A varies across the site. It is thickest and most distinct in the
vertical section visible in residual B and probably forms the bulk of the surface in the
southwest portion of the blowout. A distinct clay lens on the margins of several
residuals in the south-west part of the study area is interpreted as the top of this unit.

The variation in thickness of Unit 2A may be due either to differential deposition due to
palaeotopographic variation, or to subsequent differential erosion, or a combination of
both of these factors. Two OSL samples obtained from this layer provided age estimates
that are younger than expected, given the other OSL results (see Table 4.1). The clayrich sediment indicates that this unit was formed during a period of relatively low lake
levels.

Unit 2B: As indicated in the preceding section, this unit consists of alternating layers of
clays and sands, which are quite variable in their thickness and the degree of
consolidation of the sandier layers. The average colour is light yellowish brown (2.5 Y
6/4), and the texture a silty sand, probably indicating the presence of both coarser and
finer laminae. Within this unit, in both the northern and southern sections of the mapped
part of 940691, a thin dark, clay-rich layer has been mapped as a weak soil, indicating a
short period of stability during a period of otherwise oscillating lake levels (Barrows,
pers. comm.). It has alternatively been suggested that this layer may represent
slackwater deposits from localised pools of water (Fitzsimmons, pers. comm.).
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Age estimates obtained from sediment samples from Unit 2B are not in stratigraphic
order (Table 4.1), but mostly overlap at two standard deviations, with each other and
with the upper part of Unit 1. If the age estimates from Unit 2A are too young, this is
consistent with a transition from high to oscillating water levels between 21 ka and 22
ka, followed by the rapid accumulation of sediment. Alternatively, if sample K2180 has
yielded an age estimate that is too old, the age estimates for Unit 2A also overlap at two
standard deviations with those from Unit 2B, suggesting that this transition occurred
approximately 1000 years later.
A strong brown soil is developed on top of Unit 2B, and is most prominent on the
northern and southern margins of the erosional basin and in the gully section south of the
site. The soil profile visible on residual C is consistent in location and development with
this soil.
Erosion of this soil has been variable. On the southern margin of the exposure,
including the gully section, the soil has been truncated at an angle. At the top of a
number of residuals, the A-horizon of this soil is visible; on others the presence of the
soil is indicated only by diffuse white carbonate patches marking the Bca-horizon.
Multiple Bca-horizons in some residuals (e.g. B and M) possibly indicate a shifting
water-table during the period of soil formation.
The soil on Unit 2B is the youngest substantial soil exposed in the exposure, and marks a
significant period of stability following the episode of oscillating water levels in the
adjacent lake. The soil is bracketed by age determinations of about 20 ka from Unit 2B,
and 140 ± 10 years from an overlying outwash fan. This soil is provisionally assumed to
be the equivalent of the uppermost soil on the main lunette, Bowler’s (1998) Zanci soil,
formed during the long period of stability following the drying of the lakes but prior to
the onset of the modern erosion regime.
Unit 3: The truncated soil on Unit 2B is overlain by loosely consolidated layered sands,
in some locations containing fine gravel lenses, cross bedding or clay-rich lenses. On
the southern margin of the erosional basin, overlying the soil visible in the gully section,
these sediments have been identified as old outwash fans, with some layering
highlighting the old topography (Barrows, pers. comm.). These date to within the last
150 years (Table 4.1), and represent a significant erosional event that may correspond to
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the introduction of rabbits and sheep to the area. In other locations within the study area,
these loose sediments represent recent coppice dunes, with a sample from one of these
providing an age determination of 70 years ago.
Palaeoenvironmental implications from associated fauna
Small gastropod shells were common in the sediment of this erosional basin. Apart from
a very small number of unusual specimens, these consist of a single species from either
the Lymnaeid or Succineid family. These species are difficult to distinguish on the basis
of their shell alone (Smith 1996: 32). Elsewhere on the lunette, gastropods have been
identified as Lymnaeids, and they have been associated with carbonate precipitation in
Arumpo sediments (Bowler 1998: 139). As a marker of environment, species
identification is not critical: Lymnaeids are freshwater species, while Succineids,
although terrestrial, live on the damp margins of freshwater habitats. Both species
therefore indicate the presence of nearby water.
Some of the gastropods were recorded in situ; the majority of these are located in Unit 2,
particularly towards the base of Unit 2A (Figure 4.8). This distribution, however, may
partly be due to the higher likelihood of exposure along the actively eroding margin in
the northern section. If reflective of their true distribution, however, this association
with pelletal clays indicates the continued presence of moisture during this early phase
of clay deposition.
As well as specimens of the mussel Velesunio ambiguus, which are assumed to have
been transported from the lake by people, a small number of whole ‘fingernail clams’,
Sphaeriids, were also identified. At less than 10 mm in diameter, these are unlikely to
have been a food source, and may have been transported from their preferred freshwater
mud habitat by the wind or in mud on the feet of birds (Smith 1996: 19). Elsewhere on
the lunette, they are associated with the freshwater Lower Mungo sands (Bowler 1998:
138). At 940691, they were found only as surface specimens (Figure 4.8), however, as
they are small and fragile it is unlikely that they have been transported any significant
distance since being exposed. They probably derive from the sandy sediments of Unit 1,
although it is also possible that they are associated with the relatively sandy components
of Unit 2.
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Figure 4.8. Surface plan of 940691 showing the distribution of Sphaeriids and in situ and surface
gastropods.
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Figure 4.9. Surface plan of 940691 showing the distribution of eggshell. All eggshell fragments are
surface specimens.
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Figure 4.10. Surface plan of 940691 showing the distribution of animal bone. Two areas of particularly
dense bone that were recorded separately are shown with open green circles (see Appendix IV).
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Two other types of faunal material are worth some comment. Although commonly
found at other locations on the lunette (personal observation), no fish otoliths were
recorded in this study area, with the exception of four very small, very weathered
fragments that were tentatively identified as otoliths fragments. This absence is
interesting, particularly given the presence of other species representing freshwater
conditions. Secondly, along with emu eggshell, five fragments of Genyornis eggshell
were identified (Figure 4.9). These were all surface fragments, so their presence must be
interpreted cautiously. However, there are no older sediments from within the
immediate vicinity of the study area from which these fragments are likely to have
derived; if these fragments derive from any of the sediments in the study area, this
suggests the presence of Genyornis at a later stage than identified elsewhere in the arid
regions of Australia (Miller et al. 1997, 2005). There is no unequivocal evidence of
human involvement in the accumulation of the eggshell.

An abundance of macropod bones, including a number of burnt elements and long-bone
fragments, some identified as in situ (Figure 4.10), attests to the utilisation of terrestrial
fauna during both the high-water period and the period of oscillating water-levels (the
distribution of archaeological material is discussed further later in this chapter, and in
more detail in following chapters).

Correlation with Bowler’s general Mungo sequence
The stratigraphy of erosional basin 940691 is consistent with sediment deposition during
the period of final drying of the lakes. Age estimates support this correlation,
representing the approximate period of Bowler’s (1998) Arumpo/Zanci boundary and
the formation of the Zanci soil.

The erosional basin may be associated with a secondary lunette feature lakeward of the
main Mungo lunette, that is, a smaller lunette that has accumulated at a lower lake-level
than that associated with the original formation of the main lunette. Adjacent to this
secondary lunette, the main body of the Mungo lunette exposes sandy sediments
abutting high cliffs cut into Golgol sediments, with thick deposits ranging from about 32
to 24 ka (see Appendix III) overlying the Bca-horizon of the eroded Golgol surface. It is
possible that sediment deposition after about 24 ka was focused on the smaller
secondary lunette, and that Arumpo- and Zanci-aged sediments are therefore less
substantial on the main body of the Mungo lunette in this vicinity than they are
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elsewhere (Barrows, pers. comm.). Much more detailed sedimentary and stratigraphic
analysis is required to confirm this hypothesis, however.

Between the two lunettes, the sediments are largely vegetated, significantly reducing the
ability to determine the relationship between the exposures. Dense soil carbonate is
occasionally visible in this area, forming an erosion-resistant cap on the hills. Such
extensive carbonate suggests that the hills may be comprised of Golgol-aged sediment,
representing the core of the ancient lunette, or that the Lower Mungo soil (which has
also been associated in some locations with considerable accumulations of soil
carbonate) is represented here.

Artefact distribution
Figure 4.11a shows the distribution of all of the archaeological material recorded at
940691, and Figure 4.11b shows those artefacts identified as in situ. At least three
concentrations of material are evident. A small platform in the north of the study area
retained a large number of in situ artefacts, while in the central part of the site there is a
significantly higher density of chipped stone. The number of bone fragments in this area
was considered too great to record all fragments individually, and a modified recording
procedure was used (see Appendix IV). In the south-western portion of the mapped
area, material is predominantly concentrated in low-lying areas. Figure 4.11a shows this
clearly, and the presence of artefacts in shallow runnels is also evident. These patterns
are discussed in more detail in the following chapter.

Summary
Between approximately 24 ka and 21 ka, locality 940691 was a sandy foredune
associated with relatively high water levels in the adjacent Lake Mungo basin.
Sediments accumulated from nearby wave-nourished beaches, forming a topographically
complex dune.

The trench dug at the base of residual M (see Figure 4.7) to obtain sediment samples
extended to 65.7 m AHD. As no beach deposits were encountered, the water level in the
lake must have been lower than this to facilitate dune building in this location. Bowler
postulates that overflow from Lake Leaghur into Lake Mungo required a lake-level of at
least 65 m (Bowler et al. 2012). Either high lake-levels were maintained in the Mungo
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basin during the period represented by these sediments without substantial overflow
from Lake Leaghur, or the overflow channel was deeper than previously thought.

A period of relatively high lake-levels around 22 ka is consistent with sedimentary
evidence elsewhere on the lunette, representing a brief, final flush of fresh water into the
Willandra system prior to the peak of the LGM (Grün et al. 2011: 598-599).

Soil formation indicates dune stabilisation and the establishment of vegetation at the end
of this period, although this was also spatially variable (perhaps influenced by the
relative position of the water table). Stabilisation was followed by the removal and
reworking of this soil, coincident with the beginning of the deposition of the clay-rich
sediment of Unit 2. This marks a reduction in lake-levels sufficient to periodically
expose at least part of the lake floor, and corresponds to the peak of the LGM. For
lunette formation to continue, the lake must have filled intermittently, and the presence
of shellfish and moisture-loving gastropods attests to this. Alternating layers of sands
and clays accumulated rapidly over the next few thousand years, representing a period of
oscillating water levels. There was possibly at least one minor period of dune
stabilisation during this period, which resulted in the formation of a weak soil, and
sediment accumulation ceased some time after 20 ka. After this period, the quantity of
water was presumably no longer sufficient to replenish sediment and salts, and
eventually the lake dried out entirely, permitting vegetation to stabilise the lake bed
(Bowler 1973, 1998). Strong soil formation both here and on the main lunette indicates
an extended period of stabilisation following the drying of the lake, perhaps continuing
until the recent period of instability and erosion began.

The presence of in situ material in both stratigraphic units indicates that people were
present in this location during both the high-water phase and the following period of
oscillating lake-levels. Evidence for the exploitation of freshwater mussel during the
latter period indicates that people were here while sufficient water was in the lake to
support mussel populations. The question of whether they were also present while the
lakes were dry cannot be answered from the data collected here, and requires more
investigation across a much larger area of the lunette.
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Figure 4.11 a. Surface plan of 940691 showing the distribution of all artefactual material.
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Fig 4.11 (cont.) b. Distribution of in situ (and ambiguous) chipped stone artefacts, in situ and surface
hearthstones, animal bone, Velesunio fragments and grindstone fragments, overlying a plot of chipped
stone artefact density. Key for surface artefacts as for Figure 4.11 a.
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Palaeolandscape context of basin 966617
Stratigraphic description
The stratigraphy of erosional basin 966617 is more difficult to interpret for a number of
reasons. Firstly, the study area preserves few sediment residuals that provide vertical
sediment sections, which would normally allow an examination of 3-dimensional
relationships between sediments. Because much of the site is relatively flat and lowlying, stratigraphic contacts had to be identified in plan view, which is difficult.
Additionally, a significant portion of the western part of the site is covered by modern
alluvial outwash fans (see Figure 4.5), obscuring the relationship between units.
Distinguishing between sediment deposited by modern run-off and in situ Pleistocene
sediment is also difficult, although the outwash is typically coarser-grained than the
adjacent in situ sediment. The in situ sediment comprises a silty sand with some patches
of sandy clay.

The sediment sequence represented in this basin is relatively compressed, with younger
soils directly overlying older soils (Barrows, pers. comm.). This also makes
interpretation of the stratigraphy difficult, as it is not always possible to identify the unit
upon which the soils have formed.

Interpretation of this location was further complicated by the fact that it appears to act as
an area of water discharge. During seven weeks of continuous fieldwork, the sediments
making up the lower part of the exposure remained damp, despite minimal precipitation
(although the boundaries of the dampness did vary). In addition, the water brought salts
to the ground surface, which caused significant efflorescence of the sediment, reducing
visibility (but providing a tangible visible reminder of one of the steps involved in the
process of lunette-building).

Most of the following description is based on the surface expression of the sediments
(Figure 4.12), but it is supplemented by a section observed by Barrows in a small trench
that was dug to obtain samples for optical dating. The description that follows is the
simplest explanation of the stratigraphy; however, it is possible that the relationships are
actually more complex. Two units have been identified, separated by a layer of
reworked material. Overall, the sequence is similar to that seen in study area 940691.
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Sedimentary context
Unit 2
Reworked sediment
Unit 1
Below beach (see text)

Elevation (mAHD)

Sample ID

Lab ID

Age estimate (ka)

68.8
68.6
68.4
68.0
67.6
67.4

BLW1-01
BLW1-02
BLW1-03
BLW1-04
BLW1-05
BLW1-06

K2137
K2138
K2139
K2140
K2141
K2142

15.9 ± 0.9
25.2 ± 1.0
22.1 ± 0.9
24.4 ± 1.1
22.3 ± 1.6
>94.7

Table 4.2. Summary of OSL results for sediment samples obtained from within erosional basin 966617.
See Figures 4.12 for location of sample trench. Samples were collected by Dr Tim Barrows and processed
by Dr Kathryn Fitzsimmons as described in Chapter 1.

Unit 1: This unit outcrops through the central part of the site, and is also visible in a
small channel section in the east. South of the mapped area, in situ hearthstones of
termite mound material appear to be present in this unit, although these may be
associated with more recent exposure of this surface.

The Unit 1 sediments range from light yellowish brown (Munsell colour 2.5 Y 6/4) in
the channel section to light olive brown (2.5 Y 5/3, 5/4), with some darker mottling.
Predominantly a silty sand (quite clean in the channel section), it becomes more clayrich where the colour is darker, indicating the presence of organic matter and clay
accumulation associated with soil development. The surface of this palaeosol is absent,
so the original depth is unknown, and there is no evidence of it at all in the channel
section, where the unit has an abrupt contact with the overlying sediment. Nevertheless,
this clay-rich component has provided a surface that is relatively resistant to erosion, and
a layer of reworked material (discussed below) has been deposited on it, which marks
the base of the upper unit (Barrows, pers. comm.). Two samples for OSL dating were
collected from this unit and yielded age estimates of 22.3 ± 1.6 ka and 24.4 ± 1.1 ka (see
Table 4.2 and Appendix III). These sandy sediments and the soil development in this
location indicate a period of consistently high lake-levels, followed by a period of
environmental stability, and are consistent with age estimates for the high-water stage in
between Bowler’s Arumpo and Zanci stages (see Table 2.2). It is also consistent with
the high-water stage represented by Unit 1 at 940691.

Reworked sediment: A major erosion event marks the end of this period of stability.
Carbonate nodules, including large rhizomorphs (some over 10 cm in length), are
present both as a surface lag and as a horizon at the base of Unit 2, marking what
appears to be a depositional sheet derived from reworking of material from the lunette
(Barrows, pers. comm). This depositional sheet could be traced across much of the
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centre of the exposure, and the base of this layer was mapped as the contact between
Units 1 and 2. A single OSL sample from this layer provides an age estimate of 22.1 ±
0.9 ka for this significant erosional event.

Unit 2: Above the reworked layer in the trench section, a thin layer of greenish sand
indicates a period of relatively high lake level following the erosional phase. The age
estimate for this sand seems too old given the other estimates from this section (Table
4.2), and may be the result of dose rate heterogeneity (Barrows, pers. comm.).

The remainder of this unit consists of fine alternating layers of sand and clay,
predominantly light yellowish brown (2.5 Y 6/3) silty clay. In the east of the site, the
unit becomes sandier, up to silty sand, and slightly darker in colour, as evidence of soil
development at the top of the unit becomes apparent. Here, a horizon of small, white,
diffuse carbonate patches forms a stable surface, defining the top of two small residual
columns; white carbonate is also visible in the ground surface to the east of these
residuals. The A-horizon of this soil is missing, and erosion has removed sediments to
varying depths, exposing small carbonate nodules in the far north-east corner of the
study area.

In the north of the site, the soil manifests in a different way. Here the light yellowish
brown silty clay grades to brownish yellow silty sand, and there is no evidence of soil
carbonate. The soil therefore appears to be more weakly developed in the north of the
site. In the west and south the colour darkens to brown (7.5 YR 4/4, 5/4) and the
primary stratigraphic structure has been destroyed; this indicates the retention of an Ahorizon, suggesting that less sediment has been removed by erosion in the west and
south. The relative elevation of these different outcrops of soil indicate that the
palaeolandscape formed by this soil surface had variable topography, and probably
sloped towards the lake.

Due to the extent of the outwash sediments and the degree of pedogenesis, it is difficult
to determine, without exploratory excavation, whether this darker soil to the west and
south has developed on Unit 2 sediments, or whether it directly overprints the Unit 1
soil. It is assumed, however, to be of equivalent age to the soil in the north and east
(Barrows, pers. comm.).
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Figure 4.12. Surface plan of 966617 showing the stratigraphic units and the location of the trench from
which sediment samples for OSL dating were collected.
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Figure 4.13. Surface plan of 966617 showing the distribution of organic material.
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An age estimate of 15.9 ± 0.9 ka was obtained from approximately 60 cm below the soil
carbonate horizon in the eastern part of the exposure. Artefacts lying on the stable
surface defined by the carbonate are therefore likely to be younger than this.
If the thickness of Unit 2 is extrapolated from outcrops of soil adjacent to the erosional
basin, the total thickness is approximately 2 m (although a palaeoslope towards the lake
would reduce this thickness), and the dating sample was obtained from the lowermost 30
cm. Either the age estimate is an underestimate of the actual age of this part of the unit,
or sediment continued to accumulate in this location (indicating the continued presence
of water) well after the postulated time of final drying at around 15 ka, even allowing for
rapid sediment accumulation such as that seen in Unit 2 at 940691.
Nevertheless, based on the age of the sediments in the erosional basin, the soil developed
on top of Unit 2 is likely to be the equivalent of the uppermost soil on the main lunette.
This suggests that Unit 2 in this erosional basin is equivalent to Unit 2 in the northern
study area, and that both represent the final phase of lake activity, although it is possible
that sediments continued to accumulate at 966617 following the cessation of deposition
at 940691.
Palaeoenvironmental implications
The low relief across the site limits the observation of changes in sediment type through
time. However, the age and sequence of sediments in this location are similar to those at
940691, representing a transition from sandy, relatively high-water conditions to
oscillating but overall lower water-level conditions, with a period of soil formation,
followed by erosion, separating these periods of different lake conditions.
Organic material such as bone and shell is relatively rare in this exposure, perhaps due to
the high salt and moisture content (Figure 4.13). Only two gastropods were present, in
the eastern portion of the mapped area of 966617, one of these potentially in situ in Unit
2. This attests to the presence of moist conditions, and four in situ fragments of
Velesunio shell indicate sufficient water in the lake to maintain mussel populations at
least intermittently during this drying phase. A number of fish otoliths are also
associated with this unit. This is in contrast to their absence at 940691, and Bowler’s
early observation that fish and shellfish are rare in the upper units at Lake Mungo
(Bowler 1998: 139; although more recent studies have overturned this view, e.g. Bowler
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et al. 2012). The otoliths were surface finds only; however, their location in the eastern
part of the exposure suggests that they have derived from the younger sediments within
the erosional basin.
As well as lacustrine resources, terrestrial fauna is also present, represented by four
fragments of bone preserved within the Unit 2 soil in the north and east of the site.
Fragments of clay or termite-mound hearthstones were also abundant in this location,
although highly dispersed – these are usually associated with the exploitation of
terrestrial resources (Clark and Barbetti 1982: 149).
Correlation with Bowler’s general Mungo sequence
Erosional basin 966617 is located geographically between two lunette topographic and
stratigraphic profiles measured by Bowler (the Grand Canyon and Palaeomagnetic Site;
see Figure 3.1). These provide the best means of correlating the lunette and 966617
sediments, although the relationship between the exposure and the main lunette is
stratigraphically complicated. Between the study area and the main exposure of lunette
sediments, there is a large hill consisting of Golgol sediment that is resistant to erosion,
and this appears to have protected the site from being covered by the large outwash fans
that derive from the deep gullies which are prevalent in this region of the lunette.
The Palaeomagnetic Site to the south has been studied and dated quite intensively. The
section through this site shows deep exposures of Golgol sediments at the base, which
are visible in the deep gullies, but neither this section nor the section through the ‘Grand
Canyon’ to the north show visible stratigraphy (other than the modern soil surface)
further west than the base of the gullies. Other stratigraphic sections documented by
Bowler, both north and south, reveal lunette sediments truncated by beach facies (e.g.
Bowler 1998: 125, Figure 4). Despite searching for evidence of the lake shore in the
vicinity of 966617, no equivalent facies could be identified on the surface (Barrows,
pers. comm.). The sediments exposed in the 966617 basin may represent the remnants
of the lakeward side of the dune, which appears to have been rarely preserved elsewhere
on the lunette. In areas to the north and south of the study area, Golgol sediments appear
to have been eroded into a cliff formation during the highest (Mungo) water stand.
Sediments that have accumulated on the lake shore since that period abut this cliff, and
so are not likely to conform to the typical lunette morphology. It is possible that a
similar process has taken place in the 966617 location.
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In the trench section, Unit 1 is underlain by a gravel layer interpreted by Barrows (pers.
comm.) as a beach accumulated on top of a palaeosol. Sandy sediments below this
beach yielded an age estimate of >95 ka. This beach layer is located at an elevation of
67.4 m AHD, higher than the lowest level reached during excavation of Unit 1 at
940691. This beach must represent a high-water stand older than 24 ka, perhaps
associated with the Arumpo unit or the Upper Mungo/Arumpo boundary. The absence
of sediment at this location dating to between 100 ka and 24 ka suggests an extended
period of time during which sediment was not deposited in this location, or during which
sediment has been deposited and subsequently removed. The development of soil on the
underlying unit indicates a period of local stability while lake levels were below 67.4 m.
A sequence of OSL age estimates obtained from sediment samples collected from the
main lunette on the far side of the Golgol hill indicate relatively continuous formation of
the main lunette between c. 40 ka and 17 ka (Appendix III). These sediments yielded
age estimates ranging from 121 ± 9 ka for the Golgol unit in a deep gully section, to 17.2
± 1.5 ka in the upper part of the lunette. These data requires further analysis to
determine a detailed history of sediment deposition in this area of the lunette.
Artefact distribution
Figure 4.14a show the distribution of all archaeological material recorded at 966617; in
situ material is highlighted in Figure 4.14b. Three higher density bands of artefacts can
be identified: the relatively flat eastern boundary, a concentration through the centre of
the site, and patches on the flat areas of in situ sediment in the west. Artefacts are
concentrated in runnels, particularly through the centre of the site, however, only those
concentrations to the north and west seem to be correlated with generally low-lying
areas. These patterns are discussed in more detail in the following chapter.
Summary
At an unknown time between approximately 100 ka and 24 ka, this erosional basin was a
lake shore location. Some time prior to 24 ka, the lake-level dropped, and a sandy
foredune accumulated over the gravel beach. This foredune is associated with a nearby
shoreline, at a lake-level close to 67.4 m AHD. Age estimates for this dune are
coincident with the formation of the sandy foredune at study area 940691, indicating that
the water-level at this time must have been lower than 65.7 m. This difference of over
1.5 m in estimated lake-level requires some discussion.
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Figure 4.14 a. Surface plan of 966617 showing the distribution of all artefactual material.
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Figure 4.14 (cont.) b. Distribution of in situ (and ambiguous) chipped stone artefacts, in situ and surface
hearthstones, animal bone, otoliths, Velesunio fragments and grindstone fragments, overlying a plot of
chipped stone artefact density. Key for surface artefacts as for Figure 4.14 a.
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One interpretation of this discrepancy is that the two sandy foredunes did not form at the
same time. It is possible, within the error margins of the age estimates, that the sandy
unit at 966617, associated with a lake-level just below 67.4 m, is slightly older than the
sandy unit at 940691, associated with a lake-level of below 65.7 m. This would indicate
a drop in lake-level of over 1.5 m within the 1000-or-so years between the deposition of
the two units.

Alternatively, it is possible that variation in the topography of the lake-bed resulted in
local variation in sediment deposition. Sandbars and lagoons may have formed around
the margins of the lake, so that a drop in overall water level did not necessarily mean an
increase in the distance from the lunette to the shore. The lake-bed area immediately to
the west of 966617, for example, is a relative topographic low, resembling a lagoon.
Such a feature, if it had an ancient equivalent, may have retained water and provided a
nearby sediment source when the overall lake-level had dropped to less than 65.7 m. To
date, there has been minimal investigation of the sediments and topography of the lake
floor away from the lunette itself; this is a potential source of further information about
variation in lake-level and changes in overall basin morphology

Barrows (pers. comm.) has suggested that the stratigraphy of study area 966617 may
have been complicated by this lagoon, although the broad correspondence between the
two study areas suggests that sediment accumulation has generally been controlled by
changes in the overall lake basin.

Soil formation indicates dune stabilisation and the establishment of vegetation at the end
of this period, although the timing of the development of this soil is not well constrained.
The presence of hearths (immediately adjacent to the study area) in this soil is clear
evidence of human occupation at this time. At study area 940691, evidence for the
removal and reworking of an equivalent soil was coincident with the beginning of the
deposition of the clay-rich sediment of Unit 2, marking a reduction in lake levels
sufficient to periodically expose the lake floor. At 966617, this period of instability and
erosion is marked by a considerable influx of coarse material from the main lunette.

Alternating layers of sands and clays accumulated rapidly over the next few thousand
years, representing dune formation during a period of oscillating water levels. During
this period, people were present in this location at least intermittently, accessing fish and
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shellfish from the adjacent lake. Strong soil formation here and on the main lunette
indicates an extended period of stabilisation following the drying of the lake, perhaps
continuing until the recent period of instability and erosion began.

If a lagoon was located adjacent to this location, it may have retained sufficient water to
allow dune formation to continue despite a lower overall lake level. It is also possible
that the pattern of groundwater discharge currently taking place had an ancient
precedent. Both may have contributed to the presence of water in this location for some
time after c.16 ka, resulting in continued sediment accumulation and perhaps making it a
potential location for continued, if ephemeral, human activity.

Summary
The erosional basins described in this chapter were selected for detailed analysis because
they were relatively shallow and self-contained, and because they were considered likely
to contain a limited portion of the stratigraphy represented in the main lunette. The last
factor has been confirmed by the OSL age estimates and sediment descriptions presented
in this chapter: both erosional basins expose sediment deposited between 25 ka and 15
ka, representing the last phase of lacustrine activity in the Willandra Lakes system.

Both locations reflect a significant change in lake hydrology from sustained high water
conditions to oscillating water levels, culminating in the final drying of the lake. The
presence of multiple soils indicates several periods of landscape stability and the
establishment of vegetation, although the resolution of the chronological framework
provided by OSL precludes the age of these stable periods being tightly constrained.
Periods of landscape instability are also reflected in both exposures through evidence for
erosion and sediment reworking. Such events may relate to the loss of vegetation due to
increasing aridity associated with the LGM, and point particularly to the high erosive
power of even minimal precipitation at this time.

Human activity during both high and fluctuating water stages is indicated by the
presence of in situ archaeological material in reliable sedimentary contexts in both sandy
and clay-rich stratigraphic units. In situ material is sparse. However, as Figures 4.11a
and 4.14a demonstrate, surface material is particularly abundant in both of these
locations. Furthermore, the overall erosion regime discussed in Chapter 2, and the maps
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of topography and land surface presented in this chapter (Figures 4.2 – 4.5) demonstrate
that wind and water have had, and continue to have, a significant impact on the current
land surface. This has significant implications for the reliability with which surface
material can be associated with the landscape and environmental contexts that have been
established in the current chapter. This problem is investigated in detail in the following
chapter.
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5. Post-exposure impacts and the structure of the
surface assemblage

Introduction
In Chapter 4, the palaeoenvironmental settings of the two study areas were described in
detail. The two erosional basins are positioned differently relative to the main lunette as
it currently exists, yet they exhibit similar depositional and erosional histories. Age
estimates indicate that the sediments in both basins accumulated between 25 ka and
15 ka, and reflect a general change from high water to low and fluctuating lake-levels
leading up to the final drying of Lake Mungo. In situ archaeological material provides
evidence for the presence of people during both of these hydrological phases, in both
locations, but is too sparse to provide substantial information about their activities.
However, much larger quantities of material are present on the surface. If the material
associated with each of the two hydrological regimes can be distinguished, then these
two basins have the potential to provide information about differences in behaviour
between these two periods of different environmental conditions, as well as variation
through space.

As the previous chapter demonstrated, however, both wind and water have been
instrumental in forming and shaping the Mungo landscape, and continue to impact on
the distribution of sediment and on the visibility and distribution of artefacts exposed on
and within that sediment. Whether or not particular artefacts or assemblages of artefacts
can be associated with the sedimentary units related to particular hydrological regimes
depends on the type and extent of post-exposure processes that have influenced the
distribution of artefacts on the surface.

Traditionally, surface assemblages have been much maligned, because it is often
assumed from the outset that they have been subject to disturbance and that they lack
chronological precision (Holdaway et al. 1998: 3, see Fuller 1986 for a discussion in the
WLWHA context). As demonstrated in Chapter 3, methodologies for tackling these
issues have been developing over the past half a century or more. This chapter will
review a number of experimental studies that specifically investigate the effects of postexposure processes on the composition of the archaeological record. These studies make
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predictions about the types of patterned distributions of artefacts, particularly
distributions of artefact size, that may result from a number of mechanisms. Water flow,
wind and gravity are the mechanisms most commonly investigated, while the impact of
both animal and human activity is also considered.

The implications of these studies are then applied to the interpretation of the surface
artefact assemblages that were recorded in each of the two study areas described in
Chapter 4. Average artefact size, size distribution and the spatial distribution of artefacts
of different size categories are examined in relationship to the topography and
geomorphology of each study area. The results of these analyses are used to assess
which, if any, of these mechanisms has impacted on the archaeological record at each
study location, and the likely magnitude of these effects. Ultimately, this information is
used to define a number of artefact assemblages whose composition and characteristics
are discussed in more detail in the following chapters.

The impact of natural post-exposure processes
Impact of water flow
Most experimental studies investigating the impact of water on archaeological remains
focus on the effect of flowing water on artefact distribution in active or ephemeral
waterways. Others have looked at the more subtle effects of overland flow, or
slopewash. Artefacts are subject to the same mechanical processes as sediments and
other objects. The fundamental aspect of these processes that results in patterned
distributions of artefacts is that larger artefacts require higher energy, acquired from
higher water-flow velocity, to initiate and maintain movement than do smaller artefacts.
Patterns of distribution based on artefact size and shape are therefore evident in deposits
that have been subject to certain flow conditions. Furthermore, artefacts, like other
sedimentary particles, may become aligned with the direction of flow, or may be subject
to settling or stabilisation.

In an influential study, Schick (1987) established a number of criteria for assessing
whether an archaeological assemblage has been subject to fluvial disturbance. These
criteria include:
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a small proportion of artefacts less than 20 mm in maximum dimension;



a linear spread of conjoining artefacts;



linear patterning in the distribution of cores and debitage; and



evidence of rolling or abrasion.

As well as the winnowing of smaller artefacts from a disturbed site, the redeposition of
artefacts also needs to be considered. As water velocity decreases, progressively smaller
particles will drop out of the flow, resulting in size sorting of artefacts. If local
decreases in flow velocity occur suddenly, for example as the result of a sudden decrease
in slope, concentrations of material containing a large proportion of small artefacts are
formed (Schick 1987: 98, 101).

The relationship between artefact size and flow velocity is exemplified by the
experimental work of Robinson (1980), who investigated the effects of slopewash when
the depth of flow is less than the thickness of the artefact. Conducting flow experiments
in which the slope angle was controlled, Robinson’s conclusion was that small flakes
can be moved at slope angles less than 10°, given flow rates that are likely to occur on
the Mungo lunette (Robinson 1980: 217). Under conditions of heavy rainfall with a
slope angle of approximately 12°, artefacts less that 1.5 g (approximately 22 mm in
maximum dimension; see Appendix V) would be swept away. Artefacts less that 0.5 g
(approximately 15 mm) almost always moved at slope angles greater than 5°; artefacts
between 0.5 g and 1.5 g occasionally moved at angles between 5° and 9°, and almost
always moved at angles greater than 9°; and artefacts around 2.5 g (approximately 26
mm) required slope angles of over 18° for movement, but only under certain orientations
(Robinson 1980: 64). In general, artefacts 2.5 g and over require substantially high flow
rates (over 10 ml/s/cm) to move at any slope angle. Potential for movement was
affected by the orientation of the flake (i.e. whether the ventral side was up or down, and
whether the flake was parallel or transverse to the flow), while the nature of the substrate
(i.e. clay content, area of the slope) is also likely to have an effect (Robinson 1980: 64,
206-208).

Both Robinson (1980) and Schick (1987) note that the nature of the sediments over
which water and artefacts are moving, as well as artefact size and flow velocity, can
have an impact on the patterns of artefact distribution that result from water flow. A
clay substrate may be ‘slippery’, while a sandy substrate will produce more friction and
therefore resistance to movement. However, the interaction between sedimentary and
archaeological particles can also be much more complicated; the degree of grain sorting,
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mineral density and angularity, as well as grain size, can have a significant impact (e.g.
Frostick and Reid 1980, Kirchner et al. 1990). Local effects on flow velocity can be
caused by clusters of coarse particles or isolated large objects, which are able to ‘trap’
smaller particles (e.g. Brayshaw et al. 1983). On the surface of fine-grained sediments
subject to ephemeral wetting, artefacts can also become cemented within the substrate as
it dries, requiring higher levels of energy to then initiate or re-initiate movement (Schick
1987: 101).

Particle shape and orientation relative to water flow can also have an impact on the
energy required to initiate movement (Robinson 1980: 64, 206-208), or the conditions
under which particles are deposited; this principle is well established in fluvial
geomorphology (e.g. Krumbein 1941). Experiments conducted by Frostick and Reid
(1983, see also Frostick and Reid 1980) investigated the effect of vertebrate fossil and
stone artefact shape on the initiation and distance of movement on sleep slopes. On
slopes greater than 30o, transport distance was found to relate to particle size, but this
was complicated by shape, with rod-shaped particles more prone to rapid downslope
movement than disc- or blade-shaped particles (Frostick and Reid 1980: 163). Spherical
particles are also prone to rolling down steep slopes, a factor that will be considered
further in subsequent discussions.

Although the principles of fluvial geomorphology related to the initiation of particle
movement and deposition are reasonably well understood, and criteria for recognising
disturbance within an archaeological site have been established (e.g. Schick 1987), it has
proven more difficult to measure the magnitude of such disturbance. Field experiments
by Petraglia and Nash (1987), for example, investigated the distance of movement of
stone artefacts in a number of fluvial contexts over a period of two to three years. The
relationship between artefact size and movement distance was found to be weak,
although it was argued that this may have been skewed by the burial of some artefacts
(Petraglia and Nash 1987: 120). The mean artefact movement was also found to differ
significantly between different types of sites (Petraglia and Nash 1987: 118). While the
focus of the experiment was on artefact movement within water ways, artefacts at the
control plot (a flat clearing) moved an average of 11 cm over the two year study, and
artefacts on a 6° slope (subject only to overland flow) moved an average of 13.3 cm per
artefact after the two years, but then appeared to stabilise (Petraglia and Nash 1987:
115).
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Similarly, Robinson (1980) conducted a second experiment on the Mungo lunette itself
in an attempt to confirm the movement predicted by his flow experiments. The results
were inconclusive with respect to overland flow, but may be pertinent when considering
overall movement. In this experiment, 10 pairs of artefacts, one large and one small in
each pair, were placed on surfaces with varied slopes (Robinson 1980: 218-223). Only
two flakes moved in a way predicted by the flow experiments. Three pairs of artefacts
moved only slightly, while, within two pairs, the light artefact had not moved but the
heavy one had moved some distance, in one case over a slight ridge. One flake moved
uphill, while one pair was not recovered. Two of the larger cores appeared to have been
removed by visitors (Robinson 1980: 220). Clearly, this experimental study did not take
into account all variables; factors other than water flow can act to move artefacts across
the ground surface.

Impact of wind
Wind is not usually considered to be a significant factor in the direct movement of
artefacts (e.g. Robinson 1980: 61). However, Cameron et al. (2006) have investigated
the role of wind in the redeposition of artefactual material. Their study site, Hawker
Lagoon in the northern Flinders Ranges, South Australia, is subject to very strong local
winds. Over a year, the movement of artefacts up to 80 mm long was monitored, with
the majority exhibiting a downwind component to their movement, which was more
prominent than, and sometimes opposed to, the downslope movement (Cameron et al.
2006: 64). The second part of their study compared surface material assemblages to
excavated assemblages, to establish differences between the characteristics of in situ
material and assemblages thought to be deposited by wind. Considerable differences
were noted between the two types of assemblages in average artefact size and weight.
The artefacts in the wind-deposited assemblage were lighter, and small artefacts present
in much higher proportion, than in the excavated assemblage. Two factors allowed them
to distinguish the reworked assemblage from an undisturbed flaking floor (which would
also have a high proportion of small artefacts): an almost complete absence of artefacts
greater than 8 mm long, and the low average weight of those that were larger (Cameron
et al. 2006: 68).

Extreme wind conditions are not uncommon at Lake Mungo, and the effects of
prevailing south-westerly winds are evident in the construction of the lunette in the first
instance, and in the position and orientation of the modern dunes. Although Cameron et
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al. (2006) do not document the wind speeds encountered at their site, wind conditions
extreme enough to move small stone artefacts (not to mention small bone fragments and
shell material) do occur on the Mungo lunette. The movement of small artefacts has
been observed at wind-speeds of 60 kph; under these conditions, several small stone
artefacts, the largest approximately 9 mm in maximum dimension, were shifted uphill
(Kibble 2008: 19). In the present landscape these winds do not move in a consistent
direction – prevailing wind directions vary slightly between summer and winter, and are
strongest in late winter/early spring, while vegetation and topography may also cause
local variation in wind direction and strength. This potentially makes it difficult to
predict the effect of strong winds on an archaeological assemblage exposed at the
surface. However, the effects are likely to be confined to stone artefacts less than
approximately 10 mm in maximum dimension and small fragments of shell or bone.

Impact of erosion and gravity
Except in gullies and areas of sediment obviously subject to concentrated water flow, the
capacity of wind and water to redistribute artefacts, particularly those greater than 20
mm, is likely to be minimal. An additional concern is the impact of wind and water
erosion on the sediments underlying artefacts and the shift of artefacts due to gravity as
they are undermined. On rare occasions, such movement will be sudden and obvious,
for example, the collapse of a gully edge (Figure 5.1). Artefacts in or on top of the
slumped sediments may be moved a considerable distance both vertically and
horizontally, however, these artefacts should be easily identified as being situated in or
on redeposited sediment. More difficult to recognise, and probably much more
pervasive, are small shifts due to gradual erosion, the effects of which accumulate over
time. The pedestalling of artefacts is clear evidence of this process (Figure 5.2) and the
collapse of a pedestal may initiate artefact movement (although a pedestal may hold an
artefact in place for several years, given the right conditions).

A study comparing the distribution of stone artefacts, bone and ceramics on a sloping
surface concluded that once artefacts are mobile under gravity, there is a critical slope
angle at which they will cease to move (Rick 1976). Lighter objects will come to rest on
steeper slopes than heavier objects (Rick 1976: 143). On a concave slope, artefacts will
be sorted by weight above the point at which the heaviest artefact becomes stationary,
resulting in a negative correlation between average weight and both slope angle and
elevation (Rick 1976: 143). This is in contrast to the correlation that is expected due to
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Figure 5.1. Images of gully wall collapse, demonstrating the effects of sediment erosion following a
single particularly heavy rainfall event in July, 2007. Gully depths vary from less than 1 m (left) to over
1.5 m (lower right). Photographs courtesy of Rudy Frank, Mungo Archaeological Project.

Figure 5.2. Images of pedestalled artefacts and an artefact recently dislodged from its pedestal,
demonstrating the erosion of surrounding sediments. Artefacts are approximately 3 cm (top left), 6 cm
(top right) and 7 cm (lower) across. Photographs courtesy of Peter Saad (top) and Cally Doyle (lower),
Mungo Archaeological Project.
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water flow: if slope gradually decreases with elevation, then a positive correlation
between elevation/slope angle and the average weight of those artefacts deposited by
water should occur.

As discussed in the section on the impact of water, Frostick and Reid (1983) investigated
variation in down-slope movement on slopes greater than 30o. They determined that
movement distance will depend on the shape of the artefact, as well as the slope angle
and artefact weight. A rounded object, for example, will move further than a flat object
(Frostick and Reid 1983: 163). This has particular implications for the differential
movement of rounded objects such as hearthstones and some cores.

Summary
Although the studies just outlined investigated different variables in a range of settings
under a range of conditions, certain generalisations can be made with broad
applicability. Essentially the same factors govern the likelihood of the initiation of
artefact movement and the extent of movement in each of the different contexts: artefact
weight and shape, the slope of the ground surface, and the nature (i.e. grain-size/clay
content) of the substrate. Differences in assemblage patterning then depend on the
strength of the force that is applied to each artefact and the length of time over which the
force is applied. The mechanisms of wind, overland flow, and concentrated flow more
or less affect artefact distributions in the same way, but the magnitude of the impact is
likely to be greatest as a result of concentrated flow, with wind having the least impact.
Except in extreme conditions, the smallest/lightest artefacts are most likely to be
redistributed.

The effect of artefacts being undermined by erosion is harder to fit into this sequence,
and essentially involves an instantaneous, rather than sustained, application of force. In
some circumstances, this may be a high magnitude force, and it is only in such
situations, where an artefact is heavy and rounded, and the resulting slope relatively
steep (for example, the collapse of a gully edge can be considered to be a sudden change
to a 90o slope), that such an event is likely to result in significant movement.

That said, an obvious complicating factor is the length of time that artefact assemblages
may have been exposed on the surface and the likelihood that the assemblages have been
subject to different combinations of processes over time.
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The post-exposure impact of site visitors
Tourist impacts
The observation by Robinson (1980) that a large number of artefacts, including large
artefacts, either disappeared completely or moved unexpectedly suggests that both
animals and people may have an effect on artefact distribution, as well as on the
representativeness of surface assemblages. Midgley (1996, Midgley et al. 1998)
undertook a series of experiments to investigate the extent of the impact of tourists on
artefact assemblages at Lake Mungo.

Midgley (1996, Midgley et al. 1998) monitored a number of mock sites with different
levels of tourist visitation, recording artefact movement, disturbance and disappearance
over different periods of time (Table 5.1). The monitored locations included the highlyvisited Tourist Area on the ‘Walls of China’ section of the Mungo lunette, and three sites
with variable levels of visitation near the Mungo Visitor’s Centre and campground. A
fifth site on the lakebed, with no obvious signs of animal activity, was used as a control,
with the expectation that it would receive no human visitors (Table 5.2).

There were two main stages of fieldwork: the first stage compared holiday (Phase 1) and
non-holiday (Phase 2) periods at the five sites; the second stage (Phase 3) concentrated
on the lunette site and investigated the effect of distance from the main visitor area on
the levels of disturbance.

During the holiday period of stage one (Phase 1), artefact movement or disturbance
occurred most frequently at the foreshore site and least often at the lakebed control site
(Table 5.2). Additionally, 94% of artefacts at the highly visited lunette disappeared, thus
reducing the subsequent number of movements recorded (Midgley et al. 1998: 227).
During Phase 2, the lunette site again experienced the highest incidence of missing
artefacts (39%; Midgley et al. 1998: 227), and also experienced the greatest amount of
movement, followed closely by the foreshore site (Table 5.2). The lowest incidence of
artefact movement occurred at the lakebed site, and no artefacts went missing from this
location. The implication of these results is that, while a certain amount of movement
may be expected as background noise, artefacts at highly visited sites are more likely to
be disturbed or removed.
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no of days
no of artefacts
total movement distance (cm)
average distance moved
per artefact (cm)
average distance moved
per artefact per day (cm)

Phase 1
(holiday)
25
68
3627
53.34

Phase 2
(non-holiday)
36
68
1599
23.51

Phase 3 (holiday/
lunette only)
23
162
9656
59.60

2.13

0.65

2.59

Totals
84
298
14882
49.94
0.59

Table 5.1. Summary data from Midgley et al. (1998), outlining total artefact movement over the complete
study period.

Phase 1 – 25 days
no of moves
total movement
distance (cm)
average individual
move (cm)
average distance
moved per artefact
per day (cm)
Phase 2 – 36 days
no of moves
total movement
distance (cm)
average individual
move (cm)
average distance
moved per artefact
per day (cm)

Lunette
(18)

Foreshore
(13)

Grassland
(12)

House tank
(12)

Lakebed
(13)

TOTAL
(68)

59
1444

73
1624

19
170

19
238

12
151

182
3627

24.5

22.3

9.0

12.5

12.6

19.9

3.2

5.0

0.6

0.8

0.5

2.1

33
894

18
301

1
154

10
179

2
71

64
1599

27.1

16.7

154.0

17.9

35.5

25.0

1.4

0.6

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.7

Table 5.2. Summary data from Midgley et al. (1998), outlining average artefact movement distances over
the initial study period. Listed in order from most visited (lunette) to least (lake bed), with the number of
artefacts in the experimental assemblage shown in brackets.

While more movement and generally greater movement distances occurred at the more
highly visited sites (lunette and foreshore) and during the holiday (Phase 1) period
(Table 5.2), topographic context and the nature of the substrate also need to be
considered when drawing comparisons between these and other locations. The Phase 3
experiments controlled for these differences to some extent, by focussing only on the
lunette. The relationship between high visitation and assemblage disturbance was
reinforced by this second stage of fieldwork, which monitored a series of mock sites at
the Tourist Area at varying distances from the main carpark and walking tracks (Phase 3,
Table 5.1). Those sites closest to the central activity area experienced the highest levels
of artefact flipping, movement and removal, and this disturbance declined with distance
from this area, although the decline was not even (Midgley et al. 1998: 22). This may
reflect the fact that visitors do not necessarily radiate evenly from a central point of
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arrival, but tend to meander or may follow well-worn or less steep routes. Tour
operators, for example, are likely to have preferred routes.

It is also worth noting that while much of the disturbance recorded by Midgley (1996,
Midgley et al. 1998) is likely to result from deliberate action by visitors, the indirect
effects of trampling on artefacts themselves and on the integrity of the sediment may
also be of significance. Foot traffic rapidly destabilises the ground surface making it
prone to erosion, resulting in the exposure of archaeological material. This both
increases its visibility to tourists, and also makes it vulnerable to other processes of
disturbance and movement.

Animal impacts
While evidence of artefact disturbance and removal by tourists is important (and
concerning), of greater relevance for this project is the evidence for movement at those
areas less likely to be impacted by humans, and the recorded distances over which
objects have moved. Again, topography and the nature of the sediment surface need to
be taken into consideration, but some patterns are apparent.

Table 5.1 summarises the average distances over which artefacts moved in Midgley’s
(1996, Midgley et al. 1998) study , showing that the average distance moved per artefact
per day is approximately 6 mm; if this movement was to be maintained in a single
direction, this equates to just over 2 m per year. This average, and those presented in
Table 5.2, need to be interpreted with caution, however, as they are just that: averages.
The single movement event of over 1.5 m at the grassland site, and two events resulting
in a total movement distance of 71 cm at the lakebed site, indicates that the movement of
individual artefacts tends to be episodic and highly variable, and this is consistent with
the observations made by Robinson (1980). It is possible that at least part of this
seemingly random disturbance is the result of animal activity.

The movement of artefacts by animals is supported by anecdotal observations during the
July-October 2007 fieldwork season. At study area 966617 in particular, artefacts, albeit
in low numbers, were occasionally observed to have moved or gone missing in between
the process of labelling and the process of recording, often only overnight. This was
observed in the absence of significant weather events. Animal tracks were common on
site, particularly goat, rabbit and kangaroo, and sometimes intercepted the recorded
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position of artefacts now missing. Such traces, along with burrowing and scratching, are
clearly visible in the day or two after the activities have taken place, but can be rapidly
buried or destroyed by wind or precipitation, or overprinted by later tracks.

In most cases, the impact of animal activity is likely to be low, with artefacts moved
small distances only. Two examples where movement may be more significant are (a)
the initiation of movement down-slope when artefacts are already situated on a slope –
artefacts will then move under gravity according to their size and shape and the angle of
the slope; and (b) artefact movement up-slope or over ridges (as observed by Robinson
1980: 220) due to being kicked – hoofed animals, such as the sheep run on the property
prior to it becoming a National Park, and the feral goats that currently roam the area,
rather than hopping or softer-footed animals, may be likely to initiate such movement.
The impact of the latter on isolated artefacts may be quite significant and usually
immeasurable; a large artefact assemblage is therefore important.

Assessing artefact movement
Although post-exposure human impact on the artefact assemblages cannot be ruled out,
the two study areas are in locations that are not likely to be frequented by visitors. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume that the impact of people on the current surface distributions
has been insignificant. The possibility of animal impact is more equivocal, but the effect
of such impact should be minimised by the use of large samples.

No clusters of artefacts were observed in either study area that resembled Cameron et
al.’s (2006: 68) wind-deposited assemblages. Artefact movement as a direct result of
wind is therefore assumed to be insignificant with respect to the total assemblage. The
presence of reasonable quantities of bone and shell, some clustered, also suggests that
neither study area has been subject to strong wind events in the recent past, at least in the
period since the shell and bone has been exposed on the surface.

Wind and water are the main factors responsible for sediment erosion on the Mungo
lunette and obvious signs of water-related processes are localised and variable. Deep,
dissecting gullies occur in some locations and are an obvious location of sediment
transport, particularly on the southern half of the lunette where large alluvial fans spread
prominently at the base of the lunette. The study locations were chosen for the presence
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of in situ sediment, thus large gullies and modern outwash fans do not form a large part
of either area. However, large gullies are common in the vicinity of 966617, and some
outwash sediments border this site. Within both study areas, shallow channels
containing obviously redeposited/reworked sediment are more common than large
gullies. Comparing the density and size distribution of artefacts associated with these
run-off sediments to those on in situ sediments should reveal patterns associated with
fluvial effects in the areas associated with run-off. Conversely, if areas of in situ
sediment have not been subject to significant disturbance, they should exhibit densities
and size distributions that are significantly different to those on the run-off sediments
(Pigdon 1996).

More prevalent than gully outwash, and present in both study areas, are smaller runnels,
which commonly contain evidence of sediment saturation and cementation, but not
necessarily movement. These latter formations are particularly common and clearly
visible on the clay-rich sediments. As noted in Chapter 4, artefacts are clearly
concentrated in some of these runnels. These artefacts should show size sorting patterns
associated with the effects of either water-flow or gravity. If such patterns are not
evident, it is possible that artefacts have become stabilised in the runnels without moving
large distances; they may have been recemented, or re-oriented so as to be less
susceptible to movement.

Artefacts on sloping surfaces may show patterning related to the angle of the slope, with
smaller artefacts redistributed by slope-wash, and larger artefacts redistributed by
gravitational movement. However, different configurations of slope and elevation are
likely to significantly complicate the assessment of this type of patterning, particularly
where slope is variable over short distances. Potential barriers to water and artefact
movement (e.g. sediment residuals, carbonate lag, or other artefacts) and changes in the
sediment type will also have a significant impact on the distribution of artefacts and need
to be considered; these will often be associated with a change in slope, but not always.
The detailed mapping of surface type as well as topography, described in Chapter 4, is
therefore integral to the following analyses.
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Patterned artefact distributions at 940691
Variations in artefact density
Chapter 4 describes the types of land surfaces present in this erosional basin. A large
proportion of the sediment exposed in the study area is in situ, with a substantial central
area of what was originally mapped as run-off sediment, but which could more
accurately be described as a sandy lag. Although the assemblages lying on the in situ
sediment and the run-off should exhibit different patterns of artefact density and size
distribution, the lag deposit should differ substantially from assemblages on the in situ
sediment only in its density. If this assemblage is a true vertical lag, other characteristics
should not differ significantly.

A representation of stone artefact density for the study area is shown in Figure 5.3, and
calculated densities for each land surface type are presented in Table 5.3. The low
density of artefacts on the run-off sediment is consistent with the removal of some
artefacts by flowing water and low artefact visibility due to burial by water-deposited
sediment. Artefacts associated with the run-off are also larger than those on the in situ
sediments (Table 5.4), consistent with the preferential removal of the smallest artefacts.

Land surface type
Run-off
In situ
Lag
Total

Approximate
area (m2)
650
2206
352
3208

Artefact no.
(CS only)
386
2895
1179
4460

Density of CS
(artefacts/m2)
0.6
1.3
3.3
1.4

Table 5.3. Comparison of the density of chipped stone (CS) artefact assemblages on different types of
land surfaces at 940691.
Land surface type
Run-off
In situ
Lag
Total

n
386
2895
1179
4460

Ave max dim
32.2
28.8
23.7
27.8

Variance
250.7
241.2
178.6
232.1

St. Dev.
15.8
15.5
13.4
15.2

Range
7.7 – 113.0
2.6 – 280.0
3.0 – 107.7
2.6 – 280.0

Table 5.4. Comparison of the maximum dimension (mm) of all chipped stone artefacts in the
assemblages on the different types of land surface at 940691. Artefacts associated with the in situ
sediments are significantly larger than those associated with the lag (t = 10.58, df = 2520, p = <0.0001),
and those associated with the run-off are significantly larger than those associated with the in situ
sediment (t = -3.99, df = 3279, p = <0.0001).
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Figure 5.3. Surface plan of 940691 showing the density of chipped stone artefacts across the study area.
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Figure 5.4. Comparison of the distribution of the maximum dimension of all chipped stone artefacts of
the assemblages on the surface of different sediment types at 940691.

The high density of artefacts on the lag deposit (Table 5.3) is consistent with the
deflation of several layers of artefact-bearing sediment. If the density of artefacts per
volume of sediment is assumed to be constant, then the lag deposit represents the erosion
of approximately 2.5 times more sediment than has been removed from the current in
situ deposit. Given the proximity of the lag and in situ sediments, this seems unlikely.
Two alternative interpretations can be presented. Firstly, it is possible that this
distribution represents a real difference in the density of artefacts either between units
(with the area of higher density occurring near the boundary between stratigraphic units
1 and 2; see Figure 5.3) or within horizontal space. The density of artefacts on the in
situ sediments adjacent to the lag deposit does appear to be greater than the overall
average for these sediments, but given the nature of erosion, the likelihood of artefact
movement, and the multiple issues associated with surface deposits discussed in this and
earlier chapters, this explanation should be considered only when other possible
explanations for this particular artefact distribution have been ruled out.

An alternative explanation is that the area of sediment lag is also a location in which
artefacts have been redeposited. As well as representing a vertical lag, some of the
material associated with the lag may have been washed down-slope from in situ
sediment and mixed with the vertical lag. This process could have occurred repeatedly
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as successive artefacts were exposed. The smaller average size of artefacts in the lag
compared to those on in situ sediment is consistent with this hypothesis (Table 5.4).
The distribution of artefact size, rather than just the mean, provides further evidence for
artefact movement. Forty-nine per cent of the artefacts in the lag deposit are less than
20 mm in maximum dimension, the size that experimental studies have suggested are
most susceptible to being moved by water (Schick 1986, 1987). This compares to 32%
of the in situ sediment assemblage, and 23% of the run-off sediment assemblage (Figure
5.4). The lag sediments clearly contain a disproportionate number of artefacts at the
smaller end of the size range. This is consistent with the hypothesis that artefacts in this
small-size fraction are being redeposited in this area. The in situ sediments, however,
contain the greatest range of artefact sizes, with both the largest and the smallest
artefacts of the study area present in this assemblage (Table 5.4). While this may partly
be an effect of sample size, if artefacts are being removed by water from the in situ
sediment assemblage, this is clearly not happening everywhere across the site or to the
extent that all material is compromised.

Artefact size, elevation and surface slope
The studies of artefact movement discussed in the first part of this chapter each focus on
a single variable at a time; in reality, of course, many variables will have an impact. The
configuration of slope and elevation, for example, will result in different patterns of
artefact distribution. There are very few locations within the exposure that have smooth,
continuous slopes, making the occurrence of linear correlations between slope or
elevation and artefact size unlikely. The following discussion therefore divides the
study area into areas with similar topography – the north-east in situ sediment, the
central lag and the south-west in situ sediment (Figure 5.5) – in order to investigate more
localised patterning. Local densities of artefacts within each of these areas add to the
interpretation of patterns of artefact distribution.

Where significant correlations between artefact size and slope or elevation do occur,
they are mostly weak (Tables 5.5 and 5.6; note that ‘slope’ in this discussion refers only
to the slope at the precise artefact location, rather than the overall slope of the surface).
The exception is two of the runnels in the south-west part of the site, in which elevation
accounts for over 60% and approximately 23% respectively of the artefact distributions
(Table 5.6).
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Figure 5.5. Areas selected for analysis of the relationship between artefact size, elevation and surface
slope at study area 940691. Density shading as shown in Figure 5.3. Correlations are shown in Tables 5.5
and 5.6. Areas discussed in the text are shown.
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Location

Correlation
with elevation
+
strong
+
moderate
+
moderate
+
low
–
low
not significant
not significant

Runnel 1
Runnel 2
In situ sediment in SW
Central lag
In situ sediment in NE
Runnel 3
Run-off in NE

Correlation
with slope
not significant
+
moderate
+
low
low
–
+
low
not significant
not significant

Average
slope
2.5o
2.4o
3.3o
2.5o
4.9o
2.0o
3.7o

Average
max dim ± sd
39.9 ± 8.6
28.7 ± 12.3
30.2 ± 14.3
23.7 ± 13.4
23.7 ± 15.4*
27.6 ± 11.2
34.9 ± 19.6

Table 5.5. A summary of the relationships between artefact size, elevation and surface slope at 940691,
showing the strength and direction of the correlation between elevation and slope respectively with
average artefact size (mm). *Calculations for ‘in situ sediment in NE’ exclude a single large outlier.

Location
r
0.78
0.48
0.31
0.19
0.14
0.08
0.02

Runnel 1
Runnel 2
In situ sediment in SW
Central lag
In situ sediment in NE
Runnel 3
Run-off in NE

Elevation
r2
coeff
0.61
80.7
0.23
90.5
0.10
14.0
0.04
28.8
0.02
-4.1
0.01
11.4
<0.01
-1.4

p
0.001
0.0002
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.0002
0.59
0.83

r
0.10
0.40
0.15
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.01

r2
0.01
0.16
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
<0.01

Slope
coeff
-1.0
4.4
1.1
-0.7
0.6
1.7
0.1

p
0.73
0.003
<0.0001
0.0004
0.003
0.53
0.92

Table 5.6. Relationship between artefact size and elevation or surface slope at 940691.
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of the average slope on which chipped stone artefacts have come to rest at study
area 940691.
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North-east in situ sediment: In the north-east part of the site, there is a weak positive
correlation between slope and elevation; that is, areas of high slope tend to occur at
higher elevations, while the ground is flatter at lower elevations (r2 = 0.114,
p = <0.0001), indicating an approximately concave surface. However, while the
correlation between artefact size and slope is positive (that is, larger artefacts sit on
higher slopes; Table 5.6) the correlation between artefact size and elevation is negative,
indicating that small artefacts have been retained at higher elevations. Both slope and
elevation are therefore having some influence, albeit extremely weak, on artefact
distribution, resulting in apparently conflicting patterns of size distribution. This may be
explained by the combined effects of gravitational shift and fluvial disturbance, which
impact on different ends of the size distribution. Thus it is necessary to look more
closely at average artefact size in areas with different elevations and with different
slopes.

If the north-eastern in situ sediment is broken down into contour intervals (Table 5.7),
the average slope and maximum artefact size within each interval shows no regular
patterning, as would be expected based on the low correlation coefficients and the
contrasting effects of gravitational shifts and water. A possible explanation for the size
distribution can be hypothesised, however.

The highest elevation contour contains artefacts slightly smaller, on average, than the
overall average for artefacts associated with in situ sediments (compare Table 5.7 to
Table 5.4), despite the fact that artefacts in this area lie on surfaces with an average slope
of 14o; this is a high enough slope for artefacts up to approximately 22 mm in maximum
dimension to have been removed by slopewash (Robinson 1980: 217). Average artefact
size is larger within the next contour, and the surface within this contour has a slope that
is high enough for artefacts up to approximately 15 mm to be removed. It is possible
that the artefacts within the upper contour have not been exposed for long enough for
artefact movement to have occurred, whereas in the next contour, material has been
exposed for longer, and some proportion of the smallest artefacts has been removed by
slopewash.
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Elevation contour, m AHD
70.0 – 69.5
69.5 – 69.0
69.0 – 68.5
68.5 – 68.0
68.0 – 67.5

n
6
51
322
82
176

Ave slope ± sd
14.3 ± 4.0o
7.6 ± 3.2 o
5.0 ± 3.3 o
3.3 ± 1.8 o
5.7 ± 2.4 o

Ave max dim ± sd
27.6 ± 16.3
35.0 ± 18.3
18.6 ± 19.3
30.9 ± 15.5
27.6 ± 14.6

Table 5.7. Slope and average size (mm) of the artefacts lying within each 50 cm contour interval,
calculated for the artefacts lying on in situ sediments in the north-east of 940691. For location see Figure
5.5.

The contour interval of 68.5 m to 68.0 m has the lowest slope and a relatively high
average artefact size, while the contour above this has the lowest average artefact size.
This may indicate the redistribution of large artefacts from the latter contour interval (or
higher). Additionally, the small artefacts removed from the 69.5 – 69.0 m contour
interval may have come to rest in the 69.0 – 68.5 m interval. This is consistent with the
work of Robinson (1980: 64), which suggests that artefacts 15 – 22 mm in maximum
dimension would only occasionally move at angles greater than 5o; conversely, artefacts
currently moving would come to rest at about this angle.

An additional factor to be considered in the interpretation of this area is the presence of a
small eroding platform that contains a relative discrete, dense cluster of artefacts,
consisting of many small flakes and flaking debris (see Figure 5.5). The pattern of
horizontal erosion, the presence of several in situ artefacts and the distribution of
artefacts around the platform indicate a very high probability that the majority of
artefacts in this cluster, have derived from the immediate area. Thus, the low average
artefact size for the 69.0 – 68.5 m contour interval may be skewed by this debris, rather
than solely being an indication of the introduction of small material from upslope.
In the lowest contour interval in this area, artefact size is again close to the overall in situ
sediment average, suggesting that the bulk of the redistribution of artefacts may have
occurred within the in situ sediments, with minimal loss to the adjacent areas.

The in situ sediment in this section of the study area is the only area where artefacts are
regularly located on surfaces with slopes greater than 6o (Figure 5.6). While this could
partly be due to the lack of steep slopes in other areas, those artefacts on slopes greater
than 6o in this area are also smaller in average maximum length than those in the southwest or in the run-off assemblage (Table 5.8). Because small artefacts are the first to be
impacted by water flow, the assemblage associated with this area of high slope in the
north-east is unlikely to have been significantly affected by fluvial processes.
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Location
Central lag
In situ sediment in NE
In situ sediment in SW
Run-off

n
105
168
185
26

Ave max dim ± sd
21.5 ± 14.0
27.7 ± 25.9
34.1 ± 17.6
36.9 ± 13.9

Table 5.8. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of chipped stone artefacts resting on a
slope of greater than 6o on each land surface type. Artefacts on in situ sediment in the NE section of the
study area are smaller than those on in situ sediment in the SW (t = -2.70, df = 290, p = 0.003), and
smaller than those associated with run-off sediment (t = -2.73, df = 57, p = 0.004).

Lag deposit: In the lag deposit in the centre of the exposure, the correlation between
slope and elevation is negative, that is, the ground tends to be flatter in the upper part of
the lag, although this relationship is very weak (r2 = 0.004, p = 0.02). On average, the
slope varies barely more than a degree, while the difference in elevation is also minimal
(Table 5.9). The extremely low angle of the surface slope in the lag deposit seems to
imply that neither gravity nor water would have had much of an impact on the
distribution of artefacts. Nevertheless, a weak positive correlation between artefact size
and elevation and a negative correlation between artefact size and slope (Table 5.5,
Table 5.6) account for approximately 5% of the artefact distribution in this area, and
there is a trend in average artefact size from higher to lower elevation (Table 5.9). Two
concentrations of highly fragmented bone were identified within the lag bordering the in
situ sediment (see Figure 5.5), much of which shows evidence of being ancient food
remains. The concentration of bone within this area suggests that horizontal disturbance
has been minimal, and its location is suggestive of having derived from the orange sands
that comprise the in situ sediment immediately adjacent to the lag.

If bone fragments have not been moved horizontally, then stone artefacts (other than the
very smallest fragments) are also unlikely to have moved, at least during the most recent
phases of erosion that have exposed the bone and the orange sands. This adds to the
interpretation of this area as predominantly a vertical lag. If this is the case, however, it
is difficult to explain the small average size of the artefacts associated with the lag. It
remains possible, as outlined previously, that some small material has preferentially
been washed down-slope from the in situ sediment and deposited in the lag, where it has
become concentrated in the lowest parts of the lag (Table 5.9). Alternatively, there may
be a real difference between artefacts associated with the north-east in situ sediment and
artefacts associated with the lower orange sand.
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Elevation contour, m AHD
67.8 – 67.7
67.7 – 67.6
67.6 – 67.5
67.5 – 67.4
67.4 – 67.3

n
14
87
447
420
211

Average slope ± sd
2.2 ± 1.0 o
3.0 ± 1.7 o
3.0 ± 2.3 o
3.4 ± 1.9 o
3.2 ± 1.7 o

Average max dim ± sd
39.5 ± 25.3
30.2 ± 17.2
24.1 ± 13.5
23.3 ± 11.8
19.9 ± 11.4

Table 5.9. Slope and average size (mm) of the artefacts lying within each 10 cm contour interval,
calculated for the artefacts lying on the lag sediments in the north-east of 940691. For location see Figure
5.3.

Contributing to a lower average artefact size in the lag deposit is a low proportion of
large artefacts. Despite this, the average artefact size in the upper part of the lag deposit,
where the slope is lowest, is larger than in any part of the adjacent in situ deposit
discussed in the previous section. This may suggest that some of the larger artefacts
from the in situ sediments have moved down-slope to be deposited on the edge of the
lag. The virtual absence of relatively large artefacts elsewhere in the lag deposit is
difficult to explain as a product of artefact movement.
South-west in situ sediment: In the south-west part of the study area, evidence for
fluvial sorting is more prevalent. Visual inspection of the distribution (Figures 5.5 and
4.11a) shows that artefacts have been all but cleared from the higher elevation slopes in
this area, with artefacts clearly being entrained in the shallow runnels. Approximately
10% of the distribution of the assemblage on in situ sediment in this area can be
accounted for by size sorting due to elevation (Table 5.6), and this increases in the
runnels. Furthermore, the average artefact size for artefacts lying on in situ sediment in
this part of the study area is larger than in the north-east, although it is still lower than
that for artefacts in the run-off (Table 5.5). The correlation with slope is also positive,
although much weaker.
The present topography of this location suggests that many of the artefacts that have
been moved may still be present in the high-density cluster in the centre of the southwest portion of the exposure, rather than having been completely lost. Further dividing
this area into the low-lying areas and the upper in situ sediments (which also correlates
roughly with different stratigraphic units, see Figures 5.5 and 4.11a) highlights the
difference in artefact size (Table 5.10, Figure 5.7). This is highly suggestive of the
movement of smaller artefacts into the lower lying area. The average size of artefacts in
the lag deposit is still smaller than the average of the artefacts in this area, thus it is
likely that the smallest artefacts have been lost from this south-west area, probably swept
into the large run-off/gully area which marks the southern border of the mapped area.
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Location
Low-lying section
Upper in situ

n
1280
1156

Ave max dim
28.0
32.6

Variance
182.4
210.7

St. Dev.
13.5
14.5

Range
2.6 – 99.62
8.8 – 141.4

Table 5.10. Summary statistics for the maximum dimension (mm) of artefacts lying in the south-west
portion of 940691 (low-lying vs upper: t = -8.1, df = 2363, p = <0.0001). For locations see Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.7. Size distribution of the artefact assemblages on in situ sediment in the south-west portion of
940691.

Summary of patterns of artefact distribution
The key pieces of evidence regarding artefact distribution in the 940691 study area can
be summarised as follows:


variations in artefact density and average maximum size are consistent with the
identification of certain sediment surfaces as run-off, lag and in situ sediment;



the greatest range of artefact sizes characterises the artefact assemblage
associated with the in situ sediments, suggesting that this assemblage is the most
complete and has been subject to the least disturbance;



small artefacts on steep slopes and an erosion platform with in situ and small
artefacts suggest the minimal loss of artefacts due to water flow in the north-east
part of the study area;



evidence for the redistribution of small artefacts by water is more prevalent in the
south-west part of the study area, which also includes the only clear evidence for
size-sorting in relation to elevation; and
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some of the small artefacts in the south-west part of the study area are likely to
have been deposited in low-lying areas, while others have been lost.

Determining the stratigraphic origin of archaeological material at 940691
Recognising where particular processes responsible for the movement of artefacts have
had an impact on artefact distribution is an essential step for making inferences about the
stratigraphic origin of surface material. It is clear from the above discussion that
complicated surface topography makes it difficult to detect the patterns of artefact
distribution that would indicate the action of specific processes. Accurate interpretation
of these distributions requires a detailed focus on very small areas, which is both time
consuming and makes it difficult to assess significance, as artefact numbers in a small
area are substantially reduced. Conversely, focusing on a larger area to make use of
larger samples results in the inability to consider small-scale topographic variation that
may have had a significant effect on artefact distribution. The preceding analyses
illustrate these difficulties.

More systematic and detailed statistical analyses may have the potential to provide more
specific information about the effects of the various processes discussed earlier in the
chapter. Nevertheless, the evidence presented in this chapter is sufficient to suggest that
the movement of water across the ground surface has affected the distribution of
artefacts across at least part of the ground surface, complicating attempts to determine
the precise stratigraphic origin of much of the artefact assemblage. Gravitational shifts
have also had an impact, but overall these are quite difficult to detect; this may be
because the nature of past erosion (abrupt collapse or gradual) cannot be observed.
Three further lines of evidence can assist in the definition of artefact assemblages for
analysis, however. The first is the anecdotal observations that have been made
following significant rain events on the lunette. The second is the presence of sets of
artefacts that can be refitted, and the third is the presence and distribution of in situ
material, both chipped stone artefacts and other material.

Large storm events can cause significant sediment movement and artefact loss.
Following such events, archaeological material tends to be removed completely, except
for the largest artefacts, which are often moved down-slope. Preliminary field
reconnaissance revealed that relatively large artefacts scattered sparsely on a moderate
slope are the most obvious types of chipped stone artefact distributions on the main
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lunette. The fact that any artefacts, let alone reasonable quantities of relatively small
artefacts, are present on sloping surfaces within this study area provides circumstantial
evidence that such artefacts either have not been exposed on the surface for very long, or
that their position on the surface has stabilised; both scenarios make it highly likely that
these artefacts have derived from the sedimentary unit on which they currently lie.

Even where patterns of size sorting indicate that artefact movement has occurred, the
fact that material has not been completely lost suggests that the movement of the
uppermost artefacts within these patterned distributions has been minimal, and that the
location of those artefacts is likely to provide a reasonable approximation of the original
stratigraphic origin of the size-sorted artefacts. Because of the way in which different
types of sediments erode, slopes retaining artefacts are more likely to be those of
sediment high in clay. Sand-rich sediments are more prone to abrupt and significant
erosion, resulting in lag deposits such as that discussed above, making it more difficult
to determine the original stratigraphic origin of artefacts lying on such surfaces.

Inferences about artefact movement can be tested by the identification of artefact refits
(e.g. Foley 2011, Roebroeks 1988, Shawcross 1998). Figure 5.8 shows the distribution
of sets of refitting (ventral surface to scar) and conjoining (along fractured surfaces)
artefacts that were identified in the study area. Conjoining artefacts may have fractured
after deposition, so refitting artefacts are more useful – assuming that they were
deposited at the same time and place, the distance between refitting artefacts provides an
indication of differential movement. No systematic attempt was made to identify refits
during fieldwork; those that have been recognised tend to consist of artefacts of
distinctive raw materials that prompted the curiosity of the field crew. Nevertheless,
these few sets of artefacts indicate minimal differential movement.

The only systematic attempt to find refitting artefacts was conducted as part of an
honours project in 2009-2010 (Foley 2011: 49-52); this study included an analysis of the
platform cluster identified in Figure 5.5 (and discussed previously), and identified four
sets of either two or three refitting artefacts both within and just below the cluster. This
suggests minimal dispersal of the artefacts within the cluster since exposure.
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pairs

Figure 5.8. Surface plan showing the separation of chipped stone artefacts found to refit or conjoin at
study area 940691, overlying a representation of the density of chipped stone artefacts. Density shading as
shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.9. Surface plan showing the distribution of in situ and ambiguous chipped stone artefacts and
the cluster of hearthstones encrusted with carbonate at study area 940691. Density shading as shown in
Figure 5.3.
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Chapter 4 described the two main stratigraphic units recognised in this erosional basin:
the orange sand unit and the green clay unit. The presence of in situ archaeological
material provides strong evidence that people were present in the location during the
deposition of both of these units. In situ stone artefacts are rare, with only 27 identified
within this study area (Figure 5.9). A further 23 were recorded as being in an ambiguous
context; of these, seven lying on or near run-off sediment are likely to be recemented.

A strong soil is developed at the top of the green clay, and a number of hearths are
located within this soil around the margins of the erosional basin, providing strong
evidence that people were present on the palaeolandscape represented by this soil. One
possible interpretation of the distribution of artefacts is that this stable surface is the
source of much of the archaeological material. However, 22 of the in situ chipped stone
artefacts are located in the vicinity of the platform cluster discussed previously, which is
located near the base of the green clay unit in the north-east part of the erosional basin.
This platform also contains burnt bone and fragments of mussel shell. This material,
plus several in situ stone artefacts in the green clay in the south-west part of the s,
provides evidence that people were indeed present on this part of the lunette while the
clay unit was being deposited. In the north-east, there is also a cluster of termite-mound
hearthstones coated with soil carbonate (Figure 5.9). Although now on the surface, the
presence of a carbonate coating on these hearthstones suggests strongly that they were
present in the clay layers during the mobilisation of carbonate while soil formation was
occurring, that is, they must be older than the soil itself, and are therefore associated
with the deposition of the green clay unit.

Artefact integrity
Surface
Recemented
In situ
Ambiguous
Total

No modification
n
%
3041
96.2
87
2.8
13
0.4
19
0.6
3160
100.0

Weathered
n
%
470
94.9
21
4.2
4
495

0.8
100.0

Carbonate
n
%
333
96.2
13

3.8

346

100.0

Table 5.11. Comparison of the distribution of weathering and carbonate encrustation on in situ, surface
and recemented chipped stone artefacts. Carbonate is more common on in situ material, and weathering
more common on surface material (Ȥ2 = 73.7, df = 3, p = <0.0001).
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It is possible that a carbonate coating on chipped stone artefacts could also be used to
indicate that they have derived from sediment layers where carbonate horizons are
apparent. In fact, this assumption was used to justify the inclusion of artefacts collected
from the surface of the Mungo lunette within the assemblage that aided in the definition
of the ‘Australian Core Tool and Scraper Tradition’ (Bowler et al. 1970: 48). This
approach has since been criticised, due to the high mobility of soil carbonate (MuhlenSchulte 1985: 10, Robinson 1980: 180).

While it may not be possible to associate carbonate encrusted artefacts with particular
carbonate horizons, the higher incidence of carbonate on in situ artefacts, and its absence
on artefacts that have been recemented (Table 5.11, Figure 5.10) provides evidence that
artefacts retaining a carbonate coating have not been subject to significant weathering
and reworking, and can probably be associated with the sediments on which they lie.

Black staining and an isolated, but in situ, carbonate hearthstone within the lower sandy
unit, plus a number of in situ stone artefacts (Figure 5.9), provide evidence that people
were also present during the deposition of this older unit.

Definition of artefact assemblages from 940691
The preceding discussion indicates that at least some portion of the artefact assemblage
that is currently lying on the green clay, which makes up the bulk of the exposure in the
north-east part of the site, has not been significantly disturbed by water flow. Where
disturbance has been detected, particularly in the south-west of the site, it is likely that
smaller artefacts have been redistributed or removed. As exposures of the orange sand
are located down-slope of the green clay, there is a high probability of the mixing of
artefacts on the surface of the orange sand. The assemblage has therefore been divided
as follows.

All artefacts that currently lie geographically above the contact between the green clay
and the orange sand will be grouped as the Green Clay (GC) assemblage. This will
include artefacts within runnels 1 and 3 in the south-west of the site (Figure 5.5), as well
as the eastern portion of runnel 2. It is assumed that uphill movement of artefacts is rare
and probably insignificant. Therefore, while some of the artefacts within this
assemblage may have been subject to down-slope movement, they cannot be older than
the base of the green clay unit.
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Figure 5.10. Surface plan showing the distribution of in situ and ambiguous chipped stone artefacts and
chipped stone artefacts with a carbonate coating at study area 940691. Density shading as shown in Figure
5.3.
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All remaining artefacts will be grouped as the Orange Sand (OS) assemblage. This
includes all of the artefacts in the lag deposit and the remaining parts of the run-off. As
the preceding discussion indicates, some of the artefacts in this assemblage are likely to
have derived from the green clay. Therefore, the artefacts within this assemblage as a
whole cannot be older than the base of the orange sand unit. They may, however, be as
young as artefacts from the GC assemblage.

If the different environmental conditions that prevailed during the accumulation of the
two main stratigraphic units resulted in different patterns of behaviour by the inhabitants
of the area, some differences may be detectable in the stone artefact assemblages
associated with each. Because the OS assemblage is assumed to be a mix of artefacts
from both stratigraphic units, the detection of differences between the two periods will
not be straight-forward. Some differences between the two assemblages are likely to
relate to the difference in artefact size distribution resulting from small artefacts being
washed from the green clay unit into the OS assemblage. For this reason, artefacts less
than 20 mm in maximum dimension, those most likely to be subject to fluvial processes
(Schick 1986, 1987), will be excluded from the comparative analysis. If vertical lagging
of artefacts associated with the green clay unit contributed to the mixing of material in
the OS assemblage, potential differences between the two assemblages are expected to
be obscured or lessened, resulting in an underestimate of the true differences between
the assemblages associated with the two stratigraphic units.

Patterned artefact distributions at 966617
Variations in artefact density
A representation of artefact density for this study area is shown in Figure 5.11. The
overall density of artefacts is lower at 966617 than at 940691 (0.8 artefacts/m2 compared
to 1.4; Table 5.12 compared to Table 5.3). This is due predominantly to the high density
lag at 940691. If in situ sediments and run-off are considered separately, the density of
artefacts associated with each of these land surface types is similar to that at 940691,
consistent with the removal or burial of a proportion of artefacts in the run-off. A small
number of artefacts were observed in areas of vegetation in this study area; the low
number of these is consistent with poor archaeological visibility in vegetated areas, or
may indicate minimal artefact deposition on geomorphically young surfaces.
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Land surface type
Vegetated margin
Run-off
In situ
Total

Approximate
area (m2)
271
755
2538
3565

Artefact no.
(CS only)
10
282
2723
3015

Density of CS
(artefacts/m2)
0.04
0.4
1.1
0.8

Table 5.12. Comparison of the density of chipped stone (CS) artefact assemblages on different types of
land surface at 966617.

Land surface type
Run-off
Iin situ
Vegetated margin
Total

n
282
2723
10
3015

Ave max dim
35.6
30.9
35.3
31.3

Variance
238.0
174.2
350.7
182.5

St. Dev.
15.4
13.2
18.8
13.5

Range
7.0 – 138.5
4.3 – 126.5
12.7 – 63.6
4.3 – 138.5

Table 5.13. Comparison of the maximum dimension (mm) of all chipped stone artefacts in the
assemblages on the different types of land surface at 966617. Artefacts associated with the run-off
sediments are significantly larger than those associated with the in situ sediments (t = 4.96, df = 325,
p = <0.0001).

Stone artefacts associated with the in situ sediment are, on average, smaller than those
on the surface of the run-off (Table 5.13), and this is also consistent with smaller
artefacts associated with the run-off having been preferentially removed or buried.

Artefact size, elevation and surface slope
The two study areas, 940691 and 966617 are at almost identical elevations (Table 5.14),
with a similar overall change in relief, and it seems reasonable to assume that the artefact
assemblage at 966617 has been affected by water and gravity in much the same way as
the assemblage from 940691. However, unlike 940691, this location exhibits a gradual
decrease in elevation from east to west, and has no discrete internal basins to arrest
drainage. Therefore, there is a good chance that artefacts less than 20 mm in maximum
dimension have been washed away and/or buried in the substantial run-off deposits in
the western part of the study area. In fact, this is reflected in the average maximum
dimension of the artefacts within this study area, which are larger than those at 940691
(Table 5.15). A higher proportion of small artefacts appears to have been removed from
the 966617 assemblage.
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Eastern stable
soil surface
Central
sloping
surface
Slope below
depositional
sheet
Figure 5.11. Surface plan of 966617 showing the density of chipped stone artefacts across the study area.
The contour intervals discussed in the text and Table 5.16 are shown.
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Study area
940691
966617

Surface area (m2)
3208
3565

Max elevation
70.3
70.1

Min elevation
66.1
66.4

Table 5.14. Summary of the area and elevation change (in mAHD) of the two study locations that were
mapped in detail.

Study area

n

940691
966617

Ave max dim

Variance

St. Dev.

27.8
31.3

232.1
182.5

15.2
13.5

4460
3015

Range
2.6 – 280.0
4.3 – 138.5

% of artefacts
<20mm
35
21

Table 5.15. Comparison of the maximum dimension (mm) of all chipped stone artefacts in the
assemblages from each study area. Artefacts at 966617 are significantly larger than those at 940691
(t = 10.58, df = 6952, p = <0.0001).
Elevation contour
69.8 – 69.3
69.3 – 68.8
68.8 – 68.3
68.3 – 67.9
67.9 – 67.5
67.5 – 67.0
67.0 – 66.5

n
336
281
388
831
332
268
287

Ave slope ± sd
4.4 ± 2.8o
7.6 ± 4.3 o
6.7 ± 3.1 o
6.1 ± 2.5 o
5.3 ± 2.6 o
3.9 ± 2.0 o
2.6 ± 2.0 o

Ave max dim ± sd
33.1 ± 14.5
37.3 ± 13.9
31.6 ± 14.9
29.7 ± 12.2
31.5 ± 11.2
28.1 ± 11.2
26.1 ± 12.0

% of artefacts <20mm
17
10
26
23
15
28
36

Table 5.16. Slope and average size (mm) of the artefacts lying within 50 or 40 cm contour intervals,
calculated for the artefacts lying on in situ sediments at 966617. For locations see Figure 5.11.

Ave max
dimension, mm

ave max dimension, mm

35

8

Ave slope

7

Linear (ave max
dimension, mm)

30

6

25

5

20

4

15

3

10

2

5

1

0

ave slope

40

0

66.5-67.0

67.0-67.5

67.5-67.9

67.9-68.3

68.3-68.8

68.8-69.3

69.3-69.8

elevation contour interval, m AHD

Figure 5.12. Average size of the artefacts (columns) lying on in situ sediments, and the average slope of
the surface (solid line) within each contour interval (as shown in Table 5.16). The dashed line indicates
the linear trend in average artefact size, highlighting where deviations from this trend occur.
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If the assemblage of artefacts from this study area is divided into smaller assemblages
derived from different contour intervals, a general trend of decreasing average size from
east to west, downslope, is revealed, although the linear correlation between elevation
and maximum dimension is weak (r2 = 0.03, p = <0.0001; Table 5.16). Table 5.16 also
shows that the surface becomes flatter with decreasing elevation, and this produces a
positive correlation between average artefact size and average slope. This suggests that
water, rather than gravity, has been the primary factor affecting the movement and
distribution of artefacts in this location.

A plot of elevation categories versus average maximum dimension (Figure 5.12) shows
the locations where average artefact size diverges from this general trend. These
patterns can be interpreted in line with the stratigraphy and current topography (Figure
5.11).

Eastern stable soil surface: The average size of stone artefacts in the assemblage from
the highest contour interval is larger than the overall average for in situ sediments in this
study area, and artefacts less than 20 mm in maximum dimension are poorly represented
(Table 5.16). This suggests the loss of small artefacts, as would be expected if water has
influenced the distribution of material. However, if this redistribution of material by
water has acted evenly across the study area, then the upper contour in fact has a smaller
average artefact size than would be expected (Figure 5.12). This suggests the removal of
both small and large artefacts or the absence of large artefacts in the first instance.
Alternatively, the effect of water flow in this part of the study area may actually be less
than expected. In fact, this area is predominantly flat, comprising a relatively stable
surface resulting from the exposure of a soil Bca-horizon (see Chapter 4). Thus, while
the removal of some small artefacts is likely to have occurred, this assemblage may be
otherwise relatively undisturbed.

Central sloping surfaces: The average size of artefacts in the next three contour intervals
(69.3 m to 67.9 m) trends consistently, indicating movement of small artefacts downslope, although the average artefact size in the 69.3 – 68.8 m contour interval is higher
than expected (Figure 5.12). It may be that this contour interval contains large artefacts
that have been removed from the upper contour interval, although the moderately high
slopes upon which these artefacts tend to be positioned, along with the particularly low
proportion of artefacts smaller than 20 mm in maximum dimension (Table 5.16), suggest
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that large artefacts dislodged from the upper contour would continue to move under
gravity until reaching an area of flatter slope. This suggests that the section of the study
area between 69.3 m and 67.9 m in elevation has instead been particularly susceptible to
the effects of water flow. Assuming the movement of small artefacts downslope, a
relatively high proportion of these appear to have been caught in a low point in the
centre of the site, corresponding to the 68.3 – 67.9 m contour interval (see Figure 5.11).

However, the distribution of artefacts within the lower contour intervals, just discussed,
is more complicated than this. There are two dense clusters of artefacts that occur on the
upper parts of these contour intervals (see Figure 5.11). The northernmost of these is
situated at the top of a slope, suggesting that there has not been significant disturbance of
this area by water. The southernmost cluster lies atop a small peak; for artefacts to have
been deposited in this location from the elevated eastern part of the study area, they
would need to have been moved uphill. It is likely, then, that both of these clusters
represent assemblages that have not been subject to significant reworking since being
exposed, and that they are likely to have derived from the sediment on which they lie.

Slope below the depositional sheet: The same pattern of smaller size with lower
elevation is also seen for the area between 67.9 and 66.5 m, with a particularly low
proportion of artefacts less than 20 mm in the assemblage associated with the 67.9 –
67.5 m contour interval. This contour interval more or less corresponds to the top of the
depositional sheet of reworked material from the lunette identified by Barrows (pers.
comm.), although the depositional sheet itself does not follow the contours of the
exposure. It is highly likely that this depositional sheet has introduced archaeological
material to the study area, as well as sediment, and this material is likely to include
relatively large artefacts. Given the pattern of size distribution on the slopes below the
depositional sheet, some redistribution of small artefacts as a result of water flow is
likely to have occurred.

A number of discrete soil outcrops that emerge from the run-off sediment in the western
part of the site may have escaped the mixing of assemblages resulting from the
downslope movement of artefacts. As these soil outcrops sit up out of the outwash/runoff, the redistributed artefacts from upslope are considered likely to have ended up in the
outwash/run-off, while those artefacts exposed on the outcropping soil are likely to have
derived from those soils.
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Summary of patterns of artefact distribution
The overall pattern of average artefact size indicates that this assemblage has been
subject to more disturbance than that at 940691. Nevertheless, similar distinctions can
be drawn between the density and size of artefact assemblages associated with in situ
sediment and run-off, which indicate that the assemblage associated with in situ
sediment has a higher level of integrity.

The pattern of slope and size distribution reveals an overall trend indicating the
downslope movement of small artefacts by slopewash. Several areas provide evidence
of more complicated patterning:


a relatively stable, near-horizontal surface has resulted from the exposure of a
soil carbonate horizon in the eastern, highest part of the study area; this area has
probably been less disturbed than the overall pattern of average artefact size
suggests;



two dense clusters in the centre of the study area contain high proportions of
small artefacts on the upper parts of the slope, suggesting recent exposure and
minimal reworking;



reworked sediment resulting from an influx of material from the main lunette has
probably introduced material of a range of sizes to the study area; some of this
material has then been redistributed on the lower parts of the slope; and



soil outcrops in the lowest part of the study area contain small artefacts that are
unlikely to be the product of redistribution.

Determining the stratigraphic origin of archaeological material at 966617
The mapped soil exposures in the north and east of the erosional basin have been
identified by Barrows as representing the same period of soil development as the deep
brown soil in the west. These different exposures have been differentially eroded (or
may have developed to a different extent); the exposure in the east, for example,
represents the Bca-horizon, with small pellets of chalky carbonate common in the
surface, forming a platform-like surface that is semi-resistant to erosion (see Chapter 4).
Several of the artefacts lying on this surface, or on the clay-rich sediment below it, also
exhibit carbonate coating (Figure 5.13), indicating that they are likely to have derived
from the vicinity of the carbonate horizon (i.e. having been discarded during the
deposition of the green clay unit on which the soil is developed) rather than from the soil
surface.
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Figure 5.13. Surface plan showing the distribution of in situ and ambiguous chipped stone artefacts and
those with a carbonate coating at study area 966617. Density shading as shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.14. Surface plan showing the distribution of in situ and ambiguous chipped stone artefacts (blue
circles) and the separation of stone refits (large stars) and conjoins (smaller stars) at study area 966617.
Density shading as shown in Figure 5.11.
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Only 16 chipped stone artefacts were identified as being in situ in this study area (Figure
5.13); seven of these were located in the eastern section of the exposure, and another
five were located near the central cluster associated with the small peak, providing
strong evidence of occupation, and perhaps the deposition of much of the material in this
assemblage, during the deposition of the clay-rich Unit 2. A further 21 artefacts were in
an ambiguous context. Four fragments of in situ mussel shell are also situated in this
unit. Five pairs of refitting artefacts were identified, and four of these pairs are located
on the surface of Unit 2, on the central sloping surfaces (Figure 5.14). Only one pair is
separated by more than 20 cm, with the 2 m separation of these artefacts occurring
across the slope, rather than down. Thus, although the central slope has been identified
as having been subject to fluvial reworking, the artefacts that are present on at least the
upper parts of the slopes retain reasonable integrity, and are likely to have derived from
the clay-rich unit. The dense clusters of artefacts identified in the preceding section
suggest that much of the assemblage may have derived from the upper part of this unit.

A number of artefacts lie on the surface of the deep-brown soil exposure in the west of
the study area. The presence of a number of hearth-like features both within the mapped
area and in the adjacent part of the erosional basin attests to human activity on this soil
surface. Artefacts associated with the deep brown soil are likely to be among the
youngest within the study area (assuming, as with 940691, that post-Pleistocene artefacts
are rare or absent). In the eastern half of the study area, however, it is not possible to
distinguish those artefacts that have been deposited on the palaeolandscape associated
with the soil from those deposited during the deposition of the clay-rich sediments.

Definition of the artefact assemblage from 966617
As previously discussed, the carbonate horizon that is exposed through the centre of the
study area has been interpreted as a depositional sheet representing an influx of material
from the main lunette (Barrows, pers. comm.). Surface artefacts that are either
stratigraphically or topographically below this sheet could represent material derived
from the depositional sheet itself, and thus from the main lunette sediments. It is
impossible, without being able to directly date the archaeological material, to know the
original stratigraphic context of any of this material, except that it must be older than the
depositional sheet. The lack of environmental and palaeolandscape context for this
material renders it of limited value for the purposes of understanding past behaviour.
These artefacts are thus excluded from the following analyses. Because of uncertainty in
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identifying and mapping the boundary of this deposit, artefacts within a buffer of 1 m of
the mapped boundary have also been excluded. The remaining artefacts comprise two
spatially distinct groups; those in the northern and eastern half of the study area and
those on the surface of the deep brown soil in the west. Because the assemblage in the
west is small, all of these artefacts have been grouped as a single assemblage. This
assemblage cannot be older than the depositional sheet, and, assuming minimal postPleistocene occupation, may be as young as the uppermost soil. It correlates most
strongly with the clay-rich Unit 2 (see Chapter 4), and thus is associated with the period
of fluctuating lake levels leading to the final drying of the lake basin.

Age and palaeoenvironmental context of the defined assemblages
Three artefact assemblages from two different erosional basins in different locations on
the Mungo lunette have now been identified. Chapter 4 described the age and
environmental correlates for the stratigraphic units with which these assemblages are
associated, and these are summarised in Table 5.17.

Each assemblage represents an accumulation of material deposited over a period of up to
several thousand years. While it may be possible to pinpoint the stratigraphic origin of
small parts of each assemblage more precisely (e.g. the platform cluster in the GC
assemblage, and in situ material), the limitations of precision of the age estimates
obtained from optical dating preclude the possibility of obtaining more precise age
estimates for any of the chipped stone artefacts. This issue is discussed more fully in
subsequent chapters.

The 966617 assemblage and the Green Clay (GC) assemblage from 940691 are both
associated with the period of fluctuating lake levels preceding the final drying of Lake
Mungo and with the formation of a soil in the period following this drying. Although
the age estimates from these units overlap, it is possible that part of the 966617
assemblage is younger than the GC assemblage.
Assemblage
OS (940691)
GC (940691)
966617

Associated sediments
Massive sands
Alternating sands and clays
Alternating sands and clays

Inferred environment
Sustained high water
Fluctuating lake-levels, drying
Fluctuating lake-levels, drying

Age estimate
24 – 21 ka
21 – <20 ka
<22 – <16 ka

Table 5.17. Inferred palaeoenvironment and approximate age-range for each of the artefact assemblages
defined in the current chapter and analysed in Chapters 6 to 8.
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With current information, it is not possible to put a minimum age on either assemblage.
While the lake system dried up and Pleistocene occupation is thought to have ended
around 17 ka (Bowler 1998: 141), evidence for Holocene occupation has also been
recorded, particularly on the dry lake beds (Allen 1998: 209, Johnston and Clark 1998:
111-113). This occupation may have extended to the eroding lunettes. Furthermore, the
presence of flaked glass in the vicinity of the 940691 study area indicates that flaking
activities did not cease with the drying of the lakes or with European occupation. In
theory, any number of artefacts within the study area could be lagged from the historical
surface. However, artefacts are rarely observed in un-eroded areas (although visibility is
reduced in these areas due to vegetation), suggesting that the vast majority of artefacts
derive from within the sediments laid down during the Pleistocene. Coupled with the
patterns of artefact density and distribution described in this chapter, it is likely that a
high proportion of the material in both of these assemblages was deposited within the
alternating sands and clays associated with fluctuating lake levels.

The OS assemblage has the potential to provide information about behaviour from a
period during which very different conditions prevailed. Although the age estimates
again overlap with those from overlying green clay unit at 940691, and with the
sediments from 966617, it is clear that the orange sand unit represents a period of
sustained high water preceding the beginning of final drying. A similar stratigraphic
unit is present at 966617, but artefacts associated with this unit cannot be distinguished
from older material that may have been introduced to the area by the deposition of
sediments from the lunette.

As discussed in this chapter, the OS assemblage is likely to contain a component of
material derived from the overlying stratigraphic unit; thus comparison of the
assemblages needs to proceed with caution. Three patterns of similarities and
differences might be observed.

Firstly, it may be that no significant differences between the two artefact assemblages
from 940691 are detected. This may indicate that the bulk of material in the OS
assemblage in fact derives from the overlying unit, or that there were no differences in
the behaviour of people between the two periods. The latter may be the case if, for
example, the GC assemblage was predominantly deposited in association with the highwater phases of the fluctuating lakes.
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Secondly, if a significant proportion of the OS assemblage is made up of small artefacts
that have been washed down-slope from the green clay unit, then differences between
the assemblages are likely to be evident in the size distribution of artefacts and the
proportions of smaller artefact types. These particular attributes would provide minimal
information about potential differences in technological strategies, and the interpretation
of technological differences would need to focus on alternative attributes.

Finally, if significant differences between the assemblages that cannot be explained by
the differential movement of artefacts of different size are evident, these differences are
most likely to reflect actual differences in the technologies represented by the GC
assemblage and the component of the OS assemblage that has derived from the older
unit associated with a period of sustained higher water.

Thus, these three assemblages have the potential to provide information about variable
behavioural strategies through both time and space. The GC and 966617 assemblages
enable a comparison of activities that were taking place in two different locations on the
Mungo lunette during the same period of hydrological variability, while the OS
assemblage potentially provides evidence from an earlier period of more stable, highlake conditions. The following three chapters provide technological descriptions of each
of these assemblages, as well as detailed comparisons that take into account the factors
associated with the mixed nature of the OS assemblage.

Before undertaking this comparison, however, some explication of the way in which the
framework of technological organisation has been applied to the investigation of these
assemblages is needed; this discussion opens Chapter 6.
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6. Technological analysis of the GC assemblage

Introduction
Chapter 5 identified three stone artefact assemblages, each of which provides a glimpse
into the stone-working activities of people on the Lake Mungo lunette in different
palaeolandscape contexts over different time spans. This is the first of three chapters
documenting these assemblages. Each chapter focuses on one of the three assemblages,
providing detailed descriptions and analyses of the chipped stone technology. This
chapter describes the Green Clay (hereafter GC) assemblage from the 940691 study
area, while the following chapter describes the Orange Sand (OS) assemblage and
compares it with the GC assemblage. The 966617 assemblage is discussed in Chapter 8,
along with a comparison of the two study areas.

The aim of these analyses is two-fold. The first aim is to document the methods used to
work stone and the types of artefacts that were being produced. Once an understanding
of how the stone was worked has been achieved, the second aim is to answer questions
relating to the organisation of technology. As outlined in Chapter 1, there are two areas
of stone tool technology that have generated particular interest for those studying
technological organisation: the context of use of a tool, thought to be reflected in the
design of tools and toolkit composition; and raw material quality and availability. These
analytical chapters therefore include discussion of issues relating to the acquisition and
preparation of raw materials, and the strategies used to produce and maintain tool blanks
and tools. The following specific questions are addressed for each assemblage:
1. What raw materials were being utilised, and in what proportions? What
inferences about the potential relative costs of obtaining the different materials
can be drawn from the relative proportions of, and average size of artefacts
made from, different raw materials?
2. In what form was each raw material introduced to the assemblage?
3. How were the cores being reduced? What evidence is there from both the cores
and the resulting flakes for the methods of reduction and differences between
the raw materials?
4. What evidence is there for the intensity of core reduction and for core
rejuvenation? Why were cores discarded?
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5. What types of blanks were being selected for retouch/use? Do they differ from
artefacts that were not selected?
6. What types of tools were being produced? Are there differences in the intensity
of retouch for either different tool types or different raw materials?

Chapter 1 introduced a number of ways in which studies of technological organisation
can be used to provide information about variability in group mobility. The current
chapter provides more detail about previous work designed to generate information
about the relationship between different technological strategies and mobility. This will
provide a springboard for comparing the technological characteristics of the three
assemblages and discussing what these might mean in terms of the mobility of their
makers in the different palaeolandscape settings.

Archaeologists have defined a number of terms and concepts to explain the relationships
between raw materials, tool and toolkit design, and the context of tool use and mobility,
but these are not always used in the same way by all researchers; for this reason, they are
discussed here. Before discussing the technological characteristics of the three
assemblages, it is also necessary to describe the raw materials that have been used and
their assumed source locations. A complete list and definitions of the attributes that
were recorded in the field and those that were calculated from those measurements is
found in Appendix II.

Studies of technological organisation
The value of a behavioural ecology framework
Raw material availability and the context of tool use have been identified as common
variables for investigation in studies of technological organisation, with one often being
emphasised at the expense of the other. For example, Binford (1979: 259) argues that
the procurement of raw materials for artefact manufacture is, more often than not,
embedded in other subsistence activities. As a result, stone is always more or less
available when and where it is needed. A more important determinant for tool form
and/or toolkit design, argues Binford, is the context in which the tool is to be used.
Similarly, Nelson (1991) argues that because stone locations are known and constant,
and stone can be stockpiled, the availability of stone does not directly effect tool or
toolkit design; design features instead depend upon the context of use (Nelson 1991: 77).
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The practices of tool or tool-kit maintenance and recycling, in particular, are thus
controlled by the way tools are used, rather than the availability of raw materials.

In contrast, Bamforth (1986) stresses the importance of raw material availability,
particularly raw material shortage, as a primary factor in the organisation of technology.
Kuhn (1992: 187) similarly suggests that conserving raw materials and maintaining
“fresh edges” are the most important problems to be solved by stone tool users, while
Hayden (1989: 8) argues that tools shaped to a preconceived design are, in fact, rare and
that the techniques used for reduction or resharpening will largely be governed by the
availability of stone. Hayden (1989: 8) also argues that stone resources can be modelled
in a similar way to plant food resources, since they are necessary for survival, have a
limited distribution and the use of stone is subject to costs in terms of searching,
procurement, transport and processing.

The stark contrast between the positions of Binford (1979) and Hayden (1989) reflect
the very different ethnographic groups that they were observing, and this should perhaps
serve as a reminder that the broader context of tool manufacture and use is important. If
viewed from a behavioural ecology perspective, each group is subject to different
constraints and thus has a different range of suitable strategies available to them to
achieve their subsistence goals. In the case of the Nunamiut, for example, access to, and
the ability to transport, raw material is not a significant limitation because of the use of
vehicles for transport (Binford 1979: 259). In areas where good quality stone is rare or
difficult to access, and the ability to transport material is limited, the ‘costs’ associated
with raw material procurement are going to be higher, and more effort is likely to be
invested to minimise those costs. This is the situation that prevails for much of the
Australian context (Hayden 1989: 8). The benefit of using the framework of behavioural
ecology, as outlined in Chapter 1, is that it facilitates consideration of a range of
variables that can vary from context to context. By focusing on a single variable at a
time, in a particular context, it is possible to identify how the archaeological record
diverges from the ‘theoretical optimum’, and to play different variables against each
other to investigate the range of potential effects they may have had.

Relative mobility and technological strategies
Bird and O’Connell (2006: 152) point out that the behavioural ecology framework is not
always utilised explicitly or formally. More often, hypotheses are framed more casually,
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perhaps extrapolating from observed correlations and making what appear to be logical
assumptions regarding the costs and benefits of different options. Thus, although a
number of different technological strategies have been investigated over the past two
decades, some studies have yielded more compelling results than others (Bird and
O’Connell 2006: 152), and there has been some debate over a number of concepts and
how they can be operationalised effectively for archaeological investigation. This
section will discuss those concepts and strategies that are most relevant to the questions
posed in this and the following two chapters.

A number of references have already been made to the idea that relative mobility can
impact on the way in which technology is organised, and thus that variation in aspects of
technological organisation may indicate differences in relative mobility. Before
discussing in more detail how this may be the case, it is necessary to clarify what is
meant by the term ‘mobility’. In its simplest sense, ‘mobility’ refers to the ability to
move or travel. In an anthropological sense, with reference to settlement systems, it
usually refers to the movement of a social group, and may be measured in terms of
movement distance, frequency and pattern. Binford (1980) famously contrasted
logistical mobility, associated with the archetypal ‘collector’, and residential mobility,
associated with ‘foragers’. A foraging system refers to a group with a residential base to
which people usually return each night (Binford 1980: 5). Foragers are usually
considered to have high residential mobility, that is, the residential base is frequently
relocated as local resources are exhausted (Binford 1980: 9). The pattern of movement
and the distance moved may vary substantially from group to group, depending on the
nature of the targeted resources.

In contrast, logistically organised collectors typically have low residential mobility, but
high logistic mobility, involving the regular, scheduled and sometimes long-distance
movement of task-specific groups or individuals; they may spend extended periods of
time away from the residential base to perform a particular task or obtain a specific
resource from a specialised site (Binford 1980: 10). This type of settlement organisation
generally results in greater behavioural redundancy, that is, the same activities happen
repeatedly in the same locations. This may result in a more visible archaeological record
than that produced by groups with high residential mobility (Binford 1980: 6, 10).
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Although the two systems identified by Binford represent the extremes of what is
actually a graded series, rather than mutually exclusive settlement strategies (Binford
1980: 12), the distinction between residential and logistic mobility provides a context for
predicting the types of technological strategies that are likely to be employed under
different circumstances. Low residential mobility has come to be associated with food
storage and implements for intensive food processing, site furniture (i.e. high investment
in the residential base), raw material and stone tool caching, and functionally-specific
tools (Binford 1979: 263-264, 1980: 12). High residential mobility, on the other hand, is
linked to readily transportable tools and toolkits and minimal investment in site furniture
(Binford 1979: 263-264, Nelson 1991: 73-75). High logistic mobility is often associated
with artefact ‘curation’, while high residential mobility is linked to the use of ‘expedient’
tools (Andrefsky 2008: 8; although the opposite correlation has also been proposed, see
Andrefsky 1994: 22 and Kuhn 1992).

Curation, expedience and opportunism
The concept of curation has caused some confusion in the archaeological literature, with
disagreement over what it is, what it applies to, why it occurs and how it can be
measured (e.g. Bamforth 1986, Binford 1979, Nash 1996, Shott 1996). Binford (1979)
used the term in relation to investment in tool recycling, reuse and maintenance, and
alternatively applied it to categories of artefacts, as an overall description of the way a
technological system was organised, and, earlier (Binford 1973: 242) in reference to
tools themselves. He also recognised that variability within the overall technological
system can occur, with different categories of artefacts curated to different degrees
(Binford 1979: 269). Curation is further described as being efficient, in terms of the use
obtained from the tool relative to the energy expended on its production (Binford 1973:
249), and this need for efficiency is linked to logistical organisation. The closest that
Binford appears to come to explicitly defining curation is the statement that a “curated
technology” is one in which tools are curated and transported from location to location
(Binford 1973: 242).

In the absence of a specific definition, a number of artefact and assemblage properties
have been linked to curation. Bamforth (1986: 39) identifies production of implements
in advance of use, design for multiple uses, transport, maintenance and recycling as
aspects of stone technology associated with curation. Maintenance and recycling, he
argues further, are a response to raw material shortages, rather than solely a product of a
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logistical settlement organisation (Bamforth 1986: 40). Nelson (1991: 62-63) adds tool
or core caching or storage to this list, and emphasises that curation involves the
preparation of materials in anticipation of inadequate time or resources being available
for preparation when tools are actually needed.

Shott (1996) argues that although curation may involve artefact transport, recycling, or
efficiency, among other things, these things are not what curation is. Curated tools may
be transported, for example, but transport does not necessarily imply curation. Shott
goes on to define curation as a property of all tools: a measure of the relationship
between maximum potential utility of a tool and its realised utility (Shott 1996: 267268). Curation in this sense relates only to tool use, and not to tool design (Andrefsky
2008: 9), and in this sense is something that is measurable by archaeologists.

Nelson argues that curation is a technological strategy, rather than an attribute of an
individual tool or tool assemblages (Nelson 1991: 63). Like Binford (1973: 243),
Nelson contrasts curation with an expedient technology, in which tools are manufactured
and used as needed, and then discarded. This type of strategy involves minimal
technological effort, but still involves planning, as it is predicated on the assumption that
materials and time will be available (Nelson 1991: 64). Curation and expedience are
further contrasted with opportunistic technological behaviour (Nelson 1991: 65), what
Binford (1979: 265-266) describes as ‘situational’: the use of materials immediately at
hand in response to unanticipated needs or conditions.

It is not the purpose of this brief review to resolve the confusion over the term
‘curation’. Instead, it is relevant to ask what it is about the different aspects of curation
that different authors have considered important. This enables the identification of other
concepts that are more useful for the purposes of this study, either because they can be
more easily identified in the archaeological record, or because they relate more directly
to the framework of behavioural ecology. In this vein, definitions that consider curation
to be a strategy are the focus of the remaining discussion.
Individual and place provisioning
Shott (1996: 264) disregards the definition of curated tools as being tools that are
manufactured and transported in “anticipation of use”. However, the concept of
planning is, by definition, an integral part of any ‘strategy’. Clearly, manufacture in
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anticipation of use is not a sufficient definition of curation, but it is certainly an
important element. In contrasting curation, expedience and opportunism, Nelson (1991)
identifies two strategies, curation and expedience, that incorporate planning based on
certain expectations, while opportunism is, effectively, improvisation in the absence of a
plan. A strategy of curation, according to Nelson (1991), involves the preparation of
materials in anticipation of the absence of the necessary time and/or materials when the
tools are required. A strategy of expedience, by comparison, anticipates the presence of
time and materials when needed. While opportunity and time may be contingent on the
activity taking place, there are additional strategies that can be used to ensure a supply of
materials. Kuhn (1992) outlines two strategies: the provisioning of individuals and the
provisioning of places.

If the time and/or the location of future activities are unpredictable, as may be the case in
a situation of high residential mobility or in pursuit of mobile prey, then a strategy of
provisioning individuals against a range of general needs can be used. Because there is a
limit to how much a person can carry, a mobile toolkit (or ‘personal gear’; Binford
1979) should, above all, be portable (Kuhn 1992: 189). Of course, the items in a toolkit
must also be useful in a range of circumstances, an attribute that will usually be
constrained by maintaining portability; tool and toolkit design will involve obtaining a
balance, therefore, between weight and usefulness. Using a simple model comparing
artefact edge length and weight, Kuhn (1994) demonstrates that the most efficient way to
maximise utility relative to the cost of transport is to carry many small tools with some
potential for retouch or small tool blanks, rather than a few large implements. To
maximise edge length while minimising weight, these artefacts should furthermore have
a large surface area relative to their thickness (Kuhn 1996: 592, Pelcin 1997). They
might be unmodified blanks ready to be shaped as needed, but they could just as easily
be carefully maintained, or ‘curated’, tools. Thus, high mobility does not automatically
result in a strategy of curation.

Although the model developed by Kuhn assumes that the usefulness of a tool depends on
its cutting edge, Kuhn (1994: 436-437) also recognises the potential need to perform
other tasks (e.g. chopping, pounding, hammering), which will modify the ‘optimal’
contents of a mobile toolkit. Thus, Kuhn’s model, which incorporates recognition of the
factors which will serve to modify its outcomes, is a good example of the use of a
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behavioural ecology framework, and provides the basis for investigating situations in
which the toolkit differs from expectations.

Kuhn (1992) contrasts individual provisioning with place provisioning. Sedentary
groups or groups that are logistically organised have the opportunity to stockpile
materials at residential bases or locations where the same activities occur repeatedly
(Kuhn 1992: 190). These could be specific tools, like Binford’s (1979: 263) ‘site
furniture’, other cached tools, or raw material with high technological potential –
unmodified cobbles or blocks, large cores, or large tool blanks (Kuhn 1992: 189). In
locations where raw materials are nearby and plentiful, it is unlikely that such
provisioning would be necessary, although it may be that raw materials from further
afield are stockpiled preferentially.

The practice of provisioning a particular place with resources is usually associated with
low residential mobility. However, highly mobile groups may also have some locations
to which they return repeatedly, even if the precise timing of visits is unpredictable.
Such locations, for example, semi-permanent or ephemeral water-holes, may also be
subject to a strategy of place provisioning, serving as caches for tools or raw material.

A strategy of provisioning can complicate the potential interpretation of the significance
(in terms of mobility or settlement strategy) of the presence or absence in an
archaeological assemblage of the types of artefacts usually considered to be ‘curated’.
This further leads to the question of whether either of these strategies can actually be
detected in the archaeological record. Here it is argued that the best indication of high
mobility (but not distinguishing, necessarily, between high residential and high logistical
mobility) is the presence of technologies designed to produce portable implements. The
degree to which these implements have been subject to secondary working or
resharpening is not directly related to mobility, being also influenced by intended
function and perhaps by raw material availability (discussed later in this chapter). The
best indication of low residential mobility is the presence of site furniture, or the
presence of raw material with high technological potential at a significant distance from
its source.
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Use-life and occupation duration
Binford (1973) stressed the importance of the contrast between curated and expedient
tools because of differences in the way these enter the archaeological record. A
consequence of repeated tool transport and maintenance is that curated tools are rarely
discarded at their place of use, and their frequency in the archaeological record will
depend on their replacement rate, not necessarily the frequency with which they were
used (Binford 1973: 242-243). Rather than trying to define and identify curated tools or
assemblages, the concept of artefact use-life is, instead, useful as a way to estimate the
probability of discard.

The most practical definition of the use-life of an artefact is the length of time an artefact
(or artefact class) spends in the technological system (e.g. Schiffer 1976: 60, Shott 1989:
10). Usually used in relation to formal tool-types or tool classes, the concept of use-life
can be extended to all of the products of artefact manufacture: cores, flakes and debris.
Although it is theoretically possible to determine an absolute value of use-life for
particular classes of artefact or tool (e.g. Shott 1989), the concept is perhaps more useful
in a relative sense. Thus, flaking debris has a short use-life, utilised flakes have an
intermediate use-life, and particular core or tool forms may have an extended use-life
(Holdaway et al. 2004, Shiner 2008: 34, Shiner et al. 2005).

Binford (1979: 263) indicates that, among the Nunamiut, curated tools, that is, those
with long use-lives, are more likely to become incorporated into an assemblage that
accumulates at a residential base, despite generally being used elsewhere. While this is
attributed to the need to check the condition of personal gear before embarking on a trip,
and thus discarding exhausted gear while still at the residential base, the long-term
consequence of such behaviour is a relatively higher proportion of long use-life objects
in the area in which more time has been spent, that is, with a longer occupation duration
(Ammerman and Feldman 1974, Binford 1980, Holdaway et al. 2004).

It was stated in the previous section that the intensity of artefact retouch is not directly
related to mobility; however, the rate at which artefacts with long use-lives become
incorporated into the archaeological record is proportional to occupation ‘intensity’
(defined in Chapter 1 as the product of occupation duration, frequency and number of
people; Shiner 2008). In other words, the more time spent in one spot, the greater the
likelihood of long use-life (or rare) artefacts being discarded or lost. Thus, retouch
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intensity, if it is a reliable indicator of a long use-life (i.e. unless there is evidence that
the tool has been deliberately shaped for a single, specific purpose), can be considered as
a proxy (inverse) measurement for relative residential mobility. Difficulties that arise
from questions about whether tool form reflects function or is merely a consequence of
repeated resharpening are somewhat ameliorated by the ability to estimate relative uselife for artefact classes other than those that have been formally shaped. This also makes
use-life a useful concept for assemblages, like many in Australia, that contain a low
proportion of retouched artefacts (e.g. Douglass 2010: 18, 100).
Raw material conservation
Lastly, it is important to discuss the potential impact that availability of raw material
may have on artefact assemblages. While individual and place provisioning are
strategies for ensuring stone and tools are available when and where they are needed,
strategies may also be required to ensure a supply of stone in the first instance. Even in
circumstances where stone procurement is embedded in other activities (e.g. Binford
1979), there may be limits on how much can be transported, and in areas where stone is
abundant, there might be differences in quality between near and more distant sources.
Thus there are always potential ‘costs’ associated with stone procurement and transport,
but these may vary substantially with context.

Within a behavioural ecology framework, the fundamental working assumption is that
people tend to devise strategies to increase the efficiency of stone procurement, in order
to minimise the costs and maximise the return, whether measured in terms of time,
energy, or volume of stone or framed in terms of risk (e.g. Bamforth and Bleed 1997,
Torrence 1989). While rarely framed within a formal behavioural ecology model, this
assumption typically translates to the expectation that stone will be economised when
procurement costs are high. This economising behaviour might involve repairing or
resharpening a tool, or using flaking techniques that maximise the cutting edge obtained
from a core (e.g. Bamforth 1986: 40, Jeske 1989: 36). Core rejuvenation, for example,
may indicate a strategy of raw material conservation, while the use of standardised blade
or micro-blade technologies is often interpreted as an efficient way to utilise small
quantities of stone (e.g. Bar-Yosef and Kuhn 1999: 334, Sheets and Muto 1972). The
possibility that a strategy of raw material conservation has been employed needs to be
considered when it comes to interpreting the significance of the type and extent of
retouch in an assemblage.
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Stone resources are usually fixed in space (although they may be subject to social
controls, or changes over time due to inundation by water, sedimentation, erosion etc).
Stone shortages, therefore, are more likely to result from changes in patterns of mobility
than they are from physical changes to the stone source. A reduction in relative mobility
is one possible explanation for an increase in evidence for conservation of raw materials.

The relative proportion of high quality, distant raw materials can also provide evidence
about mobility. As well as being an indication of the absolute distance being travelled,
optimal ‘diet breadth’ models weigh up the question of whether to collect (‘handle’) a
particular resource upon encounter, or whether to bypass it in the hope of encountering a
more profitable item (Bird and O’Connell 2006: 147). In a foraging or hunting context,
different resources can be ranked according to nutrient return. In order to maximise the
overall nutrients obtained, the model predicts that whether a particular prey type will be
included in the diet depends not on its abundance, but only on its rank and the likelihood
of encountering higher-ranked prey. This type of model can be extended to stone
resources: the rank of a particular material is determined by its quality, while the
likelihood of encounter depends on its abundance and the distance to the source, in
combination with the likelihood that that distance will be covered, i.e. mobility.
Counterintuitively, then, the relative abundance of low-ranked stone in an archaeological
assemblage should not be dependent on its local abundance. A high quality material will
always be collected, but whether a lower quality material is collected depends on the
likelihood of being able to obtain the better quality material. If changes in mobility
result in the decreased likelihood of encountering distant, high quality stone, then the
relative abundance of lower-ranked stone should increase.

Technological organisation at Lake Mungo
This brief review of studies of technological organisation has touched on only a few of
the numerous studies in this expanding field. The studies discussed provide some
indication of ways in which inferences about group mobility can be drawn from
comparison of stone tool assemblages, without relying on concepts such as ‘curation’
that have been, and continue to be, the source of some confusion (e.g. Andrefsky 2008:
7-9, Nash 1996, Shott 1996).

As the following section demonstrates, the Lake Mungo lunette is largely devoid of
natural sources of stone. It is therefore expected that there will be evidence for the use
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of strategies for raw material conservation. Previous studies in the region have
identified a high proportion of large cores and thick scrapers in the lunette assemblages
(Bowler et al. 1970), perhaps indicative of a strategy of ‘place provisioning’ (Hiscock
and Allen 2000). At the same time, Australian Pleistocene stone assemblages are
generally known for their low numbers of formally retouched tools, a pattern commonly
associated with high mobility and ‘expedience’, but a pattern that would perhaps be
unexpected in an area where stone is rare. The six questions detailed in the introduction
to the current chapter are designed to investigate whether these patterns can be observed
and what inferences can be drawn from them, and determine what differences between
these assemblages may relate to palaeolandscape context.

Raw material types, quality and sources in the Willandra Lakes
Stone does not occur naturally on the Mungo lunette. The exception to this is the soil
carbonate, which has been observed on the lunette as naturally indurated sediment
layers, nodules and rhizomorphs. This material is usually of poor quality with respect to
flaking; however, there is evidence that at least some carbonate has been moved around
the landscape, and worked carbonate has been observed in a number of locations (N.
Stern, pers. comm.). At 940691, three large slabs of carbonate are present (two of which
were broken fragments of the same slab) despite no evidence of such carbonate
formation in the immediate vicinity. None of these slabs showed any evidence of
working. A single large carbonate slab at 966617 shows signs of having been used as a
grinding slab. Again, no significant in situ carbonate of this form was observed in the
vicinity. Carbonate nodules and rhizomorphs occur more frequently on the lunette
surface and within sediment layers, and have been used at some locations as heat
retainers in ancient hearths.

Silcrete
The most common material used for artefact manufacture at Lake Mungo is silcrete, a
silica-rich sedimentary rock associated in this area with long-term weathering and
silicification of Tertiary sands (Geological Survey of New South Wales 1996, Ollier
1978, Webb and Domanski 2008: 557-558). A number of attempts have been made to
establish classification systems for silcrete (e.g. Nash and Ullyott 2007, Sullivan and
Simmons 1979, Wopfner 1978), which have been of variable usefulness for
archaeologists. This study follows a modified version of Sullivan and Simmons’ (1979)
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classification (which in turn followed Wopfner 1978) based predominantly on clast size
and proportion, as these features have a significant impact on the flaking properties
of the stone. It was also essential that classification could be done relatively quickly
by visual inspection, as all identification was done in the field. Silcrete artefacts have
therefore been classified into three simple forms:
1. Fine-grained silcrete (FGS) – amorphous or with few or fine (<2 mm) clasts in
a microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline matrix (note that fine-grained silcrete as
defined here would subsume the microcrystalline, fine- and medium-grained
silcrete classification of Webb and Domanski 2008: 557);
2. Coarse-grained silcrete (CGS) – large (>2 mm) clasts making up more than half of
the texture in a microcrystalline or cryptocrystalline matrix;
3. Granular silcrete – Uniform angular grains make up the bulk of material, with
little or no matrix.
Identifying the source of silcrete artefacts is no easy matter. The form and mineralogy
of silcrete reflects the properties of the host material in which the silcrete formed, as well
as the conditions of formation (Nash and Ullyott 2007: 108), and colour, texture and
quality can vary significantly within a single outcrop. Detailed records of silcrete colour
and texture were not attempted for this study, predominantly for reasons of time. While
the majority of silcrete artefacts ranged in colour from grey to pale yellow, a range of
colours were observed, some of which were quite distinct (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1. Example of the range of colours of silcrete artefacts described in this study.
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Figure 6.2. Location of potential raw material sources. Locations marked with letters are discussed in the
text.
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As previously discussed, spontaneous attempts to refit artefacts made of distinct silcrete
proved successful (and see Foley 2011 for the results of a systematic refitting exercise
on the Mungo lunette). There is certainly potential, therefore, for future work in the
Mungo area to use detailed colour and textural analyses of artefacts and natural outcrops
to determine probable silcrete sources (this is a research avenue currently being explored
in doctoral research by La Trobe University archaeology student Rebekah Kurpiel). For
the current study, potential sources have been identified based on past archaeological
work and geological mapping (Figure 6.2).

An extensive silcrete outcrop is known on the west side of Lake Mungo (Figure 6.2, A),
with a smaller area of silcrete nodules just to the north of the main ridge (Figure 6.2, B);
in a direct line across the lake, this source is approximately 5 km from 940691 and 9 km
from 966617. During periods of high-water, the distance to circumnavigate the lake was
approximately 25 km from 940691 and 18 km from 966617. The main area of outcrop
has clear evidence of stone-working, and was probably also used as a source of
foundation and other building material by the early European settlers (Ashley et al.
2003: 76) and is commonly referred to as the ‘Mungo quarry’ (e.g. Williams 1991).

Fine-grained silcrete occurs at this quarry in the form of small to large outcropping
boulders and nodules. A detailed study of the quarry was not made during this study
(the most thorough work to date is that of Williams 1991), so the following remarks are
based on casual observation only. Cortex amount and appearance is variable, with both
thin chalky carbonate and thick algal carbonate present. Cortex-like material was also
seen running through large silcrete blocks and nodules, indicating some limitations in
the quality of the material. Mechanical testing of a sample of silcrete from this quarry
revealed that it is poor material for flaking (Webb and Domanski 2008: 565), supporting
earlier observations resulting from an attempt to work the material (Muhlen-Schulte
1985).

Although the quarry is located on a low ridge that forms a spit jutting out into the
western side of the lake, at times of the highest water-levels (approximately 80 mAHD,
based on observed beach levels), the quarry would have been inundated. Bowler (1998:
139) suggests that the algal carbonate visible on the stone at the Mungo quarry may have
formed while the quarry was under water during the Arumpo high-water period c.30 ka.
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Water levels must have dropped to below 65 – 66 m to allow the deposition of dune
sediments at 940691 and 966617, at which level the quarry would have been accessible.

Previous archaeological work and the geological map indicate some alternative sources
of silcrete, as well as other materials. The closest known silcrete outcrop to the Mungo
basin lies approximately 7 km south of 966617 (15 km from 940691; Figure 6.2, C).
Additionally, a number of sandstone outcrops that may contain silcrete occur within a
30 km radius of Lake Mungo (Geological Survey of New South Wales 1996); silcrete
has been documented at three of these, the closest 11 km north of 940691 (Figure 6.2,
outcrop D, and see also E and F; note that the silcrete sources documented
archaeologically do not correspond exactly to those on the geological map, even if only
in situ outcrops are considered, e.g. Allen 1998, Williams 1991).

No obvious outcrops of coarse-grained or granular silcrete were noted at the Mungo
quarry, and the source of this material remains undetermined; it may occur at some or all
of the alternative sources in small quantities, or one or more of them may be dominated
by these forms of silcrete that appear only rarely in the archaeological record. Fieldtruthing of all known outcrops is required to confirm the type and quality of material
available from each location. It is also possible that additional silcrete outcrops have
been buried by the extensive east-west trending dunes that, in some locations, have
encroached upon the drying lake beds.

In summary, silcrete was most probably available from a range of locations within the
landscape surrounding the Mungo lunette, and, although the size and quality of all of
these sources is not known, was probably reasonably abundant. Access to some sources
may have been dependant on the lake-level; they may have become accessible only as
the water-level subsided (e.g. the Chibnalwood outcrop, Figure 6.2, E). If this is the
case, artefact assemblages associated with lower lake-levels may be expected to show
less intensive reduction of silcrete, due to a higher level of availability, than those
associated with higher water.

Differences between the 940691 and 966617 assemblages indicating variability in the
intensity of reduction may reveal clues about which silcrete source was being exploited.
A lower level of reduction intensity in the 966617 assemblage may indicate that silcrete
was sourced overland only, from the south to 966617 and from the north to 940691.
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Alternatively, if reduction intensity is much lower in the 940691 assemblage, the
implication is that silcrete was being obtained from the closer source directly across the
lake, either by the use of water craft or due to the ability to cross the lake bed as the
water levels decreased. A lack of significant difference between the levels of reduction
intensity would suggest that the variable distances to different silcrete sources do not
have an impact on the way the material is used, which may be the case if all sources are
within the range regularly travelled.

Quartzite
Silcrete and quartzite can be easily confused by archaeologists, and sometimes by
geologists (Sullivan and Simmons 1979, Webb and Domanski 2008), and at Lake
Mungo, the colour and texture range of quartzite is quite similar to that of silcrete.
Quartzite was identified by the presence of a uniform, crystallised matrix of quartz
grains (rather than clasts in a microcrystalline matrix) melded together, giving a sugary
texture (Holdaway and Stern 2004: 24). Despite a similar appearance and similar
mineralogy, this structural difference is potentially significant with respect to flaking
properties; quartzite will generally fracture through the quartz grains, while silcrete will
preferentially fracture around quartz clasts, making the flaking outcome less predictable.
Quartzite with an even grain size is therefore potentially easier to work than silcrete with
a similar grain size.

The closest documented source of quartzite is the Manfred Range, approximately 70 km
to the north-east, where it occurs in large beds (Figure 6.2, outcrop G; silcrete is also
present here). Thus, there is a substantial difference between the distance to potential
silcrete sources and the distance to the closest known quartzite. Quartzite is therefore
expected to be less common and to show evidence of much greater reduction intensity
than silcrete in the Mungo lunette assemblages.

Quartz
Only four quartz artefacts were recorded at 940691, and two at 966617, all except one of
milky white quartz. Quartz is known in the Manfred Range, where quartz pebbles and
cobbles up to 44 mm in diameter occur (Geological Survey of New South Wales 1996).
The largest quartz artefact was 40.4 mm in maximum dimension, consistent with the use
of this source material.
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Sandstone
Sandstone is the material most commonly used for ground stone, but a few pieces are
present with no evidence of grinding, and these have been included as unmodified stone
in the chipped stone analysis. The source of the sandstone is not certain; a variety of
colours and textures are exhibited by sandstone artefacts observed on the lunette, and
there may be multiple sources. Sandstone is known in the Manfred Range (described as
a very fine-grained laminated sandstone and a medium- to fine-grained red-brown
sandstone, as well as medium- to coarse-grained sandstone grading to quartzite), but
outcrops of Tertiary sands are also present to the west of the lakes (described as
medium- to coarse- grained quartz sands and sandstone) and to the south (yellow-brown,
fine-grained clay cemented quartz sandstone); these outcrops are shown in Figure 6.2
(Geological Survey of New South Wales 1996).

Raw material quantification and measures of reduction
Measures of raw material abundance
To assess the relative abundance of different types of raw materials, the quantity of each
raw material has been determined using four different measures:
1. As a count of the number of artefacts – although this is the most straightforward
measure of abundance, this method may skew the assessment of relative
abundance if a particular raw material type is prone to shattering (common for
quartz, but not so for silcrete; Tallavaara et al. 2010), or if different methods of
reduction are applied to different types of raw material;
2. As a count of particular types of artefacts, excluding those that may be a product
of breakage or shatter – this has been dubbed the minimum number of artefacts
(MNA) and provides the sum of all whole flakes, split flakes, special flakes,
cores, nodule fragments and slab fragments, unmodified cobbles or blocks, either
proximal or distal flakes (whichever has the highest number) and the retouched
equivalents of all of these artefact types (after Hiscock 2002);
3. As a modified count of the minimum number of flakes (MNF) – while most
MNF counts include whole flakes, proximal flakes, half of split flakes and
retouched equivalents of the same, the modified MNF used here counts either
proximal flakes or distal flakes, whichever is highest, but does not distinguish
between left and right splits (Hiscock 2002: 254);
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4. As an approximate calculated weight – artefact weight was not measured in the
field. Instead, a formula for calculating artefact weight was derived from a
different silcrete assemblage from the Lake Mungo area (see Appendix V).
Separate calculations were not done for the different raw material or artefact
types (with the exception of a separate calculation for cores), and it is recognised
that the weight values used here are therefore approximations only.

Measures of raw material reduction intensity
A number of categories of data are used to assess the extent to which the artefacts in
each assemblage have been reduced: artefact size, the proportions of artefacts
representing different stages of reduction, and the amount and type of retouch (e.g.
Clarkson and O’Connor 2006: 183-193).

Because the working of stone is a reductive process, the result of progressive working is
smaller products (Holdaway and Stern 2004: 2). Thus, cores decrease in size as
reduction proceeds, as do the flakes that are removed from them; other things being
equal, smaller cores and flakes thus reflect more intensive reduction.

However, core size and form also depend upon the initial size and form of the raw
material being worked and the particular reduction techniques that have been applied, so
these need to be taken into account where possible (Holdaway and Stern 2004: 194).
Unmodified material, nodule and slab fragments, and cores (particularly those with
evidence of minimal working) can provide information about the form and size of the
raw material that has been transported. Flakes with dorsal cortex and with few dorsal
scars are presumed to have been produced early in the reduction process, while
rejuvenation flakes and flakes with plunge or axial terminations retain at least one face
of a core prior to its discard (Clarkson and O’Connor 2006: 187, Holdaway and Stern
2004: 130-132); the dimensions of these flakes can provide an indication of the original
core and nodule size, more so than reduced cores.

As core reduction proceeds, the initial traces of flaking may be removed from the core
surface (Holdaway and Stern 2004: 184); thus the dimensions and dorsal features of
whole flakes may provide a better indication of the methods and extent of core reduction
than overall average artefact size or the cores themselves. The extent and location of
dorsal cortex and the number and orientation of dorsal flake scars may provide evidence
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of both the intensity of reduction and the way in which cores have been rotated
(Holdaway and Stern 2004: 143).

Reduction intensity is often estimated on the basis of relative proportions of certain
artefact types (Holdaway and Stern 2004: 208). The ratio of flakes to cores provides a
comparative measure of the number of flakes that have been removed from each core,
although the differential transport of different items to and from the location also needs
to be considered in this context. As discussed previously, relative use-life may also need
to be considered in assemblages that have accumulated over a long time span (e.g.
Bamforth and Becker 2000). In general, however, a higher flake-to-core ratio is
interpreted as evidence of more intensive core reduction.

The number of scars on a core should complement the flake-to-core ratio (Clarkson and
O’Connor 2006: 183, Holdaway and Stern 2004: 184). Because not all scars are
preserved, however, and because the number of scars counted during this analysis was
capped at six, on all but cores with only one or two scars, the scar count actually
underestimates the true extent of working. An additional way to assess the match (or
mismatch) between cores and flakes within an assemblage is through comparison of the
oriented length of whole flakes and the length of the largest flake scars on the cores
(Holdaway and Stern 2004: 186). If there are a high number of flakes that are larger
than the scars, the cores must have started off substantially larger. Again, this may be
complicated by the differential transport of cores and flakes to or from a location.

The proportion of cortical to non-cortical flakes is an indication of the proportion of the
assemblage that reflects early stages of core reduction (Holdaway and Stern 2004: 150).
This must be qualified, particularly when comparing different assemblages, as it depends
on the initial quantity of cortex present. It is thus a relative measure that assumes that
each assemblage resulted from the reduction of the same source material in the same, or
a similar, way.

Measures of retouch intensity
The low frequency of formal stone tools in Australian Pleistocene assemblages has
already been mentioned, and is supported by ethnographic accounts in which unmodified
flakes were the most common implement selected for use, with retouch occurring only
rarely (e.g. Hayden 1977a: 179). In such a context, artefact retouch is commonly
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associated with the need to resharpen a dull cutting edge, and is more likely to occur if
the supply of raw material is limited. Artefact form is therefore determined by the extent
of resharpening, rather than conforming to a functional ‘type’ (e.g. Dibble 1987). A
number of methods for testing this assumption and assessing the intensity of artefact
retouch on the informal ‘scrapers’ that characterise many Australian assemblages have
been recently developed, based on the adoption or modification of measures that have
been utilised on more formal assemblages elsewhere in the world (e.g. Clarkson 2002,
2005, Hiscock and Attenbrow 2003, 2005). Kuhn’s (1990) reduction index, which
measures retouch height as a fraction of flake thickness, is a common starting point. The
principle behind this index is that, for flakes subject to unifacial, non-invasive retouch,
retouch height will increase as scraper resharpening proceeds. Clarkson (2002) has
developed an alternative index for bifacial and more invasive retouch.

Hiscock and Attenbrow (2003, 2005), in a study of artefact assemblages from the Blue
Mountains, identified a number of scraper attributes that varied in association with the
Kuhn reduction index. These included the proportion of the flake margin that has been
retouched, the curvature of the retouched edge, the angle of the retouched edge, the
percentage of edge that is notched and the size of those notches. Similarly, Clarkson
(2005) looked at the perimeter of retouch and the occurrence of notching, as well as the
frequency of step-terminated retouch (as a proxy for edge angle) and the distribution of
retouch around the flake margin, in relation to the Kuhn reduction index. Both studies
found that as retouch intensity increases, the extent and curvature of retouch increases,
and notches become more common. Notches are also common in the early stages of
retouch. Hiscock and Attenbrow (2005: 51, see also Kurpiel 2010) distinguish complex
notches, which have been deliberately shaped, and simple notches, consisting of large,
single flake scars. Complex notches are assumed to be functional, while simple notches
indicate edge rejuvenation, and it is the latter that become more common with increasing
retouch intensity (Clarkson 2005: 25, Hiscock and Attenbrow 2005: 51).

The attributes recorded in this study do not allow for the direct assessment of either the
Kuhn reduction index or Clarkson’s index of invasiveness. Neither the length of the
retouched perimeter nor the angle of retouch were measured directly; however, the
number of retouched edges (between one and four) provides a rough estimation of the
retouched perimeter, while the frequency of stepped retouch can act as a proxy for edge
angle (Clarkson 2005: 24). Finally, the size of retouched artefacts should decrease with
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progressive resharpening. If cutting edge is what provides a flake with its ‘utility’, then
artefact surface area provides the best proxy for retouch potential and intensity (Kuhn
1994: 434).

Each of these measures of reduction and retouch will be assessed in the context of the
overall sequence of raw material reduction. The initial size and form of raw material,
and the techniques used to work and modify cores and flakes can have an effect on the
way reduction intensity is exhibited, and a straight-forward comparison of reduction at
different locations assumes that these are equal. Technological aspects that have a
bearing on these things will therefore be considered (see Appendix II). Raw material
procurement, core reduction, and tool production and resharpening are the broad stages
of the sequence that will be used to discriminate evidence for reduction intensity.

Raw material procurement in the GC assemblage
Raw material proportions
In the GC assemblage at 940691, fine-grained silcrete (FGS) is clearly the dominant raw
material (Table 6.1). Both quartzite and coarse-grained silcrete (CGS) are rare, with
quartzite artefacts smaller on average than those of FGS, and CGS artefacts larger
(Tables 6.1 and 6.2).

The relative abundance of raw materials is similar regardless of the method used to
measure abundance (artefact count, MNA, MNF or approximate weight; Table 6.3). The
only exception is the weight approximation, which shows that the different counting
methods underestimate the quantity (in terms of mass) of CGS that has actually been
transported to this location. This clearly reflects the larger average size of CGS
artefacts.

The difference in abundance and size between FGS and quartzite is most readily
explained by the difference in the distance to the respective sources. The pattern is
consistent with quartzite having been transported further and thus worked more
intensively than FGS prior to discard, although the magnitude and low significance of
the size difference is surprisingly low given the substantial difference between the
distance to each source and the overall quantity of each material. There are no quartzite
artefacts larger than 70 mm, however, which is half the size of the largest FGS artefact.
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Raw
material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Other
Total

n

%

1755
57
30
5
1847

95.0
3.1
1.6
0.3
100.0

Ave max

St. Dev.

29.4
28.3
43.1
48.4
29.6

15.2
13.6
21.8
37.1
15.5

Size range
3.6 – 141.4
6.2 – 69.5
13.8 – 108.9
14.6 – 99.6
3.6 – 141.4

Table 6.1. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of artefacts of each raw material in the GC
assemblage (excluding ‘Other’ raw materials: F = 12.07, df = 2, 1839, p = <0.0001).

Average size comparison
CGS, FGS
CGS, Quartzite

t
3.44
3.40

df
29
41

p, one-tail
0.0009
0.0007

Table 6.2. T-test statistics for the three main raw materials in Table 6.1, showing only those that are
significant. CGS artefacts are the largest, but the size difference between FGS and quartzite is not
significant.

Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Other
Total

MNA
1221
39
18
5
1283

MNA %
95.2
3.0
1.4
0.4
100.0

MNF
943
31
10
1
985

MNF %
95.7
3.1
1.0
0.1
100.0

Weight, g
18607
432
1075
61
20418

Weight %
91.1
2.1
5.3
1.5
100.0

Table 6.3. Frequency of raw materials in the GC assemblage, using alternative measures of abundance.
FGS is clearly the most common raw material, regardless of the method used to assess abundance. CGS is
relatively more abundant by weight.

The source of CGS is currently unknown. Because of the larger clast size, CGS would
flake in a less predictable manner than FGS or quartzite and it is therefore assumed to be
of lower flaking quality. It is unlikely, therefore that much effort would have been
expended to obtain it, indicating that the source is likely to be much closer than that of
quartzite; given its low abundance, large average size and low proportion by MNF, this
material is assumed to be available at least as readily, and therefore to be as close as,
FGS.

Form of transported material
Unworked stone (unmodified stone and nodule or block fragments) is rare, making up
less than 2% of the FGS assemblage and comprising only two artefacts in each of the
quartzite and CGS assemblages (Tables 6.4 – 6.6). Given that any stone present on the
lunette must have been deliberately transported, the low incidence of unworked material
is not surprising. Unmodified FGS is smaller on average than both cores and nodule
fragments, indicating that it is unlikely to be representative of the typical material that
was transported.
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The presence of nodules of FGS and quartzite and a block fragment of CGS indicate that
material was being transported in at least these forms. Where the original form of FGS
core blank could be identified, flakes were the most common, although this could be
because they are readily recognisable (Table 6.7). The blanks used for the quartzite and
CGS cores could not be identified (Tables 6.8 and 6.9).

The flakes that were being used as cores are much larger than other whole flakes,
including those that have been retouched (Table 6.10). They also more commonly retain
cortex, suggesting that these may be large primary flakes derived directly from, or close
to, the source. The average size of FGS cores of an indeterminate blank is consistent
with them being worked nodules. The transportation of FGS as either nodules or large
flakes is consistent with the nature of outcropping silcrete at the observed source
location – it is reasonable to assume that silcrete could be readily obtained and
transported in either of these forms.

Cores and flakes with high quantities of cortex are rare (Table 6.11), indicating that
initial decortification took place elsewhere, or that cortex was rare at the source.
Identification and analysis of the source (or sources) is necessary to determine the
quantity of cortex that was likely to be initially present on the material.

While the rarity of flakes with high levels of cortex indicates that cores were worked in a
preliminary fashion before being brought to the location, the best approximation of the
size of cores or core blanks when they arrive comes from cores that have had minimal
working or flakes that have been removed from those cores early in the reduction
process. Within the FGS assemblage, cortical cores are larger than non-cortical cores
(Table 6.12), supporting the suggestion that these cores provide a closer approximation
to original core size than non-cortical cores. Similarly, cortical flakes are larger than
non-cortical flakes (Table 6.13). Interestingly, the average oriented length of cortical
flakes is slightly larger than the average maximum scar size on cortical cores (Table 6.12
compared to Table 6.13). This suggests that cortical cores may still underestimate the
original size of cores when they were introduced to the study area.
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FGS artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Proximal flake
Medial flake
Rejuvenation flake
Bipolar flake
Nodule fragment
Hammerstone
Unmodified stone
Total

n
%
442 25.2
145
8.3
305 17.4
575 32.8
129
7.4
81
4.6
31
1.8
7
0.4
15
0.9
1
0.1
15
0.9
1
0.2
8
0.5
1755 100.0

max
20.2
45.1
38.7
28.7
25.2
23.2
27.2
25.1
45.0
44.8
42.0
54.0
35.3
29.4

sd
10.8
19.4
13.1
13.0
10.9
11.9
10.2
15.8
11.4
na
18.1
na
22.1
15.2

Table 6.4. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each FGS artefact type in the GC
assemblage.

Quartzite artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Proximal flake
Nodule fragment
Total

n
%
16 28.1
4
7.0
17 29.8
14 24.6
3
5.3
1
1.8
2
3.5
57 100.0

max
18.7
42.9
31.7
30.0
18.4
26.8
50.4
28.3

sd
7.0
11.0
12.6
13.6
2.3
na
20.6
13.6

Table 6.5. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each quartzite artefact type in the GC
assemblage.

CGS artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Slab/block fragment
Unmodified stone
Total

n
%
12 40.0
4 13.3
4 13.3
5 16.7
2
6.7
1
3.3
1
3.3
1
3.3
30 100.0

max
33.7
62.0
51.1
44.3
36.2
23.8
98.7
31.3
43.1

sd
13.3
32.8
7.0
18.3
12.3
na
na
na
21.8

Table 6.6. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each CGS artefact type in the GC
assemblage.

FGS core blank type
Flake
Nodule
Slab
Indeterminate
Total

n
%
18 12.4
17 11.7
7
4.8
103 71.0
145 100.0

max
43.9
49.6
66.9
43.1
45.1

sd
11.1
17.5
31.4
19.1
19.4

Approx. volume
25,000
68,000
155,200
58,800
60,300

Ave scar length
21.0
27.0
37.1
23.6
24.3

sd
6.6
11.9
21.4
11.4
12.0

Table 6.7. Frequency of each FGS core blank type in the GC assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), estimated core ‘volume’ (mm3) and the average length of the maximum flake
scar on each core (mm).
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Quartzite core blank type
indeterminate

n
%
4 100.0

max
sd
42.9 11.0

Approx. volume
35,100

Ave scar length sd
22.0
4.4

Table 6.8. Frequency of each quartzite core blank type in the GC assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), estimated core ‘volume’ (mm3) and the average length of the maximum flake
scar on each core (mm).

CGS core blank type
indeterminate

n
%
4 100.0

max
sd
62.0 32.8

Approx. volume
228,200

Ave scar length sd
40.6
17.4

Table 6.9. Frequency of each CGS core blank type in the GC assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), core ‘volume’ (mm3) and the average length of the maximum flake scar on
each core (mm).

Use of FGS whole flake
Core blank
Retouched
Unretouched

n
18
191
575

max
sd
43.9 11.1
38.7 12.1
28.7 13.0

thickness sd
17.0 5.0
9.6 4.8
6.8 3.8

% with cortex
33.8
20.9
22.1

Table 6.10. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average thickness of whole flakes (mm)
with different uses in the GC assemblage. The proportion of each with cortex is also shown. Whole
flakes used as cores are larger than both unmodified and retouched whole flakes (F =53.3, df = 2, 781,
p = <0.0001).

Cortex
amount
No cortex
1-32%
33-66%
67-99%
100%
Total

FGS cores
n
%
96 66.2
34 23.4
13
9.0
2
1.4
145 100.0

FGS flakes
n
%
599 78.1
81 10.6
41
5.3
37
4.8
9
1.2
767 100.0

Quartzite flakes
n
%
23 88.5
1
3.8
1
3.8
0
0
1
3.8
26 100.0

CGS flakes
n
%
6 75.0
2 25.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8 100.0

Table 6.11. Frequency of different amounts of cortex on FGS cores, and flakes of FGS, quartzite and
CGS in the GC assemblage. Cortex is rare on all raw materials.

Core surface, FGS
>33 % cortex
<33 % cortex
Non-cortical
Total

n
%
15 10.4
34 23.4
96 66.2
145 100.0

max
52.4
47.0
43.3
45.1

sd
19.8
22.3
18.1
19.4

Approx. volume
75,200
78,200
51,700
60,300

max scar
26.4
24.9
23.7
24.3

sd
10.5
12.0
12.2
12.0

Table 6.12. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm), estimated core volume (mm3) and
average maximum scar size of FGS cores (mm) with and without cortex in the GC assemblage. Cortical
cores are larger than non-cortical cores (maximum dimension, cortical vs non-cortical: t = 1.57, df = 143,
p = 0.060; maximum scar, cortical vs non-cortical: t = 0.78, df = 142, p = 0.220).

Flake surface, FGS
Cortical
Non-cortical
Total

n
%
168 21.9
599 78.1
767 100.0

max
sd
36.0 13.6
29.8 13.2
31.2 13.4

oriented
sd
27.9 12.0
22.9 10.8
24.0 11.3

Table 6.13. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length of FGS flakes
(mm) with and without cortex in the GC assemblage. Cortical flakes are larger than non-cortical flakes
(maximum dimension: t = 5.25, df = 764, p = <0.0001).
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Core scars, FGS
1-2
3-5
6+
Total

n
%
12
8.3
57 39.3
76 52.4
145 100.0

max
42.8
41.1
48.5
45.1

sd
14.9
17.2
21.0
19.4

Approx. volume
43,500
40,700
77,800
60,300

Table 6.14. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) and average estimated volume (mm3)
of FGS cores with high or low numbers of scars in the GC assemblage. Cores with 1-2 scars are larger
than those with 3-5 scars, but the difference is not significant (cores with 6+ scars are excluded from the
comparison, as this number of scars is more likely to have been counted on larger cores; see discussion in
text: t = 0.31, df = 67, p = 0.377).

Raw material, cortical flakes
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

n
2
168
3

max
sd
52.1 1.2
36.0 13.6
30.4 7.7

oriented sd
43.7 1.0
27.9 12.0
26.6 6.6

Table 6.15. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical flakes of each raw material in the GC assemblage. CGS cortical flakes are the largest, and
quartzite ones the smallest, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results (maximum
dimension: F = 1.68, df = 2, 169, p = 0.190; Oriented length: F = 1.79, df = 2, 166, p = 0.170).

Raw material, flakes with
plunge/axial terminations
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

n
1
94
2

max

sd

53.0
na
40.1 15.3
33.5 9.9

oriented

sd

44.5
na
30.5 12.4
28.5 7.9

Table 6.16. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of flakes
with plunge or axial terminations of each raw material in the GC assemblage. CGS flakes are the largest,
and quartzite ones the smallest, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results
(maximum dimension: F = 0.55, df = 2, 94, p = 0.581; Oriented length: F = 0.65, df = 2, 94, p = 0.523).

Cores with 1 or 2 scars are also larger than those with 3-5 scars (Table 6.14), although
the difference is not significant, suggesting that core scar number may be a less reliable
indicator of reduction levels than the presence of cortex. This could be due to the fact
that it becomes difficult to accurately count high number of scars on small cores, as well
as the removal of early scars by subsequent working. As a result, the true scar count for
highly reduced (and thus smaller) cores is likely to be underestimated. As a corollary to
this, high numbers of scars are more likely to be counted on larger cores, thus inflating
the average size of cores with higher numbers of scars.

The average size of cortical flakes suggests that the cores of CGS being brought to the
site were larger than those of FGS, which were larger again than those of quartzite
(Table 6.15). Although the numbers of CGS and quartzite cores are too low for the
comparison to yield statistically significant results, the pattern of FGS and quartzite size
is consistent with the size and abundance patterns noted previously, and is interpreted as
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being the result of the relative distance of transport for each raw material. Similarly,
although the number of CGS artefacts is low, the larger initial size of CGS indicates a
CGS source that is closer than that of FGS.

Flakes with plunge or axial terminations, which have, by definition, removed part of the
base of the core, provide an indication of at least one core dimension through their
oriented length, although usually at a later stage of reduction (but prior to final core
discard). Again, CGS flakes are the largest and quartzite ones the smallest, but the
comparison is hampered by the low sample size (Table 6.16). It is interesting that FGS
flakes with plunge or axial terminations are larger, on average, than those with cortex
(cf. Table 6.15; t = 1.93, df = 235, p = 0.027). Assuming that these types of flakes are
produced deliberately, perhaps to rejuvenate a core, this indicates that core rejuvenation
took place early in the reduction of a core, before cortex had been fully removed.

Raw material use in the GC assemblage
Core types
The types of cores present in the assemblage provide clues to the methods of core
reduction that were undertaken. Conical, horsehoof and microblade cores are the only
formal core-types recognised, all reflecting a specific method of reduction: singleplatform, single-direction flake removal. The multidirectional cores and the single
bifacial core are the largest cores, on average, in the FGS assemblage, followed by
informal single-platform cores (Table 6.17), suggesting that these may represent cores
that have been lost or discarded without significant working. This is supported by the
proportion of each of these core types retaining cortex, and the average number of scars
counted on each core type, although these attributes do need to be interpreted cautiously.
As mentioned previously, it is difficult to count large numbers of scars on small cores,
thus the number of scars probably underestimates the intensity of reduction on small
cores; additionally, scars were only counted up to six, thus the ‘average’ value reported
here may underestimate the actual number of scars. Given their small size, the
reasonably high scar count on conical, microblade and opposed cores is probably a good
indication that these core types are the most intensively worked. Similarly, the fact that
informal single-platform cores and bifacial cores are both large and have low scar
counts, indicates strongly that these are the least worked core types.
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FGS core type
Bifacial
Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Opposed
Horsehoof
Conical
Microblade
Total

n

%

max

sd

1
0.7
100 69.0
29 20.0
6
4.1
1
0.7
7
4.8
1
0.7
145 100.0

59.7
47.7
41.2
36.0
36.7
32.2
35.0
45.3

na
20.9
15.6
11.0
na
8.5
na
19.3

Approx.
volume
60,600
71,700
41,400
22,700
17,700
21,300
14,300
60,800

% with
cortex
100.0
38.0
24.1
16.7
0
28.6
0
33.8

‘Ave’ no.
scars
3.0
5.1
4.0
4.2
2.0
5.6
6.0
4.8

Table 6.17. Frequency of each FGS core type in the GC assemblage. Also shown are average maximum
dimension (mm), average estimated volume (mm3), proportion with cortex and the average number of
scars, in order from largest to smallest by maximum dimension. Bifacial and informal single-platform
cores are the least reduced core types, while conical, microblade and opposed cores are the most reduced
(maximum dimension of the four most common types: F = 2.52, df = 3, 138, p = 0.061).

The timing of core rotation
Core rotation is commonly associated with attempts to extend the life of a core as it
nears exhaustion (e.g. Clarkson and O’Connor 2006: 183) It is interesting, then, that
multidirectional cores, which by definition have undergone rotation, are relatively large
and also the most common type of core present. In contrast, the intensively worked
core-types make up only about 10% of the FGS core assemblage (all of the quartzite and
CGS cores are multidirectional). The immediate implication of this is that the majority
of cores in the assemblage have been discarded while still useful, suggesting that raw
material conservation was not a major concern. Alternatively, it is possible that cores
were discarded because they were not viable for further reduction, perhaps due to a high
incidence of step-terminating scars, which can make the edges of a core unworkable.

The large average size of multidirectional cores indicates that the rotation of cores
commonly took place early in their reduction. This is confirmed by looking at the
amount and location of cortex and the orientation of flake scars on the dorsal surface of
cortical flakes. Dorsal flake scars are most often initiated from quadrant one (Table
6.18), indicating repeated flaking from the same core platform (although, in part, this
high frequency may result from the higher visibility of scar initiation at the proximal end
of a flake). The overall high frequency of cortex in quadrant three supports this
indication of common unidirectional flaking (Table 6.19), despite the earlier observation
that the majority of cores are multidirectional. This discrepancy may reflect the fact that
a discarded core only preserves a portion of the flaking events (predominantly the last
events) to which it has been subject. Similarly, a single flake can never preserve all of
the flaking events that have been applied to the core from which it has been struck.
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While cortex is most likely to be retained in quadrant three and flake scars are most
likely to have been initiated from quadrant one, those flakes that still retain a large
proportion of cortex, and thus are more likely to have been struck from the core early in
the reduction process, are more likely to have scars initiated from quadrants two, three
and four (Table 6.18), while quadrant three is the one most likely not to preserve cortex
(Table 6.19). This distribution of scars and cortex indicates that cores were commonly
being rotated at least once whilst still bearing a large amount of cortex. As flakes with
progressively less cortex were then struck from their respective cores, the likelihood of
cortex being retained in quadrant one rapidly decreases (Table 6.19), while dorsal flake
scars in quadrants two and four also become less common (Table 6.18). This indicates a
decreasing incidence of 90o core rotation as cortex removal proceeded. A relatively high
proportion of flakes with little or no cortex have flake scars that were initiated from
quadrant three, indicating that opposed flaking (180o rotation) also took place, as the
presence of a small number of opposed cores attests.

The preceding discussion refers to the probability of the timing of core rotation based on
general patterns within the population of flakes. Individual flakes also provide a record
of the minimum number of times that a particular core has been rotated, based on the
combination of flake scar directions. These support the interpretation that artefacts with
the highest proportion of cortex are more likely to preserve evidence of core rotation
(Table 6.20).

This analysis confirms that core rotation in this assemblage occurred commonly at an
early stage in the reduction of FGS cores, resulting in the production of multidirectional
and, to a lesser extent, opposed cores. Many of these cores were still relatively large
when they were discarded, raising two questions: what prompted core rotation and what
prompted core discard? One possibility is that core rotation was deliberately used in the
early stage of core reduction to help shape a core into something that was more easily
reduced, or to remove cortex. Continued flaking then overprinted this initial stage of
multidirectional flaking on the smaller, more formal core-types. Alternatively, as
mentioned above, core rotation and discard may be a response to a high incidence of step
flaking.
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Dorsal scar
location
1
2
3
4
Total

67-99% cortex
n
%
20
74.1
6
22.2
6
22.2
5
18.5
27

33-66% cortex
n
%
27
87.1
6
19.4
1
3.2
3
9.7
31

1-32% cortex
n
%
59
96.7
6
9.8
8
13.1
4
6.6
61

No cortex
n
%
375
92.6
47
11.6
57
14.1
40
9.9
405

Table 6.18. Frequency of dorsal flake scars initiated from different quadrants on FGS flakes with
different quantities of cortex in the GC assemblage. Flakes may have scars initiated from multiple
quadrants, therefore columns do not total 100%. Unidirectional flaking dominates, but a high frequency
of scars initiated from other quadrants on flakes with high quantities of cortex indicates early core rotation.

Cortex location
1
2
3
4
Total

67-99% cortex
n
%
35
97.2
35
97.2
33
91.7
33
91.7
36

33-66% cortex
n
%
27
67.5
18
45.0
37
92.5
31
77.5
40

1-32% cortex
n
%
19
23.8
33
41.3
52
65.0
22
27.5
80

All artefacts
n
%
90
54.5
95
57.6
131
79.4
95
57.6
165

Table 6.19. Frequency of dorsal cortex located in different quadrants on FGS flakes with different
quantities of cortex in the GC assemblage. Flakes may bear cortex in multiple quadrants, therefore
columns do not total 100%. Overall, cortex is most likely to be retained in quadrant three, indicating
common unidirectional flaking, but cortex is more likely to be present on other quadrants on flakes with a
high quantity of cortex, suggesting early core rotation.

Min. no. of
core
rotations
0
1
2
3
Total

67-99%
dorsal cortex
n
%
15
55.6
8
29.6
3
11.1
1
3.7
27
100.0

33-66%
dorsal cortex
n
%
23
74.2
6
19.4
2
6.5
31

100.0

1-32%
dorsal cortex
n
%
47
77.0
11
18.0
2
3.3
1
1.6
61
100.0

No dorsal
cortex
n
%
303 74.8
68 16.8
26
6.4
8
2.0
405 100.0

Total
n
%
389 74.0
93 17.7
34
6.5
10
1.9
526 100.0

Table 6.20. Comparison of the minimum number of core rotations reflected in dorsal flakes scars on FGS
flakes with different quantities of cortex in the GC assemblage. Evidence of rotation is more common on
flakes with the greatest quantity of cortex, although the distribution is not significant (rotation vs no
rotation: Ȥ2 = 5.21, df =3, p = 0.157).

Core rotation versus core discard
Cores with a high proportion of step-terminated flake scars are not significantly larger
than those with little stepping (Table 6.21). A direct link between stepping and
premature discard of larger than average cores is therefore considered unlikely. Only
conical cores are significantly smaller in the absence of stepping (Table 6.22), which
may reflect the efficiency of this type of core. Multidirectional cores have a higher
proportion of step-terminated flake scars than other core types (Table 6.22), so stepping
in this assemblage could have contributed to core rotation.
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The size of the largest scar on a core relative to the overall core volume can provide an
indication of how efficient core reduction has been. A low ratio indicates that a core has
been discarded with only small flakes having been removed, while a high ratio indicates
that the largest flakes possible have been struck from the core and that the core has
probably been worked efficiently. Not surprisingly, the presence of stepping results in a
lower ratio, while cores without stepping tend to be worked more efficiently (Table
6.23). Informal single-platform cores, particularly those with a high number of stepterminated scars, have been discarded with only relatively small flakes having been
struck from them, while multidirectional cores both with and without stepping have been
worked more efficiently.

This pattern leads to two conclusions. Firstly, given the high frequency of stepping on
multidirectional cores, core rotation appears to have been a strategy that allowed flaking
to continue effectively and efficiently. This supports the suggestion that the discard of
multidirectional cores was unlikely to be the result of stepping. Secondly, stepping on
other core types has led to core discard while workable material was still present.

Opposed cores, the smallest core type, may have reached the limits of practical handling.
For larger core-types, i.e. informal single-platform cores, this may reflect testing of the
material. Again, this suggests that the concern for conservation of FGS is relatively low.
This also indicates that at least some proportion of FGS was being transported to the
location of this assemblage without prior testing. Thus, not only was FGS not subject to
reduction processes that reflect concern for conservation, but there appears to have been
minimal concern with minimising the quantity (in terms of mass) of material that was
being transported, and thus wasted if proved to be of poor quality. This could reflect the
deliberate caching of material at this location, or the desire to use these objects for other
purposes (e.g. as hammerstones).

Low conservation is further supported by the minimal evidence for core rejuvenation.
No tablet flakes are present in this assemblage, and core platform rejuvenation flakes
make up only 1.2% of the FGS assemblage (n = 21, including those retouched artefacts
that are possibly rejuvenation flakes). It was suggested earlier that core rejuvenation
may also be reflected in the production of flakes with axial or plunge terminations
(assuming that these have been produced deliberately). While these types of flakes may
serve to remove a non-functioning stepped platform, they tend to be larger and thicker
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than flakes of other types (Table 6.24), thus they are not considered to be a method of
core rejuvenation that would be undertaken if raw material conservation was desired.
Again, this indicates a lack of concern for conservation of FGS.

Core scar termination
Stepped
Unstepped
Total

n
%
53 36.6
92 63.4
145 100.0

max
sd
46.6 18.6
44.2 19.9
45.1 19.4

Table 6.21. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of FGS cores with and without a high
proportion of step-terminated scars in the GC assemblage. Cores with a high proportion of stepterminated scars are larger, but the difference is not significant (maximum dimension: t = 0.70, df = 143,
p = 0.242).

Core type
Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Opposed
Total (all core types)

Stepped
n
%
41 41.0
8 28.6
2 28.6
2 33.3
53 36.8

Unstepped
n
%
59 59.0
21 71.4
5 71.4
4 66.7
92 63.2

Stepped
max
sd
47.4 19.3
46.4 18.9
41.6 2.6
35.5 17.8
46.6 18.6

Unstepped
max
sd
47.9 22.0
39.2 14.2
28.5 6.8
36.2 9.8
44.2 19.9

t-test results
t
df
p
-0.12 98 0.450
1.12 27 0.137
2.54 5 0.026
-0.47 4 0.474
0.70 143 0.242

Table 6.22. Comparison of the frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of stepped and
unstepped FGS cores of different types in the GC assemblage. Multidirectional cores have a higher
incidence of stepping; only conical cores exhibit a significant difference in size between stepped and
unstepped cores.

Core type

Stepped
n ratio
41 0.71
8 0.51
2 0.63
2 0.37
53 0.66

Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Opposed
Total

Unstepped
n ratio
59 0.87
21 0.81
5 0.81
4 0.80
89 0.85

Table 6.23. Comparison of the ratio of flake scar to core volume for stepped and unstepped FGS cores of
different types in the GC assemblage. Stepped cores have a lower ratio, indicating less efficient utilisation
of raw material. Multidirectional cores are more efficiently worked than other core types.

Termination type
Feather
Hinge
Step
Axial/Plunge
Total

n
%
443 48.6
193 21.2
182 20.0
94 10.3
912 100.0

max
29.9
30.6
27.4
40.1
30.6

sd
12.9
13.6
11.4
15.3
13.4

n
353
171
146
86
756

surf area sd
562.2 462.0
628.2 513.7
415.3 343.3
899.1 743.8
587.1 511.2

n plat thick sd
396 5.1
3.1
170 4.8
3.1
156 4.7
3.0
92 7.4
5.1
814 5.2
3.5

Table 6.24. Comparison of the frequency of FGS flakes with different termination types in the GC
assemblage. Also shows average maximum dimension (mm), average surface area (mm2) and average
platform thickness (mm). Distal flakes and flakes with missing terminations are excluded. Flakes with
axial or plunge terminations are larger in several dimensions than other termination types (maximum
dimension: F = 29.88, df = 3, 908, p = <0.0001; Surf area: F = 17.95, df = 3, 752, p = <0.0001; Platform
thickness: F = 15.29, df = 3, 810, p = <0.0001).
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Differences in reduction intensity between raw materials
Only four cores each of quartzite and CGS were identified in the GC assemblage. Thus
it is difficult to make comparisons of reduction intensity from the cores alone. The
difference between the sizes of the cores of different materials is not significant,
although the pattern of CGS as the largest and quartzite the smallest is consistent with
the hypothesis that the CGS cores introduced to the GC assemblage were larger than
those of FGS, and larger again than those of quartzite (Table 6.25). This pattern of the
size of introduced material needs to be considered for all size comparisons, as the size of
the initial material will influence the average size of the flaking products.

Raw material,
multidirectional cores only
CGS
FGS
Quartzite
Total

n

%

4
3.7
100 92.6
4
3.7
108 100.0

max

sd

62.0 32.8
47.7 20.9
42.9 11.0
48.1 21.1

Approx
volume
228,200
71,700
35,100
76,100

Table 6.25. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) and average estimated core volume
(mm3) of multidirectional cores of different raw materials in the GC assemblage. CGS cores are larger
and quartzite ones smaller, but the difference is not significant (F = 1.01, df = 2, 105, p = 0.370).

Artefact type
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Total (all artefact types)

CGS
max
sd
33.7 13.3
62.0 32.8
51.1 7.0
44.3 18.3
43.1 21.8

FGS
max
sd
20.2 10.8
45.1 19.4
38.7 13.1
28.7 13.0
29.4 15.2

Quartzite
max
sd
18.7 7.0
42.9 11.0
31.7 12.6
30.0 13.6
28.3 13.6

ANOVA results
F
df
p
9.29 2, 467 0.0001
1.48 2, 150
0.230
4.24 2, 323
0.015
3.59 2, 591
0.028
12.07 2, 1839 <0.0001

Table 6.26. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of different artefact types of different
raw materials in the GC assemblage. The trend of CGS being larger and quartzite smaller is consistent,
with the exception of the difference between FGS and quartzite whole flakes. Not all of the differences
are significant, however.

Artefact type
Angular fragment
Retouched artefacts

Whole flake
All artefacts

Comparison
CGS, FGS
CGS, quartzite
CGS, FGS
CGS, quartzite
FGS, quartzite
CGS, FGS
CGS, quartzite
CGS, FGS
CGS, quartzite

t
4.21
3.55
1.89
2.93
2.15
2.66
1.85
3.44
3.40

df
452
16
307
19
320
577
17
29
41

p, one-tail
<0.0001
0.001
0.029
0.004
0.016
0.004
0.041
0.0009
0.0007

Table 6.27. Post-hoc t-tests for Table 6.26, showing significant results only. CGS is consistently larger
than the other raw materials, while FGS and quartzite are significantly different only for retouched
artefacts.
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Raw material
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

MNF
10
943
31

n cores
5
160
4

ratio
2.00
5.89
7.63

Ave. scars
4.5
4.8
5.5

Table 6.28. Comparison of the flake:core ratio and average number of scars on cores of different raw
materials in the GC assemblage. CGS appears to be the least intensively worked raw material, and
quartzite the most.

core scar length / oriented length
plunge flakes
cortical flakes
all whole flakes
proportion of flakes longer than
largest average flake scar

CGS
0.91
0.93
1.20

FGS
0.79
0.86
1.02

Quartzite
0.77
0.83
1.00

40.0%

41.9%

46.7%

Table 6.29. Comparison of the ratio of the average length of maximum core scar size to the average
oriented length of different flake types. There are a higher proportion of quartzite flakes that are larger
than the average maximum flake scar, and a larger difference in size between the flakes and scars,
indicating that quartzite cores have been reduced in size more substantially.

In fact, this pattern is maintained for all of the comparable artefact types (Tables 6.26
and 6.27), with the exception of whole flakes of quartzite, which are actually larger than
whole flakes of FGS (but not significantly so). This consistent pattern suggests that, as
well as arriving at the location in a smaller form, quartzite has probably undergone more
intensive reduction than FGS. This size difference is significant for retouched artefacts
in particular (Table 6.27), while CGS artefacts are consistently and significantly larger
than both FGS and quartzite artefacts. It is highly likely that CGS was worked less
intensively than either of the other two materials.

The number of flakes present relative to the number of cores of each raw material
provides a measure of the degree of reduction intensity. Given the extremely low
numbers of CGS and quartzite cores and other artefacts, this measure must be interpreted
cautiously, as the ratios could be easily skewed. A supporting measure is the average
number of scars counted on each core, although this can also be skewed by the ability to
count more scars on larger cores. Both measures provide further evidence that quartzite
has been worked more intensively on site than both FGS and CGS (Table 6.28). In spite
of the low number of CGS cores, the flake:core ratio is particularly low for this raw
material, supporting the hypothesis of low levels of core reduction intensity. The large
average scar count on the CGS cores can probably be attributed, at least in part, to the
large average size of these cores. The relative size of oriented flakes and the average
maximum scar size on cores also indicates more intensive use of quartzite, and less
intensive use of CGS (Table 6.29).
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Tool production in the GC assemblage
Tool blank selection
Whole flakes are clearly the most common artefact type selected for retouch among all
raw material types (Tables 6.30 – 6.32). It has already been noted that retouched whole
flakes are larger than unretouched whole flakes, and this pattern is maintained for all
FGS tool blank types (Table 6.33).

Given that retouch reduces artefact size, it is clear that larger artefacts, in particular large
flakes, were being selected from the FGS assemblage for use as tools. If these flakes
were selected from those produced early in the reduction sequence, they should show
evidence of early stages of reduction, such as low numbers of dorsal flake scars and
relatively high proportions of artefacts with cortex. However the number of dorsal flake
scars is actually higher on retouched artefacts (Table 6.34), while the frequency of
cortex does not differ significantly between retouched and unretouched artefacts (Table
6.35). While the larger size of retouched artefacts may skew the count of dorsal scars,
this evidence suggests that it is not the large flakes produced early in the reduction of a
core that are being selected for retouch, but rather larger flakes produced later in the
sequence.

Quartzite tools do not exhibit the same pattern of size differences as FGS tools. Where
comparisons are possible, the size of retouched and unretouched quartzite artefacts is
very similar, with retouched artefacts only slightly bigger overall (Table 6.36). While
this could indicate no particular preference for larger artefacts as tool blanks, it is also
possible that larger artefacts were originally selected and that a greater intensity of
retouch/resharpening of quartzite tools has reduced their size more significantly (with
respect to the unretouched artefact size) than the retouch of FGS. This hypothesis will
be addressed in subsequent discussion.

There is no evidence to suggest that flakes of a particular shape were being selected for
retouch, in either the FGS or the quartzite components of the assemblage (Tables 6.37
and 6.38).
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FGS artefact
type
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Core
Split flake
Flake fragment
Other flake
Other artefact type
Total

Retouched
n
%
191 63.9
44 14.7
15
5.0
27
9.0
22
7.4

299 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
575 39.9
442 30.7
145 10.1
129
9.0
119
8.3
16
1.1
15
1.0
1441 100.0

Table 6.30. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched FGS artefacts of different types
in the GC assemblage. Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on indeterminate blanks.
Whole flakes are preferred as tool blanks (Ȥ2 = 68.45, df = 6, p = <0.0001).

Quartzite
artefact type
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Core
Split flake
Flake fragment
Other artefact type
Total

Retouched
n
%
12
70.6

2
3

11.8
17.6

17

100.0

Unretouched
n
%
14 35.0
16 40.0
4 10.0
3
7.5
1
2.5
2
5.0
40 100.0

Table 6.31. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched quartzite artefacts of different
types in the GC assemblage. Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on indeterminate
blanks. Whole flakes are preferred as tool blanks (Ȥ2 = 14.66, df = 5, p = 0.012).

CGS
artefact type
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Core
Split flake
Flake fragment
Other artefact type
Total

Retouched
n
%
3
75.0
1

25.0

4

100.0

Unretouched
n
%
5 21.7
12 48.0
4 16.0
2
8.0
1
4.0
1
4.0
25 100.0

Table 6.32. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched CGS artefacts of different types
in the GC assemblage. Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on indeterminate blanks.
Whole flakes are preferred as tool blanks, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results
(Ȥ2 = 6.50, df = 5, p = 0.260).
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FGS
artefacts
Angular frag.
Core
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Prox. flake
Medial flake
Indeterminate
Total

Retouched
max sd
33.4 13.3
48.6 15.8
38.7 12.1
40.2 13.3
36.8 13.4
43.2 13.4
46.2 15.8
38.7 13.1

Unretouched
max sd
20.2 10.8
45.1 19.4
28.7 13.0
25.2 10.9
23.2 11.9
27.2 10.2
25.1 15.8
27.4

14.9

Table 6.33. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of retouched and unretouched FGS
artefacts of different types in the GC assemblage. Unmodified stone, rejuvenation flake, bipolar flakes,
hammerstones, slabs and nodules not included in total. Larger artefact types are preferred as tool blanks (t
= 13.12, df = 476, p = <0.0001).

No. of dorsal
flake scars
0-1
2-3
4-5
6+
Total n
‘Average’

Retouched
n
%
13
6.8
68 35.6
60 31.4
50 26.2
191 100.0
4.0

Unretouched
n
%
73 12.7
218 37.8
174 30.2
111 19.3
576 100.0
2.5

Table 6.34. Comparison of the frequency of dorsal flakes scars on retouched and unretouched FGS
artefacts in the GC assemblage. Retouched flakes have more flakes with a higher number of scars,
resulting in a larger average number of flake scars (Ȥ2 = 7.92, df = 3, p = 0.048).

cortical flakes
non-cortical flakes
Total n
ratio

Retouched
n
%
40 20.9
151 79.1
191 100.0
3.8

Unretouched
n
%
128 22.2
448 77.8
576 100.0
3.5

Table 6.35. Comparison of the frequency of dorsal cortex on retouched and unretouched FGS artefacts in
the GC assemblage. No preference for cortical or non-cortical flakes is evident (Ȥ2 = 0.14, df = 1,
p = 0.711).

Quartzite
artefacts
Angular frag.
Core
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Prox. flake
Total*

Retouched
max sd

31.2 8.7
21.3 0.2
46.7 32.3
27.9
na
31.7 12.6

Unretouched
max sd
18.7
7.0
42.9 11.0
30.0 13.6
18.4
7.0
26.8
26.8

na
13.9

Table 6.36. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of retouched and unretouched
quartzite artefact types in the GC assemblage. *Unmodified stone, rejuvenation flake, bipolar flakes,
hammerstones, slabs and nodules not included in total. Retouched artefacts are larger than unretouched
artefacts, but the difference is not significant (t = 1.24, df = 55, p = 0.110).
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Flake shape
FGS
Convergent
Divergent
Parallel
Irregular
Total n

Retouched
n
%
30 15.7
19
9.9
12
6.3
130 68.1
191 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
90 15.6
53
9.2
63 10.9
370 64.2
576 100.0

Table 6.37. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched FGS flakes of different shapes in
the GC assemblage. No preference for a particular flake shape is evident (Ȥ2 = 3.59, df = 3, p = 0.310).

Flake shape
Quartzite
Convergent
Divergent
Parallel
Irregular
Total n

Retouched
n
%
2 16.7
1
8.3
1
8.3
8 66.7
12 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
2 14.3
3 21.4
3 21.4
6
42.9
14 100.0

Table 6.38. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched quartzite flakes of different
shapes in the GC assemblage. No preference for a particular flake shape is evident (Ȥ2 = 2.14, df = 3,
p = 0.543).

Tool type and retouch type
Retouch is more common on quartzite and less common on CGS (Tables 6.4 – 6.6;
retouched vs unretouched artefacts: Ȥ2 = 7.85, df = 2, p = 0.020). This is consistent with
what has already been discussed in relation to the relative material quality and distance
to source. Because of the low number of CGS tools, these will not be discussed further.

The majority of retouch on FGS tools consists of either edge damage or minor, informal
retouch (Table 6.39). Quartzite has a higher percentage of what could be considered
‘formal’ tools – scrapers and those with notched or backed margins – although informal
retouch is also common. This high incidence of informal retouch and edge damage in
the FGS assemblage supports the earlier interpretation that there was limited concern for
raw material conservation. The high incidence of scrapers, along with the small size of
quartzite tools compared to unretouched quartzite, provides preliminary evidence that
quartzite was retouched more intensively, as well as more commonly, than FGS,
supporting the hypothesis above. This is further supported by the average number of
retouched edges on quartzite tools (Table 6.40).
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Tool/retouch type
Informal
Edge damage only
Scraper
Notched
Multinotched
Backed
Total

FGS
n
%
145 47.9
44 14.5
52 17.2
34 11.2
19 6.3
9 3.0
303 100.0

Quartzite
n
%
6 35.3
1
5.9
6 35.3
3 17.6
1
5.9
17 100.0

Table 6.39. Comparison of the frequency of FGS and quartzite tools of different types in the GC
assemblage. Informal retouch and edge damage is more common on FGS tools, and scraper retouch more
common on quartzite, but the difference is not significance (Ȥ2 = 5.40, df = 5, p = 0.369; Formal vs
informal retouch: Ȥ2 = 3.05, df = 1, p = 0.081).

No. retouched
edges
1
2
3
4
Total
Average

FGS
n
%
155 51.2
92 30.4
51 16.8
5 1.7
303 100.0
1.69

Quartzite
n
%
7 41.2
6 35.3
4 23.5
17 100.0
1.82

Table 6.40. Comparison of the number of retouched edges on FGS and quartzite tools in the GC
assemblage. Quartzite tools have a higher average number of edges retouched, but the difference is not
significant (Ȥ2 = 3.80, df = 3, p = 0.284).

Retouch intensity
As demonstrated above, quartzite tools have more retouched edges on average than
those of FGS (Table 6.40). Although not statistically significant, this pattern is
maintained for scrapers, notched artefacts (incorporating those with multiple notches)
and informally retouched artefacts (Table 6.41). Quartzite also has a lower frequency of
tools with edge damage only (Table 6.42), but this difference is again insignificant due
to the low artefact numbers.

When it comes to comparing the size of different tool types, the expected pattern is
essentially reversed: those tool types that are expected to represent the most intense
retouch (scrapers, those with more retouched edges, and those with step retouch) are
actually the largest tool types, while those with edge damage and those with only a
single retouched margin are the smallest (Tables 6.43 – 6.48). This emphasises the
preference for large flakes as tool blanks. That tools with edge damage and a single
margin of retouch tend to be smaller than other tool or retouch types indicates that
smaller artefacts have been selected for expedient use.
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The significance of these size differences is mostly low, with the exception of tool
thickness, which is significantly larger on tools with step retouch (Tables 6.47 and 6.48).
In fact, this is a logical relationship; by its nature, step retouch is more likely to be
possible on thick artefacts. Without an assessment of the height or invasiveness of
retouch, the distinction between step and scalar retouch is likely to be of limited value
for assessing retouch intensity.

It is difficult to make an assessment of relative retouch or resharpening intensity based
on the attributes that have been recorded for this assemblage. Furthermore, because the
size of different tool types appears to bear minimal relationship to the intensity of
retouch, it is difficult to place notched artefacts within a resharpening sequence. It is
interesting that notched artefacts and scrapers are among the largest tool types in the
FGS assemblage, but notched artefacts in the quartzite assemblage are the smallest tool
type. It has already been noted that the FGS assemblage shows many features that
indicate minimal concern for raw material conservation. This may also be reflected in a
low incidence of tool resharpening – it is possible that artefacts of appropriate size and
shape were selected from the available assemblage, shaped as needed, and then
discarded without further modification. Thus there is effectively no resharpening
sequence within the FGS artefact assemblage.

Quartzite, on the other hand, shows evidence of having been worked more intensively,
retouched more often, and also retouched more intensively than FGS. Thus, the small
size of notched quartzite artefacts may indicate that these are a product of a later stage of
resharpening. Whether artefact size bears any relationship to the type of notch (simple
or complex) is unable to be answered from the data that have been collected, but would
certainly be of interest (see Kurpiel 2010).

Alternatively, it is possible that artefact surface area is not an appropriate proxy for
assessing the relative degree of resharpening, or that the relationship between retouch
intensity, retouch type and artefact size is more complicated than can be determined
using the attributes recorded in this study. Both scrapers and notched artefacts have
potential to reveal more information about retouch intensity and the overall reduction
sequence with more detailed descriptions and measurements.
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Tool type
Scrapers
Notched
Informal
Total (all tools)

FGS
1.88
1.70
1.13
1.69

Quartzite
2.00
1.75
1.71
1.82

Table 6.41. Comparison of the average number of retouched edges on FGS and quartzite tools of
different types in the GC assemblage. Quartzite tools of all types have a higher average number of edges
retouched, but the difference is not significant for any tool type (Scrapers: Ȥ2 = 5.24, df = 3, p = 0.155;
Notched: Ȥ2 = 3.80, df = 3, p = 0.284; Informal: Ȥ2 = 1.82, df = 3, p = 0.284).

Retouch type
Step
Scalar
Edge damage only
Total

FGS
n
%
131 49.4
88 33.2
46 17.4
265 100.0

Quartzite
n
%
7 50.0
6 42.9
1
7.1
14 100.0

Table 6.42. Comparison of the frequency of FGS and quartzite tools with different types of edge
modification in the GC assemblage (Ȥ2 = 1.19, df = 2, p = 0.551).

Tool/retouch type
Backed
Edge damage only
Informal
Notched
Scraper
Total

FGS
n
%
3
1.7
36 19.9
85 47.0
26 14.4
31 17.1
181 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
413.3 236.6
695.9 416.8
875.3 594.9
995.0 581.2
1013.7 555.2
872.9 559.6

Table 6.43. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of different FGS tool types in the GC
assemblage (excluding scrapers with notches). Scrapers are the largest and artefacts with edge damage or
informal retouch are the smallest, although the differences are only significant at the 10% confidence level
(F = 2.27, df = 4, 176, p = 0.064).

Tool/retouch type
Notched
Edge damage only
Scraper
Informal
Total

Quartzite
n
%
2 18.2
1
9.1
4 36.4
4 36.4
11 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
327.5 145.1
353.2
na
629.9 439.4
667.8 226.6
563.5 311.6

Table 6.44. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of different quartzite tool types in the GC
assemblage (excluding scrapers with notches). Informally retouched artefacts are the largest and notched
artefacts the smallest, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results (F = 0.67, df = 3, 7,
p = 0.597).
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No. retouched
edges
1
2
3
4
Total

FGS
n
%
78 42.4
67 36.4
35 19.0
4
2.2
184 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
788.2 503.4
897.4 560.5
976.3 592.6
1294.9 939.6
874.8 555.8

Table 6.45. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of FGS tools with different numbers of
retouched edges in the GC assemblage. The most retouch occurs on the largest tools, although the size
differences are not significant (F = 1.84, df = 3, 180, p = 0.141).

No. retouched
edges
1
2
3
Total

Quartzite
n
%
6 54.5
2 18.2
3 27.3
11 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
453.3 233.8
454.1 436.1
857.1 276.1
563.5 311.6

Table 6.46. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of quartzite tools with different numbers of
retouched edges in the GC assemblage. The most retouch occurs on the largest tools, but the number of
artefacts is too low to yield significant results (F = 2.31, df = 2, 8, p = 0.162).

Retouch type
Edge damage
Scalar
Step
Total

FGS
n
%
37 22.6
56 34.1
71 43.3
164 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
710.3 420.2
879.2 553.5
954.4 617.2
873.6 561.1

Thickness
n ave
sd
40 7.9 3.5
65 9.1 4.0
88 10.4 4.5
193 9.5 4.2

Table 6.47. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) and average thickness (mm) of FGS tools with
different types of edge modification in the GC assemblage. Edge damage occurs on the smallest and
thinnest tools, and step retouch on the largest and thickest (Surface area: F = 2.34, df = 2, 161, p = 0.099;
Thickness: F = 5.19, df = 2, 1900, p = 0.006).

Retouch type
Edge damage
Scalar
Step
Total

Quartzite
n
%
1 11.1
4 44.4
4 44.4
9 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
353.2
na
611.2 451.5
686.5 194.3
616.0 319.0

Thickness
n ave
sd
1 4.7 na
6 5.4 0.4
5 12.3 1.4
12 8.2 3.7

Table 6.48. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) and average thickness (mm) of quartzite tools
with different types of edge modification in the GC assemblage. Edge damage occurs on the thinnest
tools, and step retouch on the thickest (Surface area: F = 0.37, df = 2, 6, p = 0.706; Thickness: F = 71.2,
df = 2, 9, p = <0.0001).
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Platform cluster
In Chapter 5, a small erosion platform within the GC sedimentary unit bearing small
stone artefacts in association with burnt macropod bone and fragmented mussel shell
was described. Just over 8% of the artefacts in this cluster were in situ, compared with
only two artefacts (0.1%) in the rest of the GC assemblage. Within this platform cluster,
65% of artefacts retain a coating of calcium carbonate, compared with just 2.6% of the
rest of the GC assemblage, and they are substantially less weathered, providing strong
evidence that the cluster has not been exposed on the surface for very long.
All but two of the 251 artefacts in the platform cluster consist of fine-grained silcrete,
with an average maximum dimension that is about half that of the FGS in the rest of the
assemblage (Table 6.49). The cluster contains a single core, one unmodified nodule
fragment, three retouched artefacts, flakes, flake fragments and angular fragments. It is
tempting to interpret this cluster as the product of a series of closely related knapping
events, although systematic attempts to refit artefacts were only moderately successful
(Foley 2011). Furthermore, despite the tight spatial association, the temporal resolution
of the cluster cannot currently be refined. Although the cluster can be reliably
associated with the GC unit, only a small percentage of the artefacts are in situ. It is not
clear (due to the nature of the erosion and the multiple thin clay laminations) whether
those artefacts that are in situ are all derived from the same layer or from multiple clay
layers; even assuming that all of the artefacts are derived from a single clay layer, the
length of time involved in the deposition of a single layer of clay is currently
undetermined. These thin sediment layers could represent seasonal deposition, or longer
environmental cycles. In the absence of significant refitting, it is not possible to attribute
this cluster to a single knapping event, or even a series of events conducted by the same
group of people during the same occupation period.
Those artefacts that are in situ are clearly associated with the deposition of clay-rich
sediments. The thin laminations preclude substantial reworking by bioturbation or other
soil-formation processes, thus it is likely that these artefacts have been deposited during
a low-water lake phase. The presence of mussel shell fragments, including one in situ
fragment, on the edge of the cluster also attests to the presence of people in this area
while water was present. It is impossible to determine, with the current resolution of
sediment samples for dating, whether the surface stone artefacts, mussel shell and
macropod bone can be associated at any more than the resolution of the GC unit.
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Artefact type
Angular fragment
Core
Distal flake
Medial flake
Nodule fragment
Proximal flake
Retouched artefacts
Split flake
Whole flake
Total
ave max, sd

Cluster
n
%
118 47.4
1
0.4
12
4.8
2
0.8
1
0.4
2
0.8
3
1.2
27 10.8
83 33.3
249 100.0
15.0 10.0

Rest of GC
n
%
325 21.6
145
9.6
69
4.6
5
0.3
14
0.9
29
1.9
302 20.0
102
6.8
492 32.6
1508 100.0
31.8 14.6

Table 6.49. Comparison of the frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of FGS artefacts of
different types in the platform cluster with the rest of the GC assemblage. Note that the total for the rest of
the GC assemblage includes artefact types that did not occur in the platform cluster. Artefacts in the
platform cluster are approximately half the size, on average, as those in the rest of the GC assemblage
(t =-22.8, df = 447, p = <0.0001).

Flakes with cortex
Flakes with less than 3 scars
Flakes from rotated cores

Cluster
85.7 %
81.0 %
76.1 %

Rest of GC
77.2 %
44.5 %
21.3 %

Ȥ2
3.20
39.77
65.53

df
p
1
0.07
1 <0.0001
1 <0.0001

Table 6.50. Comparison of the relative frequency of artefacts indicating the early stages of core
reduction. The platform cluster contains a higher proportion of early-stage reduction products than does
the rest of the GC assemblage, despite the smaller average size.

Do the artefacts in Cluster 1 differ in any substantial way from the rest of the GC
assemblage? The most obvious difference is the average size of the artefacts, which, as
stated earlier, is approximately half that of the overall GC assemblage (Table 6.49).
Accordingly, artefact types that tend to be large in the GC assemblage – cores, retouched
artefacts, and flakes with axial or plunge terminations – are rare in Cluster 1 compared to
the rest of the assemblage. Thus, this cluster has probably retained a higher proportion
of artefacts within the small size classes that have been differentially washed away
elsewhere in the assemblage.

The single core is multidirectional and the few retouched artefacts either informal or
with edge damage only, thus they resemble the most common core and tool types in the
GC assemblage (cf. Tables 6.17 and 6.39) and provide little additional information.
Despite cortical flakes typically being larger than non-cortical flakes, cortical flakes are
more common in the platform cluster than the rest of the GC assemblage, making up
86% of the flake assemblage. There are also more flakes with low numbers of dorsal
flake scars and more evidence of core rotation (Table 6.50). Assuming that the pattern
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of early core rotation is maintained for this component of the GC assemblage, these
things together suggest that this platform cluster contains a higher proportion of earlystage reduction products than does the rest of the assemblage, in spite of the smaller
average size.

Discussion
Summary
The key features of the GC assemblage can be summarised as follows:


FGS is the most common raw material;



quartzite artefacts are rare and small, consistent with quartzite being obtained
from a more distant source;



CGS artefacts are rare and large, consistent with low quality material being
utilised rarely and from a nearby source;



initial FGS decortification occurred elsewhere, and nodules and large flakes were
then transported to 940691;



rotation and some rejuvenation of FGS cores occurred early in the reduction
process, with a high proportion of cores discarded at this early stage;



few cores were worked to a small size or in a formal way, suggesting minimal
concern for the conservation of FGS;



large FGS flakes with minimal cortex were preferred for retouch;



most retouch was informal or consisted of edge damage only, with no intensive
resharpening, indicating minimal concern for the conservation of FGS; and



quartzite was more often retouched and resharpened, indicating greater concern
for the conservation of this more distant raw material.

The evidence obtained from this analysis is consistent with expectations, derived from
economic models of the use of stone resources, about the relative ‘costs’ of obtaining
stone and the resulting levels of conservation of raw materials. What is somewhat
surprising is the evidence for very little conservation of FGS, given the lack of stone
sources on the lunette itself. This is preliminary evidence of a level of mobility in which
distances of at least 15 km are covered regularly and predictably.
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People at 940691 during conditions of fluctuating water
The GC assemblage contains artefacts that have accumulated during a period of low and
fluctuating water levels around 20 – 21 ka, near the peak of the last glacial maximum
(LGM). The alternating layers of clays and sands represent relatively rapid oscillations,
although at least one brief period of stabilisation has resulted in the development of a
weak soil across the location. During this period, people were making use of the
abundant sources of FGS within a 15 – 25 km radius, transporting to this location flakes
and nodules that had been worked in a preliminary fashion elsewhere. CGS was also
collected, probably from a closer source, but was subject to minimal use. Quartzite was
introduced to the area, providing evidence of people covering a distance of at least 70
km, albeit rarely. As a result of having been transported further and thus having been
part of a tool-kit for longer, quartzite has arrived at the location in a smaller and more
reduced form. Flaking debris indicates that people continued to work quartzite at this
location, however.

Once on site, the majority of FGS cores were rotated, in some cases in response to
stepped platforms. Other cores were apparently discarded in response to stepping on the
core face. Evidence of core rejuvenation is rare, and the overall impression is that
people had only minimal concern for conservation of FGS. Thus, it can be assumed that
opportunities to replenish supplies of FGS were predictable and regular, and the material
abundant. This is also reflected in minimal evidence for extensive retouch.

As well as stone working, what activities were taking place at this location during the
accumulation of the GC assemblage? Within the soil on top of the GC unit adjacent to
the study area a series of termite-nest heat-retainer hearths are being exposed. These
hearths are not directly associated with any stone or faunal material, but in other areas
and in ethnographic contexts, such hearths were used as ovens to cook large terrestrial
fauna (Clark and Barbetti 1982: 149). These hearths indicate that people continued to
make use of this area following the cessation of sediment deposition, following the final
drying of the lake. As discussed in Chapter 5, some portion (but certainly not all) of the
GC stone artefact assemblage may have derived from this period.

Contrary to early views that termite-nest material was only used for heat retainers during
the Holocene (Clark and Barbetti 1982), a cluster of termite-nest heat retainers coated
with thick calcium carbonate is assumed to be associated with the deposition of the GC
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unit. These heat retainers must have already been buried well below the surface prior to
the mobilisation of carbonate in association with the formation of the upper soil. Thus,
it is likely that the consumption of terrestrial fauna has taken place at this location during
the accumulation of the GC unit, as well as following the drying of the lake. This is
further supported by the platform cluster assemblage. As well as providing evidence
that people were working FGS as described in this chapter during the accumulation of
the GC unit, this platform contained several pieces of burnt and unburnt macropod bone,
and several fragments of mussel shell. Not only were people taking advantage of the
terrestrial resources, they continued to make use of the lacustrine resources, confirming
the presence of people, during the LGM, at least, while some water was present. The
presence of lacustrine resources, as well as the presence of hearths in the upper brown
soil, suggests that people were present during both the wet and the final drying phases of
the fluctuating water levels.

The next chapter analyses the artefact assemblage derived from the OS unit that
underlies the GC sediments. The OS unit is associated with a period of sustained high
water, and thus provides evidence of the activities of people at this location during a
period of very different hydrological conditions. This assemblage provides an
opportunity to determine whether stone was obtained and utilised in the same way, and
whether the differences in reduction and retouch intensity between different raw
materials are maintained. Importantly, because both assemblages formed in the same
location, and stone resources stay fixed in space, differences between the assemblages
may be attributed to differences in relative mobility.
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7. Technological analysis of the OS assemblage

Introduction
This chapter describes the Orange Sand (OS) assemblage from the 940691 study area,
and compares it to the GC assemblage described in the previous chapter. While the
initial description of both assemblages has assumed that the division of the 940691
assemblage into these two assemblages is valid, this assumption will be addressed in the
discussion section of this chapter.

It was observed in Chapter 5 that the OS assemblage is likely to comprise artefacts
derived from the green clay unit as well as the orange sand unit. At least some of this
mixing is likely to have resulted from the down-slope movement of artefacts as a result
of slope-wash processes, which are likely to differentially affect artefacts of different
sizes. To minimise the contribution of artefacts from the green clays to the OS
assemblage, artefacts less than 20 mm in maximum dimension have been excluded from
the analyses presented in this chapter. So that the two assemblages are comparable, the
subsequent comparison of the two assemblages also excludes these smaller artefacts
from the GC assemblage.

The first part of this chapter focuses on the methods used to procure and work stone in
the OS assemblage. This section aims to establish whether inferences that can be drawn
about the strategies used for stone procurement and reduction are consistent with the
patterns expected based on the quality and location of raw materials. Similar patterns to
the GC assemblage are expected: minimal use of CGS, low levels of conservation of
FGS, and more intensive use of quartzite.

The second part of the chapter presents a comparative analysis of the two assemblages
from the 940691 study area. The focus of this section is the inferences that can be made
regarding relative mobility, and how differences can be interpreted in light of the
palaeoenvironmental differences represented by the sediments associated with the two
assemblages.
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Raw material procurement in the OS assemblage
Raw material proportions
Quartzite and CGS comprise only a minor component of the OS assemblage, which is
dominated by FGS (Table 7.1). Other materials also make up a very small proportion of
the assemblage, although a single, large, unworked slab of carbonate skews the
abundance if measured by weight (Table 7.2). This highlights how misleading it can be
to rely on just one method of measuring abundance.

On average, quartzite artefacts are the smallest and CGS artefacts the largest (Table 7.1).
Although not statistically significant, the patterns in abundance and size are consistent
with the assumptions and conclusions presented in the previous chapter regarding the
raw material quality and distances to the respective sources. Quartzite, with the most
distant source, is smaller and relatively rare, while CGS artefacts, made from a closer
but poor quality material, are large and involve the transport and discard of a greater
mass of stone than quartzite artefacts.

Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Other
Total

n
1217
35
26
6
1284

%
94.8
2.7
2.0
0.5
100.0

Ave max
34.9
33.8
37.4
95.6
35.2

St. Dev.
12.9
11.5
19.4
124.5
14.9

Max artefact size
107.7
71.2
113.1
280.0
280.0

Table 7.1. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of raw materials in the OS assemblage
(excluding ‘Other’ raw materials: F = 0.60, df = 2, 1275, p = 0.547).

Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Other
Total

MNA
959
27
14
5
1005

MNA %
95.4
2.7
1.4
0.5
100.0

MNF
723
19
12
1
755

MNF %
95.8
2.5
1.6
0.1
100.0

Weight, g
15495
361
421
3198
19474

Weight %
79.6
1.9
2.2
16.4
100.0

Table 7.2. Frequency of raw material in the OS assemblage, using alternative measures of abundance.
FGS is clearly the most common raw material, regardless of the method. A single large carbonate slab is
responsible for the large proportion of ‘Other’ materials by weight.
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Form of transported material
Less than 2% of the FGS assemblage comprises unworked stone, most of which are
nodule fragments (Tables 7.3). The unmodified FGS (defined as whole, rather than
fragmented nodules, pebbles or cobbles) is unlikely to be representative of the material
that was transported, as it is smaller on average than both cores and nodule fragments.
Only two artefacts in the CGS assemblage are considered unworked, one an unmodified
piece of stone and the other a slab fragment (Table 7.4). No unworked quartzite is
present (Table 7.5). This, and the low proportion of unworked silcrete, is consistent with
the fact that there are no natural sources of stone on the lunette itself.

FGS was introduced to the location in the form of nodules, slabs and flakes, of which
flakes are the most readily identified core blank (Table 7.6). The average size of FGS
cores of an indeterminate blank is consistent with them being worked nodules. A single
flake blank was identified among the quartzite cores (Table 7.7), while the presence of a
block fragment of CGS (Table 7.5) indicates that these materials were being transported
in at least these forms.

FGS artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Proximal flake
Medial flake
Rejuvenation flake
Nodule fragment
Unmodified stone
Total

n
%
202 16.6
128 10.5
266 21.9
433 35.6
86
7.1
49
4.0
10
0.8
4
0.3
19
1.6
15
1.2
5
0.4
1217 100.0

max
29.7
45.4
39.0
32.1
30.1
31.5
29.6
28.7
38.6
57.5
43.1
34.9

sd
10.0
15.5
11.8
10.3
9.3
12.8
6.2
9.9
15.3
21.4
36.5
12.9

Table 7.3. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each FGS artefact type in the OS
assemblage.

CGS artefact types
Angular fragment
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Slab/block fragment
Unmodified stone
Total

n
%
10 38.5
2
7.7
11 42.3
1
3.8
1
3.8
1
3.8
26 100.0

max
sd
28.9 8.4
47.8 0.9
34.3 11.1
33.2
na
113.1 na
64.3
na
37.4 19.4

Table 7.4. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each CGS artefact type in the OS
assemblage.
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Quartzite artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Total

n
%
3
8.6
5 14.3
18 51.4
7
20.0
2
5.7
35 100.0

max
sd
33.7 10.3
37.8 11.2
36.2 13.5
26.4 3.5
29.3 2.0
33.8 11.5

Table 7.5. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each quartzite artefact type in the OS
assemblage.

FGS core blank type
Flake
Nodule
Slab/block
Indeterminate
Total

n
%
20 15.6
16 12.5
2
1.6
90 70.3
128 100.0

max
43.2
53.9
78.1
43.7
45.4

sd
15.8
18.8
26.3
13.4
15.5

Approx. volume
34,900
107,100
192,300
46,600
54,600

Ave scar length sd
20.8
9.4
26.9
10.5
34.9
7.4
22.3
9.3
22.9
9.6

Table 7.6. Frequency of each FGS core blank type in the OS assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), average estimated volume (mm3) and the average maximum flake scar length
(mm).

Quartzite core blank type
Flake
Indeterminate
Total

n
%
1 20.0
4 80.0
5 100.0

max
sd
29.0
na
40.0 11.5
37.9 11.2

Approx. volume
7,400
30,000
25,500

Ave scar length sd
7.7
na
21.3
12.0
18.6
12.0

Table 7.7. Frequency of each quartzite core blank type in the OS assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), average estimated core volume (mm3) and the average maximum flake scar
length (mm).

Use of FGS whole flake
Core blank
Retouched
Unretouched

n
20
172
433

max
sd
43.2 15.8
38.9 11.4
32.1 10.3

% with cortex
60.0
29.7
29.1

Table 7.8. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of whole flakes with different uses in
the OS assemblage. The frequency of cortex on each is also shown. Whole flakes used as cores are larger
and more likely to retain cortex than both unmodified and retouched whole flakes (F = 30.97, df = 2, 622,
p = <0.0001).

Cortex amount
No cortex
1-32%
33-66%
67-99%
100%
Total

FGS cores
n
%
74 57.8
36 28.1
14 10.9
4
3.1
128 100.0

FGS flakes
n
%
428 70.7
95 15.7
42
6.9
35
5.8
5
0.8
605 100.0

Quartzite flakes
n
%
15 88.2
2 11.8

CGS flakes
n
%
7 63.6
3 27.3
1
9.1

17 100.0

11 100.0

Table 7.9. Frequency of different amounts of cortex on FGS cores, and flakes of FGS, quartzite and CGS
in the OS assemblage. Cortex is rare on all raw materials.
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Core surface, FGS
>33 % cortex
<33 % cortex
Non-cortical
Total

n
%
18 14.1
36 28.1
74 57.8
128 100.0

max
46.6
50.5
42.7
45.4

sd
17.3
18.0
13.1
15.5

Approx. volume
60,500
80,600
40,500
54,600

max scar
23.8
25.3
21.4
22.9

sd
8.9
10.3
9.3
9.6

Table 7.10. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm), average estimated volume (mm3) and
average maximum scar size (mm) of FGS cores with and without cortex in the OS assemblage. Cortical
cores are larger, with larger scars, than non-cortical cores (maximum dimension, cortical vs non-cortical:
t = 2.28, df = 93, p = 0.012; Maximum scar, cortical vs non-cortical: t = 2.00, df = 126, p = 0.024).

Flake surface, FGS
Cortical
Non-cortical
Total

n
%
177 29.3
428 70.7
605 100.0

max
sd
37.1 12.1
32.8 10.3
34.0 11.0

oriented sd
28.8 11.1
25.1 9 .7
26.2 10.3

Table 7.11. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of FGS
flakes with and without cortex in the OS assemblage. Cortical flakes are larger than non-cortical flakes
(maximum dimension: t = 4.11, df = 285, p = <0.0001).

Core scars, FGS
1-2
3-5
6+
Total

n
%
7
5.5
41 32.0
80 62.5
128 100.0

max
51.0
39.4
48.0
45.4

sd
21.1
11.8
15.9
15.5

Approx. volume
70,100
29,700
66,000
54,600

Table 7.12. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) and average estimated volume (mm3)
of FGS cores with high or low numbers of scars in the OS assemblage. Cores with 1-2 scars are larger
than those with 3-5 scars, but the difference is not significant (cores with 6+ scars excluded from the size
comparison, as this number of scars is more likely to have been counted on larger cores; t = 1.41, df = 7,
p = 0.101).

Raw material, cortical flakes
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

n
4
177
2

max
sd
40.6 11.7
37.1 12.1
43.4 5.1

oriented sd
29.8 15.2
28.8 11.1
29.1 7.0

Table 7.13. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical flakes of each raw material in the OS assemblage. Quartzite cortical flakes are surprisingly large,
but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results (maximum dimension: F = 0.43, df = 2,
180, p = 0.650; Oriented length: F = 0.02, df = 2, 177, p = 0.982).

Raw material, flakes with
plunge/axial terminations
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

n
3
72
2

max

sd

37.4 7.8
40.5 12.0
39.5 10.7

oriented

sd

23.3 8.6
32.0 10.7
30.9 4.5

Table 7.14. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of flakes
with plunge or axial terminations of each raw material in the OS assemblage. CGS flakes are the smallest,
and FGS ones the largest, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results (maximum
dimension: F = 0.11, df = 2, 74, p = 0.898; Oriented length: F = 0.97, df = 2, 74, p = 0.966).
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The FGS flakes used as cores appear to be large primary flakes derived directly from, or
close to, the silcrete source. Those flakes used as cores are much larger than other whole
flakes, including those that have been retouched, and a high proportion of them retain
cortex (Table 7.8).

A reasonable proportion of cores retain some cortex, particularly those cores
manufactured from flake (60.0% with cortex) and nodule (93.8%) blanks. However,
flakes and cores with high quantities of cortex are relatively rare (Table 7.9), indicating
that preliminary working took place mostly before cores arrived at this location (or that
cortex is not extensive at the source).

Cortical cores of FGS are consistently larger than non-cortical cores, and thus provide a
better approximation of original core size than overall average core size (Table 7.10).
Similarly, cortical flakes of FGS are larger than non-cortical flakes (Table 7.11). FGS
cores with 1 or 2 scars are also larger than those with 3-5 scars (Table 7.12), although
the difficulty of counting high numbers of scars as cores become progressively smaller
renders this difference of limited significance.

A comparison with the average size of cortical flakes of CGS and quartzite does not
yield significant results due to the low numbers of artefacts of these materials (Table
7.13). However, the two cortical quartzite flakes in this assemblage are surprisingly
large, more than 10 mm larger than the average largest flake scar on quartzite cores
(Table 7.7). This may suggest that quartzite was worked quite intensively once it arrived
at this location, reducing the core size quite substantially. However, it is equally
possible that the two cortical flakes were themselves transported to the location, rather
than being manufactured on site. The small size of the quartzite assemblage precludes
drawing robust inferences.

Comparison of the average sizes of flakes of different material with plunge or axial
terminations yields no significant difference (Table 7.14). If cortical flakes, plunge/axial
flakes and overall artefact size are considered, there are no consistent trends in the
relative size of artefacts of different raw materials. Either CGS, FGS and quartzite were
introduced to this assemblage in similarly sized forms, or the number of CGS and
quartzite artefacts is simply too low to obtain representative measurements. Within the
FGS assemblage, flakes with plunge or axial terminations are again larger, on average,
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than those with cortex (t = 2.06, df = 247, p = 0.020), indicating that core rejuvenation
may have taken place early in the reduction of a core, before cortex was completely
removed. The same pattern is not seen in CGS and quartzite (although the number of
artefacts is, again, very low), which hints at core rejuvenation at a later stage in the
reduction of these materials.

Raw material use in the OS assemblage
Core types
Conical and horsehoof cores are the only formal core-types identified in this assemblage,
both of which indicate single-platform, single direction flake removal. Informal singleplatform and multidirectional cores are the largest cores, although there is no significant
difference between the average maximum dimension of the four most common core
types (Table 7.15). Informal single-platform cores are large, with a relatively low
number of flake scars, indicating that they were likely to be discarded before significant
reduction had taken place. Conical and opposed cores are somewhat smaller, with
higher average scar counts; these probably represent the most intensively worked core
types. The two bifacial cores and the multidirectional cores are more difficult to
interpret.

Multidirectional cores and informal single-platform cores make up the majority of the
core assemblage, with the more intensively worked core-types comprising about 12% of
the FGS cores (the quartzite cores are all multidirectional). This is the same pattern that
was seen in the GC assemblage; the lack of intensive working suggests that conservation
of FGS was not a major concern.

FGS core type
Informal single-platform
Multidirectional
Conical
Opposed
Bifacial
Horsehoof
Total

n

%

max

sd

33 25.8
77 60.2
12
9.4
3
2.3
2
1.6
1
0.8
128 100.0

49.6
44.7
41.7
41.2
37.9
36.5
45.4

15.5
16.3
10.0
9.5
3.6
na
15.5

Approx.
volume
56,400
59,300
34,300
24,000
24,000
23,900
54,600

% with
cortex
42.4
44.2
33.3
66.7
100.0
0
42.2

‘Ave’ no.
scars
4.6
5.4
5.5
5.7
3.5
6.0
5.2

Table 7.15. Frequency of each FGS core type in the OS assemblage. Also shown are average maximum
dimension (mm), average estimated volume (mm3), proportion with cortex and the average number of
scars. Informal single-platform cores are the least reduced core type, while conical and opposed cores are
the most reduced (maximum dimension of the four common types: F = 1.15, df = 3, 121, p = 0.332).
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The timing of core rotation
The relative size of cortical flakes and flakes with plunge or axial terminations suggests
that FGS cores were rejuvenated at an early stage of reduction. If core rejuvenation is
associated with core rotation, this pattern can be confirmed by looking at the amount and
location of cortex and the orientation of flake scars on the dorsal surface of cortical
flakes. Overall, dorsal flake scars are most often initiated from quadrant one (Table
7.16), indicating repeated unidirectional flaking from the same core platform. This is
consistent with the presence of conical and horsehoof cores, but does not match the high
frequency of multidirectional cores in the assemblage. The high frequency of cortex in
quadrant three matches the pattern of dorsal flake scars (Table 7.17).

Dorsal scar
location
1
2
3
4
Total

67-99% cortex
n
%
17
94.4
2
11.1
1
5.6
1
5.6
35

33-66% cortex
n
%
27
87.1
1
3.2
2
6.5
2
6.5
31

1-32% cortex
n
%
55
87.3
7
11.1
10
15.9
9
14.3
63

No cortex
n
%
271
93.8
24
8.3
22
7.6
23
8.0
289

Table 7.16. Frequency of dorsal flake scars initiated from different quadrants on FGS flakes with
different quantities of cortex in the OS assemblage. Flakes may have scars initiated from multiple
quadrants, therefore columns do not total 100%. Unidirectional flaking dominates, but a high frequency
of scars initiated from other quadrants on flakes with small quantities of cortex indicates core rotation
during the final stages of cortex removal.

Cortex
location
1
2
3
4
Total

67-99% cortex
n
%
32
91.4
32
91.4
33
94.3
35
100.0
28

33-66% cortex
n
%
26
61.9
32
76.2
38
90.5
32
76.2
42

1-32% cortex
n
%
25
26.3
34
35.8
54
56.8
39
41.1
95

All artefacts
n
%
88
49.7
103
58.2
130
73.4
111
62.7
177

Table 7.17. Frequency of dorsal cortex located in different quadrants on FGS flakes with different
quantities of cortex in the OS assemblage. Flakes may bear cortex in multiple quadrants, therefore
columns do not total 100%. Cortex is most likely to be retained in quadrant three, indicating common
unidirectional flaking, but cortex is more evenly distributed on flakes with a small amount of cortex,
suggesting core rotation during the later stages of cortex removal.
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Min. no. of
core
rotations
0
1
2
3
Total

67-99%
dorsal cortex
n
%
14
77.8
4
22.2

18

33-66%
dorsal cortex
n
%
26
83.9
5
16.1

100.0

31

100.0

1-32%
dorsal cortex
n
%
42
66.7
17
27.0
3
4.8
1
1.6
63
100.0

No dorsal
cortex
n
%
235 81.3
42 14.5
9
3.1
3
1.0
289 100.0

Total
n
%
323 76.4
75 17.7
19
4.5
6
1.4
423 100.0

Table 7.18. Comparison of the minimum number of core rotations reflected in dorsal flakes scars on FGS
flakes with different quantities of cortex in the OS assemblage. Evidence of rotation is more common on
flakes with the smallest quantity of cortex, indicating that core rotation is common during the final stages
of cortex removal (rotation vs no rotation: Ȥ2 = 7.18, df = 3, p = 0.066).

If the amount of dorsal cortex is used as a proxy for the order in which flakes were
removed from a core, flakes removed during the final stage of cortex removal are most
likely to retain dorsal scars in quadrants three and four (Table 7.16). Similarly, the
combination of flake scar direction, providing a record of the minimum number of times
that a particular core has been rotated, reveals that rotation has more commonly occurred
on artefacts whose surfaces retained between 1 and 32% cortex (Table 7.18). Thus, it
appears that core rotation was most common during the final stage of cortex removal,
while the lower incidence of core rotation on non-cortical flakes suggests that the
removal of flakes later in the reduction of a core was likely to be unidirectional.

Core rotation versus core discard
FGS cores with a high proportion of step-terminated flake scars are larger than those
without, particularly for multidirectional cores (Tables 7.19 and 7.20). This could
indicate that stepping has led to premature discard of larger than average cores. Core
discard, rather than rotation or rejuvenation, provides strong evidence that there was
minimal concern for the conservation of FGS.

The presence of stepping on cores in this assemblage consistently results in a lower ratio
of maximum scar size to core volume for each core type, and this difference is
particularly substantial for multidirectional and conical cores (Table 7.21). Conical
cores have the lowest overall ratios, indicating that they were commonly discarded with
relatively small flakes having been struck from them, whereas opposed cores appear to
have been worked most efficiently. Multidirectional cores without significant stepping
were also worked relatively efficiently to a small size (Table 7.20), indicating that core
rotation did not inhibit successful core reduction. On the other hand, informal singleplatform cores have also had large flakes successfully removed (Table 7.21), but were
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discarded despite their large average size (Table 7.20), indicating a lack of concern for
raw material conservation. Almost half of the cores were discarded with significant
stepping and relatively low ratios of scar size to core volume (Tables 7.20 and 7.21),
suggesting minimal attempts at core rejuvenation.

Core scar termination
Stepped
Unstepped
Total

n
%
59 46.1
69 53.9
128 100.0

max
sd
49.3 16.6
42.1 13.7
45.4 15.5

Table 7.19. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of FGS cores with and without a high
proportion of step-terminated scars in the OS assemblage. Cores with a high proportion of step-terminated
scars are larger than those with minimal stepping (maximum dimension: t = 2.66, df = 126, p = 0.004).

Core type
Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Opposed
Total (all core types)

Stepped
n
%
38 49.4
13 39.4
3 25.0
2 66.7
59 46.1

Unstepped
n
%
39 50.6
20 60.6
9 75.0
1 33.3
69 53.9

Stepped
max
sd
51.1 17.6
47.9 17.5
46.3 9.0
46.7 1.4
49.3 16.6

Unstepped
max
sd
38.5 12.3
50.8 14.5
40.2 10.4
30.4
na
42.1 13.7

t-test results
t
df
p
3.63 66 0.0003
-0.52 31 0.303
0.91 10 0.193
2.66 126 0.004

Table 7.20. Comparison of the frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of stepped and
unstepped FGS cores of different types in the OS assemblage. Multidirectional cores have a higher
incidence of stepping, and stepped cores are significantly larger than unstepped cores.

Core type

Stepped
n ratio
38 0.68
13 0.63
3 0.48
2 0.74
56 0.66

Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Opposed
Total

Unstepped
n ratio
39 0.83
20 0.75
9 0.68
1 0.93
69 0.79

Table 7.21. Comparison of the ratio of flake scar to core volume for stepped and unstepped FGS cores of
different types in the OS assemblage. Stepped cores have a lower ratio, indicating less efficient utilisation
of raw material. Opposed cores are more efficiently worked than other core types.

Termination type
Feather
Hinge
Step
Axial/Plunge
Total

n
313
166
148
72
699

%
44.8
23.7
21.2
10.3
100.0

max
31.9
35.2
31.9
40.5
33.6

sd
10.4
10.6
10.0
12.0
10.9

n
254
154
123
65
596

surf area sd
565.2 458.4
654.2 428.0
610.6 515.4
936.5 563.3
638.1 487.1

n plat thick sd
280 5.1
3.5
147 5.4
3.2
131 5.1
2.6
63 5.7
3.6
648 5.2
3.3

Table 7.22. Comparison of the frequency, average maximum dimension (mm), average surface area
(mm2) and average platform thickness (mm) of FGS flakes with different termination types in the OS
assemblage. Distal flakes and flakes with missing terminations are excluded. Flakes with axial or plunge
terminations are larger in several dimensions than other termination types (maximum dimension: F = 15.5,
df = 3, 695, p = <0.0001; Surf area: F = 10.7, df = 3, 592, p = <0.0001; Platform thickness: F = 0.76, df =
3, 617, p = 0.514).
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Flakes that may indicate core rejuvenation make up 7.6% of the FGS assemblage
(rejuvenation flakes, plus plunge- and axially-terminated flakes, n = 92). While plungeand axially-terminated flakes may serve to remove a non-functioning stepped platform,
they tend to be larger than flakes of other types, although in this assemblage they are not
significantly thicker (Table 7.22). Nevertheless, they are not considered to be a method
of core rejuvenation that would be undertaken if raw material conservation was desired.
Again, this indicates a lack of concern for conservation of FGS.

Differences in reduction intensity between the raw materials
As shown in Table 7.1, there are no significant differences between the average sizes of
artefacts made from the three main raw materials. However, the tendency for FGS
artefacts to be larger than those of quartzite is generally consistent for different artefact
types (Table 7.23); it is likely that quartzite was worked more intensively than FGS,
which is consistent with its more distant source. The pattern of consistently and
significantly larger CGS artefacts seen in the GC assemblage (e.g. Table 6.26), however,
is certainly not evident in this assemblage.

Artefact type
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Total (all artefact types)

CGS
max
sd
28.9
8.4

34.3
36.6

11.1
19.9

FGS
max
sd
29.7 10.0
45.4 15.5
38.9 11.4
32.1 10.3
34.5 12.9

Quartzite
max
sd
33.7 10.3
37.8 11.2
33.2 11.5
26.4
3.5
32.0
9.6

ANOVA, t-test results
F, t
df
p
0.27 2, 212 0.761
1.09
131 0.140
1.54
180 0.063
1.36 2, 448 0.258
0.60 2, 1275 0.547

Table 7.23. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of different artefact types of different
raw materials in the OS assemblage. With the exception of angular fragments, CGS artefacts tend to be
larger and quartzite artefacts tend to be smaller, but the differences are not significant.

Raw material
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

MNF
12
723
19

n cores
0
146
6

Ratio
na
4.95
3.17

Ave. scars
na
5.2
6.0

Table 7.24. Comparison of the flake:core ratio and average number of scars on cores of different raw
materials in the GC assemblage. There appears to be a mismatch between the number of scars on quartzite
cores and the flake:core ratio for this material, suggesting the removal of flakes from the assemblage or
the presence of cores that have been worked prior to their introduction to the assemblage, but not on site.
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The absence of cores of CGS limits the methods by which reduction intensity can be
assessed for this material. Furthermore, the ratio of flakes to cores in the quartzite
assemblage is surprisingly low, especially given the high average number of flake scars
on quartzite cores (Table 7.24). While the low number of quartzite flakes and cores
means that this ratio can be easily skewed by the movement or misidentification of one
or two artefacts, it can be hypothesised that this mismatch is the result of quartzite flakes
being preferentially and deliberately removed from the OS assemblage. This has
resulted in a flake:core ratio that underestimates the true level of reduction intensity. An
alternative explanation is that highly worked quartzite cores were transported repeatedly
to this location and discarded without further reduction on site. Although this possibility
cannot be disproved, it seems an unlikely strategy.

Thus, there are few clear indications of differences in the intensity of reduction of CGS,
FGS and quartzite in this assemblage. This is partly due to low sample sizes, although
the difference in sample size between the OS and the GC assemblage is not substantial.
The exclusion of artefacts less than 20 mm in maximum dimension further adds to the
difficulty in detecting significant differences, reducing the range of artefact sizes
represented. It is immediately apparent that, compared to the GC assemblage, there is an
absence of CGS artefacts that are significantly larger than those of quartzite and FGS.
This hints at CGS being worked more intensively during the accumulation of the OS
assemblage compared to the GC assemblage. The differences between the two
assemblages will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Tool production in the OS assemblage
Tool blank selection
Just like the GC assemblage, whole flakes were the most common artefact type selected
for retouch from the FGS and quartzite assemblages (Tables 7.25 and 7.26). Flake
fragments are also more common than expected among the FGS retouched artefacts.
Only two CGS artefacts are retouched, both of which have been identified as angular
fragments (Table 7.27). A consistent preference for large blanks is seen in both the
FGS and quartzite assemblages (Tables 7.28 and 7.29), although the significance of the
size difference is low for quartzite.
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FGS artefact
type*
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Core
Split flake
Flake fragment
Other flake
Other artefact type
Total

Retouched
n
%
172 65.9
29 11.1
18
6.9
17
6.5
25
9.6

261 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
433 45.8
202 21.4
128 13.5
86
9.1
63
6.7
19
2.0
15
1.6
946 100.0

Table 7.25. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched FGS artefacts of different types
in the OS assemblage. *Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on indeterminate blanks.
Whole flakes are preferred as tool blanks (Ȥ2 = 48.55, df = 6, p = <0.0001).
Quartzite
artefact type*
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Core
Split flake
Flake fragment
Total

Retouched
n
%
10
62.5
2
12.5
1
6.3
2
12.5
1
6.3
16 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
7 41.2
3 17.6
5 29.4
2 11.8
17 100.0

Table 7.26. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched quartzite artefacts of different
types in the OS assemblage. *Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on indeterminate
blanks. Whole flakes are preferred as tool blanks, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield
significant results (Ȥ2 = 4.36, df = 4, p = 0.358).

CGS
artefact type*
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Split flake
Other artefact type
Total

Retouched
n
%
2

100.0

2

100.0

Unretouched
n
%
11 47.8
10 43.5
1
4.3
1
4.3
23 100.0

Table 7.27. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched CGS artefacts of different types
in the OS assemblage. *Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on indeterminate blanks.
The number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results (Ȥ2 = 2.36, df = 3, p = 0.502).

FGS
artefacts
Angular frag.
Core
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Prox. flake
Medial flake
Indeterminate
Total

Retouched
max sd
34.6 10.7
53.1 11.8
38.9 11.4
34.9 9.1
38.5 11.7
36.3 10.6
36.3
na
36.3 11.7
39.0 11.8

Unretouched
max sd
29.7 10.0
45.4 15.5
32.1 10.3
30.1
9.3
31.5 12.8
29.6
6.2
28.7 10.0
33.2

12.2

Table 7.28. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of retouched and unretouched FGS
artefacts of different types in the OS assemblage. Unmodified stone, rejuvenation flake, bipolar flakes,
hammerstones, slabs and nodules not included in total. Larger artefact types are preferred as tool blanks
(t = 6.93, df = 1176, p = <0.0001).
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Quartzite
artefacts
Angular frag.
Core
Whole flake
Split flake
Medial flake
Total

Retouched
max sd
34.8 19.1
35.5
na
33.2 11.4
35.8 3.3
25.3
na
33.4 10.5

Unretouched
max sd
33.7 10.3
37.8 11.2
26.4
3.5
29.3
2.0
31.4

8.6

Table 7.29. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of retouched and unretouched
quartzite artefact types in the OS assemblage. Unmodified stone, rejuvenation flake, bipolar flakes,
hammerstones, slabs and nodules not included in total. With the exception of cores, retouched artefacts
are larger than unretouched artefacts, but the difference is not significant (t = 0.59, df = 31, p = 0.278).

No. of dorsal
flake scars
0-1
2-3
4-5
6+
Total n
‘Average’

Retouched
n
%
11
6.4
47 27.3
63 36.6
51 29.7
172 100.0
4.2

Unretouched
n
%
46 10.6
107 24.8
153 35.4
126 29.2
432 100.0
4.0

Table 7.30. Comparison of the frequency of dorsal flakes scars on retouched and unretouched FGS
artefacts in the OS assemblage. Retouched flakes have a larger average number of dorsal flake scars, but
the difference is not significant (Ȥ2 = 2.73, df = 3, p = 0.435).

Cortical flakes
Non-cortical flakes
Total n
Ratio

Retouched
n
%
51 29.7
121 70.3
172 100.0
2.38

Unretouched
n
%
126 29.1
307 70.9
433 100.0
2.44

Table 7.31. Comparison of the frequency of dorsal cortex on retouched and unretouched FGS artefacts in
the OS assemblage. No preference for cortical or non-cortical flakes is evident (Ȥ2 = 0.02, df = 1,
p = 0.893).

Flake shape
FGS
Convergent
Divergent
Parallel
Irregular
Total

Retouched
n
%
20 11.6
10
5.8
14
8.1
128 74.4
172 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
47 10.9
32
7.4
30
6.9
324 74.8
433 100.0

Table 7.32. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched FGS flakes of different shapes in
the OS assemblage. No preference for a particular flake shape is evident (Ȥ2 = 0.76, df = 3, p = 0.860).
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Flake shape
Quartzite
Convergent
Divergent
Parallel
Irregular
Total

Retouched
n
%
2 20.0
1 10.0
1 10.0
6 60.0
10 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
1 14.3
2 28.6
1 14.3
3
42.9
7 100.0

Table 7.33. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched quartzite flakes of different
shapes in the OS assemblage. No preference for a particular flake shape is evident (Ȥ2 = 1.17, df = 3,
p = 0.759).

Despite the whole flake tool blanks being larger than unretouched whole flakes, there is
no evidence that the FGS flakes selected for retouch derive from earlier in the core
reduction sequence. There is no difference between retouched and unretouched flakes in
either the number of dorsal flake scars (Table 7.30) or the proportion of flakes with
cortex (Table 7.31). Nor is there any evidence to suggest that flakes of a particular
shape were being selected for retouch, in either the FGS or the quartzite components of
the assemblage (Tables 7.32 and 7.33). Apart from a preference for large flakes,
artefacts for use as tools appear to have been selected in proportion to their abundance in
the artefact assemblage.

Tool type and retouch type
Retouch in general is more common on quartzite and less common on CGS (Tables 7.3
7.5; retouched vs unretouched artefacts: Ȥ2 = 20.30, df = 2, p = <0.0001). This is
consistent with previous discussions relating to relative material quality and distance to
source.
A high incidence of informal retouch and edge damage in the FGS assemblage supports
the earlier interpretation of a limited concern for raw material conservation (Table 7.34).
Informal retouch is less common on quartzite, while there is a particularly high

Tool/retouch type
Informal
Edge damage only
Scraper
Notched
Multinotched
Backed
Total

FGS
n
%
133 50.0
46 17.3
26 9.8
38 14.3
18 6.8
5 1.9
266 100.0

Quartzite
n
%
6 33.3
4 22.2
1
5.6
2 11.1
1
5.6
4 22.2
18 100.0

Table 7.34. Comparison of the frequency of FGS and quartzite tools of different types in the OS
assemblage. Informal retouch is more common on FGS tools, and backed quartzite is more common than
expected (Ȥ2 = 23.68, df = 5, p = 0.0003; Formal vs informal retouch: Ȥ2 = 1.04, df = 1, p = 0.307).
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proportion of backed quartzite tools. However, the proportion of quartzite artefacts with
only edge damage is also relatively high, so the evidence from quartzite regarding
reduction intensity is thus far equivocal.

Retouch intensity
Quartzite tools have more retouched edges on average than those of FGS (Table 7.35)
and this difference is the same for notched and informally retouched artefacts (Table
7.36). Quartzite has a slightly higher frequency of tools with step retouch, but also a
higher frequency of artefacts with edge damage only (Table 7.37); these differences are
not significant due to the low artefact numbers.

Among the FGS tools, scrapers and notched artefacts are the largest tool type, and those
with edge damage the smallest, indicating that retouch or resharpening was not intensive
(Table 7.38). Similarly, those FGS tools with only a single retouched margin are the
smallest (Table 7.39), indicating that small artefacts were selected for expedient use,
while larger artefacts were retouched more extensively. The only exception to this
pattern is seen with the backed artefacts, which are smaller on average than other tools.
This suggests that small artefacts may have been deliberately chosen for this type of
retouch.

No. retouched
edges
1
2
3 or 4
Total
Average

FGS
n
%
149 56.0
70 26.3
47 17.7
266 100.0
1.62

Quartzite
n
%
6 33.3
5 27.8
7 38.9
18 100.0
2.17

Table 7.35. Comparison of the number of retouched edges on FGS and quartzite tools in the OS
assemblage. Quartzite tools have a higher average number of edges retouched (Ȥ2 = 5.60, df = 2,
p = 0.061).

Tool type
Scrapers
Notched
Informal
Total (all tools)

FGS
1.84
1.63
1.59
1.62

Quartzite
1.00
2.00
2.30
2.17

Table 7.36. Comparison of the average number of retouched edges on FGS and quartzite tools of
different types in the OS assemblage. Notched and informal quartzite tools have a higher average number
of edges retouched (Scrapers: Ȥ2 = 0.85, df = 3, p = 0.828; Notched: Ȥ2 = 7.20, df = 2, p = 0.027;
Informal: Ȥ2 = 2.80, df = 3, p = <0.0001).
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Retouch type

FGS
n
%
81 34.9
105 45.3
46 19.8
232 100.0

Step
Scalar
Edge damage only
Total

Quartzite
n
%
7 46.7
4 26.7
4 26.7
15 100.0

Table 7.37. Comparison of the frequency of FGS and quartzite tools with different types of edge
modification in the OS assemblage (Ȥ2 = 1.98, df = 2, p = 0.372).

Tool/retouch type
Backed
Edge damage only
Informal
Scraper
Notched
Total

FGS
n
%
2
1.3
34 22.1
75 48.7
16 10.4
27 17.5
154 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
524.3 140.8
661.8 361.8
790.7 502.4
898.8 529.0
926.5 511.1
793.8 481.0

Table 7.38. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of different FGS tool types in the OS
assemblage (excluding scrapers with notches). Scrapers and notched artefacts are the largest and artefacts
with edge damage or backing are the smallest, although the differences are not significant (F = 1.52, df =
4, 149, p = 0.198).

No. retouched
edges
1
2
3
4
Total

FGS
n
%
83
1.3
52 22.1
31 48.7
1 17.5
167 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
781.4 453.1
857.9 583.8
910.1 565.5
1194.9
na
831.6 517.0

Table 7.39. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of FGS tools with different numbers of
retouched edges in the OS assemblage. The most retouch occurs on the largest tools, although the size
differences are not significant (F = 0.71, df = 3, 163, p = 0.550).

Retouch type
Edge damage
Scalar
Step
Total

FGS
n
%
38 26.2
61 42.1
46 31.7
145 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
740.0 447.9
745.9 461.7
985.9 584.8
820.5 509.9

Thickness
n ave
sd
40 7.5 2.9
73 9.2 6.4
51 11.7 5.4
164 9.5 5.6

Table 7.40. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) and average thickness (mm) of FGS tools with
different types of edge modification in the OS assemblage. Edge damage occurs on the smallest and
thinnest tools, and step retouch on the largest and thickest (Surface area: F = 3.68, df = 2, 142, p = 0.028;
Thickness: F = 6.86, df = 2, 161, p = 0.001).
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Tool/retouch type
Notched
Backed
Edge damage only
Informal
Scraper
Total

Quartzite
n
%
1 11.1
2 22.2
2 22.2
3 33.3
1 11.1
9 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
312.3
na
482.5 552.4
527.8 215.1
621.4 284.3
1186.7
na
598.2 349.9

Table 7.41. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of different quartzite tool types in the OS
assemblage (excluding scrapers with notches). Scrapers and informally retouched artefacts are the largest
and notched artefacts the smallest, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results
(F = 0.91, df = 4, 4, p = 0.536).

No. retouched
edges
1
2
3
Total

Quartzite
n
%
5 55.6
1 11.1
3 33.3
9 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
813.0 304.5
312.3
na
335.5 211.1
598.2 349.9

Table 7.42. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of quartzite tools with different numbers of
retouched edges in the OS assemblage. The least retouch occurs on the largest tools, but the number of
artefacts is too low to yield significant results (F = 3.39, df = 2, 6, p = 0.104).

Retouch type
Edge damage
Scalar
Step
Total

Quartzite
n
%
2 25.0
3 37.5
3 37.5
8 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
527.9 215.1
285.4 181.5
866.3 369.1
563.9 357.5

Thickness
n ave
sd
3 7.6 4.5
3 5.8 1.1
3 8.3 0.7
9 7.2 2.6

Table 7.43. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) and average thickness(mm) of quartzite tools
with different types of edge modification in the OS assemblage. Scalar retouch occurs on the smallest
tools, and step retouch on the largest and thickest, but the size differences are not significant (Surface area:
F = 3.31, df = 2, 5, p = 0.121; Thickness: F = 0.68, df = 2, 6, p = 0.541).

The significance of these size differences is mostly low, with the exception of tool
thickness, which is significantly larger on tools with step retouch (Table 7.40). As
discussed in the previous chapter, without an assessment of the height or invasiveness of
retouch, the distinction between step and scalar retouch is likely to be of limited value
for assessing retouch intensity.

The single notched artefact in the quartzite assemblage is smaller than other tool types,
while the single scraper is particularly large (Table 7.41). This is a similar pattern to that
seen in the GC assemblage, and could indicate that notched quartzite artefacts are the
product of significant resharpening. Those quartzite tools with retouch on only a single
margin are also relatively large (Table 7.42), and step retouch occurs on the thickest
tools (Table 7.43). While FGS tools exhibit size patterning that reflects low retouch
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intensity (i.e. a low incidence of resharpening), the size of quartzite tools hints at more
substantial resharpening, although the low number of tools prevents definitive
assessment of this.

Summary of the OS assemblage
The key features of the OS assemblage can be summarised as follows:


FGS is the most common raw material;



quartzite artefacts are rare and small, consistent with quartzite being obtained
from a more distant source;



CGS artefacts are rare and large, consistent with low quality material being
utilised rarely and from a nearby source;



some FGS decortification occurred elsewhere, and nodules and large flakes were
then transported to 940691;



cores with a high number of step-terminated scars were regularly discarded
without rejuvenation, indicating minimal concern for conservation of FGS



some rejuvenation of FGS cores occurred early in the reduction process, with
core rotation more common during the final stages of cortex removal;



few cores were worked to a small size or in a formal way, suggesting minimal
concern for the conservation of FGS;



large FGS flakes and flake fragments were preferred for retouch;



most retouch was informal or consisted of edge damage only, with no intensive
resharpening, indicating minimal concern for the conservation of FGS; and



quartzite was more often retouched, although there is no clear evidence for
quartzite resharpening.

The evidence obtained from this analysis of the OS assemblage is consistent with the
findings presented in Chapter 6 regarding the relative levels of reduction to which
different raw materials have been subject. Some features point towards differences
between this assemblage and the GC assemblage: firstly, cores with step-terminated
flake scars in the OS assemblage were likely to be discarded, rather than rejuvenated or
rotated, with the majority of core rotation occurring slightly later in the reduction of the
core; secondly, size differences between the three raw materials were less substantial
and less significant. In the next section of this chapter, the differences between the
assemblages, and the implications of these differences, are explored in more detail.
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Comparison of the GC and OS assemblages
Raw material procurement
Proportion of different materials
FGS was the dominant raw material throughout the period of use of the 940691 area
(Table 7.44). By mass, however, CGS is relatively more abundant in the GC
assemblage, while the proportion of FGS is lower (Table 7.45). The immediate
implication of this pattern is that CGS was somehow more accessible during the period
of accumulation of the GC sedimentary unit. It is possible that an outcrop of CGS
became exposed during this period, either by the lowering of the lake or sediment
erosion.

Alternatively, optimal foraging theory suggests that the probability that a lower ranked
resource (i.e. one of lower quality) will be exploited depends not on its own abundance
but on the probability of encountering a better quality resource (see Chapter 6; Bird and
O’Connell 2006: 147). If mobility is restricted, the probability of being able to obtain
the more distant quartzite would be reduced, and the collection of CGS should increase.
It is surprising, though, that the collection of FGS also decreased, as even the occasional
visit to the quartzite source would have also provided opportunity to obtain the much
more widely available FGS. The expected pattern would be one in which the relative
frequency of FGS in the GC assemblage decreased only slightly, while the relative
frequency of quartzite decreased more substantially. This suggests that mobility may
have been restricted to such an extent that the likelihood of making a journey that would
bring people into contact with FGS was also reduced, or that the FGS outcrops somehow
became less accessible during this period. By extension, CGS outcrops must have been
closer to the location and thus more likely to be encountered than those of FGS.
Nevertheless, FGS remains the dominant raw material, while the continued presence of
quartzite in the GC assemblage indicates that journeys of the distance required to access
this material were still made on occasion.
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Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Total

GC
n
%
1245 94.7
42
3.2
28
2.1
1315 100.0

OS
n
%
1217 95.2
35
2.7
26
2.0
1278 100.0

Table 7.44. Comparison of the frequency of the three main raw materials by number of artefacts.
FGS is the most common raw material in both assemblages, and there is no significant difference between
the assemblages in the proportion of each raw material (Ȥ2 = 0.50, df = 2, p = 0.778).

Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Total

GC
g
%
18339 92.5
422
2.1
1073
5.4
19834 100.0

OS
g
%
15495 95.2
361
2.6
421
2.2
16276 100.0

Table 7.45. Comparison of the frequency of the three main raw materials by approximate weight.
FGS remains the dominant raw material, but the proportion of CGS in the GC assemblage is double that of
the OS assemblage, at the expense of FGS.

Form and size of transported material
It appears that during both periods, FGS was transported to the locality in the same form.
The proportion of core blanks that cannot be identified is almost identical, while flakes
are the most common blanks in both assemblages (Table 7.46). As mentioned
previously, this could reflect the fact that flakes are more readily identifiable than other
blank types. Additionally, it could be an indication that the FGS source or sources being
utilised in each period contain outcrops of silcrete of a similar form, of which flakes and
nodules were the most likely form in which FGS could be obtained and transported. The
transport of nodules and large cortical flakes of silcrete has also been observed in other
assemblages in western New South Wales (Douglass et al. 2008, Webb 1993).
According to Kuhn (1992), the transport of material with high technological potential
reflects a strategy of place provisioning, and this may, in part, be contributing to the
pattern seen in both of these assemblages.

Cortical flakes and flakes with plunge or axial terminations show that in the GC
assemblage, CGS transported to the site was larger than FGS, and larger again than
quartzite (Tables 6.15 and 6.16). The same pattern was not seen consistently in the OS
assemblage (Tables 7.13 and 7.14).

The same attributes can be used to compare the size of the material introduced into each
assemblage. For FGS, the differences between the assemblages are minimal, with only
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low significance (Tables 7.47 – 7.50), although the results are suggestive of larger FGS
material being imported into the GC assemblage. If this is the case, and a reduction of
mobility during this period has been sufficient to limit the opportunities for obtaining
FGS, the transport and introduction of large pieces of FGS may be evidence for a greater
emphasis on provisioning the location with this raw material. This interpretation is far
from robust, however.

Identified
core blank
Flake
Nodule
Slab/block
Total n
Indeterminate

GC
n
%
18 42.9
17 40.5
7 16.7
42 100.0
102 70.8

OS
n
%
20 52.6
16 42.1
2
5.3
38 100.0
90 70.3

Table 7.46. Comparison of the frequency of different FGS core blanks. Flakes and nodules are the most
common core blanks in both assemblages (Ȥ2 = 2.72, df = 2, p = 0.257).

Cores with >33% cortex
GC
OS

n
15
18

max
sd
52.4 19.8
46.6 17.3

Approx. volume
75,200
60,500

Table 7.47. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) and average estimated volume (mm3)
of cortical FGS cores. Cortical cores are larger in the GC assemblage, but the difference is not significant
(maximum dimension: t = 0.90, df = 31, p = 0.187).

Cores with one or two scars
GC
OS

n
12
7

max
sd
42.8 14.9
51.0 21.1

Approx. volume
43,500
70,100

Table 7.48. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) and average estimated volume (mm3)
of FGS cores with few scars. Cores with few scars are larger in the OS assemblage, but the difference is
not significant (maximum dimension: t = -0.99, df = 17, p = 0.167).

Plunge/axial flakes
GC
OS

n
88
72

max
sd
41.7 14.4
40.5 12.0

oriented sd
31.7 12.1
32.0 10.7

Table 7.49. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of FGS
flakes with plunge or axial terminations. The difference is minimal and not significant (maximum
dimension: t = 0.56, df = 158, p = 0.290; Oriented length: t = -0.15, df = 158, p = 0.439).

Cortical flakes
GC
OS

n
149
177

max
sd
38.3 12.5
37.1 12.1

oriented sd
29.8 11.3
28.8 11.1

Table 7.50. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical FGS flakes. Cortical flakes are larger in the GC assemblage, but the difference is minimal and not
significant (maximum dimension: t = 0.89, df = 324, p = 0.187; Oriented length: t = 1.04, df = 316, p =
0.196).
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CGS plunge/axial flakes
GC
OS

n
1
3

max
53.0
37.4

sd
na
7.8

oriented sd
44.5
na
23.3 8.6

Table 7.51. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of CGS
flakes with plunge of axial terminations. These flakes are larger in the GC assemblage, but the number of
artefacts is too low to yield significant results.

CGS cortical flakes
GC
OS

n
2
4

max
sd
52.1 1.2
40.6 11.7

oriented sd
43.7 1.0
29.8 15.2

Table 7.52. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical CGS flakes. Cortical flakes are larger in the GC assemblage, but the difference is significant only
for oriented length at the 10% confidence level (maximum dimension: t = 1.31, df = 4, p = 0.130; Oriented
length: t = 1.83, df = 3, p = 0.082).

Quartzite plunge/axial flakes
GC
OS

n
2
2

max
sd
33.5 9.9
39.5 10.7

oriented sd
28.5 7.9
30.9 4.5

Table 7.53. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
quartzite flakes with plunge or axial terminations. These flakes are larger in the OS assemblage, but the
number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results (maximum dimension: t = -0.58, df = 2,
p = 0.310; Oriented length: t = -0.37, df = 2, p = 0.374).

Quartzite cortical flakes
GC
OS

n
3
2

max
30.4
43.3

sd
7.7
5.1

oriented sd
26.6 6.6
29.1 7.0

Table 7.54. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical quartzite flakes. Cortical flakes are larger in the OS assemblage, but the number of artefacts is too
low to yield significant results (maximum dimension: t = -2.06, df = 3, p = 0.066; Oriented length:
t = -0.41, df = 3, p = 0.355).

The numbers of flakes with plunge/axial terminations and cortical flakes of CGS (Tables
7.51 and 7.52) and quartzite (Tables 7.53 and 7.54) are very low. While differences are
significant at the 10% level for only the comparison of the oriented length of cortical
CGS flakes and the maximum length of cortical quartzite flakes, the other measurements
also suggest the same pattern of size differences. CGS, like FGS, appears to have
arrived in a larger form in the GC assemblage, which is consistent with the interpretation
of place provisioning. Quartzite, on the other hand, seems have been larger when it
arrived in the OS assemblage. Given the greater transport distance, smaller quartzite in
the GC assemblage is to be expected if access to this material was restricted by lower
levels of mobility; quartzite would have been subject to higher levels of reduction
intensity both before and after arriving at the location.
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Core reduction, rotation and discard: FGS
There are a number of similarities in the way in which FGS was worked on site during
the accumulation of both assemblages. Initial decortification took place away from the
site, however, both cores and flakes in the OS assemblage are more likely to retain
cortex than those in the GC assemblage (Tables 7.55 and 7.56). There are two possible
interpretations of this pattern. Firstly, cores in the GC assemblage may have been flaked
more intensively than those in the OS assemblage (in spite of arriving in an initially
larger form), resulting in less cortex on the resulting cores and a higher proportion of
non-cortical flakes. Secondly, there may have initially been more cortex on the material
being transported to the site during the period of accumulation of the OS assemblage.
This may reflect the use of a different FGS source, but could also reflect continued use
of the same exposure, with the cortical material on the exposed outcrop surfaces
naturally being utilised first. The likelihood of material in the GC assemblage being
worked more intensively is discussed in more detail below.

Core surface
Cortex
No cortex
Total

GC
n
%
49 34.0
95 66.0
144 100.0

OS
n
%
54 42.2
74 57.8
128 100.0

Table 7.55. Comparison of the frequency of cortical and non-cortical FGS cores in the two 940691
assemblages. Cortex is more common on cores in the OS assemblage, but the difference is not significant
(Ȥ2 = 1.92, df = 1, p = 0.166).

Whole flake
dorsal surface
Cortex
No cortex
Total

GC
n
%
149 24.5
459 75.5
608 100.0

OS
n
%
177 29.3
428 70.7
605 100.0

Table 7.56. Comparison of the frequency of cortical and non-cortical FGS flakes in the two 940691
assemblages. Cortex is more common on flakes in the OS assemblage, but the difference is significant
only at the 10% confidence level (Ȥ2 = 3.48, df = 1, p = 0.062).

MNF
Rejuvenation flakes
MNF
Total

GC
n
%
21
2.8
722 97.2
743 100.0

OS
n
%
24
3.2
723 96.8
779 100.0

Table 7.57. Comparison of the frequency of FGS rejuvenation flakes in the two 940691 assemblages.
Rejuvenation flakes are more common in the OS assemblage, but the difference is not significant
(Ȥ2 = 0.19, df = 1, p = 0.663).
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Flake
terminations
Plunge/axial
Feather/step/hinge
Total

GC
n
%
88 12.5
616 87.5
704 100.0

OS
n
%
72 10.3
627 89.7
699 100.0

Table 7.58. Comparison of the frequency of FGS flakes with plunge or axial terminations in the two
940691 assemblages. These types of termination are slightly more common in the GC assemblage, but the
difference is not significant (Ȥ2 = 1.68, df = 1, p = 0.195).

FGS core
flake scars
Stepped
Unstepped
Total

GC
n
%
53 36.8
91 63.2
144 100.0

OS
n
%
59 46.1
69 53.9
128 100.0

Table 7.59. Comparison of the frequency of FGS cores with a high proportion of step-terminated scars in
the two 940691 assemblages. Stepped cores are more common in the OS assemblage, but the difference is
not significant (Ȥ2 = 2.41, df = 1, p = 0.120).

Termination type
Feather
Step/hinge
Axial/plunge
Missing/crushed
Total

GC
n
%
332 46.4
284 39.7
88 12.3
11
1.5
715 100.0

OS
n
%
313 44.2
314 44.4
72 10.2
9
1.3
708 100.0

Table 7.60. Comparison of the frequency of FGS flakes of each termination type in the two 940691
assemblages. There is no significant difference between the assemblages (Ȥ2 = 3.83, df = 3, p = 0.280).

Assuming that flakes with plunge or axial termination represent deliberate attempts to
rejuvenate a core, the size of these flake-types in both assemblages indicate that core
rejuvenation took place early in the core reduction process. Direct evidence for core
rejuvenation is equally rare in both assemblages, however (Tables 7.57 and 7.58).

Similarly, the evidence from the patterns of flake scars and dorsal cortex on the flake
population suggests that core rotation in both assemblages occurred relatively early in
the core reduction process, while cortex was still present on the core. There are some
differences between the assemblages, however. There is some suggestion that cores in
the OS assemblage were more likely to be rotated at a slightly later stage of working,
during the removal of the last bits of cortex. There is also a weak pattern of more cores
dominated by step-terminated scars in the OS assemblage (Table 7.59), corresponding to
a higher incidence of step-terminated flakes (Table 7.60). There are several possible
interpretations for the different proportion of step terminations.
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Firstly, raw material quality may impact on the ability of a knapper to successfully
produce useful flakes (Cotterell and Kamminga 1987: 677-678). If step-terminated
flakes represent unsuccessful attempts at flaking, the difference between the
assemblages in the proportions of these flakes may result from a difference in the quality
of material. This would imply that a different source was being used, or that multiple
sources were being used in differing proportions. The use of a different source could
also explain the different proportion of artefacts that retain cortex, as already mentioned.

A second possible explanation for a higher incidence of stepping in the OS assemblage
is that less care is being taken during core reduction in this assemblage. The general low
quality of the silcrete being utilised (Webb and Domanski 2008; based on macroscopic
appearance, very little of the silcrete documented was of better quality than that
observed at the Mungo quarry) means that a high proportion of step or hinge
terminations within the assemblage overall is not unexpected. However, if there is a
greater concern for raw material conservation in the GC assemblage, it could be
expected that more care would be taken to reduce wastage during core reduction,
sufficient to reduce the incidence of flake failure.

Thirdly, it is possible that different flaking strategies were being employed. If, for
example, larger flakes were desired during the accumulation of the OS assemblage, one
method of obtaining larger flakes is to increase the thickness of the striking platform
(Dibble 1997, Pelcin 1997). This, in turn, requires greater percussion to force to
successfully dislodge a flake and thus increases the chance of flake failure, potentially
resulting in a higher proportion of flakes with step or hinge termination (Cotterell and
Kamminga 1987: 700-701, Pelcin 1997: 1110). If deliberate attempts to obtain larger
flakes in this way are being made in the OS assemblage, this should be reflected in
thicker flake platforms, both on step-terminated flakes and other flake types. However,
flake platforms in the OS assemblage are actually thinner than those in the GC
assemblage (Table 7.61), while there appears to be no correlation between stepterminated flakes and thick platforms (Table 7.62). Platform size should be considered
in relation to overall artefact size (discussed subsequently); nevertheless, this pattern
suggests that the higher incidence of stepping in the OS assemblage is unrelated to
attempts to derive larger flakes.
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Flakes with preserved platforms
GC
OS

n
683
643

plat thick sd
5.8 3.5
5.2 3.3

Table 7.61. Comparison of the average platform thickness (mm) of FGS flakes in the two 940691
assemblages. Platforms are thicker on flakes in the GC assemblage, which is consistent with the overall
larger flake size in this assemblage (see below; t = 3.08, df = 1324, p = 0.001).

Termination type for
flakes with platforms
Feather
Step/hinge
Axial/plunge
Total

GC
n % plat thick
307 47.4
5.7
255 39.4
5.4
86 13.3
7.7
648
5.8

sd
3.2
3.1
5.1
3.5

OS
n % plat thick
280 45.1
5.1
278 44.8
5.3
63 9.8
5.7
621
5.2

sd
3.5
3.0
3.6
3.3

Table 7.62. Comparison of the frequency and average platform thickness (mm) of FGS flakes with
different types of terminations in the two 940691 assemblages. Step or hinge terminations are more
common in the OS assemblage, while flakes with axial or plunge terminations have thicker platforms in
the GC assemblage only. Excludes flakes with crushed or missing platforms or terminations (Ȥ2 = 5.21,
df = 2, p = 0.074; GC: F = 15.44, df = 2, 645, p = <0.0001; OS: F = 0.89, df = 2, 618, p = 0.413).

Core type
Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Opposed
Bifacial
Horsehoof
Microblade
Total

GC
n
%
100 69.4
28 19.4
7
4.9
6
4.2
1
0.7
1
0.7
1
0.7
144 100.0

OS
n
%
77 60.2
33 25.8
12
9.4
3
2.3
2
1.6
1
0.8
128 100.0

Table 7.63. Comparison of the frequency of FGS cores of each core type in the two 940691 assemblages.
Multidirectional and informal single-platform cores are the most common core type in both assemblages.
Rotated core forms (multidirectional and opposed) are more common in the GC assemblage (distribution
of the four most common core types: Ȥ2 = 4.77, df = 3, p = 0.190; rotated vs single-direction cores: Ȥ2 =
3.87, df = 1, p = 0.049).

Finally, the higher incidence of stepping in the OS assemblage may be a product of
different core discard and rotation strategies, rather than a lower incidence of stepping in
the first instance. The pattern of core size and the incidence of stepping in the GC
assemblage suggest that stepping may have contributed to core rotation, but was unlikely
to be a significant cause of core discard. In contrast, the pattern in the OS assemblage
suggests that stepping was leading to both discard and rotation. The higher incidence of
premature core discard in the OS assemblage and rotation in the GC assemblage could
have several consequences. The most obvious is a higher proportion of rotated core
forms in the GC assemblage (Table 7.63). A less obvious result is fewer stepped cores
in the GC assemblage. Because cores in the GC assemblage are more likely to be
rotated and further reduced, stepped platforms are more likely to be removed, resulting
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in a lower incidence of stepping in the final core assemblage. However, a higher
proportion of rejuvenation flakes would then also be expected, which is not observed.

This pattern of rotation, rather than discard, in response to step terminations suggests a
greater concern for raw material conservation in the GC assemblage. The lower quantity
of cortex in the GC assemblage could therefore be the product of a higher level of
reduction intensity, rather than an initial difference in cortex quantity. The hypothesis of
different source material is therefore not supported by the cortex data, and it is unlikely
that the quality of the material differs between the assemblages. The most likely
explanation for the lower incidence of stepping in the GC assemblage is that greater care
has been taken during core reduction to avoid material wastage.

In summary, the main difference between the assemblages in reduction strategy was a
higher probability of premature core discard as a result of stepping in the OS
assemblage. This resulted in a higher incidence of core rotation in the GC assemblage,
as reduction continued despite stepping. In both assemblages, core rotation took place
early in the reduction sequence, while cortex was still present. Persistence in working
stepped material, along with greater concern for avoiding step-terminations, suggests
greater concern for conservation of FGS in the GC assemblage, which resulted in more
intensive reduction in this assemblage.

Other indications of reduction intensity: all raw materials
Flake-to-core ratio
The number of flakes present relative to the number of cores provides a simple measure
of the degree of reduction intensity. In theory, the higher this ratio, the more flakes that
have been produced from each core. However, this ratio may be skewed if cores or the
products of flaking have been moved differentially around the landscape, either
deliberately or as a result of down-slope mixing. Comparing the ratio with the average
number of flake scars per core (also an approximation, and often an underestimate;
discussed further below) can provide some indication of whether differential artefact
transport has occurred. The flake:core ratio for FGS (Table 7.64) is remarkably
consistent with the number of scars on FGS cores (Table 7.65) and suggests that FGS
core reduction was slightly more intense in the OS assemblage than the GC assemblage.
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MNF:core ratio
for raw material
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

GC
assemblage
1.8
4.5
6.5

OS
assemblage
na
5.0
3.2

Table 7.64. Comparison of the flake:core ratio for each raw material in the two 940691 assemblages.
FGS appears to have been worked more intensively in the OS assemblage. The ratio for quartzite in the
OS assemblage is surprisingly low.

Ave scar number
for raw material
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

GC
assemblage
5.5
4.9
5.5

OS
assemblage
na
5.2
6.0

Table 7.65. Comparison of the average number of scars on cores of each raw material in the two 940691
assemblages. Quartzite cores and FGS cores both appear to have been worked more intensively in the OS
assemblage.

Because low numbers of artefacts are involved, the ratios for CGS and quartzite need to
be interpreted with care. The surprisingly low flake:core ratio for quartzite in the OS
assemblage was interpreted in the preceding section as the result of preferential and
deliberate removal of flakes from the OS assemblage. The number of scars on the
quartzite cores in this assemblage suggests more intensive core reduction than in the OS
assemblage, but alone this is not a reliable measure.

In the FGS and quartzite cases, these data suggest a contrasting interpretation of
reduction intensity than that expected based on the core rotation and discard data
presented above. Given their relative geomorphic locations, both small flakes and large
cores may have moved from the GC assemblage into the OS assemblage (Chapter 5).
Because of the low number of cores, this movement would result in a net gain in
flake:core ratio in the OS assemblage, resulting in a ratio that over-represents the
intensity of reduction that took place. Similarly, because it is easier to count a high
number of scars on larger cores, the preferential movement of just one or two large cores
into the OS assemblage could result in an over-estimate of the average number of scars.
Unless artefact movement can be ruled out unequivocally, these measurements must be
considered cautiously.
Artefact size
All other things being equal, artefact size decreases as core reduction proceeds. Thus,
the average size of the artefacts in the two assemblages can be compared. However,
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there are two important sources of variation that may have affected the size distribution
of each assemblage. Firstly, it was noted above that FGS may have been introduced to
the GC assemblage in a larger form. This could result in larger average artefact sizes in
this assemblage even if the intensity of reduction has been equivalent. Secondly,
Chapter 5 discussed the probability of artefacts moving from the GC assemblage into the
OS assemblage. As transportation by water was considered to be the most likely process
to have had an effect, this could result in the average artefact size of artefacts in the
lower (OS) assemblage being smaller, as small artefacts are likely to be preferentially
displaced. Artefacts most likely to be transported, those less than 20 mm in maximum
dimension, have been excluded from these comparisons to reduce the impact of this
mixing, but may not reduce the impact completely. The possibility of larger, more
rounded artefacts moving downslope under gravity also needs to be considered. In
general, then, if most artefacts are consistently smaller in the OS assemblage, this is not
necessarily the product of higher reduction intensity in this assemblage. Conversely, if
the largest artefact types are larger in the OS assemblage, this does not necessarily
indicate lower reduction intensity. Artefact size therefore needs to be considered in
relation to other attributes.
In fact, both of these patterns of size distribution can be recognised in the comparison of
the average maximum dimension of different FGS artefact types (Table 7.66). Cores,
nodule fragments and unmodified stone are both larger on average than other artefact
types and the most likely to be a rounded shape. These are the artefact types that are
most likely to have moved down an eroding slope as a result of gravity, and these are
also the only artefact types that are larger in the OS assemblage. Overall, artefacts in the
GC assemblage are larger than those in the OS assemblage, which could be the result of
the preferential movement of the smaller artefacts and the larger size of FGS when it
arrived at the location. Artefact size alone is therefore not considered a reliable measure
of reduction intensity for the FGS assemblages.
Quartzite artefacts reveal a different pattern, although generally the differences between
the average sizes of the two assemblages are not statistically significant (Table 7.67).
The average size of angular fragments and retouched artefacts is slightly larger in the OS
assemblage. As these are not typically large artefact types or likely to be rounded, it is
unlikely that this pattern is the result of down-slope movement due to gravity. The
smaller average size of these artefacts in the GC assemblage could therefore indicate
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greater reduction intensity. The evidence from cortical flakes and those with plunge/
axial terminations suggested that quartzite was introduced into the OS assemblage in a
larger form (Tables 7.53 and 7.54), which could also contribute to the larger average size
of these artefact types. Whole flakes, on the other hand, are significantly smaller in the
OS assemblage. This could be the result of more intensive reduction in this assemblage,
but this seems unlikely given the absence of this pattern in other artefact types; the
preferential down-slope movement of the smallest flakes cannot be ruled out, although
the same pattern should also be seen in other artefact types if this were the case.

FGS artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Rejuvenation flake
Nodule fragment
Unmodified stone
Total (all types)

GC assemblage
n max
sd
194 29.9 8.7
144 45.3 19.3
293 39.6 12.5
421 33.8 11.3
80 31.6 11.4
15 45.0 11.4
14 44.0 17.0
7 39.2 20.7
1245 35.9 13.3

OS assemblage
n max
sd
202 29.7 10.0
128 45.4 15.5
266 39.0 11.8
433 32.1 10.3
86 30.1 9.3
19 38.6 15.3
15 57.5 21.4
5 43.1 36.5
1217 34.9 12.9

t-test results
t
df
p
0.21 194 0.418
-0.07 267 0.471
0.59 557 0.276
2.30 840 0.011
1.01 164 0.158
1.34 32 0.095
-1.87 27 0.036
-0.23 10 0.410
1.87 2460 0.031

Table 7.66. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of different artefact types of FGS in
the two 940691 assemblages. Overall, artefacts are larger in the GC assemblage, although the size
difference is not significant for all artefact types. Nodule fragments are larger in the OS assemblage.

Quartzite artefact
types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Total (all types)

GC assemblage
n
max
sd
7 24.5 4.9
4 42.9 11.0
17 31.7 12.6
10 35.9 11.0
1 20.1
na
42 33.1 12.5

OS assemblage
n max
sd
3 33.7 10.3
5 37.8 11.2
18 36.2 13.5
7 26.4 3.5
2 29.3 2.0
35 33.8 11.5

t-test results
t
df
p
-2.01 8 0.040
0.68 7 0.259
-1.02 33 0.158
2.56 10 0.013
-0.29 75 0.387

Table 7.67. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of different artefact types of quartzite
in the two 940691 assemblages. Unretouched whole flakes are larger in the GC assemblage, while angular
fragments are larger in the OS assemblage.

CGS artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Slab/block fragment
Unmodified stone
Total (all types)

GC assemblage
n max
sd
11 35.0 13.0
4 62.0 32.8
4 51.1 7.0
5 44.3 18.3
2 36.2 12.3
1 98.7
na
1 31.3 18.3
28 45.1 21.2

OS assemblage
n max
sd
10 28.9 8.4

t-test results
t
df
p
1.27 19 0.110

2 47.8 0.9
11 34.3 11.1
1 33.2 na
1 113.1 na
1 64.3 na
26 37.4 19.4

0.62 4 0.283
1.36 14 0.098

1.38

52 0.087

Table 7.68. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of different artefact types of CGS in
the two 940691 assemblages. The overall trend is for CGS artefacts to be larger in the GC assemblage,
but the number of artefacts is generally too low to yield significant results.
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It was suggested previously that flakes were removed from the OS assemblage. The
small average size of whole flakes in this assemblage may indicate that large flakes in
particular were removed preferentially. The overall impression, given the introduction
of larger cores to the OS assemblage, and the smaller average size of quartzite in the GC
assemblage, despite the possible loss of the smallest artefacts, is that reduction intensity
for quartzite was more intense in the GC assemblage. This is consistent with the
interpretation of reduced mobility limiting the ability of people to obtain quartzite during
this period.

Several attributes contribute to the interpretation that CGS has been worked less
intensively overall than either FGS or quartzite. Predominantly as a result of the small
sample size, the significance of differences in the size of CGS artefacts between the two
assemblages is low, but the trend of larger artefacts in the GC assemblage is consistent
where comparisons are possible (Table 7.68). This could result partly from the material
being introduced in an initially larger form (Tables 7.51 and 7.52), and partly from loss
of some of the smallest artefacts down-slope; artefact size alone is thus not considered a
reliable indication of reduction intensity for CGS. The introduction of larger CGS
pieces into the GC assemblage may suggest, as with FGS, a strategy of provisioning the
location with raw material to ensure a supply under conditions of reduced mobility. The
absence of corresponding evidence to indicate intensive utilisation of this material
probably reflects its low quality – while a greater quantity of CGS was collected during
the accumulation of the GC assemblage, perhaps as a back-up material, FGS remained
the material used most often.
Tool production
In both assemblages, quartzite was retouched more often than the other raw materials,
and CGS was more rarely retouched, which is consistent with the more distant quartzite
source and the lower quality of CGS. There is no significant difference between the two
assemblages in the proportion of each raw material that is retouched (Table 7.69).

In both the GC and OS assemblages, a preference for selecting larger artefacts as tool
blanks, particularly whole flakes, was identified. Where flakes were selected, these
appear to be large flakes produced relatively late in the reduction sequence (exhibiting
low levels of cortex and high numbers of flake scars), rather than large cortical flakes.
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Retouch percent
for raw material
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

n
4
293
17

GC
% of ass.
14.3
23.5
40.5

n
2
266
18

OS
% of ass.
7.7
21.9
51.4

Table 7.69. Comparison of the frequency of retouched artefacts of each raw material in the two 940691
assemblages (CGS: Ȥ2 = 0.59, df = 1, p = 0.441; FGS: Ȥ2 = 0.98, df = 1, p = 0.321; Quartzite: Ȥ2 = 0.92,
df = 1, p = 0.337).

Tool/retouch type,
Quartzite
Informal
Edge damage only
Scraper
Notched
Multinotched
Backed
Total

GC
n %
6 35.3
1
5.9
6 35.3
3 17.6
1
5.9
17 100.0

OS
n %
6 33.3
4 22.2
1
5.6
2 11.1
1
5.6
4 22.2
18 100.0

Table 7.70. Comparison of the frequency of quartzite tools of different types in the two 940691
assemblages. Scrapers are more common in the GC assemblage, and backed artefacts are more common
in the OS assemblage, although the significance of the difference in relative frequency is low (Ȥ2 = 9.55, df
= 5, p = 0.089; formal vs informal: Ȥ2 = 0.72, df = 1, p = 0.395).

Tool type, Quartzite
Scrapers
Notched
Informal
Total (all tools)

GC
2.00
1.75
1.83
1.82

OS
1.00
2.00
2.30
2.17

Table 7.71. Comparison of the average number of retouched edges on quartzite tools of different types in
the two 940691 assemblages (Scrapers: Ȥ2 = 2.92, df = 2, p = 0.233; Notched: Ȥ2 = 3.94, df = 2, p = 0.140;
Informal: Ȥ2 = 2.60, df = 2, p = 0.273, All: Ȥ2 = 0.96., df = 2, p = 0.619).

Tool/retouch type,
FGS
Informal
Edge damage only
Scraper
Notched
Multinotched
Backed
Total

GC
n %
140 48.1
44 15.1
50 17.2
32 11.0
19
6.5
6
2.1
291 100.0

OS
n
%
133 50.0
46 17.3
26
9.8
38 14.3
18
6.8
5
1.9
266 100.0

Table 7.72. Comparison of the frequency of FGS tools of different types in the two 940691 assemblages.
Scrapers, and formal tools in general, are more common in the GC assemblage, although the significance
of the difference in distribution is low (Ȥ2 = 7.33, df = 5, p = 0.197; formal vs informal: Ȥ2 = 1.01, df = 1,
p = 0.315).
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Tool type, FGS
Scrapers
Notched
Informal
Total (all tools)

GC
1.92
1.73
1.65
1.70

OS
1.84
1.63
1.59
1.62

Table 7.73. Comparison of the average number of retouched edges on FGS tools of different types in the
two 940691 assemblages (Scrapers: Ȥ2 = 2.92, df = 2, p = 0.233; Notched: Ȥ2 = 3.40, df = 2, p = 0.183;
Informal: Ȥ2 = 1.97, df = 2, p = 0.373, All: Ȥ2 = 1.76., df = 2, p = 0.415).

There is one noteworthy exception to this pattern. In the GC assemblage, when artefacts
less than 20 mm are excluded, retouched quartzite is actually smaller than unretouched
quartzite whole flakes (Table 7.67). This suggests that quartzite in the GC assemblage
has undergone higher levels of resharpening, resulting in a smaller average size when
discarded. This is weakly supported by the proportion of quartzite scrapers and notched
artefacts in the assemblage (Table 7.70), if these tool types are considered to represent a
relatively more intensively retouched tool. This certainly does not appear to be the case
for scrapers if artefact surface area is used as a measure of retouch intensity.
Additionally, quartzite tools tended to have fewer retouched edges in the GC assemblage
(Table 7.71). The extremely low numbers of each tool type renders these comparisons
of limited value for the quartzite tools, however.

FGS scrapers are more common in the GC than the OS assemblage (Table 7.72), and all
tool types in the GC assemblage have relatively more retouched edges (Table 7.73).
However, as discussed in relation to quartzite, the importance of these patterns is
uncertain. For the FGS tools in both assemblages, there appears to be little indication of
a relationship between particular tool forms and the intensity of tool retouch. In both
assemblages, the largest tools were subject to the greatest extent of retouch, while edge
damage and informal retouch occurred on the smallest blanks. On the other hand,
notched quartzite tools in both assemblages were smaller than other tool types, and it
was suggested that these tools could have been intensively retouched. Notched quartzite
is more common in the GC assemblage (Table 7.70) supporting the hypothesis that
quartzite in this assemblage has been subject to more resharpening.

It is difficult to make interpretations regarding the intensity of retouch. The attributes
that were recorded on retouched artefacts as a proxy for the intensity of
retouch/resharpening do not appear to yield consistent evidence. As discussed in the
previous chapter, there are several reasons why this could be the case.
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Firstly, it is possible that the attributes that have been recorded are not sufficient to
provide the detailed assessment that is required. It remains possible that more detailed
measurement and description could yield more information. Secondly, it seems highly
likely that, for FGS at least, resharpening was minimal. Artefacts were selected for use
from among the available flake population, with size being the only concern. This is
consistent with the observations that suggest that there was little concern for the
conservation of FGS. This is the case for both assemblages, although, as the previous
discussion highlights, there is some evidence for greater intensity of FGS reduction in
the GC assemblage. Similarly, while retouch intensity was generally low, it appears to
have been slightly higher in the GC assemblage.

Summary
The important similarities and differences in the patterns of raw material procurement,
use and discard between the two assemblages at the 940691 locality are as follows:


the relative proportion of raw materials is similar, although a higher mass of CGS
is present in the GC assemblage, consistent with a reduction in relative mobility
during the accumulation of this assemblage;



FGS was introduced into both assemblages in the form of flakes and nodules,
consistent with the nature of the known FGS source;



FGS and CGS may have been introduced into the GC assemblage in a larger
form, consistent with a strategy of place provisioning to ameliorate the affects of
lower relative mobility;



rotation of FGS cores occurred early in core reduction in both assemblages;



rotation was sometimes prompted by a high proportion of step-terminated flake
scars; in the OS assemblage, stepping also prompted core discard, consistent with
a lower level of concern for conservation of FGS in this assemblage;



reduction of FGS and quartzite appears to have been more intense in the GC
assemblage, consistent with a higher level of concern for conservation of these
materials;



large artefacts were selected for retouch; and



quartzite was retouched more often than FGS and CGS less often in both
assemblages, but retouch intensity is difficult to assess based on the attributes
that have been recorded for this study.
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Discussion
Has it been possible to recognise variability in strategies of technological organisation
between the two assemblages defined at 940691? There are two issues of importance for
determining the answer to this question. The first is whether or not the division of the
study area into the two assemblages was valid. Assuming the answer to this is ‘yes’, the
second issue is whether differences or similarities between the two assemblages can be
interpreted as products of variable (or constant) behaviour. If not, why not, and what
comparisons can be made? The following discussion will look at each of these questions
in turn.

Division of the assemblage
Size differences between artefacts in the GC and OS assemblages might be attributed to
the downslope movement of small artefacts. For example, both FGS and CGS artefacts
were, on average, smaller in the OS assemblage. Because retouch occurs on larger than
average artefacts, the loss of small artefacts from the GC assemblage could be
contributing to the higher proportion of retouched FGS recorded there. Similarly, the
higher proportion of formal retouch in the GC assemblage, and the higher proportion of
quartzite artefacts with edge-damage only in the OS assemblage could also result from
this movement.

However, there are also several patterns that do not fit with the inferences about
downslope movement. Some artefact classes are larger in the OS assemblage, including
quartzite angular fragments and cortical flakes, and FGS nodule fragments. More debris
(which tends to be smaller) of all materials is present in the GC assemblage, while
retouched quartzite is more common in the OS assemblage, and smaller than
unretouched quartzite in the GC assemblage. Retouched quartzite artefacts in the OS
assemblage also tend to have more retouched edges, a feature that was shown to
correlate with larger artefacts. Thus, at least some differences between the assemblages
have been identified that are unlikely to result from the downslope movement of small
artefacts and the resulting mixing of assemblages.

It remains possible that movement due to gravity has displaced a portion of the larger
artefacts. This needs to be considered, in particular, for those large artefacts that are
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present in low numbers, such as cores (particularly of quartzite and CGS).
Interpretations based on these artefacts need to be made with caution.

Another aspect of assemblage mixing that is difficult to assess is that resulting from
direct vertical lagging. Because this type of mixing is likely to be indiscriminate with
respect to artefact size, the result should be an unbiased mixing that will result in the
obscuring of any actual differences between the assemblages (as discussed in Chapter 5),
and thus an underestimate of the significance of any difference.

The fact that differences between the two assemblages have been detected that are not
explained by redistribution processes, some in artefact types with large populations,
supports the validity of dividing the 940691 assemblage into the two assemblages
analysed herein. Just what those differences mean is a more difficult question to
address.

Differences between raw materials
General differences between the raw materials in relative abundance and evidence for
reduction intensity provide evidence for relative quality and transport costs. Quartzite is
a rare but persistent component of both assemblages. Quartzite artefacts are smaller on
average than both FGS and CGS artefacts, while quartzite cores are also smaller than
those of FGS, with more flake scars and fewer step-terminated scars. Retouch is more
common on quartzite than on FGS or CGS. Quartzite artefacts have thus been worked
more intensively than those of the other materials, a consequence of having been part of
the ‘tool-kit’ for a much longer length of time prior to discard, and this is consistent with
the greater transport distance involved. That quartzite has also been worked on site
despite the apparent ready availability of silcrete attests to its high quality and
desirability as a raw material.

CGS, by contrast, exhibits less retouch and a larger average artefact size than both FGS
and quartzite (despite a higher proportion of flake debris), suggesting minimal utilisation
of this material. CGS is much rarer than FGS and slightly less abundant than quartzite;
the low intensity of use suggests that this is likely to be due to the poor quality of the
material, rather than distance to the source. In fact, the large quantity of CGS in the GC
assemblage suggests that a source of CGS was available at a shorter distance than FGS.
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Summary of the implications for patterns of mobility
Neither assemblage reveals evidence for intensive utilisation of FGS, indicating that the
material was readily available whether the lake levels were fluctuating or consistently
high. Thus, it can be assumed that, during both periods in which the assemblages were
accumulating, people were regularly and predictably traversing the 10 – 25 km distances
necessary to encounter this material. The form in which FGS was obtained does not
appear to differ between the assemblages, indicating the consistent use of the same
source or combination of sources throughout the study period.

There are differences in the degree to which FGS was worked. During the period of
accumulation of the GC assemblage, there appears to have been a greater concern for
conservation of FGS, along with the collection of a lower proportion by mass of this
material. This indicates that access to the sources of FGS was more restricted during
this period. If the same source or sources were being utilised, as opposed to a shift to a
more distant source, this suggests fewer or less predictable opportunities to obtain the
material, which can be attributed to lower mobility during this period.

It was suggested in Chapter 6 that new stone sources may have become available when
lake levels were lower, or that existing sources may have become more directly
accessible. The pattern of use of FGS does not fit this hypothesis – either FGS did not
become more accessible due to lower water (perhaps dune activation played a role here),
or such sources were not utilised. However, it could be that new sources of CGS
became available.

Quartzite use also appears to have intensified during the accumulation of the GC
assemblage, although quartzite artefact numbers are low and significant differences
between the two assemblages few. The quantity of quartzite, in particular, does not
appear to differ between the assemblages, which is unexpected if mobility has been
restricted. The interpretation of the quartzite assemblages is complicated by evidence
for the possible removal of quartzite flakes from the OS assemblage. Because the
assemblage size is small, the removal of just one or two artefacts may have significantly
skewed the percentages, and this may help to explain the higher than expected
proportion of quartzite in the GC assemblage.
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The removal of material from the OS assemblage is consistent with an interpretation of
higher mobility during the accumulation of the OS assemblage, as it suggests that people
carried useful material with them around the landscape, rather than caching material at
this particular location. By contrast, it appears that more place provisioning took place
during the accumulation of the GC assemblage, when it is hypothesised that mobility
was reduced.

People at 940691 during conditions of high water
Much of the artefact attribute data discussed in this chapter is consistent with the
interpretation of greater mobility during the accumulation of the OS assemblage.
Reduced mobility during the accumulation of the GC assemblage may represent some
degree of tethering during this period of instability and fluctuating water levels. During
periods of consistently high water levels in the lakes, water may also have been
abundant in the hinterland, making movement about the landscape relatively easy. In
contrast, during periods of increasing aridity, people may have contracted back to the
locations where water was more likely to be retained, remaining near the lake shore
more often and for longer periods.

Because of the high probability of material being transported, it is difficult to make
inferences from the organic material present on the surface associated with the OS
assemblage. For example, fragments of mussel shell are present on the surface; none
were identified in situ and very few are larger than 20 mm in maximum dimension.
These could easily have washed or blown in to their current location.

There is thus no unequivocal evidence for the use of lacustrine resources during this
period, although this probably at least partly reflects the nature of erosion and exposure.
However, it is also consistent with the hypothesis that people were more focused on the
lacustrine resources when the hinterland was less well watered, during periods of greater
aridity (e.g. Bowler et al. 2012: 292).

A cluster of bone fragments that is possibly associated with the orange sand sedimentary
unit was identified in Chapter 5 (see Appendix IV). This cluster contained
approximately 1000 bone fragments, most less than 5 mm in maximum dimension. Of
those that could be identified, most were the rib or long-bone fragments from medium to
large macropods, a high proportion of which retained signs of burning. One burnt
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vertebral fragment also had markings which were tentatively identified as cut-marks.
This is clear evidence of human involvement in the accumulation of this component of
the bone record, and evidence for the use of terrestrial resources during this period of
relatively high lake levels.

The only other materials that can be reliably associated with the high water period are
the traces of two hearths. One of these consists of a loose cluster of carbonate heat
retainers, one of which was in situ. The other is a diffuse black stain on the sand
surface. In other locations on the Mungo lunette, similar stains have been observed at
locations where ongoing erosion has then exposed baked sediment, or removed all trace
of the stain; such stains are therefore interpreted as either the first or last traces of
exposure of a baked sediment hearth (N. Stern, pers. comm.).

The following chapter contrasts the findings from 940691 with those from 966617. The
assemblage from the latter study area is associated with sediments of a similar age and
nature to the GC assemblage, associated with a period of fluctuating lake levels in the
lead up to final drying. It is therefore expected to be more similar to the GC assemblage
than the OS assemblage. The 966617 assemblage provides the opportunity to test
further the assumptions about the relative accessibility of different raw material and
evidence for conservation, and to test the inferences that have been made regarding
relative mobility.
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8. Technological analysis of the 966617 assemblage

Introduction
The final assemblage, described in this chapter, is that defined from the more southerly
study area, 966617. This assemblage incorporates artefacts lying above a layer of
reworked carbonate, which probably represents the introduction of sediment from an
ancient period of erosion of the main lunette. As discussed in Chapter 5, this influx of
material may also have introduced artefacts to the study area, which are now entirely
divorced from their original depositional context, therefore the analyses presented in this
chapter exclude artefacts in those areas that may contain this reworked material.

As a consequence of the distribution of the reworked material, the 966617 assemblage is
largely derived from the higher elevation parts of the study area. As a result, it is likely
that some portion of the surface material once associated with the deposition of the
966617 sediments has been removed by erosion, and Chapter 5 demonstrated that small
artefacts have been differentially affected by this process. Thus, while the initial
description of the assemblage presented in this chapter incorporates artefacts of all sizes,
the subsequent comparison with the 940691 assemblages includes only those artefacts
larger than 20 mm in maximum dimension.

Consistent patterns of utilisation and conservation of the three different raw materials
were observed during the two periods of sediment accumulation represented at 940691.
The position of the 966617 study area relative to the known silcrete and quartzite
sources suggests that similar patterns should be observed within the 966617 assemblage,
and the first part of this chapter aims to determine if this is the case.

The 966617 assemblage is associated with alternating layers of sands and sandy clays,
representing a similar depositional environment to the GC assemblage, although it may
be slightly younger (see Chapter 5). This chapter presents a comparison of all three
assemblages to establish whether it is possible to draw inferences regarding relative
mobility that are consistent with the interpretation presented in Chapter 7. This study
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area therefore provides an opportunity to investigate variability through space (and
possibly time) within the period associated with fluctuating and drying lakes.

Raw material procurement in the 966617 assemblage
Raw material proportions
As expected, fine-grained silcrete is the most common raw material present in the
966617 chipped stone artefact assemblage (Table 8.1). Both quartzite and CGS are rare,
although quartzite is relatively more abundant than CGS (Table 8.2).

Statistically, the difference in average size between the different raw materials is
negligible. However, the tendency for larger CGS artefacts and smaller quartzite
artefacts that was seen in the assemblages from 940691 can also be observed in the
966617 assemblage. The difference in relative abundance and size between FGS and
quartzite is thus likely to be explicable by the difference in the distance to the respective
sources; the pattern is consistent with quartzite having been transported further and thus
worked more intensively than FGS prior to discard. Quartzite is more abundant in terms
of mass, as well as number, than CGS. This is a different pattern to that seen at 940691,
and will be discussed further below.

Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Other
Total

n
1746
89
51
19
1905

%
91.7
4.7
2.7
1.0
100.0

Ave max
31.5
30.1
32.2
35.6
31.4

St. Dev.
13.6
12.6
14.1
12.2
13.5

Size range
4.3 – 126.5
8.6 – 61.7
11.5 – 67.5
13.5 – 63.4
4.3 – 126.5

Table 8.1. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of raw materials in the 966617 assemblage
(excluding ‘Other’ raw materials: F = 0.53, df = 2, 1883, p = 0.590).

Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Other
Total

MNA
1121
61
28
12
1222

MNA %
91.7
5.0
2.3
1.0
100.0

MNF
858
50
18
5
931

MNF %
92.2
5.4
1.9
0.5
100.0

Weight, g
17464
609
545
167
18785

Weight %
93.0
3.2
2.9
0.9
100.0

Table 8.2. Frequency of raw materials in the 966617 assemblage, using alternative measures of
abundance. FGS is clearly the most common raw material, regardless of the method.
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Form of transported material
Just over 2% of the FGS assemblage is made up of unworked stone (unmodified stone
and nodule or block fragments) and only a single CGS artefact is unworked. There is no
unworked quartzite (Tables 8.3 – 8.5). As noted in the previous chapters, any stone
present on the lunette must have been deliberately transported, so a low incidence of
unworked material is to be expected. The typical material transported for working on
the lunette is unlikely to be represented by the pieces of stone that have remained
unmodified, as these are smaller, on average than the FGS cores and nodule fragments.
Yet, these smaller cobbles and pebbles have probably also been deliberately transported
to the lunette, and it is unclear for what purpose this was done. Although present in very
small numbers, such stones are widespread on the surface of the lunette. In some cases,
however, the smallest, rounded pebbles may, in fact, have been gizzard stones from the
stomachs of emus.

FGS artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Proximal flake
Medial flake
Rejuvenation flake
Nodule fragment
Slab/block fragment
Unmodified stone
Total

n
%
536 30.7
119
6.8
305 17.5
523 30.0
139
8.0
56
3.2
16
0.9
10
0.6
6
0.3
16
0.9
1
0.1
19
1.1
1746 100.0

max
24.6
46.2
38.5
31.6
30.2
30.1
27.8
25.3
31.2
40.7
85.2
27.8
31.5

sd
10.4
15.8
12.0
12.5
12.2
11.8
8.2
11.0
13.5
15.4
na
10.8
13.6

Table 8.3. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each FGS artefact type in the 966617
assemblage.

Quartzite artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Medial flake
Total

n
%
25 28.1
2
2.2
25 28.1
22 24.7
10 11.2
4
4.5
1
1.1
89 100.0

max
22.8
37.3
37.2
32.2
27.7
23.3
26.8
30.1

sd
8.8
9.9
12.9
13.3
11.5
6.3
na
12.6

Table 8.4. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each quartzite artefact type in the
966617 assemblage.
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CGS artefact types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Nodule fragment
Total

n
%
23 45.1
6 11.8
5
9.8
12 23.5
2
3.9
2
3.9
1
2.0
51 100.0

max
28.3
43.3
45.9
30.1
16.9
34.9
38.8
32.2

sd
12.6
10.3
14.9
14.6
6.1
3.7
na
14.1

Table 8.5. Frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of each CGS artefact type in the 966617
assemblage.

FGS core blank type
Flake
Nodule
Slab/block
Indeterminate
Total

n
%
11
9.2
5
4.2
2
1.7
101 84.9
119 100.0

max
46.6
53.4
98.2
44.8
46,2

sd
13.6
18.1
40.0
13,8
15,8

Approx. volume
32,000
87,200
319,200
39,400
45,500

Ave scar length sd
26.2
7.4
27.5
10.4
45.1
45.4
25.7
9.4
26.2
10.3

Table 8.6. Frequency of each FGS core blank type in the 966617 assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), average estimated core volume (mm3) and the average length of the maximum
flake scar on each core (mm).

Quartzite core blank type
Indeterminate

n
%
2 100.0

max
37.3

sd
9.9

Approx. volume
16,500

Ave scar length sd
24.4
6.6

Table 8.7. Frequency of each quartzite core blank type in the 966617 assemblage. Also shown are
average maximum dimension (mm), average estimated core volume (mm3) and the average length of the
maximum flake scar on each core (mm).

CGS core blank type
Flake
Indeterminate
Total

n
%
1 16.7
5 83.3
6 100.0

max
sd
40.2
na
43.9 11.4
43.3 10.3

Approx. volume
14,500
34,000
30,700

Ave scar length
33.7
22.1
24.0

sd
na
7.2
8.0

Table 8.8. Frequency of each CGS core blank type in the 966617 assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), average estimated core volume (mm3) and the average length of the maximum
flake scar on each core (mm).

Use of FGS whole flake
Core blank
Retouched
Unretouched

n
11
177
523

max
sd
46.6 13.6
39.3 12.0
31.6 12.5

thickness
19.0
9.7
7.7

sd
7.9
4.3
4.0

% with cortex
63.6
27.7
30.4

Table 8.9. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average thickness (mm) of whole flakes
with different uses in the 966617 assemblage. The proportion with cortex is also shown. Whole flakes
used as cores are larger and more likely to retain cortex than both unmodified and retouched whole flakes
(F = 31.24, df = 2, 708, p = <0.0001).
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Silcrete was transported to the 966617 study area in the form of nodules, flakes and
angular blocks, consistent with the form of outcropping silcrete at the potential source
locations identified in Chapter 6. Flakes were the most commonly identified form of
FGS core blank (Table 8.6), although, as discussed previously, this frequency could be
skewed by flakes being readily recognisable. Neither of the two quartzite core blanks
could be identified (Table 8.7), and only a single CGS blank could be identified, as a
flake (Table 8.8).

In a similar pattern to that seen at 940691, the flakes that were being used as cores were
probably large primary flakes derived directly from, or close to, the source; they are
larger than other whole flakes, including those that have been retouched, and they more
commonly retain cortex (Table 8.9). The average size of FGS cores of an indeterminate
blank is consistent with them being worked nodules or flakes.

Cortex
amount
No cortex
1-32%
33-66%
67-99%
100%
Total

FGS cores
n
%
69
38
9
3

58.0
31.9
7.6
2.5

119 100.0

FGS flakes
n
%
492 70.3
141 20.1
42
6.0
23
3.3
2
0.3
700 100.0

Quartzite
flakes
n
%
30 81.1
7 18.9

CGS flakes
n
%

37 100.0

10 100.0

9
2
2

69.2
15.4
15.4

Table 8.10. Frequency of different quantities of cortex on FGS cores, and flakes of FGS, quartzite and
CGS in the 966617 assemblage. Cortex is rare on all raw materials.

Core surface, FGS
>33 % cortex
<33 % cortex
Non-cortical
Total

n
%
12 10.1
38 31.9
69 58.0
119 100.0

max
58.2
46.7
43.8
45.3

sd
26.1
11.6
14.9
19.3

Approx. volume
109,600
41,800
36,300
45,500

max scar
26.4
27.4
24.6
26.2

sd
16.9
7.8
9.9
10.3

Table 8.11. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm), average estimated volume (mm3) and
average maximum scar size (mm) of FGS cores with and without cortex in the 966617 assemblage.
Cortical cores are larger, with larger scars, than non-cortical cores (maximum dimension, cortical vs noncortical: t = 1.94, df = 117, p = 0.028; Maximum scar, cortical vs non-cortical: t = 1.94, df = 117, p =
0.027).

Flake surface, FGS
Cortical
Non-cortical
Total

n
%
208 29.7
492 70.3
700 100.0

max
sd
37.8 12.1
31.7 12.7
33.5 12.8

oriented sd
29.0 11.0
23.4 10.2
25.1 10.8

Table 8.12. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of FGS
flakes with and without cortex in the 966617 assemblage. Cortical flakes are larger than non-cortical
flakes (maximum dimension: t = 5.83, df = 698, p = <0.0001).
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Core scars, FGS
1-2
3-5
6+
Total

n
%
6
5.0
20 16.8
93 78.2
119 100.0

max
sd
55.9 19.1
36.9 9.9
47.6 16.0
46.2 15.8

Approx. volume
53,400
19,700
50,500
45,500

Table 8.13. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) and average estimated volume (mm3)
of FGS cores with high or low numbers of scars in the 966617 assemblage. Cores with 1-2 scars are larger
than those with 3-5 scars (cores with 6+ scars excluded from the size comparison, as this number of scars
is more likely to have been counted on larger cores; maximum dimension: t =2.34, df = 6, p = 0.029).

Raw material, cortical flakes
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

n
4
208
7

max
sd
26.0 7.7
37.8 12.1
35.4 15.2

oriented sd
22.7 8.0
29.0 11.0
25.2 10.9

Table 8.14. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical flakes of each raw material in the 966617 assemblage. FGS cortical flakes are the largest,
however the differences are not significant (maximum dimension: F = 1.97, df = 2, 216, p = 0.143;
Oriented length: F = 1.04, df = 2, 215, p = 0.355).

Raw material, flakes with
plunge/axial terminations
FGS
Quartzite

n
60
5

max

sd

43.3 16.7
36.6 16.5

oriented

sd

32.2 15.1
25.7 7.8

Table 8.15. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of flakes
with plunge or axial terminations of each raw material in the 966617 assemblage. FGS flake are larger,
but the number of quartzite artefacts is too low to yield significant results (maximum dimension: t = 0.87,
df = 63, p = 0.193; Oriented length: t = 0.95, df = 63, p = 0.174).

Either cortical silcrete was rare at the source(s), or preliminary working of FGS took
place before cores arrived at this location. Cores and flakes with high quantities of
cortex are rare, while approximately 70% of FGS flakes do not retain any cortex at all
(Table 8.10).

Cortical cores of FGS are consistently larger than non-cortical FGS cores (Table 8.11).
Similarly, cortical flakes are larger than those without cortex (Table 8.12), and cores
with few scars are larger than those with many (Table 8.13). These cores and flakes are
therefore considered to provide a closer approximation to the original core size than noncortical cores and flakes, and cores with a high number of flake scars. However, the
small number of CGS and quartzite cores renders the core attributes of limited value for
the comparison of raw materials. Instead, the size of cortical flakes and of flakes with
plunge or axial terminations can be used as a proxy for the size of material when it
arrived at the study area.
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The size of both cortical flakes (Table 8.14) and flakes with plunge or axial terminations
(Table 8.15) suggest that FGS was introduced into the assemblage in a larger form than
quartzite, and that CGS was smaller again, although the significance of the size
differences is low. Along with the lack of significant difference between the size of FGS
and CGS artefacts overall (Table 8.1), this suggests that CGS was not as readily
available to people during the accumulation of the 966617 assemblage as it was during
the accumulation of the GC assemblage from 940691, at least in a large form. The
pattern is more similar to that seen in the OS assemblage, which is contrary to the
expectations based on palaeoenvironmental context.

Raw material use in the 966617 assemblage
Core types
Less than 12% of the FGS cores conform to a formal core-type: these are singleplatform, single direction, conical and horsehoof cores (Table 8.16). The largest cores in
the assemblage, the multidirectional cores and a single bifacial core, along with informal
single-platform cores, may represent cores that have been discarded without significant
reduction. A reasonably high scar count on conical, horsehoof and opposed cores, given
their smaller size, is probably a good indication that these core types are the most
intensively worked. Similarly, the fact that informal single-platform cores are large but
have a relatively low scar count, and that multidirectional cores are large but have a high
proportion with cortex, indicates that these are among the least worked core types.

FGS core type
Bifacial
Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Horsehoof
Opposed
Total

n

%

max

sd

1
0.8
56 47.1
43 36.1
13 10.9
1
0.8
5
4.2
119 100.0

100.5
48.3
45.4
42.4
35.8
31.0
46.2

na
12.5
18.6
12.0
na
5.6
15.8

Approx.
volume
314,700
46,400
45,900
33,200
22,500
13,800
45,500

% with
cortex
0
50.0
39.5
23.1
100.0
20.0
42.0

‘Ave’ no.
scars
6.0
5.7
5.2
5.9
6.0
5.8
5.5

Table 8.16. Frequency of each FGS core type in the 966617 assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), average estimated volume (mm3), proportion with cortex and the average
number of scars. Multidirectional and informal single-platform cores are the least reduced core types,
while opposed cores are the most reduced (maximum dimension of the four common types: F = 2.68, df =
3, 113, p = 0.072).
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Quartzite core type

n

%

max

sd

Conical
Multidirectional
Total

1 50.0
1 50.0
2 100.0

44.3
30.3
37.3

na
na
9.9

Approx.
volume
23,500
9,600
16,500

% with
cortex
100.0
0
50.0

‘Ave’ no.
scars
6.0
6.0
6.0

Table 8.17. Frequency of each quartzite core type in the 966617 assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), average estimated volume (mm3), proportion with cortex and the average
number of scars.

CGS core type
Informal single-platform
Multidirectional
Total

n

%

3 50.0
3 50.0
6 100.0

max

sd

43.3 15.6
43.2 4.9
43.3 10.3

Approx.
volume
35,900
25,500
30,700

% with
cortex
33.3
66.7
50.0

‘Ave’ no.
scars
5.7
5.7
5.7

Table 8.18. Frequency of each CGS core type in the 966617 assemblage. Also shown are average
maximum dimension (mm), average estimated volume (mm3), proportion with cortex and the average
number of scars.

The majority of the FGS core assemblage comprises multidirectional cores and informal
single-platform cores, with the intensively worked core types comprising about 16%. A
similar pattern of the frequency of different core types in the 940691 assemblages was
interpreted as evidence for minimal conservation of FGS.

Only two quartzite cores were identified, both of which have a high number of flake
scars relative to their size (Table 8.17), and this suggests a higher level of reduction
intensity than that associated with the use of FGS. The CGS cores present are either
multidirectional or informal single-platform cores, which are smaller than the FGS
equivalents (Table 8.18). While this could indicate more intensive reduction of CGS
compared to FGS cores, it is also consistent with CGS arriving at this location in a
smaller form.

The timing of core rotation
On FGS flakes, dorsal flake scars are most likely to have been initiated from quadrant
one (Table 8.19) and cortex is most likely to be retained in quadrant three (Table 8.20),
indicating that the same core platform was struck repeatedly in the same direction. This
appears to contrast with the high proportion of multidirectional cores.

Those flakes that still retain a large proportion of cortex, and thus have been struck from
the core earlier in the reduction process, are more likely to have scars initiated from
quadrants two, three and four; quadrants one and three are least likely to have had cortex
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removed (Tables 8.19 and 8.20). This distribution of scars and cortex indicates that
cores were rotated at least once whilst still bearing a large amount of cortex. The
likelihood of cortex being retained in quadrant one rapidly decreased as flakes with
progressively less cortex were then struck from their respective cores (Table 8.20).
Dorsal flake scars in quadrants two and three also become less common (Table 8.19). A
reasonably high number of flakes with no cortex have flake scars initiated from
quadrants three and four, indicating that rotation continued into the later stages of core
reduction, and that less rotation took place during the final stages of cortex removal.

Dorsal scar
location
1
2
3
4
Total

67-99% cortex
n
%
11
68.8
6
37.5
3
18.8
4
25.0
16

33-66% cortex
n
%
21
87.5
7
29.2
4
16.7
2
8.3
24

1-32% cortex
n
%
91
92.9
10
10.2
11
11.2
11
11.2
98

No cortex
n
%
262
92.9
17
6.0
37
13.1
32
11.3
282

Table 8.19. Frequency of dorsal flake scars initiated from different quadrants on FGS flakes with
different quantities of cortex in the 966617 assemblage. Flakes may have scars initiated from multiple
quadrants, therefore columns do not total 100%. Unidirectional flaking dominates, but a high frequency
of scars initiated from other quadrants on flakes with high quantities of cortex indicates early in core
reduction.

Cortex
location
1
2
3
4
Total

67-99% cortex
n
%
22
95.7
19
82.6
22
95.7
21
91.3
23

33-66% cortex
n
%
23
54.8
23
54.8
38
90.5
27
64.3
42

1-32% cortex
n
%
33
23.4
53
37.6
91
64.5
51
36.2
141

All artefacts
n
%
78
37.9
95
46.1
151
73.3
99
48.1
206

Table 8.20. Frequency of dorsal cortex in different quadrants on FGS flakes with different quantities of
cortex in the 966617 assemblage. Flakes may bear cortex in multiple quadrants, therefore columns do not
total 100%. Cortex is most likely to be retained in quadrant three, indicating common unidirectional
flaking, but cortex is removed first from quadrants 2 and 4, suggesting early core rotation.

Min. no. of
core
rotations
0
1
2
3
Total

67-99%
dorsal cortex
n
%
6
37.5
8
50.0
1
6.3
1
7.1
16
100.0

33-66%
dorsal cortex
n
%
16
66.7
5
20.8
1
4.2
2
8.3
24
100.0

1-32%
dorsal cortex
n
%
75
76.5
16
16.3
5
5.1
2
2.0
98
100.0

No dorsal
cortex
n
%
211 74.8
59 20.9
9
3.2
3
1.1
282 100.0

Total
n
%
308 73.3
88 21.0
16
3.8
8
1.9
420 100.0

Table 8.21. Comparison of the minimum number of core rotations reflected in dorsal flakes scars on FGS
flakes with different quantities of cortex in the 966617 assemblage. Evidence of rotation is more common
on flakes with the greatest quantity of cortex, indicating that core rotation is common during the early
stages of cortex reduction (rotation vs no rotation: Ȥ2 = 11.88, df = 3, p = 0.008).
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To summarise, evidence for core rotation is more common on flakes with a high
proportion of dorsal cortex (Table 8.21). Thus, core rotation in this assemblage occurred
most commonly at an early stage in the reduction of FGS cores. The reduction
hypothesis that was put forward for the GC assemblage – that core rotation was used in
the early stage of core reduction to remove cortex and help shape a core into something
more easily reduced, with later flaking then overprinting this initial stage of
multidirectional flaking on the smaller, more formal core-types – could also apply to this
assemblage. However, continued core rotation in the absence of cortex is also evident.

Core rotation versus core discard
Cores with a high proportion of step-terminated flake scars are larger than those with
few step terminations (Table 8.22), suggesting that stepping has led to the premature
discard of larger than average cores. Furthermore, stepping is least common on
multidirectional cores and most common on informal single-platform cores (Table 8.23),
indicating that stepping is more likely to be associated with core discard than with core
rotation. There are two conclusions that can be drawn from this. Firstly, there is a high
incidence of discard of large cores, and, at least on some occasions, this may be a result
of stepped platforms. The lack of attempt to rejuvenate these cores indicates very little
concern for the conservation of FGS. Secondly, the low incidence of stepping on
multidirectional cores (and the successful continued working of those that are stepped;
Table 8.24) supports the interpretation that core rotation was a deliberate reduction
strategy rather than a consequence of failed attempts at flaking. The larger average size
of these cores upon discard again indicates lack of concern for raw material
conservation.

Apart from the high number of large cores and cores with stepped platforms, the lack of
core rejuvenation is also indicated by the lack of tablet flakes and low number of
rejuvenation flakes in the assemblage. The latter comprise only 0.6% of the FGS
assemblage (n = 10, including those retouched artefacts that are possibly rejuvenation
flakes). Flakes with axial or plunge terminations, which make up a further 7.0% of the
assemblage and may also indicate core rejuvenation, are larger than flakes of other types
(Table 8.25). They are not a method of core rejuvenation that would be undertaken if
raw material conservation was desired, and this, again, indicates a lack of concern for
conservation of FGS.
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Core scar termination
Stepped
Unstepped
Total

n
%
41 34.5
78 65.5
119 100.0

max
sd
50.0 20.9
44.2 12.1
46.2 15.8

Table 8.22. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of FGS cores with and without a high
proportion of step-terminated scars in the 966617 assemblage. Cores with a high proportion of stepterminated scars are larger than those with minimal stepping (maximum dimension: t = 1.65, df = 55,
p = 0.052).

Core type
Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Opposed
Total (all core types)

Stepped
n
%
14 25.0
18 41.9
5 38.5
2 40.0
41 34.5

Unstepped
n
%
42 75.0
25 58.1
8 61.5
3 60.0
78 65.5

Stepped
max
sd
50.1 13.7
51.6 24.1
44.5 18.1
30.8 7.8
50.0 20.9

Unstepped
max
sd
47.7 12.2
40.9 12.0
41.1 7.5
31.1 5.9
44.2 12.1

t-test results
t
df
p
0.64 54 0.264
1.73 23 0.048
0.40 5 0.352
-0.05 3 0.482
1.65 55 0.052

Table 8.23. Comparison of the frequency and average maximum dimension (mm) of stepped and
unstepped FGS cores of different types in the 966617 assemblage. Stepped cores are significantly larger
than unstepped cores, particularly stepped informal single-platform cores.

Core type

Stepped
n ratio
14 0.86
18 0.77
5 0.55
2 0.64
39 0.76

Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Opposed
Total

Unstepped
n ratio
42 0.98
25 0.81
8 0.84
3 1.09
78 0.92

Table 8.24. Comparison of the ratio of flake scar to core volume for stepped and unstepped FGS cores of
different types in the 966617 assemblage. Stepped cores have a lower ratio, indicating less efficient
utilisation of raw material. Multidirectional cores are regularly worked efficiently.

Termination type
Feather
Hinge
Step
Axial/Plunge
Total

n
405
178
211
60
854

%
47.4
20.8
24.7
7.0
100.0

max
32.6
34.2
30.1
43.3
33.1

sd
11.9
12.4
12.0
16.7
12.8

n
325
148
169
47
689

surf area sd
650.4 519.8
720.2 537.1
528.2 419.2
989.3 607.8
658.5 518.6

n plat thick sd
369 5.5
3.4
162 5.5
3.9
199 5.0
3.0
59 7.7
5.1
789 5.5
3.6

Table 8.25. Comparison of the frequency, average maximum dimension (mm), average surface area
(mm2) and average platform thickness (mm) of FGS flakes with different termination types in the 966617
assemblage. Distal flakes and flakes with missing terminations are excluded. Flakes with axial or plunge
terminations are larger in several dimensions than other termination types (maximum dimension:
F = 18.38, df = 3, 850, p = <0.0001; Surf area: F = 11.12, df = 3, 685, p = <0.0001; Platform thickness:
F = 8.97, df = 3, 785, p = <0.0001).
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Differences in reduction intensity between the raw materials
As Table 8.1 shows, there are no significant differences in size between artefacts of
different raw materials. This is further highlighted by comparing artefacts of different
types (Table 8.26). The patterns of core and whole flake size differ from those seen in
the 940691 assemblages, in which CGS artefacts were larger. This is consistent with the
suggestion that CGS is being introduced into this assemblage in a smaller form than
FGS, consequently resulting in smaller cores and flakes.

Although this pattern suggests that CGS may be difficult to obtain relative to FGS, it
remains the raw material that has been used least intensively, with a low flake:core ratio,
and relatively few scars on cores (Table 8.27). Low intensity of use despite indications
of more difficult accessibility confirms the low quality and thus low desirability of this
raw material.

Quartzite artefacts are consistently, although not significantly, smaller than FGS
artefacts (Table 8.26). This, along with a high flake:core ratio (Table 8.27) and low
abundance by mass (Table 8.2), supports the suggestion that quartzite has been more
intensively worked than FGS, both before and after introduction to the study area. The
evidence for this is not particularly strong, however.

Artefact type
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Total (all artefact types)

CGS
max
sd
28.3 12.6
43.3 10.3
45.9 14.9
30.1 14.6
32.2 14.1

FGS
max
sd
24.6 10.4
46.2 15.8
38.5 12.0
31.6 12.5
31.5 13.6

Quartzite
max
sd
22.8 8.8
37.3 9.9
37.2 12.9
32.2 13.3
30.1 12.6

ANOVA results
F
df
p
1.83 2, 581 0.161
0.41 2, 124 0.664
1.09 2, 332 0.338
0.11 2, 554 0.894
0.53 2, 1883 0.590

Table 8.26. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of selected artefact types of different
raw materials in the 966617 assemblage. There are no significant size differences or consistent trends
between the different raw materials.

Raw material
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

MNF
18
859
50

n cores
8
137
5

Ratio
2.55
6.27
10.00

Ave. scars
5.7
5.5
6.0

Table 8.27. Comparison of the flake:core ratio and average number of scars on cores of different raw
materials in the 966617 assemblage. CGS appears to be the least intensively worked material, and
quartzite the most intensively worked.
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Tool production in the 966617 assemblage
Tool blank selection
Whole flakes were the most common artefact type selected for retouch from the FGS
and quartzite assemblages (Tables 8.28 and 8.29), while the number of retouched CGS
artefacts is too low for significant differences in distribution to be observed (Table 8.30).
Flake fragments are also more common than expected among the FGS retouched
artefacts.

Larger artefacts, in particular large flakes, were been selected from the FGS assemblage
for use as tools (Table 8.31). Retouched flakes are, however, more likely to have a high
number of dorsal flake scars (Table 8.32) and less likely to have cortex (Table 8.33) than
unretouched flakes. While the larger size of retouched artefacts may skew the count of
dorsal scars, this evidence suggests that it is not the large flakes produced early in the
reduction of a core that were selected for retouch, but rather larger flakes produced later
in the sequence. The same preference was seen in both of the assemblages from 940691.

FGS artefact
type
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Core
Split flake
Flake fragment
Other flake
Other artefact type
Total

Retouched
n
%
177 59.8
42 14.2
18
6.1
27
9.1
31 10.5
1
0.3
282 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
523 36.8
536 37.7
119
8.4
139
9.8
82
5.8
6
0.4
17
1.2
1422 100.0

Table 8.28. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched FGS artefacts of different types
in the 966617 assemblage. Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on indeterminate
blanks. Whole flakes and flake fragments are preferred as tool blanks (Ȥ2 = 85.03, df = 6, p = <0.0001).

Quartzite
artefact type
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Core
Split flake
Flake fragment
Total

Retouched
n
%
15
60.0
2
8.0
3
12.0
3
12.0
2
8.0
25 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
22 34.4
25 39.1
2
3.1
10 15.6
5
7.8
64 100.0

Table 8.29. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched quartzite artefacts of different
types in the 966617 assemblage. Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on
indeterminate blanks. Whole flakes are preferred as tool blanks (Ȥ2 = 11.24, df = 4, p = 0.024).
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CGS
artefact type
Whole flake
Angular fragment
Core
Split flake
Flake fragment
Other artefact type
Total

Retouched
n
%
1
20.0
2

40.0

2

40.0

5

100.0

Unretouched
n
%
12 26.1
23 50.0
6 13.0
2
4.3
2
4.3
1
2.2
46 100.0

Table 8.30. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched CGS artefacts of different types
in the 966617 assemblage. Excludes hammerstones and unmodified stone, and tools on indeterminate
blanks. Flake fragments are overrepresented as a tool blank, however, the number of artefacts is too low
to yield significant results (Ȥ2 = 12.29, df = 5, p = 0.031).

FGS
artefact type
Angular frag.
Whole flake
Core
Split flake
Distal flake
Prox. flake
Medial flake
Indeterminate
Total

Retouched
max sd
32.9 11.0
39.3 12.0
47.0 9.3
37.4 14.5
36.5 8.3
36.3 6.5
34.7 15.1
43.7 11.2
38.5 12.0

Unretouched
max sd
24.6 10.4
31.6 12.5
46.2 15.8
30.2 12.2
30.1 11.8
27.8 8.2
25.3 11.0
29.9

13.3

Table 8.31. Comparison of the average maximum dimension of retouched and unretouched FGS artefacts
of different types in the 966617 assemblage. Unmodified stone, rejuvenation flake, bipolar flakes,
hammerstones, slabs and nodules not included in total. Larger artefact types are preferred as tool blanks
(t = 11.17, df = 480, p = <0.0001).

No. of dorsal
flake scars
0-1
2-3
4-5
6+
Total n
‘Average’

Retouched
n
%
15
8.5
31 17.5
65 36.7
66 37.3
177 100.0
4.4

Unretouched
n
%
49 9.4
159 30.4
184 35.2
131 25.0
523 100.0
3.9

Table 8.32. Comparison of the frequency of dorsal flakes scars on retouched and unretouched FGS
artefacts in the 966617 assemblage. Retouched flakes have a larger average number of flake scars
(Ȥ2 = 15.34, df = 3, p = 0.002).

cortical flakes
non-cortical flakes
Total n
ratio

retouched
n
%
49 27.7
128 72.3
177 100.0
2.61

unretouched
n
%
159 30.4
364 69.6
523 100.0
2.29

Table 8.33. Comparison of the frequency of dorsal cortex on retouched and unretouched FGS artefacts in
the 966617 assemblage. No preference for cortical or non-cortical flakes is evident (Ȥ2 = 0.47, df = 1,
p = 0.494).
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Quartzite tools show the same pattern of size differences as FGS tools, indicating that
the larger quartzite artefacts were preferred for retouching (Table 8.34). This pattern
was not evident in the quartzite component of the GC assemblage, and was only weakly
expressed in the OS assemblage. It was suggested in Chapter 6 that the lack of size
difference between retouched and unretouched quartzite, given the otherwise apparent
preference for selecting large artefacts for retouch, could indicate more intensive
retouch/resharpening of quartzite artefacts (i.e. that these did actually start off larger than
unretouched quartzite) compared to those of FGS. Thus, the size difference between
retouched and unretouched quartzite in the 966617 assemblage may be a preliminary
indication that quartzite was not retouched as extensively as it was in the 940691
assemblages, and this will be discussed subsequently.
Quartzite
artefact type
Angular frag.
Core
Whole flake
Split flake
Distal flake
Total

Retouched
max sd
33.4 2.6
44.0 14.2
38.5 13.7
26.3 6.5
36.6 18.6
37.2 12.9

Unretouched
max sd
22.8 8.8
37.3 9.9
32.2 13.3
27.7 11.5
23.3 6.3
27.4 11.6

Table 8.34. Comparison of the average maximum dimension of retouched and unretouched quartzite
artefact types in the 966617 assemblage. Unmodified stone, rejuvenation flakes, bipolar flakes,
hammerstones, slabs and nodules not included in total. Larger artefact types are preferred as tool blanks
(t = 3.46, df = 86, p = 0.0004).

Flake shape
FGS
Convergent
Divergent
Parallel
Irregular
Total

Retouched
n
%
16
9.0
7
4.0
8
4.5
146 82.5
177 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
61 11.7
26
5.0
30
5.7
406 77.6
523 100.0

Table 8.35. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched FGS flakes of different shapes in
the 966617 assemblage. Irregular flakes dominate, and no preference for retouching a particular flake
shape is evident (Ȥ2 = 1.87, df = 3, p = 0.599).

Flake shape
Quartzite
Convergent
Divergent
Parallel
Irregular
Total

Retouched
n
%
1
6.7
2 13.3
12 80.0
15 100.0

Unretouched
n
%
3 13.6
2
9.1
1
4.5
16 72.7
20 100.0

Table 8.36. Comparison of the frequency of retouched and unretouched quartzite flakes of different
shapes in the 966617 assemblage. Irregular flakes dominate, and no preference for retouching a particular
flake shape is evident (Ȥ2 = 2.68, df = 3, p = 0.444).
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There is no evidence to suggest that flakes of a particular shape were being selected for
retouch, in either the FGS or the quartzite components of the assemblage (Tables 8.35
and 8.36). Irregularly shaped flakes clearly dominate both raw materials, and are, in
fact, overrepresented among the retouched artefacts.

Tool type and retouch type
Expectations regarding the proportion of retouched artefacts of each raw material, based
on relative raw material quality and distance to source, continue to be met in this
assemblage: retouch in general is more common on quartzite and less common on CGS
(Tables 8.3 – 8.5; retouched vs unretouched artefacts: Ȥ2 = 22.34, df = 2, p = <0.0001).

As observed in both of the 940691 assemblages, edge damage and minor, informal
retouch are the most common forms of retouch on FGS tools (Table 8.37), supporting
the earlier interpretation of a low concern for raw material conservation. Chapter 6
identified scraper retouch, notches and backing as relatively more ‘formal’ types of
retouch, and the quartzite component of the assemblage has a higher proportion of
‘formal’ tools than the FGS component in the form of notched artefacts, although
informal retouch is also very common. The question of whether this more ‘formal’
retouch represents the design of a tool for a particular function or a result of a series of
resharpening stages was also raised in Chapter 6, and it is worth pointing out that there
are very few artefacts in any of the three assemblages that would qualify as a formal tool
‘type’ as more commonly defined (e.g. see discussion in Holdaway and Stern 2004,
Chapter 6).
Tool/retouch type
Informal
Edge damage only
Scraper
Notched
Multinotched
Backed
Total

FGS
n
%
186 61.4
48 15.8
26 8.6
25 8.3
11 3.6
7 2.3
303 100.0

Quartzite
n
%
15 60.0
3 12.0
1
4.0
5 20.0
1
4.0
23 100.0

Table 8.37. Comparison of the number of FGS and quartzite tools of different types in the 966617
assemblage. Informal retouch and edge damage is more common on FGS tools, and notched quartzite is
more common than expected, but the difference is not significant (Ȥ2 = 4.89, df = 5, p = 0.430; formal vs
informal retouch: Ȥ2 = 0.35, df = 1, p = 0.552).
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Retouch intensity
Quartzite tools have more retouched edges on average than those of FGS (Table 8.38).
Although not statistically significant, this pattern is maintained for scrapers and
informally retouched artefacts (Table 8.39). In this assemblage, quartzite has a lower
frequency of tools with step retouch than FGS, but this difference is again insignificant
due to the low artefact numbers (Table 8.40). If these attributes are reliable measures of
the intensity of retouch, there is no strong evidence that quartzite has been retouched
more intensively than FGS.

Tools that are expected to have been most intensively retouched (scrapers, those with
more retouched edges, and those with step retouch) are actually the largest tool types in
the FGS assemblage (Tables 8.40 and 8.41), emphasising the preference for large
artefacts for retouching. In particular, step retouch has occurred on the thickest tools, on
which this type of retouch is likely to be most feasible. Smaller artefacts were selected
for expedient use (Tables 8.41 and 8.42), while the large size of scrapers and notched
artefacts indicates that they were not subject to substantial resharpening – instead, it
appears that artefacts of appropriate size and shape were selected from the available
assemblage, shaped as needed, and then discarded without further modification.

No. retouched
edges
1
2
3
Total
Average

FGS
n
%
178 58.7
84 27.7
41 13.5
303 100.0
1.55

Quartzite
n
%
11 44.0
11 44.0
3 12.0
25 100.0
1.68

Table 8.38. Comparison of the number of retouched edges on FGS and quartzite tools in the 966617
assemblage. Quartzite tools have a higher average number of edges retouched, but the difference is not
significant (Ȥ2 = 3.02, df = 2, p = 0.220).

Tool type
Scrapers
Notched
Informal
Total (all tools)

FGS
1.92
1.94
1.44
1.55

Quartzite
2.00
1.67
1.60
1.68

Table 8.39. Comparison of the average number of retouched edges on FGS and quartzite tools of
different types in the 966617 assemblage. There are no significant differences between the raw materials
in the number of retouched edges on different tool types (Scrapers: Ȥ2 = 0.57, df = 2, p = 0.752;
Notched: Ȥ2 = 2.59, df = 2, p = 0.274; Informal: Ȥ2 = 1.01, df = 2, p = 0.603).
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Retouch type
Step
Scalar
Edge damage only
Total

FGS
n
% thickness sd
110 39.3
11.5 4.6
120 42.9
8.8 4.2
50 17.9
8.0 3.8
280 100.0
9.6 4.5

n
6
14
3
23

Quartzite
% thickness sd
26.1
10.4 3.6
60.9
8.4 4.0
13.0
8.6 3.0
100.0
9.0 3.7

Table 8.40. Comparison of the frequency of FGS and quartzite tools with different edge modification in
the 966617 assemblage (Ȥ2 = 2.81, df = 2, p = 0.246). Step retouch occurs on the thickest (mm) tools (FGS
thickness: F = 11.01, df = 2, 184, p = <0.0001; Quartzite thickness: F = 0.50, df = 2, 15, p = 0.617).

Tool/retouch type
Backed
Edge damage only
Informal
Scraper
Notched
Total

FGS
n
%
4
2.3
40 23.4
91 53.2
16
9.4
20 11.7
171 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
747.5 536.1
773.3 583.3
807.0 476.9
1161.1 641.5
1243.8
517.1
903.6 542.8

Table 8.41. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of different FGS tool types in the 966617
assemblage (excluding scrapers with notches). Scrapers and notched artefacts are the largest and artefacts
with edge damage or backing are the smallest (F = 4.45, df = 4, 166, p = 0.002).

No. retouched
edges
1
2
3
Total

FGS
n
%
91 53.2
54 31.6
26 15.2
171 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
802.0 553.0
901.1 505.8
1122.0
551.2
882.0 546.5

Table 8.42. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of FGS tools with different numbers of
retouched edges in the 966617 assemblage. The most retouch occurs on the largest tools (F = 3.62, df = 2,
168, p = 0.029).

Tool type
Edge damage only
Informal
Notched
Total

Quartzite
n
%
3 20.0
10 66.7
2
13.3
15 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
423.9
14.5
748.6 429.3
1494.3
972.5
783.1 535.6

Table 8.43. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of quartzite tool types in the 966617
assemblage (excluding scrapers with notches). Notched artefacts are the largest and artefacts with edge
damage are the smallest, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results
(F = 3.25, df = 2, 2, p = 0.075).
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No. retouched
edges
1
2
3
Total

Quartzite
n
%
6 40.0
7 46.7
2 13.3
15 100.0

Surface area
ave
sd
691.3 535.8
935.9 608.0
523.4 118.0
783.1 535.6

Table 8.44. Comparison of the average surface area (mm2) of quartzite tools with different numbers of
retouched edges in the 966617 assemblage. The most retouch occurs on the smallest tools, but the number
of artefacts is too low to yield significant differences (F = 0.57, df = 2, 12, p = 0.580).

There are few significant differences between the sizes of different quartzite artefact
types or retouch type, although similar patterns to those seen in the FGS tools are
observed (Tables 8.43 – 8.44). Quartzite tools with edge damage and informal retouch
are smaller than notched artefacts, suggesting that quartzite tools, like those of FGS,
were not subject to substantial resharpening. This is another point of difference from the
assemblages described in the previous two chapters.

Summary of the 966617 assemblage
The main features of the 966617 assemblage are summarised as follows:


FGS is once again the most common raw material;



quartzite artefacts are rare and small, consistent with the material being obtained
from a more distant source;



CGS artefacts are rarer and larger than those of FGS and quartzite, consistent
with a low quality material being utilised rarely;



initial decortification of FGS occurred elsewhere, with nodules, large flakes and
some blocks then transported to 966617;



few FGS cores were worked to a small size or in a formal way, suggesting
minimal concern for the conservation of this material;



stepping prompted core discard rather than rotation or rejuvenation, consistent
with minimal concern for the conservation of FGS;



rotation occurred early in the core reduction process but is not associated with
stepping, suggesting that it was a deliberate reduction strategy;



core rotation also occurred later in the reduction process;



large quartzite flakes and large FGS flake fragments and flakes with minimal
cortex were preferred for retouch;



quartzite was more often retouched than other raw materials, consistent with the
use of a higher quality material; and
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most retouch on FGS and quartzite artefacts was informal or consisted of edge
damage only, with no evidence for intensive resharpening, indicating minimal
concern for the conservation of either of these raw materials.

A number of features of the 966617 assemblage are similar to those of the two
assemblages described from the 940691 study area, and are consistent with the
expectations of relative intensity of raw material use based on raw material quality and
the relative costs of obtaining more distant stone. However, there are also some
unexpected differences, which are expanded upon in the following comparison. The
first difference lies in the relative size of CGS artefacts, which may have implications
for the location of the CGS source. Perhaps more significant, though, are a number of
features suggesting a lack of concern for the conservation of FGS may also extend to the
use of quartzite in this assemblage, implying regular or reliable access to the quartzite
source. If this is the case, then the hypothesis of higher mobility during the high water
period and lower mobility during the fluctuating water period, based on the contrast
between the OS and GC assemblages, does not appear to hold for the period of
fluctuating water associated with the 966617 assemblage. The differences between this
and the other two assemblages, and the implications of these differences, are explored in
more detail below.

Comparison of the 940691 and 966617 assemblages
Raw material procurement
Proportion of raw materials
The strongest evidence for a higher level of relative mobility during the accumulation of
the 966617 assemblage than that represented by either of the 940691 assemblages is
seen in the quartzite component. The 966617 assemblage contains a higher proportion
of quartzite artefacts, by both artefact number and raw material mass (Tables 8.45 and
8.46). This suggests that people were travelling the distance to the quartzite source more
regularly, and/or bringing back greater quantities of stone relative to the quantity of
silcrete that was being utilised.
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Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Total

OS
n
%
1217 95.2
35
2.7
26
2.0
1278 100.0

GC
n
%
1245 94.7
42
3.2
28
2.1
1315 100.0

966617
n
%
1388 92.2
68
4.5
40
2.7
1506 100.0

Table 8.45. Comparison of the frequency of the three main raw materials by artefact number in the three
assemblages. FGS is the most common raw material in all assemblages, while quartzite is more common
than expected in the 966617 assemblage (Ȥ2 = 8.99, df = 4, p = 0.061).

Raw material
FGS
Quartzite
CGS
Total

OS
g
%
15495 95.2
361
2.6
421
2.2
16276 100.0

GC
g
%
18339 92.5
422
2.1
1073
5.4
19834 100.0

966617
g
%
17208 93.8
594
3.2
536
2.9
18338 100.0

Table 8.46. Comparison of the frequency of the three main raw materials by approximate weight in the
three assemblages. FGS remains the dominant raw material, but the proportion of CGS in the GC
assemblage is double that of the OS assemblage, at the expense of FGS. Quartzite is slightly more
abundant in the 966617 assemblage.

The quantity of CGS is higher in the 966617 assemblage than in the OS assemblage,
while the amount of FGS is correspondingly lower. It is harder to explain this pattern as
a product of higher mobility. As FGS is available from a number of potential sources
much closer than the quartzite, it is reasonable to assume that more regular trips that
involved the procurement of quartzite would also enable people to regularly encounter
and collect FGS. Optimal foraging theory proposes that the poorest quality raw material
will only be collected if the chances of collecting better material are low. It seems odd,
then, that the amount of CGS is relatively high. In Chapter 7, the removal of quartzite
flakes from the OS assemblage was hypothesised; this may have skewed the relative
amounts of CGS and quartzite in the OS and 966617 assemblages. Perhaps there was
originally more quartzite in the OS assemblage, so it may be the case that the highest
level of mobility took place during the accumulation of the OS assemblage.

Form and size of transported material
In all assemblages, FGS has predominantly been transported in the form of flakes and
nodules (Table 8.47). Nodules appear to be less common in the 966617 assemblage.
Although this difference is not statistically significant, it may suggest the use of a
different FGS source. Slightly more of the core blanks in the 966617 assemblage could
not be categorised.
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FGS appears to have arrived at 966617 in a larger form than that arriving at 940691.
Although there are no statistically significant differences between the assemblages,
cortical cores, cores with few scars, flakes with plunge or axial terminations and cortical
flakes are all larger in the 966617 assemblage than in the other two assemblages (Tables
8.48 – 8.51). This may be further evidence of the use of a different FGS source, one that
is slightly closer or has silcrete in a different form; it is also consistent with lower
reduction intensity for FGS in this assemblage. This would be expected if the 966617
assemblage is associated with higher levels of mobility.

Identified
core blank
Flake
Nodule
Slab/block
Total n
Indeterminate

OS
n
%
20 52.6
16 42.1
2
5.3
38 100.0
90 70.3

GC
n
%
18 42.9
17 40.5
7 16.7
42 100.0
102 70.8

966617
n
%
11 61.1
5 27.8
2 11.1
18 100.0
101 84.9

Table 8.47. Comparison of the frequency of different FGS core blanks in the three assemblages.
Flakes and nodules are the most common core blanks in all assemblages (Ȥ2 = 3.9, df = 4, p = 0.414).

Cores with >33% cortex
OS
GC
966617

n
18
15
12

max
sd
46.6 17.3
52.4 19.8
58.2 26.1

Approx. volume
60,500
75,200
109,600

Table 8.48. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) and average estimated volume (mm3)
of cortical FGS cores in the three assemblages. Cortical cores are largest in the 966617 assemblage and
smallest in the OS assemblage, but the difference is not significant. Maximum dimension: F = 1.15, df =
2, 42,
p = 0.326.

Cores with one or two scars
OS
GC
966617

n
7
12
6

max
sd
51.0 21.1
42.8 14.9
55.9 19.1

Approx. volume
70,100
43,500
53,400

Table 8.49. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) and average estimated volume (mm3)
of FGS cores with few scars in the three assemblages. Cores with few scars are largest by maximum
dimension in the 966617 assemblage, but the difference is not significant (maximum dimension: F = 1.21,
df = 2, 22, p = 0.318).

Plunge/axial flakes
OS
GC
966617

n
72
88
57

max
sd
40.5 12.0
41.7 14.4
44.6 16.1

oriented sd
32.0 10.7
31.7 12.1
33.2 14.7

Table 8.50. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of FGS
flakes with plunge or axial terminations in the three assemblages. These flakes are largest in the 966617
assemblage, but the difference is not significant (maximum dimension: F = 1.37, df = 2, 214, p = 0.256;
Oriented length: F = 0.28, df = 2, 214, p = 0.755).
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Cortical flakes
OS
GC
966617

n
177
149
195

max
sd
37.1 12.1
38.3 12.5
39.1 11.3

oriented sd
28.8 11.1
29.8 11.3
30.0 10.6

Table 8.51. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical FGS flakes in the three assemblages. Cortical flakes are largest in the 966617 assemblage, but the
difference is not significant (maximum dimension: F = 1.35, df = 2, 518, p = 0.260; Oriented length:
F = 0.70, df = 2, 509, p = 0.495).

CGS cortical flakes
OS
GC
966617

n
4
2
3

max
sd
40.6 11.7
52.1 1.2
28.7 6.6

oriented sd
29.8 15.2
43.7 1.0
24.7 8.5

Table 8.52. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical CGS flakes in the three assemblages. Cortical flakes are largest in the GC assemblage and
smallest in the 966617 assemblage, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results
(maximum dimension: F = 4.03, df = 2, 6, p = 0.078; Oriented length: F = 1.61, df = 2, 6, p = 0.275).

Quartzite plunge/axial flakes
OS
GC
966617

n
2
2
4

max
sd
39.5 10.7
33.5 9.9
41.8 13.6

oriented sd
30.9 4.5
28.5 7.9
28.8 4.3

Table 8.53. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
quartzite flakes with plunge or axial terminations in the three assemblages. These flakes are largest in the
966617 assemblage and smallest in the GC assemblage, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield
significant results (maximum dimension: F = 0.30, df = 2, 5, p = 0.754; Oriented length: F = 0.13,
df = 2, 5, p = 0.881).

Quartzite cortical flakes
OS
GC
966617

n
2
3
7

max
sd
43.4 5.1
30.4 7.7
35.4 15.2

oriented sd
29.1 7.0
26.6 6.6
25.2 10.9

Table 8.54. Comparison of the average maximum dimension and average oriented length (mm) of
cortical quartzite flakes in the three assemblages. Cortical flakes are largest in the OS assemblage and
smallest in the GC assemblage, but the number of artefacts is too low to yield significant results
(maximum dimension: F = 0.60, df = 2, 9, p = 0.569; Oriented length: F = 0.13, df = 2, 9, p = 0.878).

The CGS being transported to 966617 was probably smaller than that introduced to
940691 (Table 8.52). While the quantity of CGS present in the assemblage is expected
to reflect the probability of encountering a better quality material, the size of transported
CGS is more likely to reflect the distance that it has been transported. This suggests that
the CGS source was further away, or more difficult to access, from the 966617 study
area compared to 940691. This does not help to explain the higher relative quantity of
this material in the 966617 assemblage, although it suggests the introduction of more,
but smaller, pieces of CGS to the location. One possibility is that CGS actually forms a
minor component of silcrete sources otherwise dominated by FGS, but that the CGS is
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not necessarily distinguishable prior to working. If this is the case, then the quantity of
CGS in this assemblage provides little information relevant to patterns of raw material
procurement, although the intensity with which it was worked may still provide evidence
relevant to its use and value.

The numbers of quartzite cortical flakes and flakes with plunge or axial terminations are
small; comparisons between the average sizes of these artefacts between the three
assemblages yield no significant differences and no substantive patterns (Tables 8.53
and 8.54). It may be the case that quartzite was introduced to each assemblage in a
similar form and size; this would not be unexpected if the main control over size was the
total distance over which the material had been transported. Alternatively, the number
of artefacts may simply be too small to detect any true patterns.

Core reduction, rotation and discard: FGS
All three assemblages reveal evidence for similar patterns of the reduction of FGS.
Initial decortification took place prior to the introduction of the material to each study
area. Cortical FGS flakes are more common in the 966617 assemblage than either of the
two assemblages from 940691 (Table 8.55), with a similar but not significant pattern
evident in FGS cores (Table 8.56). A greater intensity of FGS reduction in the GC
assemblage was interpreted as contributing to the low levels of cortex. A higher
proportion of cortical artefacts in the 966617 assemblage suggests less intensive
reduction, particularly in comparison with the GC assemblage, and this is consistent with
the introduction of FGS in a larger form to this assemblage. It is also possible, if a
different source has been utilised, that the source material contained more cortex.

Evidence for rejuvenation, either in the form of rejuvenation flakes or flakes with plunge
or axial terminations, is rare in the assemblages from 940691. These flake forms are
even less common in the 966617 assemblage (Tables 8.57 and 8.58), providing further
evidence of lower levels of FGS reduction intensity in this assemblage.

In all three assemblages, the evidence from the patterns of flake scars and dorsal cortex
on the flake population suggests that core rotation occurred relatively early in the core
reduction process, while cortex was still present on the core. Like the GC assemblage,
cores in the 966617 assemblage exhibit more evidence of rotation in the earliest stages
of cortex removal, while cores in the OS assemblages were more likely to be rotated at a
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slightly later stage of working, during the removal of the last vestiges of cortex. Later
core rotation in the OS assemblage was associated with a higher incidence of step
terminations. This was interpreted as the result of less care taken during the reduction of
FGS cores. The evidence presented so far regarding the intensity of FGS reduction in
the 966617 assemblage suggests that the people working stone at this location were even
less concerned with conserving FGS. Thus, an even higher number of step terminations
might be expected in this assemblage. In fact, this is not the case, and the proportion of
stepping is more similar to that seen in the GC assemblage (Tables 8.59 and 8.60).

Whole flake
dorsal surface
Cortex
No cortex
Total

OS
n
%
177 29.3
428 70.7
605 100.0

GC
n
%
149 24.5
459 75.5
608 100.0

966617
n
%
195 32.6
404 67.4
599 100.0

Table 8.55. Comparison of the frequency of cortical and non-cortical FGS flakes in the three
assemblages. Cortex is most common on flakes in the 966617 assemblage (Ȥ2 = 9.65, df = 2, p = 0.008).

Core surface
Cortex
No cortex
Total

OS
n
%
54 42.2
74 57.8
128 100.0

GC
n
%
49 34.0
95 66.0
144 100.0

966617
n
%
50 42.0
69 58.0
119 100.0

Table 8.56. Comparison of the frequency of cortical and non-cortical FGS cores in the three assemblages.
Cortex is more common on cores in the OS assemblage, but the difference is not significant (Ȥ2 = 2.49,
df = 2, p = 0.288).

MNF
Rejuvenation flakes
MNF
Total

OS
n
%
24
3.2
723 96.8
747 100.0

GC
n
%
21
2.8
722 97.2
743 100.0

966617
n %
10
1.3
734 98.7
744 100.0

Table 8.57. Comparison of the frequency of FGS rejuvenation flakes in the three assemblages.
Rejuvenation flakes are least common in the 966617 assemblage (Ȥ2 = 6.04, df = 2, p = 0.049).

Flake
terminations
Plunge/axial
Feather/step/hinge
Total

OS
n
%
72 10.3
627 89.7
699 100.0

GC
n
%
88 12.5
616 87.5
704 100.0

966617
n
%
57
7.8
672 92.2
729 100.0

Table 8.58. Comparison of the frequency of FGS flakes with plunge or axial terminations in the three
assemblages. These types of termination are most common in the GC assemblage and least common in
the 966617 assemblage (Ȥ2 = 8.60, df = 2, p = 0.014).
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FGS core
flake scars
Stepped
Unstepped
Total

OS
n
%
59 46.1
69 53.9
128 100.0

GC
n
%
53 36.8
91 63.2
144 100.0

966617
n
%
41 34.5
78 65.5
119 100.0

Table 8.59. Comparison of the frequency of FGS cores with a high proportion of step-terminated scars in
the three assemblages. Stepped cores are most common in the OS assemblage and least common in the
966617 assemblage, but the difference is not significant (Ȥ2 = 4.02, df = 2, p = 0.134).

Termination type
Feather
Step/hinge
Axial/plunge
Missing/crushed
Total

OS
n
%
313 44.2
314 44.4
72 10.2
9
1.3
708 100.0

GC
n
%
332 46.4
284 39.7
88 12.3
11
1.5
715 100.0

966617
n %
349 47.3
323 43.8
57
7.7
9
1.2
738 100.0

Table 8.60. Comparison of the frequency of FGS flakes of each termination type in the three
assemblages. There is no significant difference between the assemblages (Ȥ2 = 10.9, df = 6, p = 0.093).

Core type
Multidirectional
Informal single-platform
Conical
Opposed
Bifacial
Horsehoof
Microblade
Total

OS
n
%
77 60.2
33 25.8
12
9.4
3
2.3
2
1.6
1
0.8
128 100.0

GC
n
%
100 69.4
28 19.4
7
4.9
6
4.2
1
0.7
1
0.7
1
0.7
144 100.0

966617
n
%
56 47.1
43 36.1
13 10.9
5
4.2
1
0.8
1
0.8
119 100.0

Table 8.61. Comparison of the frequency of FGS cores of each type in the three assemblages.
Multidirectional and informal single-platform cores are the most common core type in all assemblages.
Multidirectional cores are less common in the 966617 assemblage, while informal single-platform cores
are more common. Rotated core forms (multidirectional and opposed) are more common in the GC
assemblage (distribution of the four most common core types: Ȥ2 = 16.29, df = 6, p = 0.012;
rotated vs single-direction cores: Ȥ2 = 7.63, df = 2, p = 0.022).

However, one of the possible interpretations put forward in the previous chapter
regarding frequency of stepping related to the quality of the raw material. The
possibility of a different source of FGS being utilised for the assemblage at 966617 has
not been ruled out, and it could be the case that the FGS in the 966617 assemblage is of
higher quality than that in the two 940691 assemblages; this may be contributing to the
lower incidence of stepping.

Multidirectional cores, and rotated core forms in general, are less common in the 966617
assemblage (Table 8.61). This is also consistent with the lower incidence of stepping,
and the evidence suggesting that when stepping does occur, cores tend to be discarded.
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In summary, the main differences observed between the assemblages in reduction
strategy are a higher probability of premature core discard as a result of stepping in the
966617 assemblage and a higher incidence of core rotation in the GC assemblage, where
reduction continued despite stepping. In all assemblages, core rotation can be detected
early in the reduction sequence, while cortex was still present. Persistence in working
stepped material, along with greater concern for avoiding step-terminations, suggests
greater concern for conservation of FGS in the GC assemblage, resulting in more
intensive reduction in this assemblage.

Other indications of reduction intensity: all raw materials
Flake-to-core ratio
Despite the higher proportion of CGS in the 966617 assemblage and its probable smaller
size relative to the other assemblages, the flake:core ratio for this material indicates very
low levels of reduction intensity compared to the other raw materials, (Table 8.62). In
fact, this is consistent with the assumption that CGS is a much lower quality material
and not particularly desirable for working. It is also consistent with the hypothesis that
the CGS was introduced to the study areas as a component of the FGS; once the CGS
was separated from the better quality material, its use was minimal.

MNF:core ratio
for raw material
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

OS

GC

966617

na
5.0
3.2

1.9
4.5
6.5

1.9
5.4
8.4

Table 8.62. Comparison of the flake:core ratio for each raw material in the three assemblages.
Both FGS and quartzite appear to have been worked most intensively in the 966617 assemblage. The ratio
for quartzite in the OS assemblage is surprisingly low.

Average scar number
for raw material
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

OS

GC

966617

na
5.2
6.0

5.5
4.9
5.5

5.7
5.5
6.0

Table 8.63. Comparison of the average number of scars on cores of each raw material in the three
assemblages. Artefacts of all three raw materials appear to have been worked most intensively in the
966617 assemblage.
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The flake:core ratio and average number of scars on cores (Table 8.63) indicate that both
FGS and quartzite were more intensively worked in the 966617 assemblage. This
appears to contradict the interpretations based on core rotation and discard presented in
the previous section. As the previous chapter discussed, several processes could act to
skew these ratios, particularly that of quartzite with a low number of artefacts. In the
GC assemblage, for example, the loss of smaller material down-slope could result in a
ratio that underestimates the intensity of reduction. Although the geomorphic setting of
the 966617 assemblage is similar in that artefacts could have been lost, the higher value
of these ratios suggests that this is not the case. The deliberate removal of material from
a location could also impact the values being compared. In Chapter 7, the removal of
large quartzite flakes from the OS assemblage was hypothesised to explain the
particularly low ratio of quartzite flakes to cores. To explain the higher ratios in the
966617 assemblage if the levels of reduction have actually been lower, either the
removal of cores or the addition of flakes, of both FGS and quartzite, can be
hypothesised. The removal of FGS cores could help to explain the surprisingly low
proportion of FGS by mass in this assemblage.

Artefact size
Overall, artefacts are largest in the GC assemblage and smallest in the OS assemblage,
with the average size of artefacts in the 966617 assemblage falling in between these two
(Table 8.64). However, material introduced to the 966617 assemblage started off larger
than that of the other two assemblages, and at least part of the size distribution at 940691
was attributed to the differential movement of artefacts of different sizes. This suggests
that the artefacts in the 966617 assemblage were reduced more intensively than those in
the GC assemblage (resulting in smaller artefacts overall), or that the loss of small
material has had less of an effect on the overall size distribution in this assemblage. If
particular artefact types are compared, however, only nodule fragments and whole flakes
yield significant differences in average size, with whole flakes largest in the 966617
assemblage – consistent with the introduction of larger material and subsequent low
intensity of working. Nodule fragments are smallest in the 966617 assemblage. This
may indicate that large, rounded artefacts have been preferentially removed from this
assemblage under the influence of gravity.
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FGS artefact
types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Rejuvenation flake
Nodule fragment
Unmodified stone
Total

n
202
128
266
433
86
19
15
5
1154

OS
max
29.7
45.4
39.0
32.1
30.1
38.6
57.5
43.1
35.1

sd
10.0
15.5
11.8
10.3
9.3
15.3
21.4
36.5
13.0

GC
n max
194 29.9
144 45.3
293 39.6
421 33.8
80 31.6
15 45.0
14 44.0
7 39.2
1168 36.2

sd
8.7
19.3
12.5
11.3
11.4
11.4
17.0
20.7
13.4

966617
n max sd
330 30.3 9.0
119 46.2 15.8
291 39.5 11.3
428 35.0 11.2
115 32.9 11.7
6 31.2 13.5
15 42.2 14.8
15 30.7 10.4
1319 35.7 12.2

ANOVA results
F
df
p
0.31 2, 723 0.734
0.10 2, 388 0.901
0.23 2, 847 0.792
7.67 2, 1279 .0005
1.80 2, 278 0.167
2.33 2, 37 0.111
3.24 2, 41 0.050
0.94 2, 24 0.406
2.06 2, 3638 0.128

Table 8.64. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of selected artefact types of FGS in
the three assemblages. There are no significant differences between the three assemblages in the average
maximum dimensions of most artefact types. Whole flakes are largest in the 966617 assemblage and
smallest in the OS assemblage, while nodule fragments are largest in the OS assemblage and smallest in
the 966617 assemblage.

Quartzite artefact
types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Total

n
3
5
18
7
2
35

OS
max
33.7
37.8
36.2
26.4
29.3
33.8

sd
10.3
11.2
13.5
3.5
2.0
11.5

n
7
4
17
10
1
41

GC
max
24.5
42.9
31.7
35.9
20.1
33.2

sd
4.9
11.0
12.6
11.0
na
12.6

n
13
2
23
20
6
64

966617
max sd
29.2 7.2
37.3 9.9
38.8 12.0
34.5 11.6
34.1 10.8
35.0 11.2

ANOVA results
F
df
p
2.04 2, 20 0.157
0.29 2, 8 0.756
1.57 2, 55 0.217
1.97 2, 34 0.155
0.92 2, 6 0.447
0.33 2, 137 0.719

Table 8.65. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of selected artefact types of quartzite
in the three assemblages. There are no significant differences between the three assemblages, or any
consistent tendency for artefacts in one assemblage to be larger than those in another.

CGS artefact
types
Angular fragment
Core
Retouched artefacts
Whole flake
Split flake
Unmodified stone
Total

OS
n max
10 28.9
2
11
1
1
25

sd
8.4

47.8 0.9
34.3 11.1
33.2 na
64.3 na
34.4 11.9

n
11
4
4
5
2
1
27

GC
max
35.0
62.0
51.1
44.3
36.2
31.3
43.1

sd
13.0
32.8
7.0
18.3
12.3
na
18.8

966617
max sd
33.2 12.1
43.3 10.3
45.9 14.9
34.6 14.1
21.2 na

ANOVA results
F
df
p
0.78 2, 34 0.467
1.11 3
0.174
0.23 2, 8 0.797
1.01 2, 22 0.380
0.50 2, 1 0.705

37 36.6 13.3

2.48 2, 86 0.090

n
16
6
5
9
1

Table 8.66. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of selected artefact types of CGS in
the three assemblages. There is a tendency for CGS artefacts to be larger in the GC assemblage, but the
number of artefacts is generally too low to yield significant results.

Retouched and
unretouched whole
and split flakes
FGS
Quartzite
CGS

n

OS
max

sd

708 33.6 10.9
21 30.8 8.7
12 34.2 10.6

n

GC
max

sd

714 35.2 11.5
25 31.9 10.1
10 44.2 14.2

n

966617
max sd

739 36.0 11.7
42 36.1 11.7
11 32.4 13.6

ANOVA results
F
df
p
8.35 2, 2158 0.0002
2.23 2, 85 0.113
2.58 2, 30 0.092

Table 8.67. Comparison of the average maximum dimension (mm) of both retouched and unretouched
whole and split flakes in the three assemblages. Flakes of FGS and quartzite are larger in the 966617
assemblage, although this difference is only significant for FGS. CGS flakes are smaller in the 966617
assemblage.
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There are no significant or consistent patterns in the size of quartzite (Table 8.65) or
CGS artefacts (Table 8.66), if individual artefact types are considered. A larger sample
size for comparison can be obtained by combining retouched and unretouched whole and
split flakes (Table 8.67). Flakes of both FGS and quartzite are largest in the 966617
assemblage, which is consistent with both of these raw materials being subject to a lower
level of reduction intensity. Flakes of CGS are smaller in the 966617 assemblage, which
is consistent with the utilisation of CGS in a smaller initial form.

Tool production
Within each assemblage, quartzite was more commonly subject to retouch than the other
raw materials, and CGS more rarely retouched. The proportion of retouched artefacts of
each raw material does not differ significantly between the assemblages, however (Table
8.68).

There is weak evidence that both quartzite and FGS have undergone less retouch and
less intensive retouch in the 966617 assemblage. The proportion of quartzite artefacts
that are retouched is lower in this assemblage (although not statistically significant), and
both quartzite and FGS tools have a lower average number of retouched edges (Tables
8.69 and 8.70). Both materials also have a lower proportion of artefacts that have been
subject to ‘formal’ retouch (Tables 8.71 and 8.72).

In all three assemblages, a preference for larger artefacts as tool blanks, particularly
whole flakes, was identified. Where flakes were selected, these appear to be large flakes
produced relatively late in the reduction sequence (exhibiting low levels of cortex and
high numbers of flake scars), rather than large cortical flakes.

Artefact type
with retouch
CGS
FGS
Quartzite

OS
%n %MNA %MNF
7.7
7.1
8.7
21.9 23.4
27.4
51.4 48.1
57.9

GC
%n %MNA %MNF
14.3
23.5
33.3
23.5
25.1
29.9
40.5
48.5
58.8

966617
%n %MNA %MNF
12.5
20.8
20.7
21.0
23.8
27.5
33.8
40.4
39.5

Table 8.68. Comparison of the proportion of retouched artefacts of each raw material in each of the three
assemblages. Fewer quartzite artefacts have undergone retouch in the 966617 assemblage, while both
FGS and CGS are more retouched in the GC assemblage and CGS is much less retouched in the OS
assemblage, although the differences are not significant (based on MNA: CGS: Ȥ2 = 1.80, df = 2,
p = 0.407; FGS: Ȥ2 = 0.87, df = 2, p = 0.647; Quartzite: Ȥ2 = 0.71, df = 2, p = 0.700).
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Tool type, Quartzite
Scrapers
Notched
Informal
Total (all tools)

OS
1.00
2.00
2.80
2.17

GC
2.00
1.75
1.83
1.82

966617
2.00
1.67
1.69
1.74

Table 8.69. Comparison of the average number of retouched edges on quartzite tools of different types in
each of the three assemblages. There are no statistically significant differences, probably due to the low
number of quartzite tools (Scrapers: Ȥ2 = 3.87, df = 4, p = 0.424; Notched: Ȥ2 = 5.28, df = 4, p = 0.260;
Informal: Ȥ2 = 7.61, df = 4, p = 0.107; All: Ȥ2 = 4.07, df = 4, p = 0.397).

Tool type, FGS
Scrapers
Notched
Informal
Total (all tools)

OS
1.84
1.63
1.61
1.62

GC
1.92
1.73
1.65
1.70

966617
1.92
2.03
1.46
1.57

Table 8.70. Comparison of the average number of retouched edges on FGS tools of different types in
each of the three assemblages. There are no significant differences (Scrapers: Ȥ2 = 2.86, df = 4, p = 0.581;
Notched: Ȥ2 = 6.95, df = 4, p = 0.139; Informal: Ȥ2 = 8.64, df = 4, p = 0.071; All: Ȥ2 = 3.99, df = 4,
p = 0.408).

Tool/retouch type,
FGS
Informal
Edge damage only
Scraper
Notched
Multinotched
Backed
Total

OS
n %
133 50.0
46 17.3
26
9.8
38 14.3
18
6.8
5
1.9
266 100.0

GC
n %
140 48.1
44 15.1
50 17.2
32 11.0
19
6.5
6
2.1
291 100.0

966617
n %
179 56.5
45 15.6
24
8.3
24
8.3
11
3.8
6
2.1
289 100.0

Table 8.71. Comparison of the frequency of FGS tools of different types in each of the three assemblages.
Scrapers, and formal retouch in general, are more common in the GC assemblage, while informal retouch
is most common in the 966617 assemblage (Ȥ2 = 24.75, df = 10, p = 0.006; formal vs informal:
Ȥ2 = 14.72, df = 2, p = 0.0006).

Tool/retouch type,
Quartzite
Informal
Edge damage only
Scraper
Notched
Multinotched
Backed
Total

OS
n %
6 33.3
4 22.2
1
5.6
2 11.1
1
5.6
4 22.2
18 100.0

GC
n %
6 35.3
1
5.9
6 35.3
3 17.6
1
5.9

966617
n %
13 56.5
3 13.0
1
4.3
5 21.7
1
4.3

17 100.0

23 100.0

Table 8.72. Comparison of the frequency of quartzite tools of different types in each of the three
assemblages. Scrapers are more common in the GC assemblage, and backed quartzite is only present in
the OS assemblage (Ȥ2 = 20.98, df = 10, p = 0.021; formal vs informal: Ȥ2 = 3.23, df = 2, p = 0.199).
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Unlike the other two assemblages, there is little evidence that quartzite tools in the
966617 assemblage were subject to more retouch than FGS tools.

Summary
The main similarities and differences in the patterns of raw material procurement, use
and discard between the three assemblages are as follows:


the relative proportion of raw materials is similar in all three assemblages,
although there is slightly more quartzite in the 966617 assemblage, suggesting a
higher level of relative mobility during the accumulation of this assemblage;



FGS was transported and introduced to each study area in the form of flakes and
nodules, with initial working having first occurred elsewhere;



FGS was introduced to the 966617 assemblage in a larger form with more cortex,
and nodules were less common;



CGS was introduced to the 966617 assemblage in a much smaller form, not
consistent with the interpretation of higher mobility, but perhaps indicating that
CGS was obtained as a component of FGS;



both FGS and quartzite were subject to lower levels of reduction intensity in the
966617 assemblage, with less core rotation or rejuvenation, and minimal
evidence for resharpening, consistent with the interpretation of a low level of
concern for conservation of these raw materials due to higher relative mobility;



in all assemblages, large artefacts were selected for retouch, with no apparent
shape preference, and there is minimal evidence for tool resharpening.

Chapter 7 drew a contrast between high mobility associated with a period of sustained
high water and much lower mobility associated with low and fluctuating water levels,
both represented at the 940691 study area. At 966617 during approximately the same
period of low and fluctuating water levels, the evidence seems to suggest that people
were moving around the landscape even more than during the high water period
associated with the OS assemblage. This implies that the relationship between mobility
and environment is more complicated than the 940691 assemblages alone would
suggest.
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Discussion
Differences between raw materials
In a broad sense, the inferences about raw material quality and transport costs have been
upheld by the analysis of the 966617 assemblage: fine-grained silcrete, available from a
range of sources within approximately 25 km, is used most often; CGS, a poorer quality
material, is rarer and used minimally; and quartzite, a high quality material known only
from about 70 km distant, is rare and used intensively. However, there were also some
unexpected findings. Quartzite is slightly more abundant in the 966617 assemblage, and
is less intensively worked. This suggests that there was less concern for the
conservation of quartzite during the accumulation of this assemblage, compared to those
at 940691, and is interpreted as evidence for higher mobility, which resulted in greater
opportunity to obtain this material. However, CGS is also relatively more abundant in
this assemblage, and smaller, on average, than in the other assemblages. As discussed,
this is not consistent with the pattern of CGS use that would be expected if the better
quality quartzite was more readily available for use. Two points have been raised that
may have a bearing on this pattern.

Firstly, it was suggested that CGS, rather than being available as a raw material in its
own right, may actually form small patches within otherwise finer-grained material. If
the coarse-grained component is not visible until some working has taken place, then the
transport of CGS to the study area may have occurred incidentally along with the
transport of FGS, and this is consistent with the observed pattern of CGS being
introduced to the 966617 study area in a small form. This hypothesis is also consistent
with examples of silcrete in which both coarse- and fine-grained material are clearly
visible (e.g. Figure 8.1). It is worth reiterating that the separation of the assemblages
into fine- and coarse-grained varieties of silcrete for analytical purposes was based on an
arbitrary division. In reality, silcrete texture, even in a single outcrop, can be highly
variable. Nonetheless, significant differences have been observed in the way fine- and
coarse-grained silcrete was utilised, indicating that people were aware of the different
properties of these materials, and that they adjusted their behaviour accordingly.
Determining whether “2 mm clasts making up more than half of the texture” (Chapter 6)
is an appropriate cut-off requires more detailed textural classification and analysis.
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Figure 8.1. An extreme example of an artefact comprised of both fine- and coarse-grained silcrete.

The pattern of size and abundance of CGS in the 940691 assemblages is more consistent
with expectations based on raw material quality and relative mobility. The large size
and abundance of CGS artefacts in the GC assemblage, in particular, suggests that CGS
was probably being obtained as pieces of CGS, rather than as a component of FGS. This
introduces the second point: the assemblage accumulated at 966617 may have resulted
from the exploitation of a different silcrete source (or combination of sources). If the
size and abundance of CGS artefacts in the 966617 assemblage are controlled by the raw
material form, then it is difficult to make inferences about the relative distance to this
source compared to the distance to the source being used in the 940691 assemblages.
A number of features of the FGS component of the 966617 assemblage also hint at the
use of different silcrete sources: fewer nodules, more flakes and cores preserving cortex
and a lower incidence of stepping. The latter attribute suggests an overall higher quality
FGS, despite the hypothesised CGS inclusions. Evidence for more cortex in the 966617
assemblage is also consistent with the interpretation of less intensive core reduction,
however, thus the evidence for the use of different sources is only suggestive, rather than
strong. If a different source has been utilised, this may reflect the use of material that
was previously under water (as suggested in Chapter 6), but this is not necessarily the
case.
People at 966617 during conditions of fluctuating water and drying
The 966617 assemblage contains artefacts that have accumulated during a period of low
and fluctuating water levels, leading to the final drying of the lake, between around 22 ka
and less than 16 ka. Although overlapping with the age estimates for the GC
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assemblage at 940691 (see Chapter 5, Table 5.17), the 966617 assemblage may extend
further into the time of drying (see Chapter 4), and this may be contributing partly to the
differences that have been observed between the assemblages. In particular, it is
possible that a significant proportion of the 966617 assemblage derives from the soil
component of Unit 2 expressed in the eastern part of the erosional basin, and may be
associated with more stable, dry conditions after 16 ka. One possible interpretation of
the technological analysis of the three assemblages is that, following a period of
contraction to the lake shore as water levels fluctuated, people then adjusted to a new,
drier regime by increasing their relative mobility.

Nevertheless, at least some portion of the 966617 assemblage accumulated as a result of
human activity on lake-side dunes while water was present. Otoliths and mussel shell in
the eastern part of the study area provide evidence for the exploitation of fish and
shellfish in the later phases of oscillating lake levels, and in situ stone artefacts lower in
the sedimentary sequence provide further evidence of (slightly earlier) human activity.

People at 966617 were predominantly making use of FGS for artefact manufacture.
There is some suggestion that a different source or combination of sources of silcrete
were utilised, but the form in which FGS was transported and the general way in which
it has been worked remains consistent with the evidence from 940691: flakes and
nodules were initially worked elsewhere, before being transported to the study area
where they were subject to a deliberate strategy of rotation during the early stages of
core reduction. While evidence for conservation of FGS was low in both of the 940691
assemblages, there is evidence for even lower levels of conservation of both FGS and
quartzite in the 966617 assemblage, indicating that these materials could be obtained
regularly, and/or in sufficient quantities to meet expected stone needs. Size appears to
have been the primary consideration when selecting artefacts for use or retouch, and
neither FGS nor quartzite tools appear to have been subject to substantial resharpening.

Technological organisation at Lake Mungo
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 have presented a description and analysis of the three chipped stone
artefact assemblages defined in Chapter 5. The technological strategy of raw material
conservation that was expected as a result of the absence of natural stone sources in the
immediate vicinity of the Lake Mungo lunette was clearly not present in any of these
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assemblages. On the contrary, each of the three assemblages yielded evidence that
suggests very low levels of concern for raw material conservation, with rare core
rejuvenation, minimal tool resharpening and low levels of intensity of core reduction.
This indicates that stone supplies were plentiful enough to meet expected needs.

Chapter 6 introduced two strategies that could be used to ensure that stone is present
when required: individual and place provisioning. There is no obvious evidence in the
assemblages at Lake Mungo that a deliberate strategy of provisioning of individuals with
a mobile toolkit was undertaken. Retouched and utilised artefacts are larger in all
dimensions than unretouched artefacts, and are unlikely to be highly portable, and no
particular technology is evident that could consistently produce highly portable
implements (e.g. standardised blade technology).

Similarly, there is little evidence for place provisioning. By strict definition, the
introduction of stone to the lunette where natural stone is absent could be considered a
basic form of place provisioning. However, only in the GC assemblage is there some
evidence for the deliberate introduction of material with a high potential for future use.
In this assemblage, which also shows evidence of relatively more concern for raw
material conservation, FGS was initially introduced in a larger form than in the other
assemblages, and it was then worked more intensively. Greater concern for conservation
of FGS is interpreted as evidence for lower mobility, resulting in less opportunity to
replenish stone supplies; it makes logical sense, then, that when those opportunities for
replenishment did arise, deliberate attempts may have been made to transport larger
artefacts with high technological potential to the locations where they would then be
utilised.

Overall, however, it appears that the people at Lake Mungo were largely able to meet
their stone supply needs without employing specific provisioning strategies. This
implies that people were able to collect and transport stone within the course of their
regular activities, sufficient to meet their everyday needs, and this is consistent with high
levels of mobility.

The technology employed on the lake shore at Lake Mungo matches the definition of an
‘expedient’ technology – tools appear to have been manufactured and used as needed,
and then discarded with minimal further modification. There is minimal evidence for
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resharpening or rejuvenation of tool edges, and this has implications for the way in
which retouched artefacts can be studied. In the absence of significant resharpening,
there may be opportunity for studying tool function. This absence also has implications
for the use of measures of retouch intensity to estimate tool use-life in these
assemblages. There are no obvious tools or tool-types in these assemblages that appear
likely to have had a particularly long use-life, and that could be used as proxy measures
of occupation duration.

In the following chapter, these implications are discussed further, and the evidence for
technological organisation at Lake Mungo is compared with evidence from past work in
the region.
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9. Discussion

Introduction
This project set out to demonstrate that it is possible to generate meaningful and novel
insights into the behaviour of people living in the Willandra Lakes area in the distant
past from the remains of their activities now distributed on the eroding surface of the
Mungo lunette. The majority of these remains consist of chipped stone artefacts: debris
from the manufacture, use and maintenance of stone tools. Stone technology has
therefore been the focus of this investigation, specifically the organisation of this
technology with respect to environmental and landscape context.

It has only been possible to generate novel information about behaviour as a result of a
series of methodological and interpretive steps perhaps best described as an application
of landscape archaeology that includes consideration of long time-frames as well as
large spatial areas. The three parts into which this study has been divided
(palaeolandscape reconstruction, distributional study and technological analysis) build
on each other to generate inferences about past behaviour. The previous three chapters
addressed the question of how stone at Lake Mungo was obtained and worked, and
whether the surface assemblages defined in Chapter 5 yielded information from which
differences in relative mobility that relate to changes in environmental conditions or
palaeolandscape setting could be inferred. In this final chapter, the information garnered
from this technological analysis will be compared to that obtained from previous work in
the region, and the issues of assemblage structure, time and landscapes will be revisited.

Palaeolandscape reconstruction
In order to establish the environmental and landscape context in which human activity
took place in the past, it was necessary to document the age and stratigraphic position of
each of the erosional basins under investigation (Chapter 4). Given that one aim of the
study was to attempt to identify the stratigraphic origin of surface material and thus
understand its palaeolandscape context, the mapping was done in much more detail than
previous geomorphological work at Lake Mungo.
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Bowler’s (e.g. 1998, Bowler and Thorne 1976, Bowler et al. 1970, 2003)
geomorphological work has provided a basic framework for understanding the
environmental history of the Willandra Lakes. However, there has been significant local
and short-term variability that the initial framework, by necessity, has not encompassed,
and this study provides some of the data necessary to start to understand this variability.
A more comprehensive study of the geomorphology of the Lake Mungo lunette, as well
as other selected areas within the Willandra Lakes region, is currently being undertaken
by Nicola Stern and Kathryn Fitzsimmons under the auspices of the ARC Discovery
Project (DP1092966).

Both of the areas documented in this study are located on the lakeward side of the
current landform that represents the main Mungo lunette. It is not entirely clear,
however, how the sediments exposed in each erosional basin relate to the sediments
exposed in the main lunette. It is possible that the sediments at study area 940691
represent a secondary dune, while study area 966617 could be the location of sediments
banked up against an older cliff cut into Golgol sediments, as occurs immediately to the
north and south. In both cases, these locations represent a position low and lakeward of
the main lunette, which itself had been accumulating (but perhaps also subject to periods
of reworking and erosion) for over 30,000 years prior to the onset of deposition in the
study areas. Both of the study areas are associated with lake levels well below the
maximum, Lower Mungo-aged peak (see Chapter 2, Table 2.2).

More detailed geomorphological work of the broader areas surrounding each study area
is required to confirm the most likely palaeolandscape setting. Nevertheless, the
sediments themselves record a history of relative lake-level changes that are similar for
each study area. An unlaminated sandy unit is present in both erosional basins,
representing relatively continuous and rapid sediment deposition adjacent to a beach on
the lake shore, during a period of sustained high water. The deposition of this unit began
before around 22 ka (possibly before 25 ka) and continued until around 21 ka, and the
lake could have been no higher than 65.7 m AHD during this period. This high lake
level is coeval with, or possibly slightly earlier than, a period of high water identified by
Bowler that corresponds to the Upper Arumpo unit in his earlier presentations (Bowler
1998, Bowler et al. 2003), but which has been redesignated as Lower Zanci in a more
recent paper (Bowler et al. 2012).
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This sustained high lake was followed by a period of fluctuating lake-levels starting
between 22 ka and 20 ka, culminating in the final drying of the lake. A period of
instability preceded this intermittent drying, although the extent of erosion as a result of
this instability was highly variable. At study area 940691, deposition appears to have
been continuous at one end of the erosional basin, but interrupted at the other end, while
at study area 966617 there is evidence of large-scale erosion, perhaps similar in extent to
the gullying and sediment outwash seen today.

The change of lake regime from lake-full to lake-fluctuating resulted in sediment
deposition that was also probably relatively rapid, but intermittent; the sedimentary unit
accumulated at this time takes the form of thin laminae of silty-sand containing varying
quantities of clay. The presence of freshwater mussel shell and fish otoliths in clay-rich
sediments representing dry-lake conditions, both at 940691 and elsewhere on the lunette
(Bowler 1998, Bowler et al. 2012), attests to these rapid oscillations, but it is unclear at
what temporal scale these oscillations took place. The palaeoenvironmental and
sedimentary evidence from the Willandra Lakes is not yet sufficiently detailed to
determine whether the lakes filled seasonally, every few years, every 10 years, or over
an even longer period. What is likely is that these filling events would have become
progressively less common and less predictable through time (Bowler 1998). Following
the peak of the LGM, the lakes dried up completely (counter-intuitively, this was as
general environmental conditions ameliorated; Bowler et al. 2012, Hesse et al. 2004:
98); conditions in the immediate area of the lake basins thus became more predictable,
albeit dry.

The timing of the cessation of deposition may also have differed between the two study
locations, with a particularly young age estimate of 15.9 ka obtained from sediment
layers well below the soil surface at 966617. This may indicate variable lake-bed
topography, or the influence of groundwater, and provides a tantalising hint that dune
accumulation was still active in some parts of the Mungo basin following the period
between 19 ka and 17 ka; the period most commonly cited for the overall drying of the
lake system (e.g. Bowler et al. 2012).
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Distributional study
Assemblage definition and chronological resolution
The overall time span represented by the sediments within each basin is between
approximately two and ten thousand years, and is likely to be at the lower end of this
range, particularly in the 940691 study area. Neither study area contains a record of
continuous deposition, with periods of soil development and erosion evident. This has
important implications for the way in which the archaeological material has been
accumulated and subsequently exposed.

The studies of topography, sediment type and artefact distribution and size detailed in
Chapter 5 indicate that artefacts exposed on the lunette surface have been subject to
variable degrees of disturbance. In particular, movement due to water flow and the
erosion of underlying sediments is likely to have affected much of the surface
assemblage. However, the magnitude of these effects is also variable, and it has been
possible to define artefact assemblages that can, it has been argued, be reliably
associated with particular stratigraphic units and thus with the environmental conditions
under which those sediments were laid down.

Not all of the surface material can be thus attributed. For example, the artefact
assemblage defined from the 966617 study area excluded over 1000 chipped stone
artefacts that may have been introduced from an unknown (and undated) location.
Similarly, the effects of movement and mixing cannot be ‘undone’ and need to be taken
into account during subsequent analysis. Thus, the OS assemblage defined from the
940691 study area is assumed to contain a component from the overlying GC
sedimentary unit, and this was considered during the analysis and comparison of the
assemblages.

In some settings on the lunette it is relatively straightforward to identify areas in which
artefacts are likely to have been subject to significant moving or mixing; however, in
some cases movement occurs in more subtle ways (e.g. Tumney 2010). It is then only
detailed analysis of geomorphology and topography, in combination with the study of
the distribution of artefacts, that makes it possible to establish which components of the
surface assemblages are likely to have been moved or mixed.
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From the two study areas, detailed analysis of the surface distribution enabled the
definition of three assemblages of chipped stone artefacts for detailed technological
analysis. Each of these assemblages could be associated with a package of sediments
representing particular lake conditions, and encompassed a time span of between one
and six thousand years. Although the use of surface remains is often considered
unreliable due to the lack of chronological resolution or control (e.g. Holdaway et al.
1998: 3), this resolution is as good as, if not better than, the chronological resolution
commonly obtained from excavations, even those considered to be well dated (e.g.
Nunamira and other Tasmanian cave sites; Allen 1996, Cosgrove 1989, 1996, Stern
2008b).

It may be possible to identify the stratigraphic origin of some of the archaeological
material more precisely. In situ material and tight clusters of surface material within the
alternating sands and clays (such as the platform cluster from 940691) can be associated
with particular sedimentary laminae. However, given the precision of optical dating and
the rapid sediment accumulation, it is unlikely that individual clusters of stone in such a
setting could be dated any more precisely than the estimated age range that has been
provided for the sedimentary unit as a whole.

Such clusters are also relatively rare. In order to obtain a sample of material large
enough to undertake robust analyses, a large area of the lunette would need to be
covered. As it is not usually possible to trace these thin sedimentary layers any
significant distance across the landscape, the only way to correlate separate clusters
would be by dating the surrounding sediments, with all of the limits of dating precision
that this entails. Comparison or aggregation of material of the ‘same age’ across a large
part of the landscape is therefore only likely to be possible at a resolution of several
thousands of years, probably not much better than the resolution achieved in this study.
The result is an assemblage that is a ‘spatial palimpsest’ (Bailey 2007: 205-207, Stern
1993: 221).

Nevertheless, this type of approach does enable coverage of a larger area of the lunette
and, potentially, a greater range of palaeolandscape settings, and it provides an
alternative approach to the archaeology of the Mungo lunette. This approach is currently
being undertaken by the Discovery Project foot survey and, in conjunction with artefact
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refitting, as part of the doctoral research of La Trobe University archaeology student,
Caroline Spry.

Correlation with palaeolandscape
The OS assemblage is associated with stable, lake-full conditions before c.21 ka. People
were definitely present on the lake shore during this period – in situ material in the OS
unit includes chipped stone, hearth material and some macropod bone. A dense surface
cluster of fragmented macropod bone, some burnt, is also thought to derive from this
unit. Interestingly, there is no lacustrine material that can be unequivocally associated
with this unit, although this may be an issue of preservation and exposure, rather than a
true absence. Alternatively, it may reflect a true focus on terrestrial resources at this
time (e.g. Bowler et al. 2012)

Two assemblages, the GC and 966617 assemblages, are associated with environmental
conditions during which lake levels were fluctuating, between c.22 ka and <20 ka. This
is more or less the peak of the LGM. Despite regular influxes of fresh water into the
Willandra Lakes system, this is likely to have been a period that was very dry, cold and
windy, with most of the water resulting from glacial melt and suppressed evaporation
rates. Fresh water was undoubtedly an attraction to people during these harsh
conditions. Chipped stone, termite-nest heat retainers, mussel and macropod bone were
identified either in situ or tightly clustered in the GC unit at 940691, and chipped stone,
mussel and fish otoliths were associated with the equivalent unit at 966617. While the
presence of fish and mussel suggests the presence of fresh water, mussel is sometimes
present within the clay-rich layers. As discussed previously, the relatively rapid
oscillations between lake-full and lake-dry conditions preclude the ability to distinguish
during which of these conditions (if not both) people were present.

It is possible, however, to hypothesise about the likelihood of the accumulation of
archaeological material under different conditions, rather than simply the presence of
people. As sediment deposition was intermittent during this period, the likelihood of the
accumulation of archaeological material over the time-span represented by any particular
stratigraphic unit is also variable. The argument could be made that during periods of
minimal sediment deposition (landscape stability), there is a higher likelihood of the
accumulation of archaeological material on the surface, assuming that people are
present and maintain consistent discard behaviour. Within a regular cycle of lake filling
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and drying, this landscape stability is likely to occur immediately following the filling of
the lake, when the sediment supply has been cut off and prior to the establishment of
beach deposits or the re-exposure of the clay-rich lake bed (Bowler 1998: 122). This
leaves a clay-rich surface exposed on the dune, which, depending on the length of time
before sediment deposition begins again, may be subject to soil-formation processes.
Thus, traces of human activity have the greatest probability of accumulating at the top of
each clay-rich lamina (especially if a soil is present), which may also correspond to the
time of influx of fresh water to the lake.

Landscape stability may also occur when the lake-level has been low for some time and
conditions are no longer conducive to the formation of clay pellets (Bowler 1998: 122),
for example, as the length of time between filling episodes increases. In this situation,
there is opportunity for the accumulation of archaeological material, again at the top of
clay-rich laminae, but in this circumstance associated with dry or very-low lake
conditions. Interestingly, this implies that, even in those rare circumstances when it is
possible to attribute the archaeological material to particular clay laminae within the GC
or 966617 sediments, the lake could be in either state at the time that people were
present. What can be established from these sediments, however, are the longer-term
trends in lake levels and environment.

It is possible to obtain higher resolution data that may bear on the question of when
people were present on the lake shore and the condition of the lake at that time. Fish
otoliths and mussel shell can provide both age and environmental information and, in
some locations, are relatively abundant. With a large, systematic sample, particularly of
material from archaeological contexts, it may be possible to determine patterns of
occupation at a finer time-scale. However, while the presence of these freshwater
species at a particular time provides evidence of human exploitation of lacustrine
resources, their absence does not necessarily indicate the absence of people. A large
scale program of direct dating of hearths and animal bone from archaeological contexts
may be able to fill some of the gaps in a chronology of this sort. Recent studies of small
samples of lacustrine material, derived mostly from non-cultural contexts (e.g.
Boljkovac 2009, Bowler et al. 2012), are beginning to yield this sort of high resolution
information about lake-level and environmental changes.
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LGM conditions ameliorated following approximately 17 ka (Bowler et al. 2012), and
this period may also be represented in the 966617 assemblage. There is no obvious
change in sedimentation pattern at this location corresponding to this time, suggesting
that any changes to the hydrological regime occurred gradually. Alternatively, it may be
the case that the age estimate obtained from this sediment is too young. Past work,
predominantly on the southern half of the Mungo lunette and in the other lake basins
(e.g. Bowler 1998, Dare-Edwards 1979), has suggested that sedimentation had ceased
and soil development begun by this time. Continuing geomorphological work should
clarify this picture.

Whether people were still present on the resulting stable but dry landscape remains to be
determined. A number of in situ hearths are present in the soil thought to represent this
period, in the areas adjacent to both study areas, and this suggests at least some activity
at this time; however, the possibility of these hearths either being associated with the
final period of sediment deposition or with much later (re)occupation in the Holocene,
cannot be ruled out at present.

The structure of the Mungo lunette assemblages
This study has defined and described three stone artefact assemblages, each of which
represent a time-averaged accumulation of material, or palimpsest (e.g. Bailey 2007,
Stern 1993), accumulated during a range of environmental/lake conditions over variable
time spans of between one and six thousand years.

The OS sedimentary unit represents a stable period of relatively high lake levels during
which a sandy foredune steadily accumulated. The archaeological assemblage
associated with this unit is likely to contain some material lagged from the overlying
green clays; however, it has been argued that the presence of significant differences
between this and the GC assemblage suggests that this mixing has been minimal, and
that the separation of the two assemblages is justified. Thus, while the overall time span
represented by the OS assemblage may include the period of accumulation of the GC
assemblage, by far the majority of the assemblage is likely to have accumulated over a
period of two to four thousand years. This assemblage can be reliably associated with
the high lake levels that prevailed over this time span.
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The GC and 966617 assemblages accumulated during a period of overall drier
conditions and fluctuating lakes, and the resolution is such that it is not possible to
distinguish the remains of activities that took place during the higher-lake phases of the
fluctuations from those that took place during low-lake phases. Instead, what is
significant about these assemblages is that they are likely to be the product of a variable
range of behaviours that took place during a range of palaeolandscape conditions. In
fact, interpretation of the 966617 assemblage is more complicated; as suggested in
Chapter 8, the 966617 assemblage may also be associated with more stable dry lake
conditions. Initial assumptions that differences between the three assemblages may
relate to high-lake versus low-lake conditions were therefore found to be an
oversimplification, as discussed further below.

As the earlier discussion indicates, the extent of time-averaging reflected by these
assemblages is a product of the rate and tempo of sediment deposition, and would be
maintained even if the stratigraphic origin of archaeological material could be
pinpointed more precisely. These assemblages are significantly time-averaged with
respect to questions about differences in behaviour between high- and low-water
episodes within the time period represented by these assemblages. Instead, the
technological analyses have revealed evidence about the technological strategies that
have left the most substantial trace in the archaeological record over each period.

The GC assemblage is likely to represent the shortest time span of the three
assemblages. As with the OS assemblage, it is difficult to put an end date on the
assemblage, as there is the possibility of some material having lagged from the stable
soil surface that represents the end of the lacustrine period. Nevertheless, it is likely that
the majority of the material within the GC assemblage has derived from the period of
fluctuating lakes, and may span only one or two thousand years. Similarly, the 966617
assemblage derives at least partly from the period of fluctuating lakes, but, if the young
age estimate is accurate, appears to have accumulated over a longer time span of
somewhere between three and six thousand years, indicating that water and people may
have been present in this particular location after the lake system as a whole was
essentially dried out.
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Technological analysis
Stone technology
Over the period represented by the three artefact assemblages, a number of features of
technology remain remarkably stable – this may indicate that these features are strongly
controlled by the nature and availability of the stone raw materials.

Fine-grained silcrete (FGS) is by far the most commonly utilised raw material, despite
its generally poor flaking quality (e.g. Muhlen-Schulte 1985, Webb and Domanski
2008). This is due to it being the most abundant stone available in the vicinity of Lake
Mungo. There are a number of potential silcrete sources within a radius of c.30 km of
Lake Mungo, although which of these were actually utilised and which were even
accessible at any particular time remains to be established. Surprisingly, the closest
potential silcrete sources to the study areas on the Mungo lunette are 7 – 11 km away
(assuming it was necessary to circumnavigate the lake; see Figure 6.2). By its nature, no
stone occurs naturally on the lunette itself, indicating that silcrete was transported a
minimum of this distance before being discarded at the study areas.

Each assemblage yielded evidence of low intensity of use of FGS, despite the necessary
transport distance. That the use of expedient technology could be afforded in the
absence of nearby stone indicates a level of residential or logistic mobility in which the
distances necessary to obtain FGS were covered regularly and reliably by those who
collected stone; shortages of stone were not anticipated.

The two main alternative sources of stone were either much poorer quality (i.e. coarsegrained silcrete, CGS) or only available from much further away (i.e. quartzite, at a
distance of approximately 70 km). Thus, neither of these materials comprises a large
proportion of the lunette assemblages. CGS, when present, was used even more
minimally than FGS and was clearly not a preferred material. Quartzite, on the other
hand, by virtue of its better quality and the greater transport distance required, does
appear to have been subject to more intensive use, indicating some concern for the
conservation of this material.

The way in which FGS was obtained and reduced is generally consistent in all three
assemblages. FGS was most commonly transported to the study areas in the form of
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flakes and nodules. This is consistent with the form of silcrete at the known sources: the
Mungo quarry contains large in situ boulder outcrops of silcrete, which are too large for
transport, as well as nodules of a range of sizes; other locations also contain nodules, or
silcrete in the form of beach gravels. There is some evidence, in the form of minimal
dorsal cortex, that preliminary working of silcrete took place prior to its introduction to
the study areas, which is not unexpected given the necessary transport distance.
However, there is no evidence for a strategy of raw material testing prior to transport of
material from the source, and this is further evidence that no particular effort was
invested to avoid the waste of raw material.

The possibility that stone was being used for tasks other than producing sharp flakes,
and therefore that attributes other than flaking quality were important, also needs to be
considered (e.g. Kuhn 1994: 436-437, Webb 1993: 109). For example, it is possible that
silcrete cobbles were used as hammerstones. Ideally, flakes produced by direct
percussion require the use of a hammer of harder material than the stone being flaked
(Holdaway and Stern 2004: 4). Only a single hammerstone was identified from the three
assemblages; along with the rarity of alternative stone sources, this suggests that silcrete
cobbles may have been used as hammerstones, but that they were prone to breakage
before accumulating traces such as pitting that would normally be characteristic of this
type of use. Fractured hammerstones may then have been used as cores or tool blanks,
or discarded (and subsequently recorded as nodule fragments).

A deliberate strategy of core rotation early in the process of core reduction was evident
in all three silcrete assemblages, and the majority of cores were discarded following this
early stage of reduction. Whether the purpose of core rotation was to remove cortex, test
the quality of the material or to pre-shape the core into something amenable to further
reduction has not been determined. The latter strategy seems unlikely given that
minimal effort was expended at other stages of reduction to ensure that cores were
worked intensively. In all assemblages, large flakes with low quantities of cortex were
preferred for retouch. Early core rotation may thus increase the opportunities for
obtaining large flakes suitable for retouch.

Retouched artefacts comprise approximately one quarter of each of the three FGS
assemblages. However, the majority of these (around 70%) are artefacts with edge
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damage or informal retouch of minimal extent. These low rates of extensive retouch
contributed to the interpretation of low concern for the conservation of FGS.

One aspect of technological behaviour that has not yet been discussed is the possibility
of raw material scavenging. Allen (1998: 211, Hiscock and Allen 2000: 100) suggests
that such behaviour is likely, and Muhlen-Schulte (1985: 145) recorded evidence of the
re-use of polished (weathered) artefacts. Would the use of scavenged raw material, i.e.
previously lost or discarded stone, have different implications in terms of technological
organisation, or can it be considered as a special case of provisioning or intensive use of
raw materials?

The deliberate provisioning of a location with stone anticipates a need for stone at that
particular location in the foreseeable future (Kuhn 1992, Nelson 1991). By contrast,
unless stone discarded by other people in the past (potentially the distant past) is
sufficiently common that its presence can be predicted with some confidence, the
scavenging of exposed, discarded stone could only be conducted opportunistically. Is it
likely that sufficient discarded stone was present on the surface at any time in the past
for its presence to be anticipated? During periods of (rapid) sediment accumulation this
is unlikely. However, during stable periods or periods of erosion, the situation may have
been quite different. Today, for example, stone litters much of the lunette surface – it
would not be necessary to make a special visit to a stone outcrop in order to obtain
sufficient stone to make a few sharp flakes. Given the periods of erosion recognised in
the sedimentary record, it is possible that such situations also prevailed in the past.
Perhaps such availability contributed to the lack of raw material conservation.

Scavenged material is unlikely to have been managed in exactly the same way as
deliberately provisioned stone, and would be technologically quite different. Substantial
scavenging would manifest technologically as more intensive reduction and reuse of raw
material. Interpretation along the lines of concern for raw material conservation is
consistent with this type of use (i.e. the reuse of stone rather than the acquisition of fresh
stone). Scavenging may have been more common than is otherwise evident; it is only in
the circumstance where reuse of an artefact has occurred after significant weathering that
it is likely to be detected (e.g. Muhlen-Schulte 1985: 145). However, the overall low
rates of intensive raw material use in the studied assemblages indicate that scavenging
probably did not form a significant part of the technological repertoire.
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Settlement/movement patterns and the organisation of technology
Within the context of the basic similarities in stone acquisition and working, and
allowing for differences in raw material quality and availability, a number of differences
between the assemblages were interpreted as evidence for differences in relative
mobility. No attempt has been made in this study to distinguish between residential and
logistic mobility (e.g. Binford 1980). Ethnographic studies of groups in the arid regions
of Australia indicate that high residential mobility is typical in this type of environment
(e.g. Gould 1969: 267). Nevertheless, it is also highly likely that some members of a
residential group were, on occasion, engaged in particular tasks that took them to
different locations and prompted them to travel greater distances than other members of
the group. Thus ‘mobility’ in this study refers only to those members of the group who
were the collectors (or users, see below) of stone. No inferences have been made
regarding who those members were, or the proportion of the group they comprised.

The highest level of mobility was inferred from the characteristics of the 966617
assemblage, and was primarily evident in the lowest intensity of use of FGS, the greatest
quantity of quartzite and the particularly low intensity of use of quartzite. The lowest
level of mobility was documented in the GC assemblage, despite the similar lake
conditions and time period of the GC and 966617 assemblages. A greater quantity of
CGS and more intensive use of all raw materials indicate a greater concern for the
conservation of stone in the GC assemblage, while the initial introduction of larger
pieces of stone suggests a strategy of provisioning the landscape with stone for future
use.

Surprisingly, under the very different lake conditions hypothesised for the OS
assemblage, the characteristics of the OS assemblage fall in between the other two
assemblages, indicating higher mobility than was evident from the GC assemblage but
lower than that suggested by the 966617 assemblage. One interpretation of this pattern
is that the parts of the landscape represented by the two study areas were used in very
different ways within the same period of time; for example, the 940691 study area may
have been occupied during low lake conditions, and 966617 during high lake conditions,
thus explaining the latter assemblage’s greater similarity to the OS assemblage. As
discussed previously, it is not possible to determine whether these stone assemblages
derive predominantly from the clay-rich or clay-poor layers within the GC and 966617
units. Even if it were possible, this does not necessarily give an indication of the lake
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levels at the particular moment of artefact discard. Although it may be possible in the
future to combine such analyses with detailed geochemical analyses of faunal material to
provide more information on this question, at the moment, it is only possible to attribute
both assemblages to a period of fluctuating lakes.

If the two clay-rich assemblages are not contemporary, that is, if the age estimate of
15.9 ka is accurate, it may point to an alternative way of reconciling the technological
data. As suggested in Chapter 8, one possible hypothesis is that the pattern at study area
966617 is actually the product, at least partly, of post-LGM activities, as the landscape
stabilised. Perhaps a more parsimonious interpretation of the three assemblages,
especially given their temporal resolution, is that the high mobility inferred from the
characteristics of the OS and 966617 assemblages can be associated with stable
palaeolandscape conditions (albeit stable high-water compared to stable dry conditions,
respectively), whereas the low mobility inferred from the characteristics of the GC
assemblage is more closely associated with unstable, or fluctuating palaeolandscape
conditions.

Occupation intensity and occupation duration
In the absence of formal retouched artefacts, are there any artefacts that can be
considered to have a long use-life, and thus may be useful for determining occupation
intensity (e.g. Binford 1973, Shott 1989)? The overwhelming impression is that the
majority of artefacts were used briefly. However, the transport of raw materials and
artefacts implies that objects were part of the technological ‘system’ for some period of
time, and some objects were clearly transported further than others and/or transported
preferentially (e.g. Douglass 2010). Quartzite, for example, has been transported further
than silcrete, at least in absolute terms. Can the proportion of quartzite, particularly
retouched quartzite and cores, provide information about occupation duration? If the
consequence of the higher desirability of quartzite is that quartzite cores and tools have a
longer use-life than other artefacts, then they are more likely to be discarded and lost in
the locations where people spent the greatest length of time (e.g. Ammerman and
Feldman 1974, Holdaway et al. 2004).

Overall, quartzite is relatively more abundant by mass in the 966617 assemblage.
However, both quartzite cores and retouched quartzite are relatively more common in
the OS assemblage (depending on how abundance is measured; see Table 8.68). Both of
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these assemblages were associated with measures of abundance and reduction intensity
that indicated a high level of relative mobility, particularly in comparison to the GC
assemblage. Thus, the abundance of quartzite in the 966617 assemblage is likely to be
the result of greater opportunity to obtain this high quality raw material. A high
proportion of cores and retouched quartzite in the OS assemblage can not be interpreted
in such a straight-forward way. The preferential removal of quartzite flakes from this
assemblage was hypothesised to explain the high relative core frequency, but an
alternative explanation is that the 940691 study area experienced a greater intensity of
occupation over the period of the accumulation of the OS assemblage.

As described in Chapter 1, occupation intensity can be defined as the sum of all
occupation events, where the intensity of each event is proportional to the number of
people, the number of visits and the length of each visit (e.g. Holdaway et al. 2000: 46,
Shiner 2008: 34). The GC assemblage represents a period of time during which mobility
was low; correspondingly people spent a longer time in any particular location, and
perhaps visited the same locations repeatedly. Higher mobility implies fewer, shorter
visits to any one location. In order for the total occupation intensity at 940691 during
the accumulation of the OS assemblage to be higher than that of the GC assemblage,
either more people were present, or more visits to the locality were made. The latter
may be possible under a regime of high mobility if the total time span encompassed by
the OS assemblage is greater than that of the GC assemblage. This is a possibility
within the resolution of the age estimates obtained during this study, but it is by no
means a certainty.

It could also be the case that stone collectors were highly mobile during this period,
while stone users were spending more time at 940691. Contrary to the previous
discussion, in which it is the mobility of stone collectors that has the main impact on
patterns of reduction intensity, it may be the case that certain stone users are likely to
have the greatest impact on the discard patterns resulting from occupation duration.
Stone used by different members of the group for different tasks (e.g. hunting, gathering,
food processing, maintenance of other tools) will have different probabilities of entering
the archaeological record over time, depending on when and where they occur, and these
tasks may not necessarily be carried out by the same people who are responsible for
collecting stone. Particularly given the limited sample from which this hypothesis has
been derived, the implications of the range of scenarios that could be envisioned given
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different degrees of logistical organisation are beyond the scope of this study, but may
provide an interesting avenue of future research.

There is a high likelihood that the 966617 assemblage represents an even longer time
span than that represented by the OS assemblage. Despite this, if quartzite abundance is
again used as a measure, the 966617 assemblage reflects a low level of occupation
intensity. Clearly the visits to 966617 during this period were few and far between.
This is consistent with the notion that the activities of people at 966617 were the product
of highly mobile groups adjusted to a new regime of no or minimal water in the
Willandra Lakes.

Australian Core Tool and Scraper Tradition
It is difficult to compare the results of the technological analysis conducted in this study
with past studies of stone artefacts from the Willandra Lakes area, except in the broadest
sense. One of the most significant contributions that stone assemblages in the region
have made to broader discussions of stone technology in Australia is their role in the
definition of the Australian Core Tool and Scraper Tradition (ACTST; Bowler et al.
1970). So what implications do the findings of the current study have for the definition
of the ACTST?

The stone tool assemblage derived from the surface of the Mungo lunette in the vicinity
of the Mungo I burial was just one of those used to define the ACTST. This assemblage
was characterised by the presence of large steep-edged scrapers, typically 10 – 25 mm
thick, and large core tools, including ‘horsehoof’ cores weighing between 100 g and
1000 g (Bowler et al. 1970: 52). Neither scrapers nor large cores are common in the
assemblages analysed in the present study: cores are relatively rare, and those that could
technically be described as ‘horsehoof’ cores are small, while ‘scrapers’ make up a small
proportion of the retouched assemblage. Scrapers do tend to be thick, but exhibit a
similar relationship between thickness and overall size as do other tool types. As
retouch, and a greater extent of retouch, tends to occur on larger artefacts, it is not
surprising that scrapers are among the thickest tool-types.

It seems probable that the composition of the Mungo I assemblage was strongly
influenced by site formation processes and recovery methods. It is highly likely that
small artefacts had been removed from this surface prior to artefact recovery (as
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suggested by Robinson 1980: 190), creating a bias towards large artefacts, and this was
probably exacerbated by the reported storm that preceded artefact collection (Bowler et
al. 1970: 48).

However, even if only cores and the largest retouched artefacts from the current study
are considered, the assemblages still could not be described as being characterised by
large cores and scrapers. Either further biases have influenced one or more of the
assemblages being discussed – the systematic removal of large artefacts from the areas
studied here, for example – or the description/definition of the ACTST is not sufficient
to encompass the variability in the Pleistocene archaeology of Lake Mungo. This is
probably a reflection of the way the term is commonly used and conceptualised by
archaeologists, rather than of the original intention of the definition (Holdaway and
Stern 2004: 301). Nevertheless, the meaningfulness of the term can be called into
question (e.g. Hiscock 2008: 102-110, Hiscock and Allen 2000: 103). How is an
assemblage attributed to the ACTST? If it is defined by artefact size, it is extremely
susceptible to the types of surface processes discussed herein (among others). If it is
defined by the presence and/or absence of particular core and tool types, it is also
susceptible to processes that differentially affect artefacts of different sizes, as well as
the factors of artefact use-life and occupation duration that determine the way in which
the archaeological record forms over time. Furthermore, neither of these definitions
would exclude some more recent assemblages from being part of the ACTST (although
this has always been an issue, as distinctive younger artefact types are considered to be
an addition to the technological repertoire, rather than a replacement). As simply a
synonym for ‘Australian Pleistocene assemblages’ it is therefore of limited use. With an
increasing amount of detailed work into the variability within Australian Pleistocene
archaeology being undertaken (e.g. Clarkson 2007, Cosgrove 1999, Holdaway 2004,
Lamb 1996, Smith 2006, Smith and Sharp 1993, Veth 2005), it may be time to revisit the
characteristics and relevance of the Australian Core Tool and Scraper Tradition (e.g.
Holdaway and Stern 2004: 300-302).

Models of tool-use and resharpening
Significant effort has been expended over the last decade or two to explore the ‘scraper’
component of Australian artefact assemblages without using more ‘formal’ tool or
artefact types as analytical categories. As Chapter 6 discussed, these types of studies
have turned from investigating tool function to investigating scraper form as a product of
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successive resharpening events (e.g. Clarkson 2005, Hiscock and Attenbrow 2005). It
was determined that resharpening and edge rejuvenation was minimal in the
assemblages analysed in this study. What implications does this have for models of
resharpening?

Hiscock and Attenbrow (2005) discuss some of the implications of the form versus
function debate in terms of the possible relationships between changing morphology and
changing use. They put forward three of the more obvious ways to interpret
morphological variation (Hiscock and Attenbrow 2005: 51-53). The first is that artefact
function changes as progressive resharpening modifies its morphology, and that function
is strongly tied to artefact form. The second model posits that artefact use remains
unchanged throughout the reduction continuum, implying that tool inefficiency would be
tolerated, or that edges remain effective regardless of their angle and shape. The third
model suggests that artefacts were used minimally, and that resharpening was therefore
not the primary purpose of retouch; artefacts were, instead, shaped to a specific form for
a particular use. The pattern of retouch and rejuvenation evident in the assemblages
described in this study does not clearly conform to the expected patterns from any of
these models, with minimal evidence for resharpening, but no obvious relationship
between form and retouch.

In circumstances where significant retouch is required to shape a tool to achieve a
particular task, the third strategy seems particularly wasteful of raw material, and would
only “be effective when raw material conservation was a minimal concern” (Hiscock
and Attenbrow 2005: 53). However, raw material availability would potentially impact
on each of these models. If raw material is abundant, and all that is required is a sharp
edge, resharpening a blunt edge might be more ‘wasteful’, if measured in terms of time
or energy, than striking a fresh flake (Bamforth 1986: 40). The minimal concern for the
conservation of silcrete reflected in all three of the assemblages analysed in this study
strongly suggests that raw material availability was not a significant problem, despite the
transport distances required.

In the absence of evidence of resharpening, then, does scraper form reflect the use to
which the tool was put? Apart from selection for size (perhaps for ease of grasping and
manipulation?), artefacts with retouch or edge damage do not show any evidence for
selection for a particular shape or type. Unless the tasks to which the artefacts were put
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required the same range and variability of artefact types and shapes as appear to be
produced ‘naturally’, it seems unlikely that the form of an artefact has contributed
significantly to its selection for a particular task (consistent with Hiscock and
Attenbrow’s second model). Of course, this is a hypothesis that has the potential to be
investigated systematically, through experimental, use-wear and residue studies. Such
studies can be complicated by the presence of edge resharpening and tool rejuvenation,
as only the last use can be investigated, but in the absence of resharpening such issues
can be avoided. Use-wear and residue studies on assemblages such as these, should they
prove viable (e.g. Kurpiel 2010), have the potential to reveal evidence of the specific
types of tasks that were undertaken in these locations during different time periods, and
to provide evidence regarding any relationship between artefact or edge form and
function.

Putting people in the picture
It is the people and not their relics which are the justification for attempting to tell the story
(Mulvaney 1969: 15).

The Willandra Lakes region has yielded significant geological, environmental and
archaeological information over the past 40-odd years. But there is much more to be
learnt, and the archaeological traces that have already been eroded from their encasing
sediments can contribute to this further knowledge.

Although the basic framework of understanding resulting from Bowler’s work has long
been in place, the sequence and timing of the hydrological and environmental events that
resulted in the formation of the lake and lunette landscape continue to be refined.
Similarly, the general picture of the life of people within the lake system has already
been drawn in broad brush strokes as a result of the early phase of archaeological work
coupled with ethnographic observation from the Darling River region and other huntergatherer societies. Bowler et al. (1970: 48) initially posited that the remains obtained
from the vicinity of the Mungo I cremation burial represented a “transient lake shore
settlement” of one or two dozen people who camped, used stone tools and cremated their
dead by the water’s edge. Food was obtained from the lake, from the sand dunes and
from the scrub or open bush hinterland: fish, shellfish, small marsupials and a few larger
ones, emu eggs and small birds all formed part of the diet (Bowler et al. 1970: 55). The
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availability of some of these resources was thought to be limited to certain times of the
year, thus the location was interpreted as a seasonal camp, probably occupied only a few
times over a small number of years (Bowler et al. 1970: 55). Local, relatively abundant
silcrete was used to make the large scrapers and core-tools that typify the Australian
Core Tool and Scraper Tradition, assumed to be heavy-duty wood-working implements
(Bowler et al. 1970: 51). Elsewhere on the lunette, fish harvesting appeared to be the
main activity, while at other locations shellfish dominate the remains. Emu eggs, fish
and small marsupials were roasted over campfires, while larger species were probably
cooked using hearths or ovens containing heat-retainers made of clay, carbonate or
termite nest material.

This generalised picture of life on the lake shore came to be thought of as representative
of life in the Willandra Lakes region throughout the Pleistocene. It was only with the
return of people in the mid-Holocene that a different mode of occupation was envisioned
– of necessity this was a terrestrial adaptation, distinguished by new technology such as
seed-grinding implements and stone artefacts of the ‘Small Tool Tradition’ (Holdaway
and Stern 2004). Drawing on ethnographic parallels, Allen (1972, 1974) speculated that
people were at the lakes when the water was high, focusing on the resources provided by
the lake, and probably retreated back to the Darling River to the north during dry
periods.

The ability to detect seasonal occupation was soon questioned (Johnston and Clark 1998:
110, Walshe 1998: 204, 206), as was the relative contribution of lacustrine resources to
the diet (Allen 1998: 212, Johnston 1993, Johnston and Clark 1998: 110). Initial
assumptions about a lacustrine focus during periods of high water have been found to be
an oversimplification, and an overabundance of hare wallaby (Lagorchestes) in some
sites suggests incidences of targeted hunting of terrestrial fauna (Allen 1998: 214). The
possible use of nets to catch fish has been suggested (Johnston and Clark 1998: 109,
Kefous 1977), and evidence for a large fish catch in a clay-rich sediment layer has been
used to suggest that people were present as the lakes dried out and fish became groggy
and easy to catch, with the water becoming shallower and increasingly saline (Bowler
1998: 148, Bowler et al. 2012).

The use of direct historic or ethnographic analogy to interpret the behaviour of people in
the deep past has rightly been criticised (including criticism by Allen, one of the original
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proponents of its use in the Willandra Lakes, e.g. Allen 1998, Allen and Holdaway 2009,
Hiscock 2008: 7), but limited new archaeological work and minimal publication of the
data that has come out of the Willandra Lakes over the past 30 years or so has restricted
the development of a more accurate picture of life based more closely on the actual
archaeological material. While it has long been possible to identify traces that represent
individual events or short-term activities such as those listed above, this study makes a
significant contribution to identifying patterns in the archaeological record that provide
information about longer-term and larger-scale patterns of behaviour, such as responses
to environmental and landscape change. It is now becoming possible to start to pull
apart this generalised picture of life in the Pleistocene (literally, as well as figuratively;
see Allen and Holdaway 2009: 98, Hiscock 2008: 5-6, Moser 1992).

Ages on mussel deposits, now supplemented by data from otoliths, have been shown to
cluster around two periods: during the early high water period, as expected, between
36 ka and 40 ka; and at the peak of the LGM between 17 ka and 20 ka (Bowler et al.
2012, Gillespie 1998: 180). An apparent absence of fish and shellfish between 21 ka
and 24 ka may be a function of sampling (Bowler et al. 2012), but the rarity of shellfish
in the OS assemblage in this study is consistent with this pattern. The lack of fish
remains at 940691 and the presence of terrestrial fauna in both study areas also points to
the consistent use of other resources.

The stone assemblages are unlikely to ever be able to reflect short-term variability in
behaviour that could be associated with seasonal (or annual, or decadal) environmental
changes. Instead, this study has revealed a number of features of the stone assemblages
that are best explained by reference to the way in which people were moving around the
landscape and organising themselves with respect to obtaining the raw materials
necessary for stone tool manufacture. This provides a new insight into the past
behaviour of people in the Willandra Lakes region. As discussed, there is also potential
for otoliths and shell to yield information bearing on shorter-term environmental
changes and to start to produce a more specific picture of when people were utilising
certain resources.

Contrary to the typical picture of ACTST core use, in one location on the Mungo lunette
Shawcross (1998: 194) noted evidence for the manufacture of stone blades. The
evidence for stone working revealed in this study suggests that there is still more to be
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learnt about the variability within Australian Pleistocene stone assemblages in general,
as well as within the Willandra Lakes and at Lake Mungo more specifically.

Landscape archaeology at Lake Mungo – an effective methodology?
This study has used a landscape archaeology field methodology, in the sense of a nonsite approach to artefact recording, to document the archaeological material exposed on
the surface of the Mungo lunette in two erosional basin ‘blow-outs’. This field
methodology also incorporated detailed recording of the ground surface, focusing on
features that could affect the visibility and stratigraphic integrity of surface material, as
well as those features that enable reconstruction of the ancient sedimentary landforms
and palaeoenvironment.

Within the 940691 basin, differences between two assemblages of different ages were
interpreted in terms of the different environment/lake conditions that prevailed during
their accumulation. This interpretation was consistent with suggestions by Bowler
(1998, Bowler et al. 2011, see also Gillespie 1998) that people used the lake resources as
the lakes dried out. The evidence from 940691 indicates that people were highly mobile
and did not make intensive use of the lake shore during a period of consistently high lake
levels before 21 ka. During the subsequent period of fluctuating lakes people were less
mobile and were present on the lake shore more intensively, with attempts made to
provision the location with stone, and fewer long distance (i.e. 70 km) trips.

However, the 966617 assemblage, roughly contemporary with the GC assemblage and
accumulated during the same period of fluctuating lakes, does not fit this hypothesised
model of lower mobility during fluctuating lake conditions. It was suggested that this
assemblage may predominantly reflect behaviour at a slightly different time, when
people had adjusted to the drier conditions and adopted a different mode of mobility and
subsistence. It may be the case, therefore, that the stability and predictability of
environmental conditions is a more important determinant of mobility patterns than
simply the presence or absence of water in the lakes. The 966617 assemblage was
interpreted as the product of highly mobile people, probably visiting the location briefly
and intermittently over many thousands of years.
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This study has established that, despite some continuity in stone working techniques,
there was variability within the Pleistocene occupation at Lake Mungo in terms of the
organisation and movement of people on the landscape. This study has focused on
landscape archaeology as a field methodology, but it has also been used as an
interpretive framework for investigating the relationship between different stages in the
manufacture, use and discard of artefacts (technological strategies) and the landscape.
The way in which people moved themselves and materials around the landscape was
influenced by the physical environment and the distribution of resources within the
landscape. Over thousands of years, it is possible to see variability in the organisation of
technology that reflects adjustments to changes in the landscape – changes that would
not be perceivable in an individual’s lifetime, but that nonetheless have accumulated and
had a significant impact on the way in which people made a living.

The technological questions addressed in this study were aimed at establishing the ways
in which people acquired and prepared raw materials and the strategies used to produce
and maintain tool blanks and tools. However, it was also recognised that it is necessary
to consider the way in which different types of materials become incorporated into the
archaeological record over long time periods. The composition of an archaeological
assemblage depends not only on the way different tools were being manufactured, used,
and maintained, but on how often these activities took place in a particular location over
time (e.g. Ammerman and Feldman 1974, Binford 1980, Holdaway et al. 2004).

At the temporal resolution determined for each assemblage, it was possible to identify
consistencies in the way stone was worked as well as differences between the three
assemblages. Using hypotheses derived from previous investigations into technological
organisation, based on the principles of behavioural ecology, these differences were
interpreted in terms of population mobility. Although some of the results were
unexpected, they were internally consistent, indicating that at the resolution of these
assemblages it is possible to answer questions about relative mobility.

To make robust interpretations about past behaviour it is obviously desirable to have a
larger sample, both in terms of the number of artefacts studied and the area of the
landscape that has been covered. A larger area would incorporate a greater range of time
periods and environmental conditions. Obtaining the type of information required to
conduct the detailed distributional and technological analysis necessary is both time and
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labour intensive, but not to the extent that it is prohibitive. As this study shows, even
coverage of a limited window into the palaeolandscape can yield artefact assemblages
showing consistent patterns and statistically significant differences. Increasing the
number of these windows would make it possible to control for a range of different
factors to better understand the sources of variability.

There are two areas in which further work could be done in order for this type of field
methodology to more efficiently yield information about past human behaviour. Firstly,
it would be useful to develop a more specific understanding of the ways in which
artefacts move and accumulate on the eroding surface of the Mungo lunette. A series of
experiments, or a stratified sampling program involving limited artefact description,
could explore the processes occurring in different locations under different conditions.
The foundations for these types of studies have already been laid by previous work (e.g.
Foley 2011, Kibble 2008, Robinson 1980). Secondly, detailed geomorphic and
sedimentary mapping at a similar scale to that conducted here could be used to identify
those locations in which the integrity of the surface assemblages is likely to have been
lost. Detailed artefact description could then be restricted to those locations where
integrity has been maintained, or needs to be established. For example, if the major
lunette outwash at 966617 had been identified initially, the artefacts lying below this
layer could have been ignored, or at least recorded in much less detail. Stern and
Fitzsimmons, as part of the Discovery Project (DP1092966) are currently undertaking
mapping that is more detailed than previous work, and this will be useful for identifying
those areas worthy of more detailed investigation.

The methodology employed in this study, if applied to a larger area of the lunette, also
provides the potential to investigate the effects of time-averaging on the archaeological
record, and this is also a major focus of ongoing work (Stern, pers. comm.). It was noted
in Chapter 1 that the implications of time-averaging in palaeoecological studies have
been explored in some detail by palaeontologists (e.g. Kidwell and Flessa 1995,
Kowalewski 1996, Olszewski 1999). Archaeologists, while recognising that the
archaeological record is made up of palimpsests that are time-averaged to various
degrees and expressing concern about appropriate scales of analysis, have generally not
devoted the same effort to defining the categories of behavioural information preserved
in different types of assemblages/records (e.g. as discussed by Allen and Holdaway
2009, Bailey 2007, Stern 2008a). For example, it has been some time since Bailey noted
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that “differing timescales bring into focus different features of behaviour, requiring
different sorts of explanatory principles” (Bailey 1981: 103). Little headway appears to
have been made in determining just what questions we are able to ask of the
archaeological record. As recently as 2007, the difficulties of tackling this issue were
still prominent (Bailey 2007):
…we cannot work out what tools we need until we know what sort of phenomena are there
in the longer-term record to investigate, and we cannot investigate those different
phenomena until we have some tools to do it with. And to solve that paradox we will need
to work at both simultaneously.

This study has identified artefact assemblages with a resolution on the order of
thousands of years, and demonstrated that it is possible to address questions about
changes in relative mobility at this resolution. Studies of otoliths and shellfish have the
potential for much finer resolution, while individual features such as sets of refitting
artefacts and small hearths or middens may represent isolated, short-term events
performed by individuals (Isaac 1981). What type of interpretation is possible if a
number of such features are grouped for analysis? Is it possible to draw the same sorts
of inferences about behaviour from these artificially time-averaged assemblages as can
be drawn from the individual features? These are the types of questions that need to be
addressed in order to really understand the behavioural information that is encapsulated
within the assemblages with a longer time-span (e.g. Isaac 1981, Roebroeks 1988: 135,
Stern 2008a).

Thus, with a large sample of assemblages of varied time-spans, assemblages could be
grouped together in different ways to explore the types of analysis that are possible.
With controlled, artificial time-averaging, it is possible to systematically investigate the
effects of time-averaging over different time spans, under different environmental
conditions, and across different palaeolandscape settings. It is precisely those features
that make archaeological work in the Willandra Lakes such a challenge – the vast area,
the long time span and the complex geomorphology – that give this area the potential to
make a significant contribution to the challenges posed by the nature of the
archaeological record.
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Appendix I

GIS construction and manipulation

Data acquisition
Survey stations were established in April and July 2007, by members of the ARC
Linkage project from the Research School of Earth Sciences at the Australian National
University, Ian Moffat, Damien Kelleher and Wayne Cook. Transects between the
monuments were undertaken by Rudy Frank (La Trobe University), Daryl Pappin and
Andrew Stocker in August 2007, and these were used to locate benchmarks for
surveying each study area. Initial benchmark coordinates were calculated by Rudy
Frank based on uncorrected monument data. Corrected coordinates were later calculated
by Rudy Frank from data supplied by Ian Moffat regarding the corrected monument
data.

Electronic survey data was obtained using an electronic Total Station (Sokkia Set
5A/6F) connected to a hand held computer (SDR 33 Datalogger). All survey data was
obtained as points in three dimensions tied into the Australian Map Grid via the survey
benchmarks. Features such as stratigraphic boundaries were identified by a series of
codes entered into the datalogger. Each survey coordinate is therefore a stand-alone
point (e.g. the location of an artefact) or one of a series of points making up a line or a
polygon. The boundaries of geomorphic and stratigraphic units were mapped in the field
using a series of points defining polygons or line segments.

Survey coordinates were initially downloaded and viewed in a Microsoft Office Excel
spreadsheet. Points, lines and polygons were separated, and closure of polygons was
ensured by confirming that the first and last coordinates were identical. As polygons in
a GIS layer must create a continuous coverage with shared boundaries, the spreadsheet
was used to connect these segments and polygons to correctly define each surface
feature. Each polygon and line was then saved as an ANSI encoded text file. The
appropriate polygons were combined into shape features for mapping, using the
ArcView 3D Analyst Conversion function ‘ASCII 3D file to feature’. For analysis,
shape features could either be clipped using the polygon defining the mapped area (using
the ‘clip’ function from the Analysis Tools, although some problems were encountered
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in applying this function), or actively selected, to ensure that only the surface that was
mapped and surveyed in detail was included in calculations.

Tables from the artefact database containing coordinates and descriptions were
connected to ArcView, allowing XY coordinates to be directly plotted onto maps while
remaining linked to their distinctive attributes.

Construction of a digital elevation model
A total of 8690 survey points were obtained from study area 940691, and 7829 points
from study area 966617. These points were used to construct a 3-dimensional
representation of the current ground surface, by using each survey point as a node in a
Triangular Integrated Network, or TIN (using the ‘create TIN’ and ‘edit TIN’ functions
in ArcView, inputting all survey points and adding actively eroding margins as
breaklines). The result is a continuous network of triangles whose faces model the
ground surface (Figure A1.1). Each TIN was then converted to a raster representation
(using the 3D Analyst ‘TIN to raster’ function, with natural neighbours interpolation and
1 cm resolution) (Figure A1.2).

Vector models (such as the TIN) and raster models are different ways of representing the
same data and allow the data to be manipulated in different ways. Although many of the
capabilities are similar, each is useful for different types of analysis. For example, both
the TIN and the raster surface can be used to model slope and aspect. For the TIN, these
values are determined for each triangle. As much of the TIN was derived from the
location of artefacts, the artefacts are consequently located at the nodes of the TIN, and
hence can not be directly attributed with the values of slope and aspect associated with
each triangle. The raster model, on the other hand, produces coverage with even
resolution across the entire site, which applies to all properties. Artefacts can therefore
be associated with the values of the raster pixel on which they lie. By contrast, the TIN
could be used to determine the area of certain types of surfaces. Different manipulative
functions can be applied to vector and raster representations.

Once constructed, the digital elevation model, or DEM, can be rendered in various ways
for presentation, with or without shading to highlight depth (e.g. Figure A1.3), while a
simple contour map can also be derived (Figure A1.4).
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a.

b.

Figure A1. 1. TIN derived from all survey points from (a) study area 940691, and (b) study area 966617.
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a.

b.

Figure A1. 2. Raster representation of elevation derived from the TIN for (a) 940691 and (b) 966617.
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Figure A1. 3. Digital elevation model with shading derived from the TIN for study area 940691.

Figure A1. 4. Contour map derived from the digital elevation model for study area 940691.
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Although the use of a TIN was anticipated during fieldwork, and enough data was
collected to create a model of sufficient resolution for the desired purposes, some aspects
of mapping may have been managed differently had I already been familiar with the GIS
software. In particular, a polygon defining the boundaries of the area that was mapped
and surveyed in detail could have been surveyed in the field. Instead, this boundary was
delineated manually using the drawing capabilities of ArcView, and relied on the
location of surveyed artefacts, field sketches, aerial photos showing the edge of
vegetation and memory. While overall patterns are evident without accurately defining
the boundaries, the calculation of surface areas, relative frequencies and significance of
artefact distribution is more dependent on an accurate measure. It is likely that this
derived boundary is within the actual surveyed boundary, reducing the area with an
absence of artefacts.

Surface mapping
The geomorphic surface (Figure A1.5a), stratigraphy (Figure A1.5b) and artefact
distribution (Figure A1.5c) were each added to ArcView as a layer of data that could be
interrogated. Detailed search queries could be applied to the GIS using a combination of
location and attribute data.

Image processing
Layers and maps created in ArcView were imported into Adobe Illustrator for image
processing, labelling and resizing. Images created in Illustrator were then exported as
bitmap files for use in the final document.

Manipulation of the layers directly derived from ArcView was kept to a minimum,
although this occasionally resulted in images with unattractive edges and inaccurate
representations of topography. The maps presented herein are deemed sufficient to
communicate the necessary information, and demonstrate proof of principle.
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a.

b.

c.

Figure A1. 5. Layers representing (a) surface geomorphology, (b) stratigraphy, and (c) artefact
distribution at study area 940691. Detailed discussion and keys are presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
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Appendix II

Artefact attributes

This appendix contains the definitions and descriptions of the categories of data and the
specific attributes that were recorded. A basic list of attributes, data entry routines for
the electronic recording of those attributes and field manuals were compiled initially by
myself and Nicola Stern in 2007 to assist with identification and recording material for
the ARC Linkage project. The recording scheme used for this project has built on this
initial scheme, and contains additional detail, particularly for chipped stone.

Abbreviations in round brackets indicate the abbreviations used in the palmtop computer
recording protocol (Entrer Trois v.2.2; McPherron and Holdaway 1996). Letters in
square brackets indicate the abbreviations used during surveying, in combination with
those shown in Table 3.2. For example, emu eggshell is identified in survey data by the
code ‘SH’ and the subcode ‘EM’.

Chipped stone artefact attributes
Attributes recorded in the field
All chipped, fractured and unmodified stone was recorded using the following 34
attributes. Naturally fractured and unmodified material was included due to the lack of
stone sources on the lunette itself. All stone other than lake-shore gravel is assumed to
have been deliberately transported.

Attributes recorded for all chipped stone artefacts
1. Erosional status: describes the stratigraphic integrity of the material
x

Surface (surf): Material wholly on the surface

x

In situ (insitu): Material in situ within sediment outcrop with stratigraphic
integrity

x

Recemented (recement): Material that appears to be in situ but
surrounding sediment is likely to have been redeposited

x

Ambiguous (ambig): Material that appears to be in situ but the
stratigraphic integrity of the sediment is uncertain
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2. Raw material: raw material used for artefact manufacture, with some further
distinction based on expected flaking properties
x

Fine-grained silcrete (silcfine): Silcrete with no visible grains in a silica
matrix, and no, few or fine (<2 mm) clasts

x

Coarse-grained silcrete (silccoarse): Silcrete with no visible grains in a
silica matrix, and large (>2 mm) clasts making up more than half of the
texture

x

Granular silcrete (silcgran): Silcrete with uniform angular grains
throughout

x

Quartzite (Quartzite): Hard, quartz-based stone with a uniform,
crystallised matrix giving a sugary appearance, grains generally not
distinguishable

x

Quartz (quartz): Clear or milky quartz

x

Sandstone (sandstone): Clastic material, typically uniform fine to medium
grained

x

Other: None of the above

3. Surface modification: any modification to the artefact not applied deliberately,
occurring after discard, burial or subsequent exposure
x

Carbonate encrustation (carb): A product of the movement and
precipitation of carbonate within the soil profile or under water; may
appear as a thin white crust or a thick, dense mineral coating

x

Weathered (weathered): Rounding of the edges and ridges, making
artefact features indistinct

x

Weathering and carbonate encrustation (weathcarb): Combination of
modification

x

Sandblasting (sandblast): Abrasion resulting in a polished surface

x

Other (other): other modification

x

None

4. Artefact type: based on Holdaway and Stern (2004)
x

Retouched or utilised (R/UW): Artefact with retouch or use-wear,
secondary working or modification, on one or more margin [RU]
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x

Wholeflake (wholeflake): Flaking product identified by the presence of
ventral and dorsal surfaces, platform or impact point, and termination
[WF]

x

Proximal flake (proxflake): Flaking product with ventral and dorsal
surfaces identified, with a platform or impact point but no identifiable
termination [BF]

x

Medial flake (medflake): Flaking product with ventral and dorsal surfaces
identified, with no platform or termination but orientation is discernable
[BF]

x

Distal flake (distflake): Flaking product with ventral and dorsal surfaces
identified, with a termination but no identifiable point of impact [BF]

x

Splitflake (splitflake): Flaking product with ventral and dorsal surfaces
identified, with a platform or impact point and termination, but only one
complete lateral margin; platform usually bisected [BF]

x

Angular fragment (angfrag): Flaking product with no distinct flake
characteristics [AF]

x

Core: (core): A source of flakes with no ventral surface [CO]

x

Rejuvenation flake (rejuvflake): A special type of flake that retains
evidence of core platforms on its dorsal surface [RF]

x

Tablet flake (tabflake): A special type of rejuvenation flake that retains
evidence of a slab-like, single core platform face on its dorsal surface

x

Bipolar flake (bipolar): A special type of flake with impact features,
usually crushing, at both proximal and distal ends [BP]

x

Hammerstone (hstone): A tool for producing flakes; a cobble with pitting
or flaking as a result of impact (but no ground surface) [HS]

x

Nodule fragment (nodfrag): A silcrete fragment identifiable as a nodule
by its rounded outer surface, but with no obvious flaking or core features;
may be naturally fractured [AF]

x

Slab fragment (slabfrag): A silcrete slab broken along natural fractures
but otherwise unmodified, i.e. no obvious flaking or core features [AF]

x

Unmodified (unmod): Any stone that has not been fractured or otherwise
modified [UM]
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5. Tool blank: description of the artefact type that has been used as a blank for tool
production; no distinction is made between retouched artefacts that have been
broken, and retouch that has been applied to broken flakes; (for ‘Artefact type =
R/UW’ only)
x

Whole flake (wholeflake): As above

x

Proximal flake (proxflake): As above

x

Medial flake (medflake): As above

x

Distal flake (distflake): As above

x

Split flake (splitflake): As above

x

Core (core): As above, but with retouch distinguished from flake scars by
being smaller, uniform and continuous along a margin

x

Nodule fragment (nodfrag): As above

x

Slab fragment (slabfrag): As above

x

Angular fragment (angfrag): As above; it is not possible to orient this
artefact

x

Indeterminate blank (indet): Ventral and dorsal surfaces can be identified,
but other distinguishing features have been removed by retouch and it
cannot be oriented

Additional flake attributes recorded for all whole flakes (including retouched/utilised
whole flakes)
6. Flake form: describes the shape of the flake
x

Convergent (converg): The lateral margins of the flake converge, the
flake is wider at the proximal end than the distal end, e.g. a point

x

Divergent (diverg): The lateral margins of the flake diverge, the flake is
wider at the distal end than the proximal end

x

Parallel (parall): The lateral margins of the flake are predominantly
parallel

x

Other (other): Any shape that does not obviously fit the above categories

7. Cortex amount: a percentage class for the proportion of the dorsal surface that
retains cortex, not including the platform; also recorded for cores
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Figure A2.1. Flake dorsal quadrant system.

8. Cortex location: location of dorsal cortex, by flake quadrant, with the flake
oriented so that the platform is in quadrant 1 (see Figure A2.1)

9. Dorsal scar location: quadrants from which flake scars have been initiated, only
including scars for which the direction of flaking can be determined (see Figure
A2.1)

10. Dorsal scar number: total number of complete and partial flake scars, not
including small, back of platform scars

11. Platform type: describes the nature of the flake platform; also recorded for
proximal and split flakes
x

Plane (plane): Platform consists of a single, planar surface

x

Flaked (flaked): Platform consists of one or two flake scars

x

Overhung (overhung): Usually a plane platform, but with small, back of
platform (dorsal) scars

x

Facetted (facetted): Platform consists of more than two flake scars in a
regular pattern

x

Cortical (cortical): Platform is the natural outer surface of the stone, with
cortex present; if both scars and cortex are present, platform is recorded
as cortical

x

Crushed (crushed): Platform surface has been completely or partly
destroyed, but the presence of a platform is still identifiable by other
impact features; platform dimensions may not be measurable on a
crushed platform
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x

Missing (missing): Platform has been removed by retouch, but the
presence of a platform is still identifiable by other impact features

x

Abraded (abraded): Platform has been modified by abrasion, to yield a
rough or striated surface

12. Platform width, mm: the width of the surface of impact, between the lateral
edges at the proximal end of the flake; also recorded for proximal flakes (see
Figure A2.2)

13. Platform thickness, mm: measured at right angles to the platform width, at the
point of force application; also recorded for proximal and split flakes (see Figure
A2.2)

14. Exterior platform angle: the angle, within 10° classes, between the platform
and the dorsal surface, measured at the point of force application; also recorded
for proximal and split flakes (see Figure A2.2)

15. Termination type: describes the nature of the flake termination; also recorded
for distal and split flakes
x

Feather (feather): Ventral and dorsal surfaces come to a point gradually
and at an acute angle at the distal margin

x

Hinge (hinge): The ventral surface curves back towards the dorsal surface
of the flake

x

Step (step): An abrupt termination, with the ventral surface changing
direction abruptly towards the dorsal surface

x

Plunge (plunge): The ventral surface curves away from the dorsal surface,
and removes the base of the core

x

Axial (axial): A termination formed when the hammerstone impact is
sufficient to send the crack forming the flake all the way through the core

x

Crushed (crushed): Distal margin has been crushed, and may show
platform features, e.g. for bipolar flakes

x
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Missing (missing): Distal margin has been removed by retouch

Additional attributes recorded for artefacts with retouch/usewear
16. Quadrant location of retouch: location of retouch using the flake quadrant
system (see Figure A2.1) for retouched/utilised artefacts that can be oriented i.e.
whole and broken flakes

17. Edge location of retouch: location of retouch for retouched/utilised artefacts
that cannot be oriented, i.e. cores, angular fragments, slab and nodule fragments
and indeterminate blanks; using the flake quadrant system, artefacts are
arbitrarily oriented with the most extensive retouched margin in quadrant 1 (see
Figure A2.1)

18. Description of quad retouch: morphology and direction of each retouched
margin for oriented flakes; a prefix is added to the description to distinguish the
side of the flake from which retouch was initiated: V = ventral, D = dorsal, Bi =
bifacial, V&D = both ventral and dorsal but in different locations within quadrant
x

Step (step): Small, abrupt flake scars on margin. May be many overlying
scars

x

Notch (notch): A concave scar in the flake margin, formed either from a
single blow or multiple flake removals

x

Multiple notches (multinotch): More than one notch in the quadrant

x

Scalar (scalar): Shallow, scale-like scars on margin, with feather
terminations. Usually small, rounded scars

x

Invasive (invas): Scalar scars that extend from the margins into the centre
of the dorsal/ventral surface

x

Serrated (serrate): A series of relatively small notches, producing a sawlike edge

x

Backing (backing): Abrupt flaking that results in a blunted edge

x

Edge damage (edgedam): Minor retouch or usewear that does not fit any
of the descriptions above

19. Description of edge retouch: morphology of each retouched margin for those
artefacts that cannot be oriented; as above, but without directional prefix

20. Tool Type: tool classification based on some formal descriptive types
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x

Steep-edged scraper (steepscrap): A high-angle, continuous retouched
margin

x

Flat-edged scraper (flatscrape): A low-angle, continuous retouched
margin

x

Convergent scraper (convscrape): Two continuous margins that form a
point

x

Saw (saw): A continuous margin of denticulated retouch

x

Notched and nosed scraper (notchnose): A distinct form produced by one
or more notches

x

Core tool (coretool): Retouch on a core

x

Other (other): Any retouch that does not conform to a formal type as
described above

Additional attributes recorded for cores
21. Number of platforms: the number of edges or surfaces from which flakes have
been removed (1, 2, 3+)

22. Number of flaking directions: the number of directions in which flaking has
occurred, relative to the core itself; flakes may have been removed in more than
one direction from the same platform (1, 2, 3+)

23. Core blank: the form of the raw material that has been used as a core
x

Flake (flake): Flake features can be identified, but large flake removals
from the flake identify it as a core

x

Nodule (nodule): Part of the core can be identified as a nodule by its
naturally rounded outer surface

x

Slab (slab): Part of the core can be identified as a slab by its natural
fracture surfaces

x

Indeterminate blank (indet): Core blank does not match any of above

24. Core type: core classification based on some common descriptive types
x

Horsehoof (horsehoof): Core platform is a single surface, with flakes
removed in a single direction around the margins of that surface, with
abruptly terminating flake scars
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x

Conical (conical): Core with single-platform and single flaking direction,
overall tapering to a cone-like shape

x

Bifacial (bifacial): Core platform is a single edge, with flakes removed in
two directions from that edge

x

Opposed (opposed): Two platforms present at opposing ends of the core,
with flaking in a single direction from each platform (includes bipolar
cores)

x

Radial (radial): Extensive flaking in multiple directions but all oriented
towards the centre of a single face, with flaking relatively continuous
around the margin of that face

x

Multidirectional (multidir): Two or more platforms and flaking directions
that do not fit any of the descriptions above

x

Blade (blade) A special form of unidirectional (horsehoof or conical) or
opposed core with multiple flake scars of blade form, i.e. length of the
scar is twice as long as the width

x

Microblade (microbl): A special form of blade core, with overall small
dimensions

x

Other (other): None of the above

25. Number of scars: the number of flakes that have been removed from the core,
based on both complete and incomplete scars

26. Scar shape: the dominant shape of flake scars, based primarily on complete
scars
x

Convergent (converg): The lateral margins of the scar converge, the scar
is wider at the proximal end than the distal end, e.g. a point

x

Divergent (diverg): The lateral margins of the scar diverge, the scar is
wider at the distal end than the proximal end

x

Parallel (parallel) The lateral margins of the scar are predominantly
parallel

x

Blade (blade): A special form of parallel scar that is at least as twice as
long as it is wide

x

Irregular (irreg): Lateral margins of the scar form an irregular shape
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27. Scar termination: the dominant type of termination of flake scars, based
primarily on complete scars. Definitions as for termination type, although the
scars are a negative impression of that shape

Metrical attributes (see Figure A2.2)
28. Maximum scar length, mm: length of the longest flake scar, along the
orientation of flaking (for cores only)

29. Oriented length, mm: the distance from the impact point to the distal margin in
the direction of flaking (for whole and split flakes and retouched/utilised whole
and split flakes only)

30. Oriented width, mm: the width of the artefact halfway along its oriented length,
at right angles to the oriented length (for whole flakes and retouched/utilised
whole flakes only)

31. Oriented thickness, mm: the thickness of the artefact measured across the
oriented width, at right angles to the oriented length (for whole and split flakes
and retouched/utilised whole and split flakes only)

32. Maximum length, mm: maximum dimension in any orientation (for all
artefacts)

Figure A2.2. Flake dimension.
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33. Maximum width, mm: next greatest dimension at right angles to the maximum
dimension (for cores, hammerstones, nodule fragments, slab fragment and
unmodified artefacts only),

34. Maximum thickness, mm: thickness at right angles to both the maximum
dimension and maximum thickness (for cores, hammerstones, nodule fragments,
slab fragments and unmodified artefacts only)

Attributes derived from recorded attributes
For analytical purposes, a number of additional artefact attributes were defined or
calculated from the measured attributes described above.

35. Number of core rotations: a value from 0 to 3 determined by the number of
quadrants in which dorsal scars are located

36. Platform area: platform width multiplied by platform thickness

37. Number of retouched edges: a value from 1 to 4 for retouched/utilised artefacts,
determined by the number of quadrants or edges on which retouch occurs

38. Direction of retouch: a summary compilation of quadrant and edge retouch
descriptions
x

Ventral

x

Dorsal

x

Both: does not distinguish between ventral and dorsal retouch in the same
quadrant or different quadrants

x

Edge damage only

x

Unidentified: for artefacts that cannot be oriented

39. Special retouch: identification of artefacts with the presence of relatively formal
retouch in any quadrant. Combinations may refer to same or different quadrants
x

Notch: A concave scar in the flake margin, formed either from a single
blow or multiple flake removals

x

Multinotch: More than one notch in the quadrant
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x

Backing: Abrupt flaking that results in a blunted edge (but not necessarily
conforming to the formal definition of an Australian Small Tool, e.g.
Holdaway and Stern 2004: 260)

x

Serrated: A series of relatively small notches, producing a saw-like edge

x

None

40. Retouch type: a summary of retouch type, which assumes relative levels of
retouch intensity. See attribute 18 for descriptions. From most intense to least
intense:
x

Serrated

x

Backing

x

Step

x

Scalar

x

Notch

x

Edge

41. Surface area: calculated for whole flakes and retouched/utilised whole flakes;
oriented length multiplied by oriented width

42. Core ‘volume’: calculated for cores and unmodified stone; product of maximum
length, width and thickness. An approximation only, as no correction has been
made for irregular shapes

43. Scar/volume ratio: calculated for cores; length of longest flake scar divided by
the cube root of core volume

Bone attributes
Recorded bone included all skeletons or partial skeletons, all complete or identifiable
elements, all identifiable fragments and any unidentified fragments >1cm. Bone that
was immediately identifiable as modern was not recorded, i.e. an animal introduced
historically (e.g. rabbit, goat, cow) or an obviously recent death (e.g. bone still fresh, or
skeleton well articulated and on the surface). If a bone was flagged and numbered and
subsequently identified as modern, recording was completed as for other bone.
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1. Articulation: distinguishes between individual bones and skeletal remains at
various stages of completeness
x

Isolated (isolated): Bone [EL] or bone fragment [FR] with no obvious
association with any surrounding bone, if any

x

Scatter (scatter): Collection of bone fragments likely to represent a single
bone/element [EL]

x

Cluster (cluster): Collection of bone or bone fragments that are likely to
represent a single animal [SK]

x

Articulated (artic): Collection of bone or bone fragments at least partly
articulated or in close anatomical position [SK]

x

Other (other): Does not fit any of the above descriptions

2. Erosional status: describes the stratigraphic integrity of the material
x

Surface (surf): Material wholly on the surface

x

In situ (insitu): Material wholly in situ within sediment outcrop with
stratigraphic integrity

x

Part in situ (partinsitu): Material that is partly in situ and partly on the
surface (applicable to ‘Articulation = cluster or articulated’ only)

x

Recemented (recement): Material that appears to be in situ but
surrounding sediment is likely to have been redeposited

x

Ambiguous (ambig): Material that appears to be in situ but the
stratigraphic integrity of the sediment is uncertain

3. Modification: describes visible modification to the bone surface
x

None (none): No modification

x

Black (black): Black discolouration, may be the result of low temperature
burning or mineral staining

x

Brown (brown): Brown discolouration, may be the result of low
temperature burning or mineral staining

x

Calcined (calcined): Blue, white or grey colouration resulting from
exposure to high temperature

x

Weathered (weather): Weathered, cracked or fractured due to exposure

x

Gnawed (gnawed): Presence of animal teethmarks

x

Cutmarks (cutmarks): Presence of cutmarks resulting from butchering
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x

Other (other): Other modification

4. Completeness: identifies the parts of the skeleton that are present, at least in part
(recorded for ‘Articulation = cluster or articulated’ only)
x

Cranial (cranial): Includes skull, jaw, and teeth

x

Axial (axial): Components of the central body axis, including spine,
pelvis, scapula, rib and collarbone

x

Limb (limbs): Includes limb (longbone) and foot

x

Axial/cranial (axialcran): Both axial and cranial components

x

Axial/limb (axiallimb): Both axial and limb components present

x

Cranial/limb (cranlimb): Both cranial and limb components present

x

All skeleton (allskel): At least some part of each of cranial, axial and limb
components, DOES NOT need to be a complete skeleton

x

Unidentified (unident): Cluster of fragments likely to be single animal but
too fragmented to identify any body parts

5. Element: as above, but for single bone (recorded for ‘Articulation = isolated,
scatter or other’ only)
x

Long/limb (long/limb): Limb/longbone or foot

x

Isolated tooth (isol_tooth): A single tooth, or tooth with small bone
fragment attached

x

Tooth/jaw (toothjaw): Jawbone with one or more teeth

x

Jaw/no teeth (jawnoteeth): Jawbone without teeth

x

Axial (axial): Spine, rib, collarbone, pelvis or tail

x

Cranial (cranial): Skull or skull fragment, with or without teeth

x

Unidentified (unident): Unable to be identified

6. Body part: name and portion of element if known

7. Element completeness: describes the degree of fragmentation of single bones
(recorded for ‘Articulation = isolated or scatter’ only)
x

Complete (comp): A complete element, although it may also be broken
(i.e. a ‘scatter’)
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x

Near complete (nearcomp): An element that is close to complete, or
retains most of its diagnostic parts

x

Fragment (frag): Bone is a fragment only

8. Taxon: identifies the animal at a generic of family level

9. Species or common name: identifies the animal to specific level or common
name if known; potential species include animals introduced historically (rabbits,
some rodents, carnivores including cats, foxes and dingoes, artiodactyls (e.g.
cows, goats and sheep), local extant species (e.g. kangaroos and reptiles), and
locally extinct species (e.g. Tasmanian Devils, wombats and bettongs)

10. Animal size: an estimate of the living size of unidentified taxa
x

Small (small): Rodent- or rabbit-sized

x

Medium (medium): Wombat- or wallaby-sized

x

Large (large): Kangaroo-sized

x

Indeterminate (indet): Bone not sufficiently diagnostic to make a size
estimate

11. Age: approximate age of remains, based on stratigraphic association, species or
evidence of burning
x

Unknown (unknown)

x

Modern (modern): Modern species or obviously recent death

x

Old (old): Locally extinct species, in old sediment, or burned/calcined

12. Largest fragment, mm: maximum dimension of an element or fragment, or the
maximum length of the largest fragment within a scatter (for ‘Articulation =
isolated or scatter’ only)

13. Maximum dispersal, cm: maximum spread of faunal material thought to
represent a single animal or single bone (for ‘Articulation = scatter, cluster or
articulated’ only)
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Ground stone attributes
Stone (and bone) material with evidence of modification through grinding was recorded
separately from other stone material.

1. Erosional status: describes the stratigraphic integrity of the material
x

Surface (surf): Material wholly on the surface

x

In situ (insitu): Material wholly in situ within sediment outcrop with
stratigraphic integrity

x

Part in situ (partinsitu): Material that is partly in situ and partly on the
surface (applicable to ‘Articulation = cluster or articulated’ only)

x

Recemented (recement): Material that appears to be in situ but
surrounding sediment is likely to have been redeposited

x

Ambiguous (ambig): Material that appears to be in situ but the
stratigraphic integrity of the sediment is uncertain

2. Raw material: describes the raw material used for artefact manufacture
x

Carbonate (carbonate)

x

Sandstone (sandst)

x

Quartzite (Quartzite)

x

Bone (bone)

x

Other (other)

3. Shape of ground surface: the shape of the ground surface resulting from
grinding
x

Concave (concave): A depression on the surface

x

Convex (convex): A rounded surface

x

Single groove (1groove): A single, linear, relatively deep groove

x

Multiple grooves (multigroov): More than one groove

x

Point (point): A ground point, e.g. a bone point

x

Other (other): None of the above

4. Number of ground surfaces: the total number of all discrete ground surfaces;
i.e. some ground implements may have been used intensively, or with more than
one purpose; e.g. separate but similar ground surfaces on one side of the
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implement, rotation of the implement so that more than one surface has been
ground, or a combination of these

5. Implement type: classification based on some formal tool types; defined by the
raw material and the nature of the ground surface
x

Bone point (bonepnt): A bone point

x

Millstone (millst): A relatively large, long, concave to flattish ground
surface

x

Muller (muller): Convex surface with facet from back and forth motion

x

Grooved grindstone (groov): A grindstone with single or multiple groove,
possibly used to shape bone points or wooden implements

x

Mortar (mortar): A circular or oval basin

x

Pestle (pestle): A cobble with convex or flattish ground end(s)

x

Amorphous grinstone (amorph): Poorly defined, or small, discontinuous
ground surface, not matching any of the above

x

Undiagnostic (undiag): Fragmentary, not complete enough to distinguish
nature of ground surface

6. Additional modification or usewear: describes the nature of any additional
modification; combinations possible
x

Flaked edge (flakededge): Evidence of flaking around the margins of the
implement

x

Pecked edge (peckedge): Hammerdressing around the margins to shape
the implement, identified by scatters of small, deep, discrete puncture
marks

x

Pecked surface (pecksurf): Hammerdressing of ground surface to
rejuvenate a smoothed surface, identified by scatters of small, deep,
discrete puncture marks

x

Polish (polish): Reflective surface

x

Striations (striat): Linear scoring or scratching on the ground surface

x

Multifacetted (multifacet): More than one facet

x

Other (other): Modification not fitting into the above categories

x

None (none): No modification other than the ground surface(s)
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7. Implement length, mm: maximum length of entire implement

8. Implement width, mm: width of entire implement, at right angles to length

9. Implement thickness, mm: thickness of entire implement, at right angles to
length and width

10. Length of ground surface, mm: maximum length of the longest single ground
surface

11. Width of ground surface, mm: width of ground surface, at right angles to
length; total width if more than one ground surface

Hearthstone attributes
All fireplaces and isolated hearthstone fragments >2 cm diameter were recorded.

1. Fireplace type: describes the fireplace feature
x

Isolated hearthstone (isolhs): A single hearthstone with no obvious
association with surrounding hearthstones, if any [IS]

x

Hearthstone hearth (hshearth): A fireplace comprising any number of in
situ hearthstones [FP]

x

Charcoal lens (charclens): A fireplace comprising a discrete lens of
charcoal [FP]

x

Ash patch (patch): A fireplace comprising a discrete patch of ash or
charcoal, lacking hearthstones or other obvious structure [FP]

x

Other fireplace (other): Other discrete staining or baked sediments

2. Raw material: describes the hearthstone raw material (for ‘Hearth type =
Isolated hearthstone or Hearthstone hearth’ only)
x

Clay (clay): Baked clay or sandy clay, sometimes blackened, often
friable; may be difficult to distinguish from mineral staining

x

Termite (termite): Blackened sediment from a termite nest, also sand or
clay but distinguishable by presence of holes and usually quite coarse and
well cemented
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x

Carbonate (carbonate): Baked carbonate, may be black or grey; coarsetextured carbonates may be difficult to distinguish from above

x

Other (other): None of the above

3. Additional description: brief description of things not otherwise described, e.g.
burnt emu eggshell only (for ‘Hearth type = Ash patch or Other’ only)

4. Erosional status: describes the stratigraphic integrity of the material
x

Isolated/ Surface (isolsurf): An isolated hearthstone wholly on the surface

x

Isolated/ Ambiguous (isolambig): An isolated hearthstone that appears to
be in situ but surrounding sediment is likely to be redeposited or
stratigraphic integrity is uncertain

x

In situ (insitu): Majority of fireplace fill or structure is preserved in situ
within sediment outcrop with stratigraphic integrity, or just becoming
exposed on the surface (applicable to ‘Fireplace type = Charcoal lens,
Ash patch or Other’ only)

x

Part in situ (partinsitu): Some fill or structure is preserved in situ, but a
large amount of material is on the surface or spilling downslope
(applicable to ‘Fireplace type = Charcoal lens, Ash patch or Other’ only)

x

Clustered (clustered): Hearthstone material is completely on the surface,
but tightly clustered (applicable to ‘Fireplace type = Hearthstone hearth’
only)

x

Dispersed (dispersed): Hearthstone material is loosely grouped on the
surface (applicable to ‘Fireplace type = Hearthstone hearth’ only)

5. Charcoal: describes the form of charcoal present within the in situ fireplace fill
or structure
x

Fragments (fragments): Distinct lumps of charcoal

x

Disseminated (dissem): Fine charcoal or black staining that is likely to be
charcoal

x

None (none): No charcoal
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6. Fireplace fill: describes the type of material, other than hearthstones and
charcoal, present within the in situ fireplace fill or structure or completely
bounded by hearthstones; combinations possible
x

None (none): No fill other than hearthstones and/or charcoal

x

Burnt bone (burntbone/bbone)

x

Unburnt bone (bone)

x

Burnt otoliths (burntotol/boto)

x

Unburnt otoliths (otolith/oto)

x

Artefact (artefact/art): Stone artefact

x

Burnt mussel shell (burntshell/bsh)

x

Unburnt mussel shell (shell/sh)

7. Largest hearthstone, mm: maximum dimension of the largest hearthstone,
chosen by visual approximation (for ‘Fireplace type = Isolated hearthstone or
Hearthstone hearth’ only)

8. Charcoal size, mm: maximum dimension of largest charcoal fragment, if any

9. Fireplace length, cm: maximum diameter of in situ fireplace

10. Fireplace depth, cm: estimated vertical depth of in situ fireplace; depending on
the fireplace exposure, this measurement may not always be possible

11. Lateral dispersal, cm: maximum horizontal spread of associated surface
material

12. Vertical dispersal, cm: maximum downslope spread of associated surface
material

Lacustrine resource attributes
A midden is defined for the purposes of recording as multiple shells in a layer or
multiple layers. A handful of isolated shells on the surface, or sparse in situ shells do
not classify as a midden; all isolated shells and shell fragments >1cm were recorded
individually. Mussel shell fragments <1cm were ignored.
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Attributes for describing all lacustrine material
1. Feature: defines the lacustrine material being recorded
x

Isolated mussel (iso_shell): Isolated mussel shell or shell fragment (the
majority of shells in the Lake Mungo area are of the same species,
Velesunio, a freshwater mussel) [SH]

x

Midden (midden): Mussel shell midden, as defined above [MI]

x

Otolith (otolith): The earbone of a fish, whole and fragments [OT]

x

Exoskeleton (exoskel): Yabbie or other crustacean exoskeleton or
exoskeleton fragment [ES]

x

Gastrolith (gastrolith): Yabbie or other crustacean gastrolith (gizzard
stone) [GL]

2. Erosional status: describes the stratigraphic integrity of the material
x

Surface (surf): Material wholly on the surface

x

In situ (insitu): Isolated material wholly in situ within sediment outcrop
with stratigraphic integrity, midden material is mostly in situ

x

Recemented (recement): Material that appears to be in situ but
surrounding sediment is likely to have been redeposited

x

Ambiguous (ambig): Material that appears to be in situ but the
stratigraphic integrity of the sediment is uncertain

x

Part in situ (partinsitu): Midden material that is partly in situ but mostly
on the surface

x

Clustered (clustered): Midden with no or very little in situ material, with
surface material in a relatively discrete area

x

Dispersed (dispersed): Midden with no in situ material, with a large
amount of surface material scattered over a wider area

3. Fragmentation: describes the degree of fragmentation of material; in a midden
refers to the best preserved shell
x

Whole (whole): Material is complete

x

Fragment (fragment): Fragment of non-shell material

x

No centre (nocentre): Shell with margin completely preserved, but
portion of centre missing
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x

No edge (noedge): Shell fragment with no margin preserved

x

Margin 1 – 33% complete (1-33%): Shell fragment with less than a third
of shell margin preserved

x

Margin 34 – 66 % complete (34-66%): Shell fragment with between one
and two thirds of shell margin preserved

x

Margin 67 – 99% complete (67-99%): Shell fragment with more than two
thirds of shell margin preserved, but not complete

x

Articulated (articulated): Shell or shell fragment with second half of shell
connected

4. Modification: describes visible modification of material, and of any of the shells
within a midden
x

None (none): no modification

x

Burning (burning): evidence of burning or charring

x

Waterworn (waterworn): Edges rounded, may appear polished

x

Weathered (weathered): Edges rounded, outer layers of mussel shell
removed and may appear transparent

x

Other (other): None of the above

Additional attributes recorded for middens
5. Midden material: describes material, other than shell, present within the area of
the in situ midden (including material on the surface); combinations possible;
this material is also recorded separately
x

Bone (bone): Any bone or bone fragments

x

Otoliths (otol/oto): Fish otoliths

x

Charcoal (charc/char)

x

Artefacts (artefacts/art): Stone artefacts

6. Midden shape: describes the overall shape of the in situ midden
x

Long and flat (longflat): Midden elongated in plan, flat in cross-section

x

Round and flat (roundflat): Midden circular in plan, flat in cross-section

x

Long and raised (longmound): Midden elongated in plan, forms a mound
in cross-section
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x

Round and raised (roundmound): Midden circular in plan, forms a mound
in cross-section

x

Other (other): None of the above

x

Indeterminate (indet): Not enough of the midden preserved in situ to
determine shape

7. Midden length, cm: maximum dimension of in situ midden

8. Midden depth, cm: estimated vertical depth of in situ midden

9. Shell dispersal, lateral, cm: distance of furthest shell in approximately the same
horizontal plane, from edge of in situ midden

10. Shell dispersal, vertical, cm: distance of furthest shell that has moved
downslope from edge of in situ midden

11. Maximum dimension, mm: maximum dimension of isolated material, or of
largest shell in midden selected by visual approximation (recorded for all
material)

Shell attributes
All eggshell and gastropod fragments greater than 1cm, and all complete gastropod
shells were recorded.

1. Material type: describes the type of faunal material
x

Eggshell (eggshell)

x

Gastropod (gastropod): Small terrestrial snail shells [GP]

2. Erosional status: describes the stratigraphic integrity of the material
x

Surface (surf): Material wholly on the surface

x

In situ (insitu): Material wholly in situ within sediment outcrop with
stratigraphic integrity

x

Recemented (recement): Material that appears to be in situ but
surrounding sediment is likely to have been redeposited
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x

Ambiguous (ambig): Material that appears to be in situ but the
stratigraphic integrity of the sediment is uncertain

3. Modification: describes visible modification of the material
x

None (none): no modification

x

Black (black): black discolouration

x

Brown (brown): brown discolouration

x

Weathered (weather): Worn, cracked and fractured due to exposure

x

Other (other): other modification

4. Bird: identifies the bird (for ‘Material type = eggshell’ only)
x

Emu (emu): Characterised by ‘orange-peel’ texture and three-layered
structure; texture only removed if weathered to <0.8mm thick [EM]

x

Genyornis (genyorn): Single-layered, pores appear as short, parallel
grooves like pin-pricks [GO]

x

Unidentified (unident): Cannot be distinguished, i.e. if smooth and
<0.8mm thick, or features obscured [IN]

5. Maximum length, mm: Maximum dimension

6. Maximum thickness, mm: Maximum thickness (for ‘Material type = eggshell’
only)
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Appendix III

Summary of OSL results

Samples for OSL dating were collected by Dr Tim Barrows (School of Geography,
University of Exeter) and processed in collaboration by Dr Kathryn Fitzsimmons
(Department of Human Evolution, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology)
at the ANU. The results presented on the following two pages were provided in October
2010 and are not final.
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Sample ID

Depth
(m)a

966617 study area
K2137
BLW1-01
0.56
K2138
BLW1-02
0.83
K2139
BLW1-03
1.02
K2140
BLW1-04
1.23
K2141
BLW1-05
1.88
K2142
BLW1-06
Lunette adjacent to 966617
K2147
BLW1-11
0.28
K2148
BLW1-12
0.44
K2149
BLW1-13
0.74
K2150
BLW1-14
0.47
K2151
BLW1-15
0.88
K2152
BLW1-16
1.06
BLW1-17
1.43
K2153
K2154
BLW1-18b
0.82
K2155
BLW1-18a
0.82
K2156
BLW1-19a
1.40
K2157
BLW1-19b
1.40
K2158
BLW1-20
0.71
K2159
BLW1-21
1.16
K2160
BLW1-22
2.60
K2161
BLW1-23
3.02
K2162
BLW1-24
0.38
K2163
BLW1-25
0.26
K2164
BLW1-26
0.64
K2165
BLW1-27
1.14
BLW1-28
0.56
K2166
K2167
BLW1-29
0.60
K2168
BLW1-30
0.25
K2169
BLW1-31
1.59
K2170
BLW1-32
0.42
K2171
BLW1-33
0.98
K2172
BLW1-34
2.80
K2173
BLW1-35
3.70

Lab ID
0.78 ± 0.04
0.18 ± 0.01
0.24 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.31 ± 0.02
0.74 ± 0.04
0.68 ± 0.03
0.28 ± 0.01
0.55 ± 0.03
0.58 ± 0.03
0.99 ± 0.05
0.65 ± 0.03
1.36 ± 0.07
1.83 ± 0.09
1.90 ± 0.09
2.13 ± 0.11
2.05 ± 0.10
0.33 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.01
0.29 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.34 ± 0.02
0.40 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.01
0.67 ± 0.03
0.79 ± 0.04
0.12 ± 0.01
0.21 ± 0.01
0.25 ± 0.01
0.33 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.01
0.41 ± 0.02
0.46 ± 0.02

27.8 ± 0.9
19.6 ± 1.0
29.4 ± 1.8
42.2 ± 2.0
±
40.5 ± 1.8
63.3 ± 2.9
80.8 ± 5.0
97.0 ± 5.0
98.6 ± 3.8
107 ± 6
0.07 ± 0.01
0.12 ± 0.01
8.7 ± 0.6
11.3 ± 0.5
15.0 ± 0.6
57.9 ± 2.5
61.7 ± 2.4
144 ± 9
70.9 ± 3.1
14.0 ± 0.5
15.1 ± 0.7
14.1 ± 0.4
17.6 ± 0.6
9.2 ± 0.2
15.8 ± 0.5
25.6 ± 1.0

6.29 ± 0.31
2.10 ± 0.11
2.79 ± 0.14
3.34 ± 0.17
4.58 ± 0.23
2.92 ± 0.15
5.54 ± 0.28
10.15 ± 0.51
8.85 ± 0.44
9.46 ± 0.47
9.00 ± 0.45
1.84 ± 0.09
1.12 ± 0.06
1.68 ± 0.08
1.22 ± 0.06
1.88 ± 0.09
2.64 ± 0.13
2.10 ± 0.11
3.88 ± 0.19
4.76 ± 0.24
1.17 ± 0.06
1.63 ± 0.08
1.95 ± 0.10
1.94 ± 0.10
1.11 ± 0.06
1.93 ± 0.10
2.10 ± 0.11

3.22 ± 0.16
1.15 ± 0.06
1.26 ± 0.06
1.53 ± 0.08
1.57 ± 0.08
3.31 ± 0.17
0.73 ± 0.04
0.26 ± 0.01
0.30 ± 0.02
0.39 ± 0.02
0.52 ± 0.03
0.36 ± 0.02
0.70 ± 0.04
0.94 ± 0.05
0.96 ± 0.05
1.11 ± 0.06
1.21 ± 0.06
0.24 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.32 ± 0.02
0.29 ± 0.01
0.53 ± 0.03
0.60 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.01
0.29 ± 0.01
0.29 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.01
0.27 ± 0.01
0.27 ± 0.01

0.48 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.01
0.24 ± 0.01
0.26 ± 0.01
0.28 ± 0.01
0.55 ± 0.03

Radionuclide concentrationsb
K (%)
Th (ppm)
U (ppm)

20.5 ± 0.7
17.1 ± 0.4
13.7 ± 0.3
14.2 ± 0.4
14.2 ± 0.9
102 ± 2

DE (Gy)

0.37 ± 0.00
0.26 ± 0.00
0.33 ± 0.00
0.50 ± 0.00
0.52 ± 0.00
0.49 ± 0.00
0.68 ± 0.00
0.90 ± 0.01
0.90 ± 0.01
0.81 ± 0.01
0.81 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01d
0.12 ± 0.01d
0.10 ± 0.01d
0.08 ± 0.00d
0.12 ± 0.01d
0.28 ± 0.00
0.25 ± 0.00
0.40 ± 0.00
0.51 ± 0.00
0.22 ± 0.00
0.28 ± 0.00
0.23 ± 0.00
0.29 ± 0.00
0.19 ± 0.00
0.22 ± 0.00
0.38 ± 0.00

0.44 ± 0.00
0.31 ± 0.00
0.21 ± 0.00
0.19 ± 0.00
0.20 ± 0.00
0.31 ± 0.00

External Ȗ dose
rate (Gy/ka)

0.20 ± 0.02
0.20 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01
0.14 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.02
0.20 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.02
0.20 ± 0.02
0.17 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01
0.13 ± 0.01

0.19 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.21 ± *

Cosmic ray dose
rate (Gy/ka)c

1.25 ± 0.05
0.72 ± 0.03
0.99 ± 0.04
1.21 ± 0.04
1.53 ± 0.07
1.22 ± 0.05
1.97 ± 0.09
2.65 ± 0.13
2.67 ± 0.13
2.76 ± 0.14
2.71 ± 0.14
0.67 ± 0.03
0.48 ± 0.02
0.50 ± 0.02
0.39 ± 0.02
0.61 ± 0.03
0.85 ± 0.04
0.71 ± 0.03
1.19 ± 0.05
1.43 ± 0.05
0.55 ± 0.02
0.68 ± 0.03
0.64 ± 0.02
0.79 ± 0.03
0.54 ± 0.02
0.72 ± 0.03
0.90 ± 0.03

1.29 ± 0.06
0.68 ± 0.02
0.62 ± 0.02
0.58 ± 0.02
0.64 ± 0.03
1.08 ± *

Total dose
rate (Gy/ka)

22.2 ± 1.2
27.1 ± 1.7
29.7 ± 2.2
34.9 ± 2.1
±
33.2 ± 1.9
32.1 ± 2.1
30.5 ± 2.4
36.3 ± 2.6
35.7 ± 2.3
39.5 ± 3.1
0.10 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.02
17.2 ± 1.5
28.7 ± 1.7
24.6 ± 1.6
68.4 ± 4.1
86.3 ± 4.6
121 ± 9
49.7 ± 2.9
25.3 ± 1.2
22.2 ± 1.3
22.1 ± 1.0
22.2 ± 1.1
17.0 ± 0.7
22.1 ± 1.2
28.5 ± 1.6

15.9 ± 0.9
25.2 ± 1.0
22.1 ± 0.9
24.4 ± 1.1
22.3 ± 1.6
>94.72

Age estimate
(ka)

Depth
(m)a
0.51 ± 0.03
0.44 ± 0.02
0.71 ± 0.04
0.53 ± 0.03
0.58 ± 0.03
0.59 ± 0.03
0.22 ± 0.01
0.44 ± 0.02
0.31 ± 0.02
0.72 ± 0.04
0.56 ± 0.03
0.46 ± 0.02
1.62 ± 0.08
1.61 ± 0.08
0.34 ± 0.02
0.18 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.37 ± 0.02
0.14 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.28 ± 0.01

12.8 ± 0.5
21.7 ± 0.8
11.4 ± 0.6
18.2 ± 0.6
140 ± 6
152 ± 10
12.9 ± 0.6
12.7 ± 0.4
12.0 ± 0.5
13.7 ± 0.4

1.28 ± 0.06
1.91 ± 0.10
1.19 ± 0.06
1.37 ± 0.07
1.76 ± 0.09
1.30 ± 0.07
1.67 ± 0.08
1.36 ± 0.07
1.48 ± 0.07
1.46 ± 0.07

2.86 ± 0.14
2.58 ± 0.13
3.33 ± 0.17
2.60 ± 0.13
3.07 ± 0.15
2.98 ± 0.15
1.29 ± 0.06
2.57 ± 0.13
2.01 ± 0.10
3.89 ± 0.19
2.69 ± 0.13
2.26 ± 0.11
6.20 ± 0.31
6.55 ± 0.33
1.80 ± 0.09
1.38 ± 0.07
0.30 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.26 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.01
0.24 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.21 ± 0.01
0.24 ± 0.01

0.33 ± 0.02
0.33 ± 0.02
0.44 ± 0.02
0.35 ± 0.02
0.40 ± 0.02
0.41 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.01
0.37 ± 0.02
0.26 ± 0.01
0.46 ± 0.02
0.34 ± 0.02
0.49 ± 0.02
0.79 ± 0.04
0.84 ± 0.04
0.27 ± 0.01
0.31 ± 0.02

Radionuclide concentrationsb
K (%)
Th (ppm)
U (ppm)

0.13 ± 0.01
0.09 ± 0.01
0.09 ± 0.00
21.9 ± 0.53
23.4 ± 0.56
26.5 ± 0.61
12.0 ± 0.38
16.0 ± 0.86
14.4 ± 0.3
0.12 ± 0.01
21.1 ± 0.5
19.4 ± 0.8
37.7 ± 1.9
41.7 ± 1.7
14.3 ± 0.6
11.6 ± 1.2

DE (Gy)

0.14 ± 0.00
0.34 ± 0.00
0.13 ± 0.00
0.21 ± 0.00
0.26 ± 0.00
0.23 ± 0.00
0.24 ± 0.00
0.17 ± 0.00
0.21 ± 0.00
0.24 ± 0.00

0.30 ± 0.00
0.32 ± 0.00
0.37 ± 0.00
0.35 ± 0.00
0.41 ± 0.00
0.45 ± 0.00
0.23 ± 0.00
0.25 ± 0.00
0.19 ± 0.00
0.37 ± 0.00
0.35 ± 0.00
0.36 ± 0.00
0.63 ± 0.00
0.73 ± 0.00
0.25 ± 0.00
0.18 ± 0.00

External Ȗ dose
rate (Gy/ka)

0.18 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.13 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.01

0.20 ± 0.02
0.21 ± 0.03
0.20 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01
0.14 ± 0.01
0.14 ± 0.01
0.20 ± 0.02
0.19 ± 0.01
0.18 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.17 ± 0.01
0.16 ± 0.01
0.15 ± 0.01

Cosmic ray dose
rate (Gy/ka)c

0.50 ± 0.02
0.83 ± 0.03
0.42 ± 0.02
0.57 ± 0.02
0.59 ± 0.02
0.45 ± 0.02
0.54 ± 0.02
0.55 ± 0.02
0.56 ± 0.02
0.53 ± 0.02

0.96 ± 0.04
0.93 ± 0.04
1.17 ± 0.05
1.01 ± 0.04
1.11 ± 0.04
1.14 ± 0.04
0.59 ± 0.02
0.76 ± 0.04
0.61 ± 0.02
1.21 ± 0.05
1.03 ± 0.04
0.97 ± 0.03
2.14 ± 0.11
2.23 ± 0.11
0.72 ± 0.03
0.53 ± 0.02

Total dose
rate (Gy/ka)

25.4 ± 1.3
26.3 ± 1.4
26.9 ± 1.7
32.0 ± 1.6
236 ± 13
337 ± 25
23.7 ± 1.4
23.0 ± 1.1
21.3 ± 1.1
25.9 ± 1.3

0.14 ± 0.01
0.10 ± 0.01
0.07 ± 0.00
21.8 ± 1.0
21.1 ± 0.9
23.3 ± 1.0
20.3 ± 0.9
21.0 ± 1.5
23.7 ± 1.1
0.10 ± 0.01
20.5 ± 0.9
19.9 ± 1.1
17.7 ± 1.3
18.7 ± 1.2
19.9 ± 1.1
22.1 ± 2.4

Age estimate
(ka)

Depth measured from the dune surface to the sample point; b Measured by ICPMS (U, Th) and ICPOES (K) at Genalysis Laboratories, Perth, Australia.
Cosmic ray dose-rates were calculated following Prescott and Hutton (1994) according to current depth from surface, based upon values for sediment density, altitude, latitude and
longitude.
d
Derived from radioisotope concentrations of K, U and Th and based on conversion factors of Adamiec and Aitken (1998). All other gamma spectrometry values calculated from in
situ portable sodium iodide gamma spectrometry.

c

a

Sample ID

940691 study area
K2175
BLW2-02
2.7
K2176
BLW2-03
3.4
K2177
BLW2-04
2.7
K2178
BLW2-05
2.2
K2179
BLW2-06
2
K2180
BLW2-07
2.7
K2181
BLW2-08
2.7
K2182
BLW2-09
2.7
K2183
BLW2-10
2.7
K2184
BLW2-11
2.7
K2185
BLW2-12
2.7
K2186
BLW2-13
2.7
K2187
BLW2-14
2.7
K2188
BLW2-15
2.7
K2189
BLW2-16
2.7
K2190
BLW2-17
2.7
Lunette adjacent to 940691
K2191
BLW2-18
2.7
K2192
BLW2-19
2.7
K2193
BLW2-20
2.7
K2194
BLW2-21
2.7
K2196
BLW2-23
2.7
K2197
BLW2-24
2.7
K2198
BLW2-25
2.7
K2199
BLW2-26
2.7
K2200
BLW2-27
2.7
K2201
BLW2-28
2.7

Lab ID
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Appendix IV

Additional bone cluster recording

The animal bone in a section of the 940691 study area was described informally, due to
the relatively dense, continuous scatter of bone fragments in this area. Two particularly
dense clusters (with a density of approximately 30 bones per sq m) were recorded in
some detail, with a focus on 40 fragments that could be identified. Because the focus of
the project was on chipped stone, rather than other material, it was deemed appropriate
to use a modified recording procedure in these areas, in order to obtain important data
about the bone without investing too much time and effort. The following information
was collected and summarised by Marnie Kibble, a La Trobe University Archaeology
student with an interest in faunal analysis (see Kibble 2008).

Bone Cluster A
General description: even spread of bone, 252cm by 370cm. Approximately 240 bone
fragments present. 21 are burnt.

Identifiable fragments:
1. Astragulus. Large macropod. Weathered. 3cm.
2. Rib shaft. Appears too robust for macropod (possibly wombat?). Weathered.
5.4cm.
3. Phalange. Burnt. Appears too robust for macropod (possibly wombat?). 2.6cm
4. Longbone shaft. Very robust. Not macropod. Slightly weathered. Very dense.
5.4cm.
5. Glenoid fossa. Macropod scapula fragment. Weathered. Medium macropod.
3.1cm.
6. Proximal rib fragment. Right. More robust than macropod (possibly wombat?).
Weathered. 3.9cm.
7. Proximal tibia fragment. Left. Medium macropod. 3.7cm.
8. Proximal fragment of 5th metatarsal. Large macropod. Very weathered. 3.6cm.
9. Rib shaft fragment. Large mammal. Weathered. 2.3cm.
10. Rib shaft fragment. Medium mammal. Very weathered. 3.4cm. This and
following three near each other.
11. Rib shaft fragment. Medium mammal. Very weathered. 3.2cm.
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12. Rib shaft fragment. Medium mammal. Very weathered. 3.5cm.
13. Rib shaft fragment. Medium mammal. Very weathered. 2.2cm.
14. Rib shaft fragment. Burnt. Weathered. 2.9cm.
15. Zygomatic. Possibly macropod cranium. Weathered. 3.8cm.
16. Tarsal fragment. Large macropod. Weathered. 2.1cm.

Bone Cluster B
General description: Spread of bone approximately 500cm by 600cm. Approximately
800 bone fragments present, most below 1cm in length. 48 are burnt. Some modern
bone also present (rabbit, shingleback) but not included in count.

Identifiable fragments:
1. Complete phalange. Very large macropod. 3.5cm.
2. Longbone end. Very weathered. Split lengthways. 2.7cm. This and following
two near each other.
3. Longbone end. Very weathered. Split lengthways. 4.9cm.
4. Longbone end. Very weathered. Split lengthways. 3.1cm.
5. Complete phalange. Burnt. 1.35cm.
6. Rib shaft fragment. Large mammal. Very weathered. 3.4cm.
7. Proximal ulna fragment. Large mammal. Split lengthways. Very weathered.
3.4cm.
8. Astragulus. Large macropod. Weathered. 3.7cm.
9. Complete phalange. Burnt. 1.35cm.
10. Tooth attached to bone. Possibly macropod. 1.75cm.
11. Cranial fragment. 2.1cm.
12. Glenoid fossa. Scapula fragment. Very weathered. 2.8cm.
13. Fibula shaft fragment. Mammal. Weathered. 2.3cm.
14. Near complete phalange. Burnt. 1.8cm.
15. Fibula fragment. Medium macropod. Burnt.
16. Vertebrae fragment. Macropod. 2.2cm.
17. Near complete phalange. Large mammal. Very weathered. 2.8cm.
18. Caudal vertebrae fragment. Large macropod. Burnt. Cut-marked. 2.9cm.
19. Molar. Macropod. 0.5cm.
20. 4th metatarsal fragment. Burnt. Split lengthways. 1.6cm.
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21. Fibula fragment. Medium macropod. Burnt. 1.6cm.
22. Phalange. Medium mammal. Weathered. Broken in half. 4.6cm.
23. Rib shaft fragment. Medium mammal. Burnt. 1.3cm.
24. Possible tailbone. Weathered. 2.5cm.

Adjacent to clusters
Burnt longbone fragment with possible cutmarks, approximately 2cm
Two particularly robust proximal rib fragments
One robust burnt distal rib fragment
Two isolated macropod teeth
Macropod metatarsal epiphysis
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Appendix V

Weight calculation

Artefact weight was not measured in the field due to the additional time investment
involved in utilising an extra piece of equipment. Instead, the metric data from an
artefact assemblage comprised predominantly of silcrete from the Willandra Lakes
region was used as a guide for determining the relationship between maximum artefact
length and weight.

Summary data:
Artefact type

max dim (mm)
ave
st dev
22.14
10.52
45.76
12.94

n

Flakes & debris
Cores

477
15

weight (g)
ave
st dev
3.06
5.79
46.57
35.08

Distribution of size and weight:
2.5

cores:
y = 3.0572x - 3.5291
2
R = 0.8474

Flakes and debris
Cores
Linear (Flakes and debris)
Linear (Cores)

2

1.5

log weight

1

0.5

0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

-0.5

flakes and debris:
y = 2.929x - 3.7649
2
R = 0.8898

-1

-1.5

log max dimension

Formulae:
Flakes and debris

[weight] = 0.0002 x [maximum dimension]2.929

Cores

[weight] = 0.0003 x [maximum dimension]3.0572
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